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FOREWORD 

Volume I,   this Volume,  and  two companion Volumes contain the findings,  con- 
clusions,  and recommendations resulting from the study of warning system require- 
ments under contract OCD-PS-64-183.    The three Volumes are as follows: 

TM-L-1960/090/00 
Final Report  for the Office of Civil Defense 
Civil Defense Warning System Research  Support 
Volume 1:    Radio Warning System Studies 
31 January 1966 

TM-L-1960/091/00 
Final Report for  the Office of Civil Defense 
Civil Defense Warning System Research Support 
Volume II:     Research Studies 
31 January 1966 

TM-L-1960/092/00 
Final Report for  the Office of Civil Defense 
Civil Defense Warning System Research Support 
Volume III:     Use of Damage Assessment Information for Warning   (u) 
31 January 1966 

The Volumes were authored by the Special Research and Development Projects 
Staff composed of: 

J L Autery M. I.  Rosenthal 
D.   H.   Kearin W. Stroebel 
R.   L.   Lamoureux D. C.   Swavely 
J.   0.  Neilson S. Weems 
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CHAFTER ONE 

XNTOODUCTION AND SUMIAPY 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

In April 196<^ the System Development Corporation (SDC) vas awarded a contract 
(OCD-PS-6U-I83) by the Office of Civil Defense (OCD) to continue actlvltief. In 
the area of civil defense warning system research support. 

This volume and two others, TM-L-1960/091/OO and TM-L-1960/092/OO, document 
and sumnarize the results of that research effort, and comprise the final 
report required by the contract. 

The SDC staff performed the following tasks, during the course of the con- 
tract:1 

1. Assisted OCD In evaluating, selecting, end iaplementlng 
a nationwide radio-based alert and warning system. 

2. Selected optimum radio warning system configurations on 
the basis of operational and perx'oznance requirements and 
designated areas for detailed engineering study. 

3. Determined,  on the basis of operational and performance 
requirement is, optimum signaling procedures to be used in 
the transmiBBlom and distribution elements of a radio-based 
alerting and warning system,and studied the need for and 
degree of security of signaling and other related factors 
leading to the engineering design of aignaliog devices. 

1. Several other tasks were origmally scheduled, but were not performed. 
The omitted tasks Include a study of the optimum relationship between 
warning system development and Shelter system developnent; an investiga- 
tion of civil defense alerting conditions; and an analysis at improved 
processing of warning infoznation at various civil defense operational 
levels.   Xheae tasks were omitted 4hen other tasks undertaken under the 
terms of the technical support clsuue of the contrac    (item 9 below) 
were assigned sufficiently hl# priority by OCD to necessitate reducing 
the overall scope of work. 

r 
■ 

- 
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k.    Studied the civil defense decision-to-vam at all levels 
uf government—federal, state, and local. 

5*    Evaluated the feasibility and effectiveness of providing 
strategic vaming to Industry sad determined tradeoffs between 
shutdown of industry following strategic warning and possible 
escalation of a crisis versus no shutdown and probable daaage 
to or destruction of plant and surrounding ccnmmity.    The staff 
also evaluated the impact upon federal warning systems and 
procedures with regard to providing such strategic warning 
for shutdown purposes. 

6.    Developed reliability criteria for evaluating both cur- 
rent and planned warning systeras, including expressions for 
describing the levels of reliability at which a warning sys- 
tem will operate, and a mathematical model for the perfor- 
mance required of the improvenents of any warning system if 
that system is to achieve a predetexnlned level of reliability. 

7«    Determined the degree to vhich federal warning programs 
have been accepted by     Congress;      collected and assembled 
material showing the legislative and fiscal history of these 
progrsns; anajyied the deveLopoent of the programs in terms 
of the interaction of civil defense agency personnel with 
Congress; and traced changes in the nature of and the funding 
requested for programs proposed as well as In the nature of and 
funding provided for programs accepted. 

8.   Determined the warning information that could be derived 
f ran a nuclear detection or danage assessment system, and re- 
viewed and evaluated the warning potential of current, planned, 
and proposed nuclear detection and danage assessment systems. 

9.    Provided technical assistance and liaison on radio-baaed 
alerting and warning systems, and in other areas mutually 
agreed upon by OCD and System Developnent Corporation. 

Volume I contains aine chapters devoted to technical subjects investigated 
under the general heading of radio-warning system studies (Tasks 1 through 
3, and 9« above), a Bibliography and a Olnssaxy.   Iheae chapters 
voted to the following subjects: 

*      ■ 

•   Chapter One, introduction and ftUMry. Contains an 
introduction and a series of ■i—nliii of the 
succeeding charters in this volm». 

O 

■ 
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• Chapter Two, Interim Operational Requirements: Cooipiles 
requlrementß for the proposed Radio Warning System. 

• Chapter Three, Alternate System Goafigurations: Presents 
the main characteristlCB of three possible Radio Warning 
System coofiguratioas. 

• Chapter Four, Proposed Alert Signal end Wr.-ning Messages: 
HecontnendB an alert signal and a set of warning messages 
suitable for dissenLnatlon over the Radio Warning System. 

• Chapters Five througi Ten:  Present series of analyses of 
various problems related to the design of domestic receivers 
for use vlth the Radio Warning System. 

Chapters Two through Ten reproduce previously piibliched reports. However, 
they have been updated, lAiexe necessary, to reflect the status of the 
Radio Warning Program as of 31 January 1966.    No attempt has been made 
to provide rcntiauity from chapter to chapter, particularly those de- 
voted to receiver design prdblems because it is felt that anyone reading 
them will gain considerable insight into these problems and   that what 
little inconsistency is apparent is normal to a developing program. 

Volume Two, TM-L-1960/091/OO, contains the findings of all other unclass- 
ified warning research studies,    ühese include Tasks k through 1» and 9 
above. 

Volutae Ihree,  TM-L-1960/092/00 is clessxfed Secret Restricted.    It contains 
information warning data that could be derived from a nuclear detection or 
daraac* assessment system (Task 8, above). 

Following are smmariss of Chapters Two through Ten of VoLas I, respectively. 

2.0 SOMART OF CHAPTER WO:    INT2RIM OPERATIOHAL RBQUIRBOaS 

Oils chapter presents a compilation of operational requirements for the Radio 
Warning System derived from meetings and discussions among Office of Civil 
Defense personnel and associated contractors (Gantney fi Jones Ci—null aMiwis, 
file., Stanford Research Institute, and Syatem Development Corporation). 

- 

2.1 OOKWBXCtB ABD IMKlfMiAIUMB 
■ 

It is recoBBBiJded that the operational requirements presented in this dtapter 
be accepted Toy OCD as the defining criteria for the Radio Warning System, 
tints providing a foundation for the dsveloiMent tank on the system to idilch 
all design effort must confom.   Although the operational requirements ahoul l 
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be adhered to by System designers, their application ahould be flexible enough 
to allow changes to be made based on later and more complete Information. 

2.2 UREBRmNQ PUBLIC REQUIRESflTB 

The needs of the public, as they affect the system, must be examined In two 
separate time frames: the situation of imnediate danger to life and the normal 
pre-energeney period.   To satisfy the former, the warning process Should meet 
the following basic system requirements: 

1'    Coverage.   The warning message must reach as many people 
as possible when the emergency arises, wherever they 
may be at any time, day or nlgbt. 

2. Credibility, de warning message must be credible to them 
so they will react properly without costly delay. To this 
end the waning process must be reliable and contain self- 
authenticating features. 

. 
Content. Hie warning process must direct them as to vhat 
to do.   This implies existence of protective measures and 
a shelter system.    It requires that Intelligible voice 
Instructions be transmitted to the public.   Strictly 
local instructions, while not a part of the Radio Warning 
System, must be Integrated Into the overall warning process. 

■ 

3. 

Regarding the normal tine frame, the system should provide for 1) public 
financial support, 2) public training, and 3) public conditioning to a certain 
amount of annoyance, particularly from any equlpDent located In the hone. 

2.3 THE ROIE OF OPERATIONAL RBQUIKEMENTS IN SYSTEM EESION 

Distinction must be made between the terms operational capability and opera- 
tional requirement.   The former term represents the general statements made 
during the early stages of system design describing characteristics desired 
In the system, and the latter tern represents  ;he more precise statements of 
THlnlTHHm levels of performance In specific areas of system operation vhlch set 
the standards the system designer must meet« 

The Directorate for Flans and Operations of the Offloe of Civil Defense has 
drawn up a list of desirable features for the Radio Warning system.   (This liet 
Is reproduced In the Annex to Chapter Two).   For the system operator, these 
desirable features constitute a set of operational requlrensnta.   For the 
system designer, however, the list requires further refinement, as It does not 
establiah ml nimm standards to be used In determining whether a system con- 
figuration merits implementation.      Bie set of operational requirements 

O 
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must specify characteristlce and levels of perfoxnance In erary area of ' 
Operation Judged essential to carrying out the ndaelao of the sygtem, and 
as Importantly, only in euch areas. 

Several examples are presentel to Illustrate the Iterative process necessary 
to bridge the gap between thf; system operator's specification of broad op- 
erational requirement a end the system designer's need of a more precise 
statement of them.   Dlacussed In this context are the requirements regarding: 

1. Populatlop Cuverags.   The actual percentage of people 
reached by the system vi 11 be determined In large measure 
by the cost of the receiver and the temper of the population 
at the time the system Is Installed.    Therefore, the choice 
of ay stem coaflguratlon cannot be affected by the number of 
people It purports to cover,  since no specification of pop- 
ulation coverage can be claimed for any given configuration. 
As a result, there is no requirement Included specifying 
the percentage of the population vhlch the system must nach. 

2. Regjonal Networks and Initiation Pointe.   It vas originally 
believed that the system should provide a public warning capabil- 
ity to the OCD Regions, but It has finally been decided that 
this feature la not essential.    Therefore, a regional vernlng 
capability la not a requirement. 

3*    Reliability.    The system operators have specified only 
thet the system be reliable.    There ere many Interrelated 
factors that affect system reliability, e.g., false alarm 
versus no alarm failures; redundancy In hardware ccnponents 
and comminications channels;  noise In the radio frequency 
environment;  and human reliability as It affects the system 
and methods of system testing.   Though It would have been 
possible to specify a technique such aa autonatlc closed- 
loop continuity checking to guarantee high reliability. It 
waa felt this would unnecessarily limit the choice of con- 
figuration.    Thus, a general requirement Is presented, 
specifying a irrinlim« level of reliability, tolch must be 
met by any configuration regardless of the techniques used 
to do so. 

k.    Cost.   Because system cost Is only one criterion that 
vlllTe~u«ed to Judge vhlch hardware configuration to im- 
plement. It cannot be specified that the configuration 
that maets all the other requlramante and can be Installed 
for the least cost, will be chosen.    The samt argmaret holds 
for ccnponeuts,  such as the home receiver. 

C 
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5. atntaglc Vergim Tactical Warning. In -tixle coqpilatlon, 
there are requlreaaente as well as JusMjflcatiaoB of rcqulre- 
BMUts Included an the basis that the system viU he used for 
strategic as veil as tactical warning. Hone of these signi- 
ficsntty change the configuration of the system from vhat it 
would be if only tactical varning was being planned. 

2.4 CT0ÜND ROTES AND ASSUMPTIONS 

1.   Current aystem.   The outdoor/indoor alerting and warning 
system based upon sirens end the aocrgcncy Broadcast 8yJtem 
(BBS) has been Judged inadequate for future needs by OCD. 

2.   Radio-Based aystem.   Ihe present program is directed toward 
the development of a radio-based alerting and warning system. 

3.   Start Date.    Inatallation of the Radio Warning System is 
planned to start as early as 1968   if deplpynsnt of § acfa a 
system is approved. 

k.   Protective Measures. It is assuned that adequate shelter will 
be available by the time the Radio Warning System is installed. 

5. Bophcnofleneity.   Although present outdoor alerting techniques 
have been Judged inadequate, they will still have a role in the 
overall warning process even after the Radio Warning system has 
been laplssaented. 

6. Baargency Broadcast flyetem. The BBS is not a constraint on 
the Radio Warning System Operation.    The nervices provided by IBS 
will still be seeded, but it may not necessarily exist in its 
present form. 

2.5 IKBRIM OPERATIONAL RBQUIREMEMTS:    FUNCTION 

2.^.1        National Alert and/or national Warning 

The Radio Warning System shall provide the public, through radio receivers 
located in diallings, places of business, and institutions, a timely national 
alert and/or national warning of an eneoy attack and/or the effects of such an 
attack« 
2.^.2 Activate Other aarstsma 

The Radio Waning System shall be capable of activating other public almxting 
and warning systems.    Vfeere several different selective alartlng and warning 
functions exist in these systems, the Radio Hdming System Aall be capable 
of activating these systems in the appropriate functional Mode«. 

O 
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8.5.3     Hard Copy 

nie Radio Warning System shall be capable of trwiaartttlng Infomatlon ai 
bard copy \iiere such information Is needed to provicb program material 
for voice mtssages to be delivered to the public. Hard copy will aljo 
be transmitted to provide Immediate authentication of the automatic aa~ 
sumption of control of a facility's traniroit+.er. 

2.6    INTERIM OPERATIONAL RBQUIREMERHB: COVERAGE 

2.6.1  Coptlnuous Activation Capability 

The Radio warning system shall be capable of being activated any time of <ty, 
any day of the year. 

2.6.2  Oeopraphlc Coverage 

Hie Radio Warning system shall provide adequate signal strength to activate 
public receivers located anywhere within the 40 contlgucus states. The system 
shall be capable of interfacing with the warning systecn In &e noncontiguous 
states, territories, and posses a ions. 

2.7 IWIERIM OPERATIONAL RaQJIREMENTB:  STRUCTURE AND OPERATION 

2.7.1 Autonatlc and SemLautaaatlc Cperatldo 

Sie Radio Warning System shall be cepable of opctrsting both aufcOMartlecLUy and 
semlautcmtlcally fran the time of activation thxow^i the delivery of the 
alert signal and/or warning message to the public.   Seudautoaatlc operation 
will consist of the transmission of liv »-voice messages to suoa segments of 
the public and the manual transmission of hard- copy B»ss«faPS within ücxi^iln 
portions of the eysten's control network. 

2.7.2 Betlonal Biltlsblcn Points 

The Radio warning System shall hare a primary nettlonal initiation point and 
one or more backup Initiation points. Tor rlmary point will be located at 
the WORAD Coafcat Orerations Center. 

2.7.3 Aceaas to the flt/stem 

Tactical warning points must be provided the capability to preemj t the« syaten 
in order to override a strategic warning already in progress  accept, for this 
restrlctlou, the national initiativ points of the Radio Warning Syste» shall 
hate independent access to the syster through the system's control network 
transml-»-.ter(8)j that is, coamnications channels from each at the points shall 
be provided directly to the control tranamitters and no control over accesa to 
the system other than procedural shall normally be exercised over 'ooy initiation 
poln: by any other Initiation point. 
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2.1.k    QüMctJyn FunetloiMi 
1 

Vba ability to perfam the following six functions shall oc pzovidsd as 
«HwtiHnit to the operator of the Radio Wfirnlfig Bftm at each of the national 
initiation points:    alert end varn, warn onlar, cancel test, preempt, end 
transmit hard copy. 

2.7.5     Qpergtiopal atetus sod Verificettion of Activatioü» 

The operational status of ccqponents at each level of the system Shall he 
SMde available at the national Initiation points,    /to Indication of success- 
ful operation or failure of the systsn at any and all levels above the hose 
receiver shall be provided to the operators at one or more of the national 
Initiation points at the tins of system activation. 

2.7.6 MflahoBwaeneity 

The Radio Warning System nay be a nonhamogeneous systsn, that is, different 
types of equixnent nay he used within different portions of the systea to 
accomplish the ssne function. 

2.7.7 Muted Bsceivers 

The public receiver component of the Radio Warning Qyetea ahall nomelly re* 
nain in a noted condition, that is, the audio portion of the receiver will 
not operate until it is necessary to transntt a signal or nassags tLrragh 
the receiver to the pubUc. 

■ 

2.7.8 Positive Control of Priblic Receiver 

The public receiver conponent of the Radio Warning Systen Shall he designed 
to operate under the positive control of the systen operator, that is, the 
denoting and mooting of the receiver ■ hall both he controlled by signals 
f rcn the alert and warning traoanitter. 

2.7.9 Location of Alert Biipaal Qenermtor 

The equipaant used to generate the public alert -signal for the Radio Warn- 
ing fltysteat Shall he located at the transmitter or control facility cf 12M 
radio station taat distributes the signal to other radio stations, or that 
delivers the signal tc the public, hut not in the home receiver itself. 

2.7*10   Alert Signal 

"fce Radio Wansdng Systen shall he capable of trananitting messages to the 
intblic with or without toe accoopsaying alert SIAMI. (Preliminary studies 
Indicate that an alert slanal lotensity on the order of 90 decibels at 
10 feet will he required J 
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2,7.11  Vai-alng Message 

•me Radio Vanning System shall tranomlc pretaped varning messages to the pub- 
lic vhesaver possible, but the capability to tranaalt live nsssaess to the 
public must also be provided to cover unusual situations for vhlch standardised 
messages are inappropriate, The warning messsgc shall be delivered by the 
public receiver with sufficient, audibility and intelligibility to lusurs Its 
being readily understood by a person located in the same roan as the receiver. 
(Preliminary studies indicate a warning messaga intensity of the order of 7$ 
decibels at 10 feet will be required.) 

interaction with Other Systems 

Provision shall be made in the Radio Warning System for the exchange of infor- 
mation, either automatically or manually, with those systems that are involved 
in the warning process either as sources for warning intelligence or as coople- 
mentary means for transmitting warning and/or warning information. 

2.8     INTISRIM OFBRATIONAL RBQUIKEMSNT: MAXIMUM RESPOKSE TIME 

Die response time of the Radio Warning System shall be such as to insure that 
an alert and warning can be provided to target areas within a tine period 
apprcaching one minute as a maximum snd to nontarget areas within a time 
period approaching three minutes. Variation in response time between target 
and nontarget areas shall be allowed only if radio frequencies Mist be shared 
by several facilities within the system on a tims-divlsion basis, or if some 
similar technical sacrifice aust be mr«de. 

2.9     mSRIM OFERATIOML SPEOIFICATIOMB: RBLLABILTIY 

2.9.1  Mlnlaw Perfonaance Level 

The reliability of the Radio Warning System Shall be such that the expected 
number 0/ people put at risk by failures in the system Shall not exceed 0.1 
percent of the entire population. The figure of merit to be used in cal- 
culating the expected number of people put at risk shall be the instantsaeous 
availability of the system, i.e., the probability that the systaa will func- 
tion in a completely satisfactory manner upon activation. 

2.9.2  Redundant BquliMBnt 

Redundant equipment Sb«ll be installed in the RadlJ Warning System above the 
public receiver level when indicated as necessary by an engineering eYaluatlon 
of system reliability. Where such redundancy exists, autoowtic switchovsr 4"> 
standby equipment shall be provided in the event of a failure in the active 
equipsent. 
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2.9.3       Fll Bt*: Bq.uli—Dt 
■ 

AU equlposnt used In the Radio Wurniag Byut&m »UaU be dealgnsd to MKiUjM 
the probability that coqpaunts vl.n fall la a »llent or safe condition, not 
in a condition vhldi simulates system operation. 

O 

2.9.4 Receirer Protection 

lam public receiver coaponent of the Radio Warning Systea shall he designed to 
vithatand the waar and tear that can he expected in an exposed location in an 
average household vUich may he situated anyWhere within the wide raugo of 
envirotaMnts found in the various climatic areas of the United States. Further, 
it ahall he assembled in such a way as to dlscourags or prevent a person from 
tanperlng vith it. 

I 

2.9.5  Testing Program • 

Qua Radio Warning System shall he tested down to and including the public 
receivers on a frequent basis.   The frequency of these tests shall be deter- 
mined so that the expected mafcer of public receivers that are allowed to 
beccBB inoperative between tests ahall not exceed a fixed percentage of the 
total mmfcer of receivers.    (The allowable percentage of inoperative receivers 
remains to be deüennined.) 

2.9.6      KgintenfiTvce 

The failure of equlpmnt used in the Radio Warning System at levels above the 
public receiver shall autoBmticaUy be indicated to maintenance persontit 1. 

2.9.7      Dual Operator Poaitlcns 

Provision Shall be made in the Radio Warning System to require the actions of 
two individuals to activate the system from any national Initiation point. 
(The exact method that will be used to cany out this requirement remains to he 
detexmlned.) 

2.30 UfEERIM OPERATIONAL RBlUIKEMEWIBr    SUPVZVJBILXnr,  SKCURIIT AMD SABOTAGE, 

2.ID.1 gurvlvability 

The Radio Waning System ahall be survivable in the follov. ng sense: In the 
event of an overt attack am the Obited States (except for an undetected attack 
directed against the Radio Warning System itself), AMXL he carpeble of surviving 
in operating condition for a period sufficient to enable the delivery at a 
national alert and vaming. Following the attack, the planned leconstitution 
capabilities of the system ahall he sufficient to insure a coctinued pdblic 
warning capability with mlnlmua Interruption dur to «ttarY effects. Recowtitu- 
ticn planning Shall determine the means of increasing tL« likelihood of the 
continuad operation of faeilitlss originally Included &a aystem co^pouents, as 
mall as the means by itiich other ei—mill aUm» facilities vhlch might survive 
an attack mü&t he utilised to prmlde warring to the public. 

O 
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■ 2.10.2      J—g*Tg 
■ 

St« control portion of the Radio Warning System shall he provided with atxti- 
Joning capability.    The RF Bensitlvlty of the public receiver ccnponent of 
tie sy'itec shall be nade adjustable and Shall be maintained at a level no 
greatar than that which is necessary to receive   legitimate signals fron sys- 

transmltters. 

2.10.3     Spooling 

The contro? portion of the Radio Warning System shall be nade sufficiently 
secure to prevent its being spoofed. The system shall be designed to enable 
the rapid detection by system operators of any attempt, vhether belligerent 
or mischievous, to spoof the system. The system operators shall be provided 
with the ability to inform the public of the situation as soon as possible, 
using the Radio Warning System Itself as veil as other means of comaunleating 
with the public. 

■ 

3.0 SÜMMARf OF CHAPIBR 1HREB;    ABnBBWAIB SYST04 COWFIGURATIONS _—_—_—_——   

This chapter presents the main characteristics of three possible Radio Warn- 
ing System configurations: Radio-Eased; AUTODIN; and Lendllne-Radio.   Each 
Is based on a somewhat different interpretation of the Radio Warning System 
mission, and on differences In the relative weighting of such parameters as 
reliability, survivablUty, and security-    In addition, a redefinition of some 
of täe operational requirements that have been specified in earlier document*» 
tlQD is proposed.   In the process of redefining some of the requirements, a 
fev of the problem areas have been investigated and discussed.   Solutions 
offered to some of the problems are based on the assumptions and arguments 
developed in this chapter. 

3.1 MZBSIOR OP THE SYSTEM 

The mission of the Radio Warning System is to provide the public, througi 
radio receivers located in dwellings, places of business, and Institutions, 
a timely national alert and voice warning of an ibgendlng eneny nuclear 
attack.   The purpose of this alert and warning is to ensblr the public to 
take protective measures to increase the probability of their survival.  Ihe 
Radio Warning System Is different from previous varning systems in that it 
has in one system: 

I*    CM capability of a quick reaction time. 

2. The capability to alert tbe public by generating a dis- 
tinctive, attention-getting sound. 

3. The capability of delivering a voice message to the public. 

k.    The cspability to cover a broad population. 
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Ihe Radio Warning System will not replace the existing varning systems, which 
have their own unique contributions to make in the overall warning situation. 
Other systems, however, will be affected by the Radio Warning System, and all 
systems will be mads to complement each other and contribute toward providing 
a complete warning capability. 

3.1.1      Constraints 

No attempt to define a command and control capability as part of the Radio 
Warning System has been made in this chapter.    Also, the level of detail of 
the system eonflgorstions presented is not sufficient to allov adequate cost 
analyses to be made at this tine.    Only variations In the control network 
subsystem will be discussed.   The radio facilities for broadcasting to the 
public will be considered to be the same for all three configurations.   All 
of the control network subsystems presented are considered to interface with 
a broadcast   ubsyatem consisting of eitfit low-frequency, subnational trans- 
mitters plus approodmately 60 conmercial broadcast stations. 

3.1.2 Conclusions and Rscomnendations 

AH thrsü different system configurations that have been examined in acme 
detail appear to be technically feasible. However, a number of problams 
remain to be solved before an operational system can be Implemented. More 
precise definition of the system raquirements, and a rationale for weigilng 
their relative import-ancc should be developed as soon as possible to all-w 
meaningful cost-effectiveness ooeqparlsons to be made of the different con- 
figurations. It is reconmended that the principles of Value Engineering, 
as developed by the Department of Defence, be applied to the develcpment of 
the Radio Warning system. 

• 

. 

3.2 RADIO-BASED COHFIGURATIOK 

This configuration is based upon use by ODD of the low-frequency (60 kHz) 
time-standard station, WWVB, at Fort Coll ins» Colorado, for disseminating 
the control signals from the national initiation points to the transmitters 
that broadcast the alert mad warning message to the public. IBS* la the 
normal everyday user of the station, broadcasting at 60 kHz to Hut public 
vitti time signals derived from the UBS cesiua atomic frequency standard. 

During an alert situation, OCD will assume control of WWVB and will transmit 
frequency ahlft-keyed teletype signals to control subnational low-frequency (UT) 
end comnerclal broadcast stations. A switch closure from the operator's 
console starts the transmission of a coded massage over the first link of the 
control network. Obis first link, from the Rational Warning Center at RORAD 
COC to the RB8 transmitter at Fort Collins, will be a full-period, microwave 
channel. The putpoae of the first control nmasage is to activate UM primary 
transmitters at Fort Col Uns by pitting them on the air la the OCD mot» at 
operation. 

Rational Bureau of Standards 

■ 11 MM mm mmm mm. 
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A progranmer puts In a timed delay to allow for completion of the hardware 
ewltchlng, and for ViWVB to he reaJy to start transmitting on 61.15 kHz In 
the OCD mode.   Cie progranmer then initiates the sending of the second 
message, vhich causes a stunt box to provide a svitch closure to a transmit 
KW7 cryjitographic device at WVB.   This svitch closure causes the KW7 to send 
synchronizing signals via the 61.1? kHz transmitter to synchronize all of the 
KWTs at the lover echelon stations. 

When a conmunlcation channel has been established to the subnational and com- 
mercial broadcast transmitters, a transmitted code group causes stunt boxes 
to activate controllers at each of these lauer echelon transmitters.    At fb» 
subnational transmitters, tfclch are OCD dedicated and have no other mode of 
operation, the controllers have only to svitch on tha plate pover supply and 
the transmitters are ready to broadcast to the public.    At the cooaercial 
broadcast stations the controller has to svitch program lines, modulators, 
plate pover and possibly other equipment, depending on the configuration of 
each station.    In this manner, all stations will be put in a condition to 
broadcast the OCD alert and warning message.    The next code group will be 
interpreted by the stunt boxes at all stations to be the selection of the 
correct alert and warning tape drive unit from the voice tape deck.    The 
selection of the tape unit will be followed by imnedlate read out of the 
taped alert and warning message to the modulators of the transmitters for 
broadcast to the public.    Once the alert and warning broadcasts have been 
started at all of the subnational transmitters and comnercial broadcast 
stations, a teletype authentication message is sent down from the NWC to all 
conmercial broadcast stations and printed out on the local page printers. 

3.3 AOTGDIR CONFIGURATION 

Ihls configuration is based on the use of AUTOLIN to provide the necessary 
ccnunication network for activating the Radio Warning System.   AUTOOIN is 
an automatic switching network operated by the Defense COKvnicstions Agency 
consisting of nine switching centers and interconnecting truck lines.    The 
network is designed to provide high speed, flexible ei ami u it cat Jons for the 
Department of Defense and related users.    It can be used for Radio Warning 
System control if tributary lices are added from the switching centers to 
the Rational Warning Centers, sutaational varning transmitters, and possibly 
the local broadcast facilities. 

In this configuration, each Rational warning Center and subnational varning 
transmitter would be equipped with Conpound Itemtnals.    The Compound Terminal 
(CT) transmits and receives teletype messages via modified Automatic and and 
Receive Sets.    Transmission is synchronous and in 8-bit cc—on-langim^p» 
Pleldata code, of ifcich 7 levels are used for information and the 9th J^vel 
for a parity Check.    The data rate is 150 bits per second requiring twice 
the bandwidth of a standard teletype channel. 
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■ 

9M loe*X broadcast facintlea wlLl bf sauipped vlth both taelr own UP xuceiver, 
and/or an AK/TOOIH Teletype TnxmLnal,  lopped vlth other •facl litiea for authentlca- 
tloD purpoaoa, and as a back-up for manual Initiation of warning tranfldaslons 
If, for tOM reaaon, tfaa Tf link froa the aubnafclonal traaeiiltter la Inoperative. 

n 

Ttm TelatTpa Tssalnal tranamlta and receives wsaaosa in the 3 level Baudot 
code.   Tmndaaicn la by standard telegraph mans.   CSiaractera are sent 
aaynchrortoualy in bit serial form. 

•Die lov-frequeocy (17) subnatiooal and broadcast transuittere vill retain their 
present function cf providing the radio Urk to the public, but nay or nay not 
be used to tranodt control signals to comne del broadcast stations.   UM 
three national initiation points at Colorado Springs, Colorado; Danton, loxas; 
and VashiLgton, D.C* are eact connected to AUTODIN by landline links to at 
least two alternate svitdiing centers.    Alternate links are provided to add 
redundancy and increase the reliability and survlvability of the systen.   All 
traffic on these lines la encrypted to insure the same level of security aa 
that Afforded by the AUTODIN circuits.    Drops frcn AOTODHf vill be furnished 
to tbu Bübnaticnal vazning iranamltters In their propoeed locations.   The local 
broadcast facilities nay be provided vlth an AUTODIH drop, or they nay depend 
on the, subnetlonals for activation, or both. 

Mian the syaten is activated for any reason, two flash priority messages vill 
be initiated at the National Warning Center.   One vill be to the local broadcast 
facilities indicating that OCD has assumed control of their facility and the 
reason therefor.   The second message must contain the tine the message was ini- 
tiated fron the Rational Warning Center in order that the IF transmitters can 
synchronise their trensoisslona in case of conflicting frequJency allocations 
causing cones of interference. 

AOTODIR's speed fits veil vithlu the time coostrainta of adequate warning. It 
is designed to deliver olgb priority »eaaagea to any recipient within six 

Another requiiuwiiil of any warning syaten is that it should not be subject 
%o seisure, either for overt or covert xnrposes.    The AUTODIN avitcfaing 
tare axe secure facilities and, therefore, are not accessible to unautborlaed 
personnel.    Also, traffic between the oesterc is encrypted, thereby making 
it virtually iaposoible to seise lines betveen centers. 

AUTCDHf is an extzenely reliable system.    Its lines are eonaon carrier lines, 
vhlch are maintained on a continuous basis, and it is aibla to seise lines frcn 
the AOTOnatic VOloe »ctvork (AUTOVOIH) in oasa of overload.    MStOBa is a dis- 
tributed network, i.e., every switching center is connected directly to every 
other switching center, asking alternate routing possible in ease of line 
rntagi or svitdiing ceatex failure.    Nasssgas sent betwtan svitdiing centers 
are oonfinaed and acknowledged, time guaranteeing the receipt of «Beaajas sent 
over the systen« 
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3.U UUIDLINE-RADIO COKFIGURATION 
■ 

This configuration Is based 1900 use of the UBS transmitting station VfWVB and 
a low-quality leased wire line to disseminate the control signals fron the 
national initiation points to the transmitters that broadcast the alert and 
warning message to the public. 

High system reliability is achieved in this configuration by the use of two 
reliable, dissimilar connunlcation channels, i.e., radio and leased wire, to 
provide redundancy against system failure.    This diversification of facilities 
also allows a hi#i level of security to be obtained without sacrificing reli- 
ability.   The fact that the two coonunication channels are conpletely different 
makes it difficult for an eneiqr to spoof the system.    It also reduces the 
probability that any natural or inadvertant man-made phenomena that could 
generate a false control signal on one channel would also induce one on the 
other channel.    A third benefit gained from tills diversity of facilities is 
an increased probability of surviving the initial phases of an enemy nuclear 
attack.   Oiough both of the channels must be highly relisble, requiring 
considerable redundancy, they are not necessarily high cost facilites.    The 
low data rate requirements of the system can be satisfied by a 15-Hr «ire 
facility.   The low data rate will also allow the VWVB transmissions to be 
coded to take maxlwtmi advantage of the available power and bandwidth of the 
system.   This shoulc provide a high signal-to- noise ratio, resulting in 
vexy relisble coverage of the United States vith the single transmitting 
station at Fort Collins. 

Mien the decision-to-warn is implemented by the system operator, parallel 
switch closures are sent from the operator's console to a programaer that 
interfaces vith the radio channel, and to a wire encoder that interfaces vith 
the wire channel.    Upon receipt of the switch closure, the pniaii— 1  sends 
a start code group to the controller at Fort Collins, vhich Initiates the 
changeover of the KB3 transmitter from operation in the UBS mode to operate cm 
in the OCD mode.    Mien this changeover is coqpleted, tie transmitter begins 
radiating carrier power only at a frequency of 61.15 kHz.   At the National 
Iteming Center, the monitor receiver thf.v. la tuned to this frequency provides 
an input signal to the prograsaer that initiates the second output, i.e.-, the 
tactical alert control message.   This message is transmitted by the IBS trans- 
mitter snd received at each of the transmitter sites that broadcast to the 
public, i4iere it la decoded snd fed into a logic circuit.   Vhen the operator's 
console furnishes the switch closure to tb* vire encoder, the code group desig- 
nated by the switch closure is generated and sent down the wire line to the 
public broadcast transmitter. 

At the heart of the control network are the logic circuits at each of the 
public broadcast transmitter sites. The logic circuit is the device that 
receives the control signal from tvo different channels, checka their 
anthenticity, and decides whether to Initiate the warning broadcast or 
an «laa nailing for human intervention in cases where the probability la 
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high that the received alert control sjeaaega is false. The logic circuit 
conatantly aotoitaora bath Ineaning channels. ^ie 60-JkHB-monitor receiver 
is tuned to WWVB at all times and furnishes an audio input to a WWVB recogni- 
tion circuit, -which detezninea whether WWVB is operating. This information 
is aupplied to the logic circuit. The logic circuit also continuously monitors 
the vira line Inputs. It has recognition circuitry that accepts the codes 
generated by a line cheek cods generator, and f ram the presence or absence 
of these codes deteznines whether the «ire line is operable. 

With this basic infonation on the conditions of the input channels being 
aaintained continuously, the logic device is In a position to make logical 
decisions about the authenticity of the incoming control messages, and to 
Implement these decisions by either automatically initiating the warning 
broadcast to the public, or asking for a hvraan decision to be made whether 
to proceed vita the alert. The logic being Instrumented is that, vith both 
channels knoun to be working properly ianediately prior to reception of the 
ccnraands, the probability that both channels could be simultaneously seized 
by unauthorized persons Is extremely low. 

o 

3.5 PRCBUM AREAS 

Four problem areas have been identified and singled out for special considera- 
tion since they are of a fundamental nature and should be discussed and resolved 
as soon as possible. These are:  1) Functions performed by teletype and live 
voice; 2) Data rate considerations; 3) Security and authentication; and 
4) Overlapping coverage. 

1. Functions performed by teletype end live voice. 

A need for hard copy has, in the past, been baaed on three 
argments:  a) to prrvide text for a live-voice warning 
input at a lower echelon; b) to provide authentication 
to the owner of a eonnsreial broadeas station vhen his 
facility is seised by autcoatic circu -ry for the broad- 
cast ot a radio warning; and c) to be used aa a tool for 
trouble-1hooting eystan malfunctions. 

Theoe fe»5£ants ax« shown to be invalid by showing there is 
insutf icient time in a iaetieal alert to compoae ad Ub 
messages and that other, slower means exist for transmlssioo 
of non-ttne-critical strategic messages. 

2. Data Rate Considerations. 

It is shown that without the need for trenamitting ad lib 
teletype messages, the actual amount of data that need be 
transmitted through the coaraunication links of the system 
is vezy «sail. Ihis maans a lew dak« rate for transmission 
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o at the control msMfles may be used without Intro- 
ducing unacceptable delays in the neesage tranamlaolon. 
This allowB the use of nuch narrower bandwidtus with 
significant increases in signal-to-noise ratio.    These 
iaprovements ease many of the design prdblena of the 
system and increase the system reliability. 

3»   Security and Authentication. 

Different methods of achieving signal security and mas- 
sage authentication are discussed.    These are:    a) Use 
of cryptographic devices on a simplex, intezmittent 
channel;    b) Two-mode simplex operation on a full- 
period channel; and   c) Two different types of full» 
period, almplex channels, each operated In a two-mode 
manner.   The latter method la shown to offer high 
security, high reliability and reliable authentication. 
Coats are moderate since the second channel would be 
required by the system as backup to Insure high re- 
liability,  regardless of whether this type of operation 
is used. 

k.   Overlapping Coverage. 

The problams of trying to cover the Continental TTuited 
States with adequate radio signals fron multiple trans- 
mitters la discussed.    Vhen insufficient frequencies 
are available to Insure that adjacent transmitters 
operate on different frequencies to avoid interference 
vLth each other's signals, son» form of time-sharing 
method of operation must be evoked.    This creates two 
undesirable conditions *txich are «uscuased:    a) Hit 
time-sharing results in Interrupted warning to the 
public.   This is shown to degrade the effectiveness 
of the warning by making it less likely to wake people 
at nijit, and by causing less than opmlmum coverage due 
to ahort-ten»   population mobility.    Jt also creates 
annoying problems In establishing a periodic  system 
testing program;   b) Time-sharing creates difficult 
technical problems.   Precise timing eyncfaronization 
ia required among all transmitters to make the syst mi 
operate satisfactorily.    This requires additiuoal logic 
circuitry and precise time standards.    The effects of 
intezmittent operation on the system hardware, i.e., 
the transmitters and the hem receivers, das to time 
sharing can be detrimental to their perfomance in a 
critical period. 
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o 
Thi« c4mpt«r pw^cut« rtsonMBdctiaas for the pnrtcorted alert •IgBal tad 
varalng aBts^fliS th^t «x* to be preiwnted to the puhllc en & natlcnvU» 
bcuBis rl« the Radio Warning «f*tam.    Aa alert signal and «amira aaaaagtt 
are to be 2*eaivad throxigfc special-purpose radio receiver«.    Ihe prerecoi'ded 
tapes containins the alart sigoal aed wamirs Msfajpa art aoas^ad in pla^ 
back aQuliwent at selected radio «tatlooa throw-out the comtzy.   Son 
stations «re special low-fnMruency stetions; others «re specially equipped 
M, IN, and TV broadoaat station«.    Because relatively few station« ax« to 
be uaed, the preracordsd alart signal and warning «Maaflaa mat jporiiM in- 
t-lllgence «ulteble for diaaaadnatlon to the utlva country. 

V.l COWCTUtlOWS AUL RKCCWMRNDATIONS 

l.*e alart 8i«nal recoenBuded ia Car Horns R1. and R2—Speeded, generated by 
sounding two horns fzoi an unapaclfied foraica antoaobila.   Ifaa lovar-pltohad 
if the two la counded coBtlnuousiy, \4iixt the hirfier-pitched la pulaed at 
tJM rtte of two yolaaa par second.    Iha alniana duratior. of the alart signal 
should be arprooclnately kO neorSa, and the laudneso-level 90 db at 10 feet. 
Flm epecif 1   jjessages ate reecraaandad: 

1. A Met signal and warning aaaaase (raceataandrd for 
taitical waraixg cnly)- 

2. Waning aeisage without an alert signal (raeoaaandad 
for strategic vaniag). 

3. Cancel oessage (to courrtermnd a false alarm diaaaadnatad 
to the pt&lie). 

k.    tent ru ssage without aUrt signal (for teating tbo Radio 
Warning ßyataa tLroutf» to the hoa» receiver). 

5. Test aaaaage with nodiflad alart slgcil (for teating the 
Radio Warning Syatan thrcjgh to the hona recel- er and uoodi* 
tionlng the public to the ^larc signal). 

Tables 1-2 thrcrjgh 1-7 present r^gpiatad warning ntseagrs, ifejau sound 
aurc level« should be appratiaataly 65-73 db at 10 feet. 

k,2 VABKLm FROCJBS 

The taak of «electing the aler. «ignal and of dtoalgnang the varlou« saaaafM 
tranoaitted over the Radio ttunb« flyaU« la taBtanoaat to daeigitng aba 
interface of that ayatea with the total civil, defanae prognm.   tj^pMla and 

can be dariaad, but &T ton effective only unAer the fbUcwing 
it 

O 
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? •    If they fcre coordinated with the shelter program;  cbe 
■«••«§*• rxurt be directed io the level of protection 
■WuAPX S* 

2.    If they ax« pretenWd tffectlrely to th* public 
through training;, education, and advertlelngi neither 
shelter« nor the Radio Wemlng Byetem can be eiTfectlv» 
unleee the public 5A dondltloned to the effective uee 
cf both. 

3«    If they are supported by effective civil defense at 
the local level.   Tbc beet national progrems la warning 
and shelters are likely to be Inadequate without close 
support from local civil authorities, includlr g the oaklag 
available of local broadcasting facilities for comrmlcatlons 
with the public In tbe preattack and trac attack periods, 

t.3 RKCCMBWIKD AIZRT 8IDHAL 

U.3.1       Balactloo of a Sigal 

On jr Halted 'nfornation is available on alert signals suitable for dissemina- 
tion rla the Rtjdlo Warning System.   Noch cf this inforaation la contained In 
« stuäy performed for tbe Office of Civil Defense (OCD) by researchers at 
Michigan State OhiTOraity (MBU).1   It JLusntiflad certain sounds and signals 
as taring a high potential foi alerting tbe public. 

Startlag with recordings of hoc soqau—Including currently used warning 
signals, environmental sounds, and electronically produced scunds—MBU 
researchers collected over 120C Individual subjective ratings of these sounds 
(in both laboratory and field envixonaents).   The 4lx with tha highest overall 
ratings ore: 

Signal 

Miss-Oe Alani 

Telper Siren 

J. Oyer Kid i'trard J. Bardick, Resgonse of 
ffWriM TlTIf?    Michigan State UnireisityTsSSunSS, 
report waa completed undsr cootra'Tt OCD-OB-Ä-lfiß. 

O 
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h 

3 

k 

5 

6 

British Mr Raid Siren—Speeded 

Falcon Horn #1 

Car Horns Kl and R2—Speeded 

Yelper Siren—Speeded 

(The tern "speeded" appended to 3,  5, end 6 above, indicates that these sig- 
afciia were played hack at twice the level at which they wore recorded.) 

Ota the basis of the MSU study, the only alert signal that can he recommended 
for the Radio Warning System is Car Horns Rl and R2—Speeded.   This recom- 
mendation is based upon the following considerations: 

1«   It was among the best five as fubjectively rated In 
a series of tests involving over 1,200 people* 

2.   It was among the top three signals; is subjectively 
rated by a group of laborer«; this rating was of the sound 
In a field of factory noise. 

■ • ■ 

3*   It Is highly detectable In astoient noise; It ranks 
highest of all six alert signals In fields of factory noise, 
street noise, end speech bahble. 

h.   It Is the aoet effective awakening agent of those tested. 

5.    It is »i unique swnd,   mving no analogue inevwyday 
experience. 

Car Horns Rl and R2—Speeded is generated by sounding two horns from en un- 
specified foreign automobile.    The lower-pitched of the two horns is sounded 
continuously, whil- the higher-pitched horn is pulsed at the rate of two 
pulses per second.    The resulting sounds are. rendered unspecif 1c by tape 
recording than and then re recording them at twice the speed of the Initial 
recording.   'Oils process tends to double the apparent pitch of the signal 
and probably accounts for the high alerting potential that was assigned 
to the signal by a large number of listeners of various ages, seass, and 
occupations,    rt probably also accounts for the excellent power this signal 
has to penetrate high levels of aatolent noise. 

Oie alert signal reccasaended, therefore, is eesentiaUy neutral; that it, 
it baa no specific aaenlng.   Thus, an effective vrograa of training tad ednca- 
tloo can cooditior. the public to respond to it as the Inaediate signal of a 
specific danger—nuc? ear attack.    la-ffectiva use of the signal, however. 
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eapeclally throu^i poorly designed tewing programs, can deprive th« signal 
of any elf active meaning, or, even worse, can cause th« alert signal to 
connote a neaninglsss alarm.    The signal, itself, la excellent; the asaning 
given to it depends not only upon the Radio Warning tyat*«, hut la also a func- 
tion of the entire civil defense program.   Furthermore, in the interval be- 
tween Initial field tests of the Radio Warning System ani availability of 
receivers to the public, considerable opportunities will he available for re- 
assessing the choice of an alert signal. 

a.3.2       Duration and Loudneas of Alert 8ig>al 

The approach of this discuaaion la to detenaine the duration and loudnee«- 
level of the alert signal that appears suitable for alerting a sleeping popu- 
lation and to use this tine interval and loudneas-level for alerting both 
as awake and a sleeping population.   Because of the unavailability of any 
data that make feasible the selection of a time interval for daytla» alert- 
ing, the interval selected for nighttlu» seems Intuitively adequate—given 
an adequate signal-to-aoise ratio—to alert the population during its day- 
time Mid evening activities 

In two separate sets of experiments, volunteers used the telephone ring to 
awaken menbers of a sleeping population.1   Data from these experlanents have 
been merged, and statistics have been developed for the cumulative percentage 
of a sleeping population that can be expected to respond to a telephone ring 
in given periods of tine.   Table 1-1 stanarlses this infoznation* 

Table 1-1.   Time Response of a Sleeping Population to 
a Telephone Ring 

Awakened 
(Percent) 

nns 
(Seconds) 

50 21 
66 30 
90 1(2 

95 53 

99 75 

Wang, et. al., AlrRaid Warning in ^^'^^l-ftp**«* 
Hopkin University, <I»JIR-1, Jtuy 19«), pp. 29-33; Research Office, the Johns 

W. A. HaÄerg, et. al., 
tor Ciirll Defaaae ] 
feport afl, pp. 14 

PlMnln^Qperatiops Research, lacorjorated, Tectnical 
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O If it is umawd that the population Is conditioned to the reconroded alert 
iignal to sow approxtaation of the degree It la conditioned to the ring of 
a telephone, th«.n it appears tost the optimum duration of the alert signal for 
avakenlng the population frcn sleep should range fron approximately 20 seconds 
to 73 seconds.    It appears desirable, furthenore, to achieve as high a level 
of alert effectiveness as possible on the first aler4, cycle.   This h^s the fol- 
lowing advantages: 

■ 

1.   It potentially starts the greatest mnnber of pe"??* 
moving to shelter at the earliest posslbla time, 

'-'.   It provides the confimatioo of aa auch repetition 
as possible to those vho axe sclll groggy or skeptical. 

3.   It provides the greatest Insurance against premature 
systaa failure or destruction. 

■ 

For the reasons given shove, and partiov'Varly to nrtntrelze the Impact of early 
system failure or damage,  it is recosnended that the Objective of the system 
be to alert 90 percent or more of the population on the first presentation of 
the alert.   The minliwum time for the alert la, therefore, approximately ko 
seconds. 

It is ImposBlble to determine the extent to which the warning message that 
follows the alert signal will augment the alert signal Itself. If it is 
assumed that the cycle of alert signal followed by warning message is con- 
tinuously effective as an awakening agent, then a one-minute alert-warning 
Cjcle (of %liich kO seconds is an alert signal) could be expected to awaken 
aa much aa 9$ percent of the population. If, however, the warning message 
la not as effective an awakening agent aa the alert signal, then a to-second 
alert could be expected to awaken as auch aa 90 percent of the population. 

The average noise level in a haue that has a radio, television set, or phono- 
graph operating is approximately 50 db.    (The figure is quoted with a radio, 
television set, or phonograph operating,   since this appears to be more typical 
of current noise levels in the hca».)   Noise in email businesses runs, on the* 
average, from 33*3 to 68.5 db.   These figures of approximately 50 to 65 db, 
therefore, set the minimal level of presentation for an alert signal.    The 
limit upon the upper range of alert signal level is approxlnetely 130 db, the 
point at which damage may possibly be done to a listener's hearing.    The 
alert signal, therefore. Should be presented at a level somewhere between 50 
and 130 ib. 

On the basis of overall research studies, NBU researchers conclude that the 
alert signal should be presented so as to provide a sound pressure level of 
80 to 100 db at the listener's ear.   Limited ajperUaentation at System Develop- 
ment Corporation indicates that the recommended alert signal Should be pre- 
sented at a sound pressure level of 90 db at 10 fast.    Ihough the effort ex- 
pended in this area has not been conclusive, it appears evident that the loudest 
alert signal has the greatest alerting potential. ^ o 
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o k.k UARHUn MBBOAOB 

Hiere Is little information available regarding the foraat and content of 
the warning aeuaoes to be broadcast by the eyaten.    übe raeaeages reccaeeended 
are baaed upon analysis of k^own responses of people to disaster warnings. 
The coqplete flexibility Inherent in prerecorded nebaages allows the messages 
reeoonended to b<> changed ae more experience la gained with the Radio Warning 
System.    Ihe useeegea transmitted are self-explanatory and can be changed 
without risk of loss of previous conditlsoing of the public,   therefore, the 
recoBMMnded nessages can be changed even after the system is operational. 

ktk,l        Perception of Speech 

Developing message formats and content is further eiapllfied by the nature of 
speech Itself.   A verbal camunicstioe is inherently resistant to distortion 
because of the high redundancy inherent in speech,    de sound pressure level 
at liiicfa the ^eaage la presented is also relatively uncritical.   There ap- 
pears to be an optiwm level for a voice message delivered over any camaunica- 
tions system.   Below bhls optimum level en Increasing nuaber of speech conipo- 
nents fall below the threshold of audibility; above it the ear tends toward 
fatigue.    Limited experimentation at Systao Development Corporation in- 
dicates that the BOW A pressure level of a warning mc^sege should be approx- 
Imetely 75 db at ID feet.    Beyond this point, the distortion inherent in a 
loud voice message sounded through a variety of small radio speakers becsone 
very annoying, perhaps because of the fatigue factor Mentioned above. 

A more critical factor that oust be considered in assuring the quality of the 
Message delivered to the public is the speed of delivery.    Laboratory ex- 
periments have estebllshed 120 words per Minute as the optimal rate of delivery. 
Ihis rate la used In the tine calculations associated with the proposed messages. 

The final factor that aust be considered in preparing warning massages la 
highly qualitative.   A verfcal massage carries considerable information about 
the speaker.   Studies harre indicated that listeners often agree among thaasslves 
that an unseen speaker »news to be what *» ic not; these studies have often 
resulted in attributing qualities to a speaker with a consistency significantly 
greater than chance, but in the wrong direction.   Wot ell the listener's infor- 
mation depends upon the speaker's choice of words; therefore, care must be 
exercised to assure that the delivery of the prereoordad eiaiaia does not 
the anticipated effect of the verbal content of the message. 

h.h.2        Measage Characttfristice 

An effective wming message should have the following attributes: 

1*    Official.    Hhe message should represent to the recipient 
the official policy of the wuirlxg agency.   In the case of tac- 
tical «ernirg, the agency is the federal governasnt. 

C 
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2>    >P3Wt»«l^y»   The meBsage ahouli not 1M ewily Ignored. 
Ih« danger Inherent In the inpendlng situation ahould be 
•Tnllcit.    2B part the effectiveness of the »sssge itself 
can be favorably augmnted by the prior presentatioa of a 
suitable alert signal; by effective deiivery; and by repeti- 
tion, avw vejcbatim repetition. 

3.    Itoequivocal.   The message should be Bljsple, clear, and 
Olrect.    It should, furthennore, alJLov aw possibility of 
inconsinten*- interpretation; any instruction given should 
be conpleteJy consistent and noncoDtradictoxy. 

***    JMBSBft*    'aie neE8*ee should convince the recipient 
that he pc-Donally is in danger and that the protective 
actior prescribed applies directly to hia* 

5.    Balanced. 'Ihe message. In order to produce effective 
action, aast balance the danger of attack with the pro- 
tection afforded by taking the appropriate action,    reil» 
ure to do this may produce ineffective, ■aladaptive action, 
or may result in an apathetic rejection of any action. 

Ihe tactical vamlrg message is a true warning message:    It wans of a specific 
threat (nuclear attach) for vhich specific protection is «vallsSole (fallout 
shelters),    «ddltlonallv, a tactical warning is tiee critical; an effective 
response to it «aurb be prompt.   The other messages disseminated by the system 
are not true warning mesaagss; rather they are announcements of specific con- 
ditions warranting public attention.   The tactical warning vessage and the 
other messages disseminated via the Radio Warning System are presented In Tables 
1-2 throutfi 1-6. 

t.V.3        Hules for Mssssgs Poimmts 

Certain rules have been devised for formatting messages,   fheee rules ten In- 
tuitive and have not been subjected to laboratory testing.   TSuey have bean 
applied aa consistently as possible to all meseages. 

1*   Xbfeage riags.   These are one or two attention-getting 
words (repeated twice) that Identify the general character 
of each type of asssage.    Repetition is used to eapheaiee 
the meseege itiera appropriate; this is oartlcularly true of 
the strategic vaming meessge,  ^hlch. If It has to vakan 
• sleeping population, will have to to so without the aid 
of an alert signal. 

2.    8tart-8top ■mhasls.   Uierever possible, fcsy words axe 
placed at either ths start of a sentence or at the end of 
a sentence.    In all cases key worda are placed at the end 
of a messagt. 
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3'    toäunäBDcy.    Two type. of redundancy have been built 
into the Badio Warning System messages: redundancy within 
each message; and redundancy through repetition of conplete 
messages as long as the system operator feels that repetition 
can rouse more people to take protective action. 

^.5 RBCCMBHIED MESSAGES 
Table 1-2.    Proposed Tactical Alert and Warning Message 

It;em Content Word 
Count 

TIM 
(Bee.) 

1 (Alert Signal) 
1,0 

2 ATTACK—ATTACK 2 

3 7 
k I RKPEAT--THE UNITED STAÜKS IS UHUBR 

NUCIZAR ATTACK 9        I iß 

5 00 TO SHBIflSR 3 
6 00 TO SHKiaSR ÖMEDIATEDf |k 

7 YOU ARB SI DAKGEH-YCU CAN SAVE YOUR LDII 
IP YOU OMBDIAmY GO TO SHEIflSR 15 Iß 

Total II 60 

4.5.1        Tactical Waminff Mesaage 

It is racoaMendrd that tLa verbal portion of the tactical «»^"g message be 
presented at a sound pressure level of 75 db at 10 feat; the rationale for 
presenting the alert signal at a sound pressure level of 90 db at ID feet 
haa already been discussed. 

It must be pointed out that the instruction 00 TO 
two aaamptionfl: r 

amUTKR U predicated upon 

1.   Mban the Radio Warning Qystea is iaplnented, there will 
be adequate shelter «pace for the total popolatlan, distribu^ 
ted so as to provide approximately 15-sinute access time in 
uzban 

.0 
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2.    Aa a result of specific end intensiv« educational efforts— 
reljuforeed by the inatallation of a shelter syataai and the Radio 
Warning Syst«*--the vast Majority of the public will know in the 
tljBB frana of the aystem the purposi of both the Radio Warning 
fitysteoi and the shelter syet*», the nature of the attack hazard«, 
and the proper response to an attack warning. 

If either of these assuvtloos io not valid, then the instruction 00 TO SBKiaiBR 
cannot be effective.    Instead the instruction TORN OH TOUR RADIO FOR INFORMA- 
TIOK would have to be recaoaoended because of the degree to vhich this instruc- 
tion would, within the obvious tlae constraints, allow local officials to re- 
inforce the wnndng and direct the responses of the public. 

Jt.5.2        atrattegic \teping Measage 

91» strategic warning nesMOi is not a true warning nassags:    It only warns of 
a generallxed 1—reunny and. therefore, cannot prescribe s »cific protective 
■eaauraa (aee Section k.k.2).   The responac of the auditor generally need not 
be as tlnely as his response to a tactical warnL. -.   The strategic warning aes- 
sage should be official and unequivocal;   jot it csnn.; be personnel, lapresslve, 
or balanced, at least as these terms have been defined above.    Because of the 
lack of a specific threat, balance la iapoaaSblej conM(|ae&t2 T, the aessage auat 
play down the laprasslveneas of u warning over the warning receiver in order 
not to cause undue alam and aaladaptive rf sponsds«   The ajart signal is not 
used because of the necessity to reserte it for a tactical rnrning, which 
requires a tlae-crltical x-esponse.    It is recuasended that the first cycle of 
the strategic warning nassagis be broadcast a", a sound pressure level of 90 A» 
at 10 feet in order to iacreaae the probehility t f attracting attention without 
the necessity of using an alert siffial; subsequent cycles of the strate^Lc 
warning nessajB are to be broadcast at a sound pmssure level of 75 db at 
10 feet to increase the intelligibility. 

Ihe delivezy of the aessage maat COCBK te rtaaadiacy, but ust i—inwit danger. 
9M strategic warning nassegs is, thswf ^rs, aore accurately diaracterissd aa 
an advisory amwuncenent of a «ore spe AüC waning to he dlsaaninated via 
caaasreial radio and Vf stations.   Presunably the radio or «elevis-ian sot, 
Wberi the listener turns it on, will give hin nore infoxaation #ont a probable 
nuclear attack, but the strategic warning aessage. Itself, is sufficiently 
eral that it can be used for any purpose grave enoutfl to warrant warning the 
entire nation. 

Tibles 1-3 and 1-4 contain the proposed strategic warning nes'sges. Two dif- 
ferent ■eesages era proposed, one for areas served by a special low-frequency 
station (THbla 1-3); the other, for areas served by local AM, IN, sod Tf 
stations fTable 1-U). 
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Table 1-3.    Proposed Strategie Wemicg NecMflS 
for Areas Served by a Low-Frequency Station 

Itea Content Word 
Count 

«MB 

1 

2 

3 
ft 

5 

6-10 

11 

12-16 

ligRGgiCt--BgHMBICY 

IHIS IS AN MSRGKNCY 

I RBPKAT—THIS IS All 9CHUBWJ1 

FOR INFORMATION TURK ON TOUR RADIO OR TIT 

I RKPBAT—TURN OR TOUR RADIO OR IV FOR 

(SAMB AS 1-5) 

THE ST.«riON TOO USUALLI LISTEN 10 MOT HOT BE 
OS THE AIR—IN THAT CASE TUNE TO ART RADIO GR 
TV STATION THAT IS CK THE AIR 

(SAME AS 1-5) 

Z 

k 

6 

8 

10 

30 

27 
30 

15 

15 

12 

15 
**•! 117 ?r 

• 



^TSFWäI: 

1-4.   PropoMd Strategic tferning Msssage for Area» 
Served by an AM, FM, or TV Station 

Item Cootent VorA 
Count 

Tlae 
(Sae.) 

I 2 BaafvasNcy— HMKFKSENCY 

2 0918 IS ARMBRGBKCy 4 

3 Z RBHEAT-IHIS IS AN BO^CnKT 1         e 1 

k FOR IRFORIATIOn TONE TO RADIO STATION 
Wm, 1290 OK YOUR RADIO 11 

--or«» 

FOR IRFQRNATIGH TORR Of TV STATION 
VXXZ-T7, CHANKBL 10 10 

5 I «SIlAT-TOni TO R^DIO STATION WCfZ 
LCJ50-1250-ON YOUR RAJIO DIAL FOR 
INFQRMATICB 

—or— ! 

1^ Radio m 25 

I RSHCAT-TURN ON TBLBVISTQN STATIGH 
vnnrz-Tv, CEANNBL 10—CHAIOBL IO—FOR 
INPCBiATIOR Ik w    -25 

;    6-io (Sne w 1-5) Radio - 38 Radio -25 

TV      • 3T n    -25  i 

Total itadio -76 RaOio - 50 

«V      -T3 TV      »50 
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Tabla 1-5.    Proposed Cancel False Alans NBesege 

It« Content Word 
Count 

Tim 
(Sec.) 

1 FAMS ALAPM—FAIBE ALARM k 

2 TSB AURT SKSTAX. OR EMSRiaSNCT MESSAGE YOU 
JU37 EE.VRD WAS A FALSE ALARM 13 

3 I REPEAT—A FAlffl! ALARM WAS JUST SENT OUT 
OVER TBB RADIO WARNING SYSTEM 3ft 

k DISREGARD ANY ALERT SIGNAL C5R EMERGENOf 
MBSSAGE YOU JUST RBCETVED FROM YOUR WARRING 
ABCSJUMK Ik 

5 X REPEAT—DO ROT GARNI OUT ANY EMERGENCY 
mSTWCTIONB YOtr NAY HAVE RBCEIVED FROM 
YOUR WARNING HKCBIVBR 17 

6-7 (Same ae 2 and 3) 27 4* 

8 IN OREER ROT TO INCONVENIENCE YOU FURXBSR, 
WE ARE "KW ENDING THIS FAI2E ALARM MESSAGE 15 

9 WS HOPE YOU SAVE NiTT BEEN BADZY INCONVEN- 
IENCED BY OHIB FALSE ALARM 12 13 

Total 116 yr 
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fc.2.3    Cnwl HJM XUxm mm» 

Tblt type of »stu^» it not • "waning re«»««»:    It oanetls a prior f»l»e almra 
that «ached the public.    It way he tiae critical.    XT the falae alam veaad 
«pparen* tactical wrdne, and the public has been trained to take shelter 
prcrpf/,, M hee heon aiemed, then a tlawly cancel ■»■tact will ainlmixe the 
Inconrenience and confuelon by oauxUnMndlag ahaltr BM»Maiit inatructiooa. 
If, hower, the falie alarm was an apparent strategic vamlng, then the dia- 
eemination of a cancel aeseaee is less tins critical because no shelter acrw- 
■snt Is involved.   The aenaage should be official and unequivocal, as defined 
above, but It cannot be lapresslve, balanced, or persctial.    af—rwe or soas- 
thing ajsoclated \t*a the Radio Warning flyrtem delivered en    official" vamlng. 
Indeed, a false alara.   There Is no possibility of personalizing euch a aeesaga; 
there Is nc danger for the listener to Identify It aa a threat to hlaself. The 
lack of whreat, and the coner.quent cancellation of Instructions to take pre* 
taetlve action. Invalidate the possibility of preparing an liqpreeslve or a 
balanced assaage.   The aaaaage Itself is critical because it aids la alniml»- 
ing potential canproniee of the Hsdlo Warning Systen and of the entire civil 
defense systen that nwy reault fron a lane-scale false alaxs. 

Table 1-5 contains the text of the Proposed Cancel raise Alarm Nsssaga.   It is 
reccanended that this acessage be preeented only once, that it not be repeated 
aa are the tactical warning and st -ategic waning nataagsa, and that presenta- 
tion be at a sound pressure level of 75 db at ID feet. 

k.5^    Teat Messsges 

Test nessages are routine aeesages to itxich the public will be exposed with 
scae frequency.    The public response to these aessegss can be hitfily significant: 
The oesssges can help to   1) faaillarize the public with the operation of the     t 
System,    2) locate failed or failing receiver», end   3) identify the Syetem as 
a source of meaningful, potentially lifcsavlng information.    Tbaae nesaagee 
are tiae critical in a special sense; they should always occur at a tine select- 
ed to reach the largest nuntoer of peopl*.    They should also have the character- 
istics of the tactical naming message Itself, though to an extant Halted by 
the fact that they are being used in tests,   de teat messages can be used to 
condition the public to the possibility of hearing a warning aassage over the 
Radio warning System end to the need for each listener to take the protective 
action specified.   Thus, while a test message is not, by itself, a critical 
aussage, an ineffectively designed or used test message can vastly dagrads re- 
sponse to en attack warning -fxen it la ultlaately dleseainated, idaila sn effec- 
tively designed end used test aessege can enhance the response to sn attack 
warning. 

Tables 1-6 end 1-7 contain proposed test aassages.    The mjpsage in Table 1-6 
ia designed primarily to fsalliarlse the public with the operation of the Radio 
Warning aystea and to help locate falling receivers.    Die aeesaga In Table 1^7, 
in contrast, is priaarlly designed to help ccndltlon the public to recognise 
and respond to the alert signal used in th^ tactical waning asasage. 

O 

o 
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It 1* roconended that th. text« of tooth nsaagas be prownted at sound preseur« 
ItTal* of 65 db at 10 fee;, atd that   he alert signal, IIMB need, be presented 
at c sound prissxr-e level of 60 db »t ?J0 r'eet. 

Tab3' 1-6.    ^ropoeed Teat Message Without Alert Signal 

Item Content 
• 

Word 
Count 

UM 
(Sec.) 

1 TESTINO—TtJTHH 2 

2 mm is A TEST or im RADIO WARNING SYBQN 9 

3 I HDVAT—«IB IB ONUf A TEST 7 9 

V 
rcm LOT 9 

5 WB A.S TESTING TOUR WAR.1ING RBCEIVZR 6 

6 IT YOUR RBCBIV5R TOBi ROT SOUND RIGH1, PUBASB 
JUCB rr TO YOUR nsAKssT mat EOCBK FOR ISBT- 
H» OR RKPLACB1!!«, AT NO COST TO YOU 2k 39 

7 IN AN BSRGERCr, A NBBA^ ON YCOR WARNDIO 
RBCEI/KR VOUID TELL YOU „HA? YOU SBaTD DO 16 

8 PRCKPT HBSP0.1SB TO A WARNING COUU) SAVE Wm 
LOT 9 12 

9 THIS CONCUnXS A TEHT CfP TBS RADIO WARNING 
9 

10 I RETEAT—THIS HAS BB» A RADIO WARNING 
BUntN TEST ID 9 

Total 101 *9 



TtbiM Ji-7* FxopOMd Test Nttates with Modlf Ud Alert B^mX 

Item Content Word 
Count 

i »»   ; 
(MC.) 

X 2 
' 

2 THIS IB A ma cr THK RADIO WARNDW ssfinoM 9     ■ 

3 I RCBMV—1BIB IB ORLT A TEST 7 9 

k 
TOO» i JO» 9 

5 IN CASE CF A IWCIKAR ATTACK OH THE mflTH) 
aCAlBS, THB FOLLOWING SIDKAL WCDLD BE SCülOED 
LOUDDT: n 13 

e (Alert signal at low vcltane) 30 

7 i THIS IB GRIT A TEST 5 » 

8 I REPEAT—OHIS IB OSflX A TEST 7 

9 IE A JWCIEAK ATTACK TBE AUSRT SIGNAL YOU JUST 
HEARD WOULD BE FOLLOWED BI TBE INBTHÜCTIÜN TO 
TAXE flREURR WhSDIATKEf 20 

10 PRCKPT RESPCKSE TO THB AIERT SI(2JAL AND THE 
asTRucncw TO TAKE SBBUSR COULD SAVE YCUR 
um 16 

1 

2V 

U 
8Z83BC 9 

22 I RSraAT-THIB HAS BEER A RASCCO WARNDW BISTSf 
TOSS 30 

.1 

9 

Votal 111 6? 
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BOMiAIff Or CaAPTSR FIVE: REVIEW ABS iWALUATIOM OT HIAC SIDHALTTG 

This diapter xtnrlowB and evaluates the activities to Oat« of the Federal CCM- 
imailcatlOBS CaanlBsion (FCC) In the developnent of civil defense alortlng 
and warning techniques suitable for use by comnerclal radio and TV broadcast 
stations. Initially, the effort undertaken in early 19$) by a -uorking group 
of the National Induatxy Aftvisozy Coemittee (NIAC) attempted to devise tcchniqueB 
applicable to indoor public alerting and warning for use in individual hoais, 
transient acccanodetions, uid places of business. In March 196^, howewer, the 
NIAC effort «as redirected toward developnent of signaling techniques for initi- 
ating BBS operations. 

FTOBI thirteen proposals submitted in response to n public notice in February 
2363,  RIAC selected four for further develotsaent and testing* These were 
origixated by Colusbia Broadcasting System (COS); Ibilco Corporation (ftilco); 
General Blfcctrlc Cnapeny (OB); and Zenith Radio Corporation (Zenith}* 

3.1     LDnrmons OF MAC APPROACH 

The mode of operation of RIAC is found to be inadequate because: 

1. It lacks conprehenslveness. NIAC responds only to proposals 
and does not designate certain techniques as requiring further 
study* 

2. It capitalize« upon the potential connerclal profit that a 
successful proponent stands to gain fron bis effort* Tbeae CCBH 
merclal goals are largely inapplicable to the devolopaant of an 
averting and warning system. 

3* 2t locks adequate guidance as to the requirements that such 
a system would have to meet. H&us, each of the four proponents 
proceeded to meet hlr own performance requirements. 

5*2  IOBUKIB TAKER BY PROPOHKNTS 

Each proponent prepared a final report that evaluated bis effort in comparison 
with thoee of the other proponents. A brief review of these ia included in 
the chapter, together with tables sunmarirlng son» of each of their key ac- 
quirements. 

5.3   RIAC TB8TIB0 TBCSBIQUBB 

The RIAC taste of the proposed signaling teohniqass wars divided Into bench 
toots and field tests. These are sanaariood and found Ijacklng becoooe, though 
Infoiaative, they are unconvincing because they do not esteb.Ush the fact that 
they was« dealing with the total radio euvironosnt* 
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5.^        CCBCLUBIOHB 

lAck of staadmrdlted rtqulvanantt aakes It Imposilbl» to »elact 
superior to oar othorj in f«ct. It laraUdntot nuch of the «oxk perfotaed by 
HI4C. 

NIAC «tte^pted to •■täblith throutfi a coBbination of hmtt «nd field testing 
a serere «nvJUrOMOUt in iftilch to test receivers for false alam «ad no alarm 
faHursB.   Ham bench testlag appears to have been rlKorourly planned and svtoi* 
dsrdlied, but without the eartsbltHnrot of precise test duration.   The field 
tests sere also carefully designed, but operated for so short a timt as to 
aske 1 iposslbli» axty guarantee that the test eonrlronant exhaustively represented 
the fMl range of envlroaaenta In ifclch operational receivers would have to 
function. 

While the MßC effort provides acs» useful ^nioinatloa, the lack of standard- 
ised requlraaenta at! of exhaustive testing make selection of alerting sod 
»»ywiwfl signaling techniques and an aaaoclated receiver pwature.   This Is 
true even If the receiver is used only for Initiating Baergency BrooAeast 
gyftem (KBS) operations In the participating radio stations.    Acceptance of 
one of the proposed techniques, even If it is only for controlling BBS, viU 
tend to pipffs stgiallng techniques used for home alerting and wanJLng.    It 
is likely that the laplementatioo of one of the NIAC slgiallng technlquee for 
OS control will asks the broadcasters reluctant to iBplaaent a second technique 
for hone alerting and ■warning.   If a technique is selected for EBB control be- 
fore a technique is selected for public alerting and warning it is possible that 
the optimum public alertlnr techni.qm may be ineoapattble with the 08 control 
technique* 

6.0       SOMMARY <F CJAPUR 8IX;    HWBLPC Of HgDICTI» R8CEIV5R gmBUJTT 

Obis chapter dlscussea the use (end alsuse) of prcfbabilistlc models for pre- 
dicting the false-alam reliability of receivers for the Radio Warning flyste«. 
What prosgrted the discussion was an ewIratton of twa such aodels derived by 
corporate members of the National industry Advisory Connlttee (NIAC) Systems 
Analysis Ad HOc subcoamittee,    Obs vas devised by the Radio Receiver Department 
of OeneraVSIectric Oosvaay; the other by Hillco Corporatli^n. 

The Oeae: al KLectrlc model eootalns several critical errors of aathematical de- 
tail, itiioh are dsacnstrsted.   More laportant, however, both aodels may be In 
error on more basic grounds; A mathematical model of a rial process is only as 
valid as   the assumptions upon ifalch it ir based; and the assvaptions are valid 
only to the extent that they rsflret the process they are atteqpting to model. 
In the problem at hand, that Of predicting the tUnsllhond of receiver false 
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1.   The relative lapact of frequency, aeiplltude, and duration 
on the llkPUhood of falae alane la not clear. 

2.    The degree to which the above characterletlce are ■otaally 
related In the likelihood of their aeaundag certain value« la 
not known. 

Therefore, it la reeennended that either such empirical data be obtained, or 
that attempta at this kind of prediction through aathematlcal modrllng be 
avoided in the futiva. 

7.0 SUM4ARY OF CHAPTER SEVKH: 7GR ITOVnrrnC PROGRAM MATtilAL 

Thia chapter presents a method for preventing a broadcast station frcm «rar 
transmitting denutlng sicnals to radio vamlng receivers tuned to it daring 
normal broadcast operations.   The proposed method renoves objections that sta- 
tion owners adght haves to using devices that could degrade their tranaalaaiooa. 

The technique uses notch filters to remove the demuting tones fron broadcast 
material.   The technique overcomes the objections of broidcastcrs by inserting 
the notch f Uten dynamically into the station programnlng line only when the 
denaxtlng tones appear for a long enough period of time to threaten a false 
alarm.    If a valid warning la required, the notch filters would be inhibited 
from insertion in the progrsraming line before the denutlng tones wvs trans- 
mitted.   Thna, the notch filters would be in the programing line only as long 
aa they were needed to prevent a falae alarm and would not degrade the quality 
of uoroal program material.    It la recoooended, therefor«, that all future plan- 
ning for the Radio Warning System include dynamically controlled filtering 
taehniqpe. 

8.0 SUIWARY OF CHAPTER EIGHT:    COHEREIfr RECEIVER HEVELOPMEIIT 

This method reviews and snanarlxes work performed in developing aecure signal- 
ing method» for demuting hone warning receivers.    This effort evolved from an 
investigation of receivers developed by the Hatlonal Industry Advisory Comalt- 
tse (HIAC).1   Two deficiencies were found in the HIAC evaluatloüs: 

1. The attempt to enhence several of the reports with 1 
analysea baaed on unsupported aseumptl'vas about the noiae and program 
material onvironments of the proposed re ^ivara waa thwarted by the 
lack of idaqnate inforaation on the distribution of noiae in the 
broadcase-frequency bend. 
2. Also lacking waa any infoxnation on the time, duration, and 
frequency of tones that exist in ccmnareial broadcast naterlsl. 

Chapter Five, "Review and Analysis of IIAC Signaling Methods,' 

O 
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ulnc« It is b«Uev»d that »uch date «z« uonexlatant In th« for» DMdtd for a 
propar anftlyala of the affect« of program aatarlal 00 racalver dawitlaff cir- 
cuitry and, furtLaraura, that any effort to collect adaquata data would be 
tlaa-canauialng, costly, and inconclusive. It was decided to study the pos- 
sibility of developing denuting circuitry that would respond only to unique 
signals that could not nonaslly be produced by either natural or aan-nade 
aourcaa. 

8.1       CONCUBIONB ARD RECdtODATIONS 

Several configurations involving special ussge of single or dual transmitters 
with particular receiver designs were invastigated.   ühree of the aoat note- 
worthy dealgna—>a two-transmitter concept; a tvo-station coherent elgnal con- 
cept; and a eingle-station coherent signal concept are discussed and considered 
to be technically feasible, but are rejected for poaalhle application in the 
Radio Warning System because of excessive coats. 

A coherent receiver is presented that applies the coherency principle to read 
relays aa a means of bringing coats dovn to an acce^abl« level. 

O 

Although only part of the circuit described has bean treadboarded and tested, 
it is believed that its principle is sound and offers xha real possibility 
"f improving the falsa alarm characteristics of the radio warning receiver. 
As coaparatlva costing figures are still not available, it Is not possible to 
place a dollar valua on the costs of this design; however, the nuaber and types 
of cooponents used are campanula to those used in the conventional two-tone 
ftwaitlng circuit currently under dw-velopaent for OCD, acl it is believed that 
the costs should be in the sane range.   More developaent work needs to ha done 
to prove the oparat jon of this circuit, but it is believed that such an effort 
voald be vorthsWU to the Radio Warning Prograa.   It is raooManded, therefore, 
that such developmental wore be undertaken. 

9.0    BüB or mgrm WBB: A dgäMBi <y wc **» OCP RiciiyiRS 

Three radio warning borne receivers are oempared in this chapter:   thoaa proposed 
by Fhiloo Corporation and Zenith Radio Corporation to the »Btions.l Industry 
Advisory Coeadttaa of tls Federal CoaaunioctM^a Ckamission, and the on« that 
is being developed for the Office of Civil Defense. 

The standard criteria that era used to oenpare these receivers, ana with 
another, are derived from an octhoritative document accepted within OCD which 
defines the operational requirements for the Radio   Waning System (aee Chaptar 
One, "interim Operational Reqairements"). 

9.1       OCRLDBZOn AID RK<M«ifllATIC«S 

Inuaarated la a compilation of thoaa requirements pertinent to the hoan 
receiver.    There follows aa evaluation of each receiver in relation to 

W 
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xmqfilxmmaat», supported by a tab!« luting ttm ^ignlflciit opwrmting puruMtw« 
of ••oh receiver.   The only mal dlffertnco« 1A the recelTen «re the loslc of 
the dontlDg circuitry luid the pbiloeoptgr of oporetion.    The OCD recoirer teel«& 
wee the reeult of • careful coneid^retton of the operetionel reiiirwat» M 
propounded «ad defined by nuneroue diecuosiODC »ad working group aeotiagi with 
OCD toohaieal pereoonel.   On the oontrery, the IIAC rocoiwere were derivad Inde- 
peadetztly by Indiwidaal ootnufecturere each working tram hlM an definition of 
the opemtionel requiraaente. 

!lelng the reijiir—nta generally ecceptable by OCD ae a yardetick, it ie eri- 
deat that, of the three receirere coBpex-ed, only the OCD-propoeed one ie 
tlble with tin aleelon of a clril defense public warning syetaa. 

10.0      SUMART CF CHAPTP TBI; 
RADIO W/WHTHO S^BT- 

UHWMDMTIQg OP OOfTtfiOL nBQÜBSCIKS FOR TB 

Ibis chapter, *ich extends ideas previously presented in Chapter Six,    focuses 
on the following problem:    Is it possible to arrive analytically at an optintmi 
signaling teebnique, uuing conventional aethods, that will alniaiae the prob- 
ability of receiver false alaras caused inadvertently by nonal broadcast pro- 
grem jwterial? 

The approach taken in solving this problem may appear to violate the conclu- 
sions previously presented In Chapter Six because aatha—tical aodels are 
used,   lowever, the aodels are qualitative, not quantitative, and the ccoclu- 
SIODS draw fro« them are based on enpirical knowledge of the type of 
mete rial that the aodels describe. 

10.1      C0KCLÜBIOH8 AND RBCOM^FJATIGRS 

The result ir a recoaaended signaling technique for controlling the public 
receiver conponente of the Radio Warning System.    It may be sxianarlzed as 
follo%m: 

1. Autcaietic Recovery Fras False AXaxns 

Whatever signaling technique is used to activate the *rj|blic receiver, 
it must be such that a receiver, accidently activated by noise in 
the radio «nvironment that duplicates the effect of the transmit- 
ted control tones, aotoMtically turns off In the absence of such 
noise.. 

2. "Subaudible" Control Tones 

C 

The control tonea used to activet« the public receiver aust be In- 
audible at the receiver output, lying either above or below that 

'Pvcblaas of Predicting Receiver Reliability.' 
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portion of the audio spectrum used by the hiann voice. Since 
"etQereudible" frequenclee ere reproduced In prectlceUy all 
coetolnetlona In the course of aueioftl progreemlng, the "eüb- 
audlblt" epectrue «qppears to have grester potential for felee- 
elSLm-free control.    This potential cac be enhanced by the 
proper eelectloo of control tones. 

-•   Pnrellnl Qperetlon 

It can be denanstrated that a control signaling technique Milch 
uses n tones tranaaltted slnultaneously Is inherently none re- 
llablB than a tedmlque xhlch uses n tones transmitted In se- 
mauBoe. 

k.   Continuous gpectraa of lluslcal** Jonss 

She naslcal seals must be considered es a continuous spActnni 
as far as analysing the progrennlng errrtronmant to which the 
public receiver will be exposed.    In other words mere are no 
freuendes that cannot appear aa musical tones, not even In 
the "subaudibJa" range. 

« 
5.    Characteristics of Deauting flignale 

It is recoanended that the signaling technique used to activate 
the public receiver in the Radio Warning System have the follow- 
ing characteristics: 

»•   Two Tons Slnultaneous.    The system ehould use two 

b. Psroent Difference.   The higher tone should have a 
frequency 22 percent greater than the lower tone. 

c. Octave Band of 50-100 H«.   The two tones Aould 
both lie in the octave band between $0 and 100 Hs, 
vhldh is in the octave bend approximately between 
A3 and A2. 

d. Tsn-aeconft Tine Delay.   The two tones should be 
tranamlHed for at least ID seconds.   The tins delay of 
the receiver should also be at least 10 seconds. 

It Is suggested that two suitable tones Tor use la receiver control be 87.31 
and 106.52 BE. 

nr   .-^    ■ ■ 
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CHAPTER TWO 

1.0       SBSfiSSSSS 
This chapter is a compilation of the operational requirements for the proposed 
Office of Civil Defense (OCD) Radio Warning Syetem.*   The major portion of these 
requirements is derived frcm discussions about the cspebilities desired for the 
Radio Warning System smong OCD personnel and the eootraetors concerned vith the 
■yetem.     These discussions hare taken place at the three formal meetings of the 
Working Group for Radio Warning (6-9 July 196U, 29-30 September 1961», and 6-10 
December 196U), as veil as in several informal meeting* inrolring OCD and contrac- 
tor personnel during the six months prior to publication (1 February 1965). 

2.0       2B3ÜBBH AXD BSSMBMBSE 
The operational requirements that are listed end explained in this chanter 
constitute a consensus of the best thinking that has been done to 1 Febx-uary 
1965 on the Radio Warning System. These requirements represent a statement 
of the areas of agreement that have been reached aBOOg reapooalble personnel 
of OCD and associated contractors as to the basic Operation of the Radio Warning 
System. It is reconmeaded that these operational requirements be accepted by 
OCD a. ehe basic set of criteria defining the operation of the Radio Warning 
System- 

Such acceptance by OCD will then become a recognition by that organisation that 
the preliminary atepa in the design 0* the Radio Warning System have been taken 
and that a foundation for all future development work has been laid* This recog- 
nition will then serve as notice to all design personnel that their designs must 
conform to the set of operational rsquireaents that have been agreed upon if they 
are to be considered acceptable to the Radio Warning System development progrsm. 

While these operational requirements should bs considered as defining the 
fundamental principles of the Radio Warning System end, therefore, should be 
binding upon all design personnel, they should not be considered immutable. 
The development program must be flexible enough to allov changes to be made 
when early estimates of requirements are found to be invalid in the light of 
increased knovlardge gained in the system development process. The making of 
these necessary changes should not be inhibited by this set of operational 
requirements, but the discipline exercised by OCD in directing the development 

1. This chapter contains the asms information as( but does not supersede. Radio 
Warning System Interim Operational Requirements, which vas published as iDC"" 

2* System Development Corporation} Stanford Research Inatitute, Menlo Park, 
California» and Oautney and Jena« Communications, Inc., Washington, D. C. 
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tfforta on thla prograa should r«q.ulr« that ehaagaa raeeanaBdod by any tMribar 
Of tha davalopnant taaa ba ooordlnatad with the othrr aeabara. It is aqually 
inportant to prograa dlaeipUaa that atapa ba taken to aaand tha docuaentatlon 
of tha operational requirement« ao that tha daalgn base for tha ■yatem will 
alvagra ba up to data and available aa a aourc» of baste input to all naabara 
of tha daaign taan aa vail aa to. other interested agencies and organization«. 

3.0 BACTOROUWD IHTOWUTIOn 

3.1 UNDERLYIHG PUBUC REQUIRBTTTS 

Before tha daaign and development of a systam to warn the public of a cirll 
dafonaa emergency can ba completed, tha basic naada of tha public aa they 
affect tha «yatem nuat ba determined. Without a firm undaratandlng of vhat 
it Is that tha public vanta and naada in the way of varning, any design and 
development afforta vill be carried out in a vacuum« Tha naads of tha public, 
aa they affect the «yaian, nuat be examined in tvo aaparate tine frame«: 
firat, when a situation ariaaa that put« life in ir-mediate danger, and second, 
in the normal preamergenty period «hen participation la needed to make tha 
ayatan operate effectively and to finance its Inatallation and upkeep. The 
requlrcmanta derived from theae needs apply to tha entire Civil Defense 
Warning System» of which the Radio Warning System la a part, along with sirana, 
public addraaa syatams, REAR, snd any otv • techniques that may be used in 
varloua part« of the country. The public doM not apaclfy the oaan« by 
which the warning is delivered ao long aa it la received. 

3.1.1  Emergency Time Frame 

In tlve of danger, vhen the alert signal aounda, a peraor want a «newer« to the 
following quastlonas 

What is happening? 

la it the real thing? 

What do I do about It? 

He want a axtawara, and. In an age of nuclear peril, he needs thaa immediately. 
From these «uaattons. It la possible to derive three basic ayatem requirement« 
that tha usar demands. 

1" 55T*r<>yV The "Tstam ruit be designed to reach as many people as 
po«Bible within the conatralnta oi: rapidly accelerating costs. It 
muat deliver aa alert and warning r'^ptly any time of the day or 
night, any time of the year. It muat reach wssftiers of the public 
In virtually say location where they may be in their normal attlvltlaa. 
To ba aura, thass can only be design gc»ls, b tt every individual 
dtlsa» of tha united Statea «ho cannot ba r^c led by tha ayatsat 
represents a compromiae of this particnlar ayatem requirement. ^ 
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2, Credibility, Rot only must the public receive the vmrning, the 
warning it »elf mutt be credible enor^h that the public vill react u 
though the threat were real. If there i» eufficient doubt, valuable 
time CUB be lost when minutes, surely, and even »ecoodi may count. 
The eytten ouat be reliable in performance, and the warning prooMS 
muat contain self-authenticating features. 

3. Content. The warning process must insure that direction as to 
what to do to meet the emergency is provided to the public. This 
presupposee the existence of protective measures and an interaction 
with the shelter system during the emergency planning process. It 
leads to a requirement that the system be capable of transmitting 
voice messages and th>t these meewages be intelligible in a time of 
great stress. Finally, since th-re will be local variation in the 
planned courue of action to be followed by the public, the system 
must be able to provide warning information and direction that is 
integrated with local protective measuree. Again, it must be 
remembered that thie requirement applies to the overall warning 
system, not necessarily to the OCD Radio Warning Systn itself. 
Local voice messages may be provided by another component of the 
warning system. If this is the case, however, the interface between 
the OCD Radio Warning System and such a component will require 
careful planning to insure an integratad functioning of the warning 
process« 

3.1.2  Rormal Time Frsae 

In the normal preemergeocy time period, the public will be called to support 
the system in several ways. First, and foremost, the public will have to 
pay for the systan« This may be done soleiy through taxes "■" each family 
may, in addition, have to buy a piece of equipment out of poexet. Second, 
the public may have to be called upon to interact with the systan in a 
training or testing capacity. Thi» nay be necessary not only to train people 
In how to save their lives whs» an emergency arises, but also to insure tha* 
the warning system itself will operate effectively in the event it is needed. 
Finally, the public rill probably be required to put up with sens annoyance 
from the systsm, particularly any part of it located within the home. Thi» 
annoyance may range from having a little black (or perhaps off-white) box 
creating an unsightly offset on the bedroom wall, to having this box fail 
and povr out 80 or 90db of rock-and-ro^l music at two o'clock in the morning. 

The degree to which the public ia willing to participate in supporting the 
systan and interacting with it will be conditioned by two subjective pr-oba» 
bilitia«. First, how 111 >ly is it that an attack will occur? In other words, 
is there a need for the systanT Second, if en attack cones, are chance« aa; 
batter if thi public receives a warning? In other words, will the systec do 
any good? While OCD can have no control over the first factor, the second 
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on«—Will the syitem do «ay gnod?~can be affected by the design of an effective 
•yttemt by an educational campaign, and by related measure!.    The greater the 
public reliance on the warning system the more that members of the public can 
be expected to contribute in money and effort, the more they can be countea 
upon to participate in testing, and the more forbearance they can be expected 
to offer tc inconveniences imposed hy the system. 

3*1.3     Conclusion 

The public needs that   must be met in the design of the Padio Warning System 
can be summed up in the form of three system requirements and one conditioning 
factor.    Requirements are that the system must provide the waxlmum possible 
coverage, must have adequate credibibity, and, to the degree made necessazy 
by the capabilities of the entire warning syitem, must be capable of directing 
the public to carry out a feasible course of action to meet the emergency. 
fhe conditioning factor is that only to the degree that these are provided 
can the public be expected to support the implementation aad operation of the 
system and participate with it in working effectively tjward their safety. 
In designing the system, the requirements must be met.    The conditioning 
factor cannot be put in quantitative terms, but it will certainly impose 
constraints on system design. 

3.2 THE ROLE OF OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS IN SYSTEM DESIGN 

In the previous compilation of the operational requirements for the Radio 
Warning System (TM-L-1960/021/OlA), a distinction was made between the terms 
operational capability and operational requirement.    These terms were put 
forth in an attempt to distinguish between the general statements made during 
the «arly stages of system design describing characteristics desired in the 
system, und the more precise statements of minimum levels of performance in 
specific areas of system operation which set the standards which the system 
designer must meet.   The former constitute, in the sense used in the previous 
compilation, operational capabilities, the latter, pperaticnal requlranents. 
These terms a^e, however, somewhat confusing because they have been used in 
exactly the opposite sense in other contexts.   The fact remains, however, 
that there is a difference between the set of operational requirements that 
are used in the actual deuign of the system and the initial "wish list" 
drawn up by the people who intend to operate the system, but who have not 
had p. great deal of experience in the analysis and design of systems.   lb« 
Annex to this chapter contains a list of desirable features for the Radio 
Warning System drawn up by the Directorate for Plans and Operations of the 
Office of Civil Defense.    For the system operator, these coastitut« a sat of 
operational requirement».    For the systsm design«!, however, they require 
further refinement. 

O 

c 
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O '&• »tut of operation»! rtqulraaant« which the ■ystan designer mist have aitab- 
lieh« the mininum itaadardfl vhieb arc to be used in detenaiuing vhleh system 
eonfigurations aerit conalderttion for inpleaentntion.    Any eoafiguratlon which 
■sets the operational requirements nust be considered equal, at least for study 
purposes t to any other configuration which meets them,   nils means that the set 
of operational requiremsnts must specify characteristicJ and levels of perform- 
ance In every area of operation Judged essential to carrying out the mission of 
the system, end, ss importantly, only in such areas.    Whi.e it is not possible 
in practice to prevent additional capabilities which a particular configuration 
My possess from entering into the evaluation process, it must constantly be 
borne in mind that if these are not essentlsl to the system's primary mission 
they should not be weighted heavily In the evaluation.    If it is decided tiiey are 
necessary, then the requirements should be modified to recognise the need for 
these capabilities and all feasible configurations should be evaluated against 
tLSMc 

la order to illustrate the iterative process necessary to bridge the gap between 
the system operator's specification of broad operational requirements sad the 
system designer's used of a more precise statement of these requirements, several 
satanples of modlflcatims that have been made to the requirements for the Radio 
Warning System are discussed below. 

3.2.1     Population Coverage 

It was previously specified by OCD that the system was tc be designed to provide 
a signal to 100 percent   (or nearly so) of i»M population of the United States. 
Howovar, the nuwer of people which the system will reach la not entirely within 
the control of the system designdr.    It Is determined In largt measure by the 
cost of tbr receiver and the temper of the population at the time the system is 
installed.   Therefore, the choice of system eonfigiraticn cannot be affected one 
wsy or the other by the number of people it purports to cover since no specifi- 
cation of population coverage can be claimed 2or any given configuration.   To 
this factor must be added the decision by OCD initially to exclude automobile 
radios or personal receivers from the system.   Estimates of the popu) wtlon in 
automobile» during peak traffic periods of the dsy range as high as 25 percent. 
Ihoee locatea outdoors and awry from radio receivers add a slsssbls amount to 
this number.    Therefore, even if the system designer could specify receiver 
distribution, it would still be impossible to npceify a percentage of the popu- 
lation of the United States which the system would reach.   As a result, there 
is no requirement Included specifying the percentage of the population which the 
the ayster must reach. 

3»2.2   Mttoaal Wetworks and Inltlatlan 1»e^nte 

Much discussion has been devoted to the problem of providing a public warning 
capability to the OCD Regions by means of the Radio Warning Systeme    Ubtil 
recently, It waa btilleved by certain individuals within OCD that such a 
capsbility was essentlt: to the system end a requirement to tills effect 

C 
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hM been included in. the previoue two conyilet lone of the operational reqtiire- 
mente. However, it ha« recently been decided that this feature if not essential, 
however desirable it may be as a bonus benefit in any particular configuration. 
Therefore, the previously included requirement« fur regional initiation points 
and subnational networks have been omitted from thin compilation. 

3.2.3  Reliability 

The system operators have specified only that the system be reliable. Before 
detailed requirements in this area can be writtenfc consideration must be given 
to many interrelated factors which affect system reliability, (e.g., false 
alarm versus no alarm failures, redundanoy in hardware costpoccnts and conmunl- 
cations channels, noise in the radio frequency environment, human reliability 
as it affects the system, uetLods of system testing, etc.)  In TM-L-1960/021/01A, 
it was specified that the system be equipped with an automt-tic closed loop cco- 
tinuity checking feature which would virtually guarantee reliability of the degree 
which the operators desire. However, the inclusion of such % feature is not 
technically feasible in every configuration nor, because of radio frequency spec- 
trum crowding, is it likely to be possible in any configuration. Therefore, this 
requirement has been withdrawn and replaced by a more general requirement speci- 
fying a minimum level of reliability, which must be met by any configuration 
regardless of vhe techniques used t.o insure its reliability. 

3.2.U  Cost 

System cost ir, in effect, one of the criteria that will be used to judge between 
cosqpeting configurations tha*. have met the other operational requirements.    But 
it is not the only one.    Time, ease of implementation, end compatibility with 
existing and planned systems ar« others. Political considerations may eventually 
enter into the determination of which configuration to choose as well.    Therefore, 
it cannot be specified that the system configuration which meets all of the other 
requirements and can be installed for the least cost, will be choben«,    If or can a 
minimum receiver cost be established as a requirement.    The $10.00 figure whloa 
has >^en discussed previously has always beeo regarded as a trxget figure. 
Furthermore, it has generally been treated as a cost 7.O.B. the msnufacturer's 
plant.    The dirtribution costs have to be added to it.    Since onj given require- 
ment has to be met by a given configuration on a go, no-go basis, and, since 
there is no reliable estimate of what the receiver will cost, there la nothing 
to be gained by including such a requirement in this compilation.    .>en if a 
$10.00 figure were established as a ma»lmun cost for the receiver, past studies 
of public willingness to procure a receiver give every Indication that the pro- 
spective    "xket for the receiver will not be adequate without a major 0CD educa- 
tional campaign.    Therefore, it is proposed that cost serve only as one of the 
criteria for judging between the proposed configurations, not as a direct con- 
st ralnt upon the design of sueL configurations. 

r> 

r 
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3.2.5     Strategic Vwtw Tactlcfcl WMOIM 

Opinion Trithln OCD li diridid u to aether system plsnnlng should Include pro- 
"-Is^cos fcr stratsgie vrmlng or not.    It is bslisrsd by SOOM within the agency 
that the gownasnt doss not prssontly plan to uss stratsgle vsrnin« and that It 
would be unlikely that the govemnent would ever risk its own doasstic support 
as «ell as possible interwtional reactions by mobilising the public, so to 
speak( prior to the actual detection of an eneoy attack«    Others in the agency 
stress the potential use of the system for strLtegic warning.    They beliowe 
that if glwen a ready assns to conranlcate directly with the publi.«, the govern- 
»ent vould be more likely to take advantage of. it to increase the flexibility of 
its response in an intemation«! eric is, knowing that the public can be given 
emergency direction with no delay, if necessary.    In «.his compilation, there are 
TsqulreMn^s as veil as Justification» of requirements Included on the basis that 
the system will be used for strategic as well as tartical warning.    Hone of these 
rsqiilremects slgiiflcsntly changes the configuretion of the systsm from what it 
would be if only tactical warning were b-lng planned.    We believe that this 
approach «Hows for the fullest utilisation of the capabilities of ths system 
sad assures the government that it will have a system capable of the greatest 
possible amount of flexibility. 

3.3       üRourro RULES AND ASSUMPTIONS 

3.3*1     Current System 

The outdoor/indoor alerting end warning system based upon sirens and the Boergency 
Broadcast System (FS) has been Judged to be inadequate for future need» by OCL, 
in part, because it does not satisfactorily alert the Indoor population.   Conse- 
quently, the neod exists for an automatic Indoor systsm to augment the outdoor 
system. 

3.3.2     Radio-Jlssed 

Ths NEAR program examined the feasibility of, anl developed en indoor systsm . 
based upon, powers-line alerting.    This system, however, has certain ahorteoulngs. 
TLe present program is directed toward the development of a raflo-based alsrting 
and warning system.    Such a system has already been shown to be feasible. 

1. System Development Corporation, Interla Report for the Office of Civil Defeneei 
ayj ftretem Stndr. BI-L-1505/OkO/Ol, Marck 1$W. ' W 

2. Lawrence Siegel, Interim Renort to the Office of Civil Defenfet    Ci*il nfftnft 
Public Alert and Wamin« by Radio. Radio C^oratl^ nt A^rW. lofi.. 
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O 
3.3.3     1968 Stirt D>t8 

TastallatlOD of the P.adio Warning System is planned to start as earlv AS 1968 
If Aeplqymeu   of sueb a system Is approved. 

3*3,1*     .Votaetlve Measnras 

It is assuned that an adequate shelter program shall be available by the time 
the Radio Warning Svstsa is installed.    No asaunptlona are made as t? types 
of stelters or ahel^ar-aceess time. 

3.3.!>     Hoahcmoaeneity 

Although outdoor alerting techniques using airens have been Judged inadequate 
to do the entire alerting and warning job, they will at ill be a part of the 
system and nsy even be Improved by the 1968 time period*    In addition, the 
currently limited use of public address systems for voice warning may be 
expanded to include other geographic areas, 

3.3.6     Emergency Broadcast System 

The EBS is assumed in thest requirements not to be a constraint on Radio Warning 
System o^araticn.    While all of the services currently provided by EBS will 
still have to be provided, this does not imply that EBS Is a part of the Radio 
Warning System or «ihat KBS will concinue to exist in its present form« 

U,0 ISnSI'A OPERATIONAL RKQUIREMENTS 

Listed belov are she operational requirements for the Radio Warning System 
arranged under the following nix caieg^rias: 

1. Function v    What does the system dot 

2. Coverage.    Whom does it reach? 

3« Structure and Operation.   How is it set up and how does it work? 

k. Response Time«    How long does it take to do its Job? 

3. Reliability.    How veil does it do the lob? 

6. Survivability. Security. JaA Sabotage«    How difficult is it to b.    Sm-vlvabllity. Security, jjza. sabotage. 
put it out of action, Jam it, or spoof it? 

O 
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u.z FUNCTION 

o 

The operational requirements discussed in this section are those which, taken 
together, specify the minimum number of functions which the Radio Warning 
System must carry out, 

U.l.l     National Alert and/or National Warning 

The Radio Homing System thall provide tha vubliot through radio reoaivers 
looaUtd in diMllingu, plame of bucinees, and institutions, a timly national 
alert and/or national warning of an enemy attack and/or the effects of euch 
en ittaoK. 

That the system must provide warning of an eneay attack is axiomatic«   That 
the system should provide only national warning is not.    At the first and 
second meetings of the Working Group for Radio Warning, much discussion was 
devoted to the nted for the delivery of local warning instructions by means 
of the Radio Warning System«    It was finally determined that in the viewpoint 
of the representatives from the Directorate for Policy and Programs and the 
Emergency Operations   Division in the Directorate for Plans and Operations, 
this feature was to be treated on a priority basis with first priority being 
accorded to the delivery of a national alert and national warning message, 
and second priority to the delivery of local warning instructions«   However, 
only those operational capabilities which are essential to system operation 
can be specified in operational requirements«   Therefore, in the operational 
requirements for the Radio Warning System there is nc requirement for delivery 
of local warning InatructloB".    It is noted, however, that there is a required 
interface betweeu the Radio Warning System and the system which will provide 
local alerting and warning (see Sections U.1.2 and k,3*12).   The ability to 
transmit local warning messages will exist through local broadcast stations. 
The Radio Warning System and the local broadcast stations designated to transmit 
local warning information will have to interact with each other«    In all eases, 
the operation of the local broadcast station will have to be synchronized 
with the Radio Warning System in order that detailed local direction can be 
provided to the public immediately upon their receipt of the natloral warning« 
In addition, it may be necessary to provide some common programming links 
to the local broadcast stations to enable the delivery of lengthy messages 
of a national character to the public without taking up an Inordinate saount 
of time on the Radio Warning System«    nils could be done by using network lines 
or the AP-UPI teletype circuits. 

The Radio Warning System must be sble to deliver an alert signal followed 
by a warning message, as well as a warning massage alone without the alert 
signal.    If the system is to be used for both tactical and strategic warning, 
the content of the two types of warning will be very different.   The time 
limitations imposed vpoa the reactionr of individuals will also be very different. 
Recipients must hn- e some wsy of distinguishing immediately between the two 
types of warning«   The presence or absence of the alert signal provides 
the necesrary distinction.    If the system ie used only for tactical warning, 
it might be argued that it is possible to Include a noisemaker in the horns 
receiver rather than broadcast the alert signal.    If such a configuration 
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were alloved, however 1 It vould mean that every false alarm vould result in 
the sounding of the alert signal and the way vould be opened for certain types 
of receiver failure to have the ssae result.    If this vere allowed, there 
vould be less public confidence in the urgency of the alert signal.    (See 
Section U.3.10J 

In a strategic warning situation, time, vhile important, is not as critical 
M in a tactical situation«    It is important that everyone get the message, 
but other means than the Radio Warning System can be used to accomplish 
this once it has been transmitted.    Nothing is gained by preceding the 
message with the alert signal.   In fact, there are compelling reasons for 
not preceding the strategic warning message with the alert signal.    In an 
extended period of extreme tension, one characterized by a succession of 
crisis incidents, the government might vent to use the system several 
times to convey strategic warning to the public.    If the alert signal is 
used each time, the sense of urgency which it must convey will become 
increasingly diluted so that when an attack actually occurs, valuable 
time nay be lost because the public does not immediately realise the true 
nature of the situation. 

The urgency which the alert signal conveys must be reserved for use in 
tactical warning.    Time is crucially important in areas which are actually 
targets, and is ir portent from the viewpoint of local residents in 
areas which are considered likely to be targets.    In such a situation, 
it is advantageous to have a means of conveying immediately a sense of the 
degree of danger which exists.   Those vho are trained can save valuable 
seconds, perhaps minutes, if they begin at once to move to shelter.    There 
is the additional problem of awakenirg sleepers and gaining the attention 
of those in noisy locations} this problem is mora important in the crae 
of tactical warning than in the case of strategic warning.    The alert 
signal provides both the indication of urgency and the means of overcoming 
ir attention or sleep.   Since this dual capability is needed only in periods 
of extreme tiaa critlcality, ti' alert signal must be reserved exclusively 
for tactical warning. 

O 

The refuireMat for a voice warning capability has two 1 «edlate consequences 
which affect aystem design. First, it precludes an alert-ooly syatem. Second, 
it isposes a vital restriction on the design of tho home receiver. Ike most 
singular advantage that a radio-based warning system has over previously investi- 
gated Systeme is its ability to carry voice messages into the hem».    Radio warn- 
ing makes possible a range of public resronses in en emergency. 

The amount of money which will be invested by the govexnmsnt and the public in 
such a systesr will be large regardlee« of whether the system ij desired to deli- 
ver only an alert or both en alert and a warnlag  To restriet the system only to 
em alerting functlco vould be a misuse of reeoureee siaee it vould fail to take 
adventaga of the taiqvs capabilities of radio, weald Halt the poteaticl 

O 
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flexibility available to the warning program, and would deny the American public 
a mean» of •aving many lives in the event of a nuclear attack.   Moreover, it 
la unlikely that auch a configuration would be any less expensive.   Many of 
the sane receiver functions would have to be carried out in both configurations. 
The distribution costs would be such that the difference in final coat to the 
purchaser would probably not be significsnt.    Finally, the installation of 
an alert only configuration,  accompanied by the educational campaign necesssry 
to convince the public to bvy, would make it extremely difficult at a later 
date to modify the aystem to an alert and warning configuration*   Having 
p'irchased one receiver, the average individual will resent being told that 
his receiver is no longer adequate and must be replaced.    Planned obsolescence 
will havs grave conaequences if included in the Radio Warning System. 

If it is to reproduce voice messagss, the public receiver must be equipped with a 
loudspeaker of suitable bandwidth.    If it is to be able to deliver both an alert 
and a warning, or a warning alone, it must be capable of selective response. 
While this does not preclude locating the noiaemaker in the receiver, it does 
mean that the receiver must be capable of being unmuted with or without trigger- 
ing the self contained noiaemaker.    This tends to put such a receiver at a dis- 
advantage in terns of cost and complexity of circuitry. 

U.1.2     Activate Other 8yatena 

The Radio Warning System »hall be oapabU of aotivoHng other publia alerting 
and warning systems.    Where eeveral different eeleotive alerting and warning 
fmoticne exist in these systems« the Radio Warning Syetem shall be oapable of 
aotivoHng these syetesm in the appropriate fimctional mode. 

The Radio Waning Syetem itself must also be considered as a subsystem of a 
larger apparatus, which may be called the Public Warning Systen and which alao 
include» as subsystems local siren and public addreas systems, ths Emergency 
Broadcast Systsn or its successor, and ths NEAR System (if implessnted).    The 
Radio Warning System will have the broadest geographic coverage of any of these, 
will operate automatically once initiated, and. having been designed aa the 
primary mean» of delivering public indoor warning, will be the logical aystem to 
which to synchronise all other public alerting and warning» 

The geographic coverage of the Radio Warning System will make it poeeible to 
put a controlling aignal into say alerting end warning device located in the 
United States or its posssssions.    The reliability of the system neeeaaary to 
meke it acceptable for hone use alao makes it iüeal for controlling other devices. 
The ability to synchronise the operation' of all of the cossponeats of the Public 
Warning Systsa on the baais of a single decision to warn at the national level 
will result in a greater impact on the public of the alert and warning.    The 
simultaneous activation of all ayetear will have the effect of authenticating 
the validity of the emergency. 
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The problem of Radio Warning System interface! with c .her ■ystema is a complex 
on««    For instance, siren signals are not designed to deal adequately vith 
strategic warning.    The latest policy within OCD is, in effect, to use only 
the take cover signal in an emergency0    If the Radio Warning System is used 
to provide strategic warning, its transmissions must not, in such a case, 
trigger the sirens.    Public address systems are still in their infancy as 
regards their use in civil defense warning.    It is not unlikely that they 
will use pretaped messages for warning in the future.    In such a situation, 
it is not enough that the Radio Warning System be able to activate the public 
address system, it must also insure that the proper tape is selected. 
Flexibility is called for in these interfaces, especially since requirement» 
for the other systems are not firmly established and may vary from locale to 
2o:al«, 

1»,1.3     HaWL Copy 

Th» Radio Warning System shall bo capable of transmitting information aa hard 
aopy where auch information is needed to provide program material for voice 
mssagee to be delivered to the public.    Hard aopy will also be tranemitted 
to provide irmediate authentication of the automatic aeeumption of control of 
a facility's transmitter. 

In most warning situations, it is contemplated that pretaped messages automa- 
tically triggered from the national level will be used.    However, cases may 
arise where no existing tape covers the situation and a live message is nsocssary 
to inform the public.    If the system configuration allows direct voice conmuci- 
cation to the public from the national level, this can be bandied without hard 
copy.    Such a capability probably will not exist, however, due to the need for 
secure communications at the higher level« (see Section U,6.3),    Therefore, 
operating procedurea must provide for the transmission of the message text to be 
read verbatim over the air at the subnational 01 local level (depending upon the 
configuration).   When such a relay of information is necessary, hard copy aust 
be provided to prevent errors and delays resulting from faulty copying and, 
retransmitting of information and to insure national uniformity iu the meosage 
received by the public. 

In m-L-1960/021/01A, it waa argued that hard copy did not have to be proviärd 
to radio fadlitits to indicate that the system was acsuming control over t&sir 
operation.    Ttut argument was based cm the fact that the operators of these 
facilities could not be allowed any discretion as to whetler feawir facility 
would participate.    Nevertheless, it has been decided that providing such hard 
copy will serve as more than a mere courtesy to the facility operator«    It 
will provide a permanent authentic record indicating the tine at which control 
cf the facility was assumed by the system and the reason why it was done« 
Further, it is believed that the hard copy will provide a tool in trouble- 
shooting system malfunctions.    Therefore, it is necessary that such hard copy 
bs provided.    Providing such hard copy does not, however, mean that the facility 
operator has been given any discretionary control over whether his facility, will 
participate in the operation of the system. 

O 

O 
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k,2 COVERAGE 

Th« opermtlonal requlreaents diseuased in this aectlon specify the corersg» of 
the systen both in time and area. For the reasons discussed in Section 3.2.1, 
no requlrenent is siecJfied for population corerage. 

^.2.1     Continuoftts ActlTatlon üanabllity 

The Radio Warning Sytm ahall b* ospabU of being aoHvaUd my tim of day, any 
day of th§ year. 

This point has not been debated to date since it is self-evident that there cap 
be no foreknowledge of the time of an eneaqr attack.   While the end result of 
this requirement is the same as that included in the TO-L-1960/021/OlA, the Hord- 
ing here represents a relaxation fro« the lerel of rarfonsnea specified there. 
Much discussion was presented there of the need for full-period circuits to 
insure reliable system operation.   The ideas expressed previously are no lees 
true now.   However, the likelihood of being able to secure full period circuits, 
or even circuits which approach them, with today*a crowded radio apectrun, 11 
small indeed.   Ae a result, greater attention will hare to be given to switching 
reliability, end aenitoring of critical component a to Insure that the continuous 
activation capability will be achieved. 

V.2.2    Oeoirephic Coverage 

tfw Radio Warning System ahall provide adäquate signal etrength to activate pub' 
lio iweeiusre looated anywhere within thm 48 oontiguoue United States.    The Radio 
Warning System ahall be oapable of interfaotng oith the warning eyeteme in the 
nonoontiguoue states« territories« mid poeeeteione. 

The scop» of this requirement represente a long range aystam goal« not a flret 
stags implementation plan.    There Is no necessary requirement that the entire 
ayatem throntfMttt the broad range of coverage be homogeneous as to hardware 
oo^cnents (sea Section fc.3.6). 

^.3 STRUCTURE AMI) OPERATI09 

The operational requlreaanta included in this section specify the way la which 
the Radio Warning System will earpy out ita mission.    The Section serves as en 
onnibus criterion containing specifleatioas on numbers end locatlona of Initial 
tion points as wall aa certain eharacteriatiee of the aipals used in the syetsm. 
Wiese are the ainiaun requireneat« which auat be met by any configuration vhloh 
is to da the Jofc m*tUA of the vstea. 

C 
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U.3.1     Automatic and Senlautomatlc Opratlon 

27M Radio Warning Syetem ehall be aapable of operating both automatioatly and 
eemiautomatioally from the time of aotivation through the delivery of the alert 
signal and/or warning meeaage to the public.    Semiautomatio operation will oon- 
eiet of the tranemieeion of live~voioe meaeagee to the publio, and the manual 
tranemiaaion of hard.^cpi  meeaagea within oertoir. portiona of the eyetm'a oon- 
trol network. 

Automatic operation Is necessary In order that the alert and vamin; will be 
timely and the Information in it accurate.    The need for dispatch in broadcasting 
the alert and warning is obvious in an age when maximum warning time of an enemy 
attack may vary from zero to 30 minutes.    Network activation must be automatic 
at all levels below the national to eliminate delays inherent in any manual tasks 
that must be performed by lower-echelon personnel.    The urgency Of the situation 
does not allow for discretionary action by those personnel, particularly if they 
are not subject to discipline by the federal government. 

As mentioned previously, however, «ill contingencies in the area of warning cannot 
be planned for ahead of time.    Therefore, it is necessary to build flexibility 
into the system,    nie warning message is the most difficult factor to preplan. 
To some extent this difficulty is minimized by the national character of the mes- 
sage and its consequent generality.    Nevertheless, particularly if a strategic 
warning must be transmitted, the capability of altering the warning text must be 
provided.    This is the reason for the specification of a semiautomatic capability. 

U.3.2     National Initiation Points 

37M Radio War ling System shall have a primary national initiation point and one 
or more backup initiation points.    The primary point will be looated at the 
NORAD Combat Operation* Center» 

The wording of this requirement has been generalized from previous statements 
because of the state of change in which the warning program finds itself at this 
time.    While the location of the National Warning Center appears to be firmly 
established at the NORAD COC, the location and status of the backup warning 
centers is not certain.    It is currently proposed that the OCD Region 5 Head- 
quarters at Denton, Texas will be the first alternate and the Washington Warning 
Area Control Point (WWACP) the seeond. 

U,3.3     Accea» to the System 

Taatioal warning pointe must be provided the oapability to prmmpt the syetem 
in order to override a rt*ategio warning already in progreee,    Exoept for thie 
reetriation, the mttiawl initiation point* of the Radio Warning Syetem ehall 
have independent aooeee to the eyetem through the eyetem'j oontrol network 

1 
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tpanmrdtttrfaJi tha- i»t oommiootiona nhepm$l» from took of the pointa shall 
bm provided direotly to the oontrol trantmitttr» and no oontrol over aaoeae to 
the ayatem other than prooedural ahall normally be emroiaed over any initia- 
tion point by any other initiation point. 

The reaulrenent !■ eitabllshad to Iqprore lystem rell ability and aurvirablllty, 
but since it also specifies certain network operation features, it is included 
here.    It grow    out of a requirement which was included in the first draft of 
this docunent and rejected by 0CD personnel at the second meeting of the Working 
Group for radio warning.    It was originaliy thought that a hierarehal arrange- 
ment, regulated by certain hardware features, was required to insure that one 
iMtiatioo point retained control of the system and delegated this control to 
'.he others as required.    This idea was challenged by OCD and further analysis 
shoved there was indeed weakness in it.    Such a configuration not only added 
additional control equipment to the Radio Warning System with a consequent 
decrease in system reliability, it cdso tied the reliability of the system to 
that of the NAWAS or NACOM system which connects the national initiation points 
together because coordination would be necessary to effect a transfer of control. 
The arrangement presented here depends upon procedures to determine which facil- 
ity will initiate the warning.    The only controlling function built into tb* 
hardware is a preemption capability given to the tactical warning initiation 
points. 

U,3,U     Selective Functions 

The ability to perform the following eix functions ahall be pi'ooided ae a minimum 
to the operator of the Radio Warning Syetem at eaoh of the national initiation 
pointa:   alert and warn, warn only, oanoel, teat, preempt, and transmit hard oopy. 

The operator of the system must have the option of warning the public with or 
without an accoapanying alert Bignal.    As discussed in Sections U.l.l and U.S.10, 
the alert signal should be reserved excluaively for use in the event of a nuclear 
attack.   Since both primary and backup national initiation points will have the 
necessary intelligence to make a tactical warning decision, the capability of 
activating the alert signal should be provided to each.   The activation of the 
alert signal on the Radio Warning System will automatically activate all other 
alert devices (sirens, NEAR, etc.), as well, because of the requirement contained 
in Section U.1.2. 

The warning message that is to be transmitted to the public through   the Radio 
Warning System is designed primarily to authenticate the alert signal by giving 
a brief statement of the threat and direction as to a generally appropriate course 
of action to be taken by the public.    It is believed that a set of such messages, 
adequate to cover a bro»3 range of attack« can be prepared in advance and stored 
on aagnetlc tape to be selected autooatlcally in the event of need and transmitted. 
The ability to prepare these messages in advance is most clearly feasible in the 

C 
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oM« of a tactical varnln«.    Strategic warning nay pro- ide ■omwhat nor« of a 
proiblam.   But time vorki in favor of easing the problem linco in strattgie 
vamiag thar« will presuaably be time enough to distribute, in hard copy form, 
the required prwgraa material necessary to insure that a uniform nessage is 
trancaitted nationwide.    Die hard copy capability requirement insures that the 
.Maas for transmitting such program material will exist in the system.    (See 
Beetion U.1.3.) 

The ability to cancel a previous message by voice is one of the real advantagos 
present in a radio-based system.    It is invaluable in dealing vith enemy spoof- 
ing, a threat to the systev which cannot be guarded against in say other way. 
(See Section i(.6.3.)    It also aids in counteracting the effect of an areawido 
false alarm, a feature unfortunately lacking in the present siren system. 

nie ability to test the system is requ-  ed not only to check on the status of 
hardware, but to enable the exercising of the warning system as part of en 
overall civil defense training program.    In order to check on the status of 
system hardware, any of the system initiation points must be able to originate 
a control signal for the test.    If only one were able to do so, there would be 
no guarantee that any of the others could initiate en actual alert and/or warn- 
ing in the event of need.    One of the teat messages must include a sounding of 
the alert signal, but probably at a lower level of intensity and not at the 
beginning of the message.    Some explanation of the signal must also be Included 
in the message.    This is necessary to enable the public to identify the alert 
signal if it is ever sounded to Indicate a nuclear attack.    All of this Implies 
that several test modes will be required.   The number end types of such modes 
remain to be determined. 

The ability of one initiation point to preempt the operation of the system by 
another initiation point is necessary in order that a time-critical warning 
may supersede a warning of a less critical nature during the course of its 
delivery.    It might be argued that this capability is not needed since it is 
unlikely that a situation would arise in which it was needed.   The opposite, 
however, would seem to be a more likely assumption.    If a strategic warning 
were to be delivered to the public, the government would decide to do so only 
if a severe crisis in international affairs were to occur.    In certain cases, 
the decision to deliver such a warning might be regarded by an enemy as a hostile 
act in itself or ss an Indication that the United States was about to carry out a 
first strike against him.    One possible reaction from him would be a preempt! re 
attack.    Since the delivery of a strategic warning would Involve the reiteration 
of the message several times over a period of time, even if the message only 
announces the fact that the President is to deliver an address to the country 
via commercial radio sad television, the definite possibility exists of an 
enemy attack occurring during a aeries of strategic warnings.    Carrying the 
examination of such a situation further, if a series of strategic warning 
messages is transmitted at regular intervals in order to maximise the coverage 
of a Presidential broadcast, the probability of a tactical warning having to 

1 
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be dellver«a during the course of one of these mesBages increases with each 
successive one.    While it would be possible to coordinate a change of control 
between the strategic initiation point and the tactical initiation point over 
the NAVAS,  or a similar circuit,  such a procedure would take time and would 
be dependent upon the reliability of the other circuit. 

The need for and use of hard copy is discussed in Section U,1.3,    It must be 
■tressed here that the operator* at the national input points will have to be 
provided equlpiaent which does not require that elaborate procedures be carried 
out to format end transmit the hard copy.    To the extent pcssible, such messages 
should be precoaposed and stored on tape with an automatic callup capability 
provided.    Vhere messages must be prepared in real time, a message composer must 
be provided.    On the other hand, the choice of operators for the syster should 
certainly be baaed upon their ability to operate conmunicationa devices, since 
such devices are an Integral part of an elaborate and sophisticated coomiunica- 
tions system. 

1»,3,5     Operational Status end Verification of Activation 

The operational status of oemponente at eaah level of the system ehall be made 
available at the national initiation points.    An indioation of euooeeeful opera- 
tion or failure of the system at any and all levels above the home receiver »hall 
he provided to the operators at one or more of the national initiation points at 
the time of system activation. 

This is a new requirement made necessary by the relaxation of the requirement for 
automatic, closed-loop continuity checking.    Previously, it was thought that a 
means of monitoring the status of the system in real time as well as making a 
roll-call check of the operation of the system at the time of activation would 
be provided by the automatic continuity checking feature.    With no such feature, 
the operator has no knowledge of the status of the system and whether it is in 
operational condition in a given locality.    This information must be provided 
to him so that he can plan to take alternative means of delivering the warning 
to areas where system facilities are not operative.    In like manner, once the 
system is activated, he must know those areas where it failed to operate so that 
he can take other measures to get.   the warning to them. 

The means by which the status of components will be monitored and the roll call 
effected remain to be determined.    A study of the alternative means of accom- 
plishing this will be carried out by SDC. 

U.3.6     Honhomoaeneity 

The Radio Warning System may be a nonhomogeneous system, that is, different 
types of equipment may be used within different portions of the system to 
aaioomplieh the earns function» 

C 
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Ttxin requlremeDt Is Included In order not to restrict the Radio Warning System 
to a single type of configuration throughout Its area of coverage.    The system 
will span a vast geographical area which will Include many different environ- 
ments as veil as different existing resources.    The system designer should take 
advantage of whatever resources are available to keep the cost of implementation 
down end to maximize the number of people who can be reached by the system. 

U.3.7     Muted Receivers 

The public reoeiver oomponent of the Radio Warning System ehall normally remain 
in a muted condition,  that is, the audio portion of the receiver will not 
operate until it ie neoeeeary to transmit a signal or message through the 
receiver to the public, 

Tw^ methods of standby operation have been proposed for the public receiver. 
The most generally acceptable method, suitable in any system configuration, 
is to mute the receivers in the standby condition.    This method of operation 
requires thst a special control signal be transmitted to demute the receiver 
before any program material is transmitted.    It has been suggested that the 
control signal may also serve as the alert signal, but this Is not possible, 
since it will be necessary to demute receivers without sounding the alert 
signal for strategic warning. 

The other method was suggested at the second meeting of the Working Group for 
Radio Warning.    It involves a simple squelch circuit which quiets the receiver 
In the absence of a signal on the channel.    If the system is based on any 
configuration other than one which uses a dedicated (i.e., sole use) channel 
for OCD warning to the public, the squelch circuit Is unsatisfactory since 
any nonwaming program material (i.e., regular broadcasting programs) will 
also demute the receiver. 

If, on the other hand, it Is used in a configuration which has a dedicated OCX) 
warning channel, performance in fringe areas will be variable and the squelch 
circuit will have to be made adjustable to meet varying signal strengths.    In 
some areas with extremely weak coverage the squelch may even have to be dis- 
abled, leaving an open channel which will broadcast all of the noise on tho 
channel directly into the home.    The noise problem on a low or medium frequency 
channel, particularly in stormy woather, will hamper the operation of the 
receiver even If the squelch circuit is functioning«    Moreover, if the dedicated 
channel is also used for hard copy transmission, these signals will also cause 
the home receivers to demute.    Finally, the use of a squelch circuit makes 
spoofing the system very easy.    The enemy merely has to transmit any signal or 
message on the OCD channel, and home receivers will be demuted.    If the squelch 
circuit is made selective, responding only to certain types of signals, then 
the configurationi« the same as the required one, namely, one which uses a 
control signal to demute the receiver.    The use of muted receivers Is, therefore, 
the only satisfactory method of standby operation in the Radio Warning System. 

C 
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n 
I*.3.8     Potitive Control of Public Receiver 

Tke public receiver component of the Radio Warning System ahall be deeigned to 
operate under the positive oontrol of the eyatem operator; that iet the 
amuting and remuting of the receiver shall both be controlled by siynals 
from the alert and warning transmitter. 

Two alternatives to positive control of the public receiver have been proposed*  . 
The first would have automatic dentuting of the receiver from the trsn»«iitter( but 
would require the owner of the receiver to remute it manually after the message 
has been delivered.   The second method also has automatic demuting, but, 
Ins ead of wwiv-l  remuting, it depends upon a clock mechanism (mechsnical or 
electronic) to remute the receiver after a preset time interval.    Neither of 
thes'4 methods is satisfactory from an operational point of view. 

Manual remuting implies that the receiver owner can disable the operation of 
the set, which means that it may be disabled at the time it is needed to receive 
a warning«    Moreover, if a switch must be used to reunite the receiver after 
every test of the system, then receivers at unattended locations will continue 
to operate at full volume even though such operation may be extremely annoying 
to others«    Receivers located in apartments are particularly prone to this 
problem«    It has been argued that this need not be o problem if the system uses 
a special channel for public warning; but, as pointed out in Section U«3«7, the 
problem of fringe-area performance and noise makes remuting necessary even 
-hen a carrier is present to quiet the receiver« 

A tiaed-off receiver is not satisfactory either«   As pointed out in Section 
1t«3«ll, it is impossible to establish time requirements for the delivery of the 
warning messages which the system will have to transmit«    A strategic warning 

, may take the form of announcing a Presidential speech to be transmitted over the 
commercial radio and television stations, such an announcement being repeated at 
regular intervals over a given period of time«    The receiver in this case would 
have to be able to respond to relatively short messages.    On the other hand, a 
tactical warning will have to be repeated many times to Insure that everyone 
possible is notified of the emergency«    It has been argued that extended messages 
can be handled by retransmitting the deuuting signal at Intervals determined by 
the timing capacity of the receiver«    This argument Is week, however, since timing 
circuits are not 100 percent accurate, and there will always be variance in their 
performance.    Given a certain mean-timing accuracy and variance, maintained by 
strict quality control, there will still have to be a periodic Interruption of 
the warning message in order to transmit the demuting signal either to hold on 
receivers or to demute those that have gone off«   Add to this the problem of time 
delay, which will have to be built into the receiver to protect against acciden- 
tal demuting by transient noise, and the interruption of the messages can be 
quite extended.    As an example, assume a timing circuit is designed to hold the 
receiver on for three minutes with a standard deviation of nine seconds (15 per- 
cent)«    In order to insure that at least 95 percent of the recoivstrs will be 
controlled properly, the demuting signal will have to be transmitted for a period 

O 
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of at leait two Bttndard deviation« in each direction from the mean.    This will 
require that the mesBage be interrupted during the period from 162 leconda to 
198 eeconds after its start merely to deal with circuit variance.    Asaume further 
that the control signal must be integrated over a ten-second period before the 
recelwr will demute.    This means a total interruption of the message for 36 
seconds out of every 198 seconds or about 30 percent of the message time being 
tsken up with the mechanic« of controlling the receiver.    At a time when every 
second counts, this means that lives are put needlessly in danger.    Therefore, 
positive control of the public receiver from the tranamitter la required. 

1».3.9     Location of Alert Signal Generator 

The equipment need to generate the publia alert signal for the Radio Warning 
System ehall be looated at the transmitter or oontrol faoility of the radio 
etation that dietributee the signal to other radio etatione, or at the station 
that delivers the signal to the public, but not in the home receiver itself» 

While an argument has been put forward in the past that it may be necessary to 
use a self-contained nolsemaker in the public receiver in order to provide the 
sound intensity eapabilitlea required by the rystem within the coat limits that 
have been imposed, it la apparent that the drawbacks present in such an arrange- 
ment far outweigh any benefits.    Assuming that there may be as meay as several 
thousand transmitters at the public level of the system and upwaads of 10 million 
public receivers, putting the alert generator In the home receiver in«eases by 
five orders of magnitude   the problem of keeping the alert signal uncompromlsed. 
The situation may even be worse, since the reliability of the public receiver is 
bound, by the cost constraints involved, to be of a lower order than that of 
equipment at the transmitting facilities.    The way la left open, therefore, for 
receiver failures to cause the sounding of the alert signal in Individual homes. 
Furthermore, there la no way of counteracting the effect of such accidents.    If 
alert generating equipment located at the transmission facility falls, a far less 
likely possibility, but one which must be planned for nevertheless, a voice mes- 
sage can be transmitted which will have somewhat of a mollifying effect on the 
listeners even though the occurrence will probably shake public confidence In the 
system. 

A further problem presented by the incluaion of the alert generator In the public 
receiver 1« that of controlling the nolsemaker selectively in order to restrict 
its use to tactical warning situation».    Although no rigorous examination has 
been made of the cost of such selectivity, it would appear reasonable to expect 
that given two receivers—one with a nolsemaker and a loudspeaker that must be 
separately controllable, the other with Just a loudspeaker—the former will coat 
at least as much as the latter, if not more, will provide no more capability, 
and will be at a disadvantage from a reliability standpoint.   Therefore, the 
requirement that the receiver be capable of reproducing a voice message further 
strengthens the argument for keeping the alert generator out of the hone receiver. 
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If the alert generator it located at the transmitter, a failure of the home 
receiver which cavues it to come "on the air" vill be immediately recognizable 
as a receiver fc.Uure.    It vill be an "annoyance alarm" not a "false alarm." 
It has been suggested that the concept of   annoyance alarm   merely sveeps an 
tiiportant problem under the carpet by giving it another name.    No one, however, 
has a greater appreciation of the grave consequences which the outpouring of 
80 to 90db of noise or normal program material into a home may have on the public 
tolerance of the system.    Such an occurrence in the early hours of the morning 
or shortly after a mother has put her children down for an afternoon nap will 
probably result in the abrupt and summary removal of the offending instrument 
from the wall and perhaps an irate letter to local authorities.    What are the 
alternatives?    If one is going to suffer a 90db onslaught, white nois; or even 
rock-and-roll is more easily endured than a raucous clatter which a person has 

. been taught v'.ll only be neard in the event of a nuclear attack.    Keeping the 
noisemaker out of the home will not solve the problem of shoring up public 
confidence in the face of receiver failures, but it will prevent the compro- 
]B5«£ of the alert signal for the vast majority of people whose receivers do 
not fall, or for those tolerant Individuals who realize that, even though 
their receiver has failed once, it, or its replacement, may someday save their 
lives.    The only answer to the problem of public tolerance is to be found in 
designing a receiver that is as reliable as possible and that is designed so 
that it is unlikely to fail by coming on the air, (i.e., a fail-safe receiver). 

It appears necessary, therefore, to require that the alert signal generator be 
located at the transmitter rather than in the home.    Indeed, operational factors 
would appear to make this necessary even at a slightly greater cost in the home 
receiver, which is not anticipated. 

U.3.10   Alert Signal 

The Radio Weaning System shall be capable of transmitting msBogs» to the public 
with or without the   -'joompanying alert eignal,    (Preliminary etudiee indicate 
that an alert eignal inteneity on the order of 90 deaibele at 10 feet will be 
required,) 

tPast experience in dealing with the ability of relatively untrained people to 
respond to coded messages indicates that simplicity is required in such messages, 
nie public must not be expected to carry out different actions in response to 
different coded signals, nor should the impact of a coded signal be rendered 
ineffective by giving it more than one meaning.    The alert signal must have but 
a single •aeaning if it is to have a maximum impact.    Since it is neossary that 
this impact occur when the greatest danger is involved, the alert signal should 
be reserved for use in the event of an actual attack upon the united States.    It 
may be argued that few individuals will begin to take protective actions on the 
basis of the alert signal alone without the confirmation and authentication pro- 
vided by the warning aiessage, but this is not the point.    If the public is in 
doubt as to what the ensuing message is going to be about, they will tend to 
delay any action until they hear what is happening.    If they are assured that the 
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only time they will hear the alert signal is vhen their lives are in danger, they 
will begin to act immediately and &iay very veil save their lives by doing so.    As 
a sort of worst case exeunple, imagine a period of severe international crisis in 
which several messages of a strategic warning nature are delivered to the people 
over a period of time by the federal government.    If the alert signal were to 
preface each of these transmissions, its meaning would deteriorate with each 
successive use.    If an actual attack were to climax such a period of tension, 
the public response would be less effective than if the alert signal had not 
been used on the previous occasions.    It might be argued that the likelihood of 
such a period of protracted tension, characterized by the government's willing- 
ness to share information with the public! is remote.    Nevertheless, it is impos- 
sible at this time to determine what course the government may clioose to take 
five to ten years from new in dealing with International crisis.    It Is not wise 
to degrade the effectiveness of the system by limiting its ability to perform 
in a situation v'^ich is definitely possible.    Therefore, the dystem must be capa- 
ble of t ransmltting a message either with or without the alert signal, and it is 
strongly recommended that the alert signal be used only in a tactical situation. 
Ibis restriction on the alert signal does not Jeopardize the effectiveness of 
strategic warning.    Preliminary studies of the ability of a voice message to 
be self alerting indicate that such a capability exists and can be exploited 
for use in strategic warning.    The proper choice of phrases delivered with the 
proper tone of urgency will probably be sufficient to call people's attention 
to the message, particularly if the time is not as extremely critical as in the 
tactical warning situation. 

Performance standards as far as the ability of the receiver to deliver an alert 
signal cannot be set at this time.    Some research was carried out by Midwest 
Research Institute (MRI) to establish such requirements for the NEAR receiver, 
end a brief examination of the subject has been made at SDC with regard to the 
Radio Warning System.    The results of the MRI work phoved that measuring the 
sound level in terms of db above the standard reference level is not satisfactory 
since it 1 ills to consider the distribution of soimd energy among the various 
octave bands.    The solution requires that a measure of apparent loudness (phons 
or sones) be used.    The preliminary studies were carried out by SDC employing 
signals commonly used for Jamning CW messages (called "bagpipe Janmlng").    These 
signals consisted of four or five discrete tones of different frequency being 
sounded consecutively in an almost random order.    The tones  appeared to be In 
the octave range between 300 and 1,000 Hz.    It was determined that such a 
signal would have to have an intensity of at least 90db measured across the 
entire audible spectrum at 10 feet from the source if it is to be considered a 
satisfactory alert signed.    More work remains to be done before specifications 
for receiver loudness can be established. 

U.S.11   Warning Message 

The Radio Warning System ehalt cranemit pretaped warning meeeagee to the public 
whenever poeeibte, but the capability to transmit live meeeagee to the public 
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must a1 so be provided to cover unusual eituatione for which 1 tandardized meeaagee 
are inappropriate.    The warning meeeage shall be delivered by the public receiver 
with sufficient audibility and intelligibility to insure its being readily under- 
stood by a person in the same room as the receiver,    (Preliminary studies indicate 
that a warning message intensity of the order of 75 decibels at 10 feet will be 
required») 

The use of pretaped messageB is required in the system for two reasons.    First, 
OCD operational personnel believe greater control over content and delivery can 
be had if the messages are prepared in advance.    Messages can be written before- 
hand to direct the public to carry out protective actions planned by local civil 
defense officials.    These messages can be recorded using inflections which will 
convey a sense of urgency without encouraging panic in the listener.    There will 
be little chance of making a mistake in the delivery.    The second reason for 
using pretaped messages  is that it decreases thr amount and complexity of the 
information which must be passed through the system's control network.    Simple 
control bignals can be used to select one of several messages stored on tape 
at the local or regional transmitter rather than having to transmit the voice 
message itself, or hard copy of the material to be included in the mrssage. 
Even if pretaped messages are used however, these messages cannot c /ver every 
conceivable situation which must be warned against.    It is ncressrjry, therefore, 
that a backup to the pretaped messages be provided which enables an announcer to 
go on the air wit>i a live message.    In order to Increase the accuracy of these 
live messages, and insure uniformity throughout the area to be warned, the mater- 
ial to be broadcast must be provided as hard copy and read by the announcer 
verbatim. 

Preliminary investigations carried out at SOC indicate that the voice message, 
if delivered through a small loudspeaker, should not be at the same intensity 
as the alert signal.    Again, a broadband measurement of the sound intensity 
indicated that above 73 db distortion is sufficient to render the message unin- 
telligible.    These measurements were made with a three-inch loudspeaker.    This 
problem is a particularly knotty one which may yield to solution only with the 
use of a special purpose loudspeaker that utilizes the mechanical amplification 
provided by speaker cone resonance to reproduce the alert signal at sufficient 
volume while still reproducing the warning message at an intelligible level. 

Some discussion is in order on the relatiionship between the alert signal and 
warning message.   This was discussed in TM-L-1960/021/OlA in connection with a 
requirement specifying the order of the alert signal and warning message.    This 
requirement has been dropped for two reasons.    First, it is of a procedural 
nature and, therefore, belongs in the document on procedural requirements still 
to be written.    Second, it was felt that a decision on the order of the alert 
signal and warning message would constitute a policy decision and should, there- 
fore, not be stated as a requirement, but made a recomnendatlon.   The alerting 
end warning process cannot be terminated until there is good reason to believe 
that every one has received the warning.    Due to the vide range of environments 

( 
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within which the alert signal and warning message must be received, and thti 
wide range of individual capabilities to receive them, there must be a repeti- 
tion of these signals.    To sound them only once or twice would deny many people 
the information they need for survival.    Ew if empirical studies were carried 
out to determine the mean time required by an individual to receive an alert 
and warning in a variety of environments and this time were extended to two, 
three, or four standard deviations from the mean, there would still be many 
people who would miss the signals  if only because they were out of range of «ay 
alerting and warning device.    These individuals may not come within hearing 
distance of a device for half an hour or an hour, may still not be in danger 
from attack effects at that time, and will still be in a position to benefit 
from warning.    Further, the repetition of the signals will not have any degrad- 
ing effects on the public response since the public will presumably move to 
shelter or to evacuation areas immediately.    Therefore, it is necessary to 
continue the repetition of the signals for as extended a period as Is reason- 
able,    'nie alternating of the alert signal and warning message also aids In 
overcoming the ambient noise level by causing regular variations in that level 
which call attention to the signal. 

Since the Radio Warning System does not have to transmit local warning informa- 
tion, (this task is carried out by the local broadcast station), the repetition 
of the alert signal and national warning message csn be carried out without 
depriving the public of detailed local direction.    If the Radio Warning System 
is also required to transmit local warning Informrtion the situation becoaes 
more eoqplicated because some time division between national and local messages 
is required.    It might be argued that this division must still be made in a 
system which utilises commercial broadcast stations for delivery of the lational 
alert and warning since some stations must also be used for delivery of local 
warning Information.    Such a system configuration vould operate in one of ftro 
ways{ either the national alert and warning would be repeated for   a given 
period of time (some empirically derived mean plus two or three standard devia- 
tions) followed by local warning Instructions exclusively, or the national alert 
and warning would be alternated with the local warning instructions in a repeti- 
tive process.   Neither of thise methods is completely satisfactory.    The first 
method penalises the individual who is alerted early in the process by making 
him wait until the completion of the national alert and warning before he can 
get any local instructions.    It also penalizes the person who fails to receive 
the national alert and warning before it is terminated, since he is forced to 
extract the information   beut the emergency from the highly specific local 
instructions being delivered as warning information.    His natural incredulity 
about the situation Is reinforced by the lack of any clear statement of what is 
going on.    The second configuration suffers, since, by increasing the length of 
the alert warning -ycle, the efficiency with which the alert signal can attract 
people's attention Is decreased.    In a t^iie when information must have a —iH"""1 

impact, and should therefore be simple, this configuration Increases the amount 
of information being transmitted and adds to its complexity.    Therefore, It is 
felt that the only latisfactory method of carrying out both the national alert- 
ing and warning process and the local warning information process is to divide 
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them between two channel».    In this configuration, the national channel can he 
devoted to the tingle taak of attracting people*■ attention to the danger at hand, 
and authenticating the   existence of that danger.   The local channel, which begins 
operation sioultaneoualy vith the national channel, can be used to direct people's 
action and instruct them on other necessary procedures.    The Individual vho is 
alerted early in the procedure can switch to the second channel and receive 
directions inasdiately.    The person vho cannot be alerted immediately need not 
worry about the signal being cut off the air before he has received it. 

This diacussioo has important ramification» for configuration design.    It requires 
that a second channel be available for local instructions and that the interface 
between the Radio Warning Syatem and the local warning information eystams be 
considered in planning the configuration      It, therefore, increases the attrae- 
tivenes* of the OCD low frequency ra^io network configuration as a aeans of 
delivering the national alert and warning, since this frees the commercial 
broadcast stations for the Job they can do best, delivering local instructions. 
While this division can still be accomplished by designating certain cmereial 
stations as national stations and others as local, this is not wholly satisfac- 
tory in areas where there are not a sufficient number of stations to fulfill 
both tasks.   Thi« requirement also strengthens the argument for home receivers 
vith special purpose low   idslity loudspeaker»   which are designed to max 1 ml re 
the intensity of the alert signal and deliver an adequate, but perhaps not 
optima, voice warning.    Since the voice aesaage will be limited in content with 
no detailed information included, the difficulty of intelligibly reproducing 
a lengthy voice me»sage is avoided.   The longer aassage can be received over 
the wider-band loudspeaker located in the hooe radio set.    Finally, it 
precludes the use of a tiaed>off receiver for alerting and warning.    Since 
the national alert and warning itself cannot be timed off because of the 
reasons presented above, the receiver designed to deliver the alert end 
warning into the home cannot be timed off.    Therefore, a positive control 
of demuting and remutlng is required fron the transolttlng facility,    (See 
Section It.3.8.) 

U.3.12    Interaction With Other Systems 

Provieion «hull b* mad* in thm Radio Warning System for ths »xahang« of 
infomation, §ithsr automatically or manually, vith thoi« systems that or* 
involved in the warning proosss either a» souross .'or uaming intelligenae or 
a» oonplementary meane for tranemitting uaming and/or warning information* 

Two sources for warning intelligence mist be planned fort    the tactical warning 
source and the strategic warning source.    The IfORAD system, SAGE (l*l6L), and 
the 1»25L Combat Operations Center (COC) System, as well as any future air 
defense systems, will provide the input of information necessary for the 
declaration of an air raid varnlug (tactical warning).    At present, it appear« 
that the interface vith the Radio Waning System here will be wsnual, but, at 
least at the COC level, there Is the possibility in the future of automatic 
decisions being aade in accord with prograsasd SOPs. 

( 
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The  Bourc« for «trateglc warning it not difficult to pinpoint.    It will undoubt- 
edly b« the Whit« Houit.    However, there are at praitnt no formalixad lystraat- 
ic   channels over which strategic warning intelligence will flow.    If the system 
is to be used for such warning, the interface with the originating authority 
must be planned.    Consideration should be given, therefore, to possible Inter- 
action between U j Executive Office of the President and the Radio Warning 
System.    In addition, since a major operational interface between the Office of 
Civil Defense and the Department of Defense will exist in the National Military 
Command System (NMCS), this serves as an ideal point of exchange for intelli- 
gence related to warning that may develop in the Washington, D. C.  area. 

The NAWAS and its successor will be the system over which civil defense organ- 
isational warning and operational Information will circulate.    It is certain 
that the NAWAS and the Radio Warning System will Interact at the national level. 
If NAWAS terminals are ever established at coaoereial radio stations, presently 
a remote possibility, there may also be an interface at lower levels.    All of 
these points of contact must be considered in the design of a particular 
configuration to insure that no inconpatibilities in the operation of the two 
systems are allowed to exist* 

The EBS or its successor will be the primary channel for transmitting local 
warning information. Presidential messages, state warning intormatlon, and 
national news and progrsmming to the public in an emergency.    Its operation 
is initiated by OCD personnel Le, the NORAD COG or in the WWACP.    Since ths 
EBS is tbr channel for local warning information, it is imperative that it 
work synchronously with the Radio Warning System (i.e., they must be activated 
simultaneously and must begin broadcasting to the public as nearly simultane- 
ously as possible).    At present, the activation of the EBS cannot be done on a 
timely basis doe to technical difficulties.    Therefore,  the interface between 
the Radio Warning System and the EBS (or its successor) appeare to be a natural 
place to insert an automatic link which will insure t/nchronous operatic» as 
veil as overeosM the present technical difficulties   n EBS activation. 

k,k RESPONSE TIME 

The •iagle requirement ID this criterion specifies the response time of the 
Radio Warning System.    It should be noted that the term has been redefined. 
Response time is now considered to run from the tims of the decision to warn 
until the 1 .ceipt of the alert signal (or wtuming message, if no alert signal 
is sounded) at a public receiver which is in norma? operating condition. 

V.ii.l     Maximum Reponss Time 

Th* r*9pon— tins of tha Radio Warning Syatm 9ha.ll b» tuoh a» to tneure that an 
aUrt and weaning om fee providsd to targmt area« within a Hm ptriod approaoh- 
ing one minute a» a nacbM* cud to nontargtt arvae within a turn period approach- 
ing three winutei.    Variation in nssponse Hm betueen target and nontarget area» 
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shall b§ allcutd only if radio frvqusnoiia muat be §har*d by awral faoilitie$ 
within th§ eye tarn on a tim-divieion baaie or if »om §imilar Uahnioal »aarifiot» 
tmut h* mad». 

The tlati specified above are target figures for the system.    They are chosen for 
two reasonst first, they conform to the basic design objective that the shorter 
the response tine, the more lives the system will save, and, second, they appear 
to be feasible within the state of the art of communications technology.    A pro- 
blem area here is the determination of vhat constitutes a target area«    The pro- 
blem is raised because the   difficulty in securing radio frequency channels nay 
require that sereral facilities which have adjoining areas of coverage share the 
same channel.    The result will be that areas o* interference will occur within 
which no signals can be received.    The only way that this problem can be overcome, 
without going to very sophisticated receivers, is for the radio faeilltlea to 
share the frequency in time.   The method that has been proposed is to broadcast 
the warning initially on all the transmitters, ignoring the interference areas, 
then subsequently on one transmitter at a time.    If this method is used, the 
public In the interference ^reas will not receive the initial waning, but will 
receive one of the subsequent transmissions.    In order to conform to the wording 
of the requirement, it will be necessaxy to position the t.'ansmltters in locations 
such that the areas of interference do not contain any civilian population con- 
centrations which are likely to be eneny targets.    In practice, this will pro- 
bably have to be interpreted to mean any major urban areas, since it is difficult 
to decide what sn enemy My choose as a target. 

k,3 RELIABILITY 

This section includes the requirements necessary to specify the features which 
rust be included in the Radio Warning System to make it reliable.    The require- 
ments, as stated here, do not appear to follow llrectly from previous discussions 
of reliability that have taken place among OCD personnel and the radio warning 
contractors.    OCD specifications in this area have been vague.    Beyond the 
statement that a single national false alarm will seriously impair public 
confidence in the system, end the constant concern about receivers coming on 
the air and flooding households with torrents of sound at 80 to 90db, there 
has been no explicit request for features to be Incluörä in the system that 
will bring about the type of reliable operation which Is desired« 

h,5,l     Minimum Performance Level 

The reliability of the Radio Warning System shall be euoh that the expeoted 
nuniwr of people put at risk by failures in the eyetem shall not exoeed 0,1 
percent of the entire population. The figure of merit to be ueed in oalau- 
lating the expeoted number of people put at risk shall be the inetantaneoue 
availability of the system, i,e,t the probability that the eyetem will flotation 
in a oonpletely satisfactory manner upon activation. 
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In accordance with Department of Defense policy on specifying the reliability 
for proposed systems, this requirement must initially be met by any configura- 
tion with a confidence level of 60 percent. 

The number of people put at risk by a failure in the system is the number of 
people who do not receive a satisfactory warning because one or more components 
in the system do not function at the levels specified in the operational require- 
ments« In the probabilistic sense, this number is a random variable and its value 
is a function of the reliability of the system. If the system operates satisfac- 
torily, its value is zero} if the system fails completely, its value is the total 
population covered by the system. For any single facility or group of facilities 
in the system there is a similar variable whose value is determined by the reli- 
ability of the facility or facilities concerned. The expected number of people 
put at risk by failures in the system or, on a lower level, by a failure at any 
facility, is the mean or average value of the random variable associated with 
the system or facility. It is calculated by multiplying the number of people 
covered by the system or facility by the probability that the system or facility 
will fail. This number provides an excellent means of specifying a particular 
level of system reliability. It is a meaningful number because it measures lives 
potentially in danger as a function of the reliability of the system. As a means 
of establishing a reliability requirement for the system it has merit because it 
sets a limit on the reliability of the entire system while allowing variation in 
the reliability of the facilities which comprise the system. It insures that 
those facilities which are critical in warning areas ox large population concen- 
tration will have as a minimum a greater reliability than facilities which serve 
a smaller number of people. Using this number as a measure of system reliability 
also makes it possible to include the public receiver in the specification of 
the system's level of performance and provides a link to the receiver testing 
requirement (see Section U.5.5). Finally, this method of measuring system 
reliability can be applied to any system configuration regardless of the tech- 
niques utilized In the system to insure reliable operation (i.e., automatic 
continuity checking, redundant communications channels, etc.). 

It is natural to question whether the level of performance specified in the 
requirement, not more than 0.1 percent of the population at risk, is both 
adequate and realistic. As to its adequacy, based on a projected 1970 population 
of 210 mi,lion people, the figure represents 210,000 people, the population 
of a city the size of Albuquerque, New Mexico, or Des Meines, Iowa. Using the 
data developed during the Department of Defense cost-effectiveness study of the 
fallout shelter program, this figure represents about 0.2 percent of the number 
of expected survivors in a medium sized attack on mixed military and civil 
targets and about the same percentage of the number of expected fatalities. 
While it is difficult to have to admit that there might be any added people at 
risk because of system failures, it is believed that the level stated is an 
adequate maximum number, certaihly as an initial goal. As to whether it is a 
realistic level, in a hypothetical system which utilised a single facility to 
warn the entire population, the specified performance level would require a 
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figure of merit of .999 for the facility»» instantaneoue availability. If tvo 
facilities providing redundant coverage were utilized, however, the figure of 
merit for each would only have to be .968. In a lystem aa important to the 
national welfare as the Radio Warning System, it is doubtful that a figure of 
merit leas than .990 would be tolerable for any component included in the control 
circuit. Therefore, assuming that there will be redundant coverage provided in 
critical areas not only within the Radio Warning System itself but by other 
elements in the Public Warning System (sirens, public address systems), it a 
appears that it will be possible to reach the specified level of not more than 
0.1 percent of the population at risk. 

lt.5.2  Redundant Equipment 

Redundant gauipntnt ehall b« inetalled in the Radio Warning System above the 
publio reoetver level when indioated aa neoeeeory by an engineering evaluation 
of eyetem reliability.    Where eudh redundancy exiete, automatic euitehover to 
etandbu equipment shall be provided in the event of a failure in the active 
eqidpnmt» 

If, as specified in Section b.2.1, the system is to have a continuous activation 
capability, componento will have to be ready to operate at all times even if 
maintenance personnel cannot be obtained Immediately. The decision to install 
two or more components at a given point in the system will depend on the reli- 
ability of the component sad its crltieality to system operation. The survi- 
vability requirement (Section U.6.1) has a bearing on the decision to stockpile 
redundant equipment for system reconstitution. fach equipment might even con- 
sist of mobile units stored in hard locations awsy from the original facility 
site and capable of being used for warning and consunications in the postattack 
envirooaent* 

U.5.3  Fall-Safe Eaulnaent 

All equipment ueed in the Radio Warning System ehall be designed to maximize 
the probability that a<rycnents will fail in a silent or *afe condition, not 
in a oonditicn whioh eimulatee eyetem operation. 

Equipment used in the Radio Warning System must be designed to have a marl mm 
fail-safe tendency« A component failure In the system's control network which 
resulted In activation of the system at all lower levels could have grave con- 
sequences. It is In the contol network, however, that the most elaborate pre- 
cautions can be taken in designing the equipment to the proper standards without 
an undue Increase in system coat. It is not possible, however, to guarantee 
completely fail-saft operation In any hardware. All that can be done la to 
enploy close analysis of circuitry using probabilistic techniques and choose 
only those circuit» that have the least probability of being activated by the 
failure of a component used in the system. This is particularly the ease with 
the public receiver. It has been suggested that the requirement stated here is 
unnecessary, since most home radios, whan they break down, do so by 1 Ailing to 
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operate when turned 00. The vaet majority of home receivers are not, however, 
left standing in operation with only their audio circuits Inoperative as are 
the warning receivers. This mode of operation complicates the problem as does 
the cost factor. Within the cost limits that have been imposed on this piece 
of equipment, the inclusion of such features as monitoring of key conponents to 
determine their condition is impossible. Failure to detect receivers which are 
inoperative increases the likelihood of no-alarm failures in the event the 
system must be operated, but the effect on the owner of the receiver which would 
be caused by its being activated by a component failure would probably be even 
more deleterious to system operation. For the cumulative effect of a great many 
such failures would be to seriously undermine or destroy public confidence in 
the system. Sines it is assumed that the public receivers will stand idle for 
a far longer time than they will be in operation delivering aa alert or warning, 
it is not desirable that they should call attention to themselves in the event 
that they suffer a component failure. This apparently contradictory statement 
is true becauset first, the receiver may fall at any time of day or night, and 
the noise which will be generated by their being activated is undesirable during 
much of that time} and second, the likelihood of the receiver being needed to 
provide an alert or warning during any given period in which it is inoperative 
is slight. If th- receiver, then, is more likely to fail by beconlng silent, 
how can the no-alarm potential which these failed receivers represent be detected 
and corrected? The answer is through an effective testing program which schedules 
tests at a frequent enough Interval to insure that the expected number of failed 
receivers is kept below a given percentage of the total number which has been 
distributed to the public. (See Section U.3.3.) 

U.5.U  Receiver Protection 

The publio receiver oonponent of the Radio Warning System ahall he deeigned to 
withaiand the wear and tear which can be expected in an expoeed location in an 
average houeehold which may be situated anywhere within the wide range of envir- 
onnente found in the varioue climatic areae of the United State»*   Further, it 
ahall be aeeembled in auch a way aa to diaoourage or prevent a person from 
tempering with it. 

Essential to the security, ss well as the reliability, of the Radio Warning 
System is protecting the public receiver from the effects of the environment In 
which it Is placed. As with any piece of electronic gear, certain components 
will have a greater degree of susceptibility to damage by these effects than 
others. Conseqvently, the receiver is always in danger of being damaged not 
only by such physi?&l violence as being hit by furniture or kicked, but also 
by such pass!«« agents as grease, moisture, and dust in the air. These sources 
of osmage are all accidental. There is in addition the problem of idle hands, 
either those of children or of Inveterate adult tinkerers. The most compre- 
henslve solution to all of these problems Is to encapsulate the electronics of 
the receiver, but there remains the loudspeaker which must have access to the 
air to operate. The possibility of special purpose loudspeakers has already 
been mentioned for other reasons and msy be required to meet this problem aa 
veil. 
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•»,5.5  Testing Progr«n 

The Radio Weaning Syatm shall b« teated dann to and including the public 
naeivara on a frequent boats. The frequenay of theee teste shall be deter- 
mined so that the expected matter of public reoeivere that are alloued to 
become inoperative between tests shall not exceed a fixed percentage of the 
total number of receivers, 

{The  allowable percentage of inoperative receivers remains to be determined.) 

As Is mentioned in Section k.5.3,  the testing program is an integral part of 
the reliability design of the public receiver in the Radio Warning System, 
However, the implications of such a program must be considered in designing 
all of the equipment to be used in the system. 

Any measure of the reliability of the system must consider the likelihood of 
two types of failures, false alarm and no alarm. A false-alarm failure occurs 
vhen the system is activated at a time when no such activation is desired. A 
o.o-alarm failure occurs when the system activation falls at a time when such 
activation is Intended. At the public receiver level, the tendency toward each 
of these types of failure is normally dependent upon receiver sensitivity. If 
the receiver is made difficult to activate by using cenplex signaling tech- 
nlqueajfalse alarms are protected against, but no-alarm failures srs more likely. 
If, on the other hand, the receiver is easy to activate because uimpler signals 
are used to overcome the no-alarm potential, the receiver is automatically made 
more prone to false alarcs from random noise in the atmosphere or from program 
material on the channel. The result Is that the tendency of the receiver to 
false alarm and its tendency not to alarm must be balanced off against each 
other; they cannot both be minimized simultaneously using the same technique. 

If, however, different techniques are used to deal with each tendency, they can 
both be minimized simultaneously. Two methods of doing this have been discov- 
ered. The first is to minimize the possibility of false alarms In the receiver 
through the use of circuits which tend to fail by going into a silent condition 
rather than by coming on the air. This will, however. Increase the possibility 
of a no-alarm failure in the event of an emergency unless the owner of the 
receiver can determine that his receiver is inoperative. In order to provide, 
him with this information, a testing program must be Introduced which will 
provide frequent opportunities to test the receiver. This method requires the 
active participation of the receiver owner in utilizing the tests to his 
advantage. The frequency of the tests is based 1900 the mean tins before 
failure (WTBF) of the home receivers and the probability distribution which 
the receivers will experience in their failures. 01van these data, the test- 
ing frequency can be scheduled In such a way as to keep the expected number 
of failed receivers below a certain percentage of the whole« 
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To illustrate, assume that 70 million public receivers are in the system, 
that these receivers have a maximum life expectancy of ten years (an MTBF of 
five yean) end that they fall on a randan basis. Further, sssume that they 
have been designed so that the probability Is .99 that when they fall, they 
will do so safely. I.e., without coming on the air. As an example, assume the 
requirement estsbllshed Is that no more than 10 percent of these receivers 
will be allowed to be Inoperative at any time. Then, the mean number of 
receiver failure» per day will be 20,000 of which 200 will not be fall safe. 
In order to assure that not more than 7 million receivers will be out of ser- 
vice, a system test down to and including the public must be made at least 
every 39 days, or, to keep it on a regular basis, once a month. 

U.3.6  Maintenance 

The failure of equipment ueed in the Radio Warning System at levels above the 
publitt reoeiver shall automatioally be indicated to maintenance personnel. 

In a system as important as the Radio Warning System, failed equipment, even 
if backed up by spares, cannot be allowed to remain unrepaired for any length 
of time without a consequent decline in system reliability. For example, if 
the probability is .001 that a piece of equipment will fall, and if it is 
backed up by a similar piece of equipment, the probability of both failing in 
succession is .000001. If one piece of equipment has already failed, however, 
and if the probability of the second piece failing is Independent of the first 
having failed, then the probability of the second piece falling and causing an 
entire portion of the system to fail, reverts to .001 or an Increase of three 
orders of magnitude. Therefore, automatic indication of failed equipment is 
necessary. No requirement is included here about regular maintenance sched- 
ules or the actual arrangements which must be made for providlnr maintenance 
personnel. That regular maintenance procedures will be established according 
to good practices is assumed, but this will be spelled out in greater detail when 
procedural requirements are estsbllshed. As for procurement of maintenance 
personnel, this subject deserves special study to determine the most effective 
method on a cost basis. It is not possible to say, at this time, whether con- 
tract or in-house maintenance should be used, though the latter appear« to 
offer certain advantages in terms of insuring the presence of maintenance 
personnel in the event of an emergency. 

b»5»7     Dual Operator Positions 

Provision shall be made in the Radio Warning System to require the actions of 
two individuals to activate the system from any national initiation point, 

(The exact method that will be used to carry out this requirement remains to 
be determined.) 
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During the first meeting of the Working Group for Radio Warning, tbere vai a 
lengthy dlscufsloo of the nwani which could be used to sake a falsa actlra- 
tlon of the Radio Warning Syitem by a berserk operator laq^oaslble.   Methods 
employing automatic featuret, challenge and reaponse procedures, multiple 
actions by a single operator, and use of two or nora operators were suggested. 
While no final decision can be mads without further investigation, It appears 
that the Boat feasible method,  from a cost-effectiveness point of view,  involves 
the coordinated actlona of two or more operators to activate the system. 
Whether these two operators should be located In the ssae or different facili- 
ties has been questioned by OCD personnel and remains to be determined during 
future studies. 

I1.6 SURVIVABILm, SECURITY, ATO SABOTJUJE 

This Section contalna requirements specifying the needed aurrlvablllty of the 
Radio Warning System In the event of an enemy attack and the features which 
must be Included In the system to protect it from covert enemy actions and 
mischief directed against It from nonenemy sources.    The requirements are only 
those which hare an affect on hardware design.    It Is aaaumed that procedural 
moasuraa for protecting against physical sabotage such as providing guards for 
fee Hi ties will be specified later In procedural requirements.    The main Items 
of concern under covert enmqr acts are, therefore, Jnmlng and spoofing.    The 
security of the system also involves devising some meant to prevent its being 
activated by sensation-seeking individuals; this comes under the heading of 
spoofing which cannot be prevented, only counteracted after the fact, because 
of the widespread distribution of receivers.    When the system 1» Implemented, 
legislation will probably be required to make the Intentional transmission of 
slgnala which activate the system a criminal offense.    Otherwise, there will 
alwaya be the danger of another invasion-from Mara hoax, this time using the 
Radio Warning System for Its delivery. 

U.6.1     SurrlTability 

The Radio Warning System »hall be eurvivable in the following sans«:    in the 
event of an overt attack on the United State»  (exoept for an undeteoted attack 
directed againet the Radio yarning Syetem itoelf), the »yetam »hall be oapable 
of BurviAng in operating condition for a period   euffioitnt to enable the 
delivery of the national alert and warning.    Following the attack, the ptotned 
reoonatitution oapabilitie§ of the eyetam »hall be euffioient to insure a oon~ 
tinned public Darning oapability wivn mininun inttrruption dm to attack effect», 
Reoonetitution planning »hall dttermin» the mean» of increasing the likelihood 
of the oontinmd ooeration of faoilitie» originally included as system ocryon- 
ent»s as well a» via nmane by uhioh other oommmioaticne faoiliti»» uhioh 
might »urvive an attack might be utilised to provide uaming to the public. 

The Radio Warning Syetem ceiuot be made eurvivable In the generic sense of the 
word«    Its operation la dependant upon antenna systems which, without Incurring 
unreasonable costs, cannot be constructed to withstand the affects of an attack. 
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particularly antenna systems designed to operate In the low- and very-low- 
frequency ranges.    For the reasons Indicated below, however, the system does 
not hare to be survivable in the same sense that a hardened command post or a 
weapons control center is survivable.    The Radio Warning System is designed.to 
deliver automatically an alert signal and warning message to the public in the 
event of an enemy attack.    The system is designed to meet the needs of civil 
defense in a worst-case situation, namely, a completely unexpected attack.    It 
is be 'ftUBe of this fact that the system is automatic at the public level and 
has a voice warning message for authenticating to the incredulous nation the 
fact that the attack is indeed taking place.    Given a long crisis buildup 
prior to the actual attack, a system with less capability would undoubtedly 
be as effective as would the present one In a surprise attack.    By the same 
token, given a strategic buildup, the effectiveness of the Radio Warning System 
will probably be much greater than if no such buildup occurs.    The crucial 
point here is, however, that once an attack on the United States takes place, 
the context within which the warning process operates will never be the ssme 
•gain.    The changes in the public frame of mind which will take place between 
the preattack and postattack periods will have a tremendous impact on warning 
system requirements.    In the preattack period, the unwillingness of the public 
to admit the need for their participation in civil defense programs, caused 
in part by their lack of any historic experience of an enemy attack, in part 
by the awful premonition of what such an attack would mean, raises a formidable 
barrier of unbelief between the consciousness of the individual and the warning 
process.    The warning system, to be effective, must be structured to surmount 
this barrier) but after an attack has been taken place, the batrier will be 
toppled in the minds of those who survive.    Through experience, the survivors 
will have becoaw more carefully attuned to the information which the warning 
system is designed to provide.    Indeed, if the system is unable to furnish such 
information due to the effects of the attack itself, the people will probably 
devise some other method of obtaining this information until the system can be 
restored.    Iberefore, it is fair to say that although the system is not designed 
to operate on a one-shot basis, it will never again have to do the Job as well 
as it does the first time around. 

There are many techniques available for insuring that the system will be reetor- 
able.    Redundant cooBunicaticns channels including survivable landline trunks, 
mobile radio units, and quick erecting antennas are but a few of these techniques. 

The important factor bare is that after the first attack, the public will be 
listening and the proMem of getting the warning out to them will be drastically 
simplified as a consequence.    The caveat in the requirement about a surprise 
attack on the system itself is, in a sense, tinged with Irony.    It la unlikely 
that any warning aystem could survive a surprise attack directed against its 
key facilities*    It is equally unlikely that an eneay faced with a broad spec- 
trum of key targets and possessing only a fixed number of weapons, would choose 
to direct his attack against the system.    Unlikely, that is, unless 00s or more 
of three situations exist.   The enemy may choose to set irrationally.    He nay 
have a surplus of weapons available to him for the first strike.    Or, he may 
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wish to attack the population directly, but believes that its civil defense 
capabilities are so effective that if the system is not taken out by surprise, 
such an attack will not have sufficient payoff to make it vortfavhlle. The 
first situation cannot be controlled. The second requires integrated planning 
within the Department of Defense to insure that the enemy will always have too 
many targets to shoot. The third situation is more problematical, since it 
implies that the more effective the civil defense program is, the more likely 
the Warning System is to be a target. 

The problem of the vulnerability of the Radio Warning System has been given a 
preliminary analysis by SRI.1 The conclusions of that study concerning the 
danger of designing the system with a few critical nodes are sound. Howe/er, 
the problem is not one of a few critical nodes in a system which is threatened 
with collateral damage or with direct destruction as part of an overall attack 
on the country's coanrunications capability. It is the vulnerability of even a 
widely dispersed alerting and warning system to a carefully planned surprise 
attack designed to carry out a strategy of destroying the population. The 
question thee becomes, what kind of a civil defense program would have to be 
implemented in order to draw an enoqr's fire to the warning system? In view 
of past public and Congressional disinterest in civil defense, one might answer, 
not the kind of program that would be implemented in the United States. But 
what if such an effective program were implemented? It would have to be based 
on the enthusiastic support of both the government and the public. It presumes 
a conanon belief that the threat of a direct attack on the United States is real 
and perhaps imminent; it presumes an elaborate system of protective measures; 
and, for an enemy to direct his surprise attack against the warning system 
instead of directly against the public, it presumes that the entire civil defense 
apparatus will operate only upon direction of the warning system. 

The enesy could then have one of two goals in mind in carrying out an attack of 
the type contenqplated here, went on destruction or blackmail. The first would 
require a massive attack on population centers either simultsneously with or 
directly after his attack on the warning system. Any delay in attacking the 
population would increase the probability of warning being spread by alternative 
means and, in such a splendidly defended society, a consequent decrease of signi- 
ficant proportion in the effectiveness of his attack. Furthermore, a society so 
conscious of the existence of an enemy threat would not be without active defenses 
and retaliatory capability. Therefore, an enemy vho carried out such an attack 
would be almost sure of annihilation due to his having had to spare military tar- 
gets in carrying out his strategy. Such a strategy would be carried out only by 
a desperate or irrational enemy end the payoff would not seem to be worth the 
price. 

1. Dan 0. Haney, latiooal Radio Warning System: A Hote on Survivability. 
Stanford Research Institute, June 1961».        "        ^ 
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The second strategic goal the enemy could attempt to achieve would be blacknall. 
Given that the civil defense program depended so heavily on the varning system, 
he could destroy it by surprise and then make his demands backed up by threats 
against a presumably defenseless population. But if public opinion was enthusi- 
astic enough to support the implementation of a civil defense program of the 
..cope contemplated here, people would merely proceed to their blast shelters and 
kit  out the period of the threat or the period until the warning system could 
be reconstituted either by rebuilding the original components or, far more likely, 
until an expedient system could be established using other eonponenta. For 
such a strategy to be successful, an enemy would have to destroy or disrupt 
very seriously the entire comnunlcations capability of the United States. In 
order to do this, he would have to carry out an attack of tremendously greater 
scope than merely attacking the warning system. Such an attack would probably 
b« detected in time for the civilian population to be warned. Moreover, an 
attack of this site would not be carried out by an enemy intent upon blackmail. 
It would result in retaliation, not negotiation. 

In either strategy there would be no inherent advantage in taking the warning 
system out by surprise. Therefore, it seems reasonable to expect that the 
system will survive long enough to transmit the alert and warning and that it 
will meet both the public need and the operational requirement. 

k.6,2     Ja—ln£ 

The oontrol portion of th» Radio Warning System »hall he provided itith cmti- 
jatming oapability*    The RF seneitivity of the public receiver oompon*nt of the 
eyetem ehalt be made adjustable and shall be maintained at a level no greater 
than that which ie necessary to receive  legitimate signals from system trans- 
mtttert» 

Jaoning may take two forms in this system.    An enemy may attempt to Jam the con- 
trol signals, either those used in the control network or those which are trans- 
altted to activate the home receivers, thereby preventing the transmission of the 

warning, or he may attempt to Jem the audio signals transmitted to the home 
receivers, thereby preventing the public from receiving en intelligible message-, 
The degree of antijamming capability to build into the control network (frequency 
diversity, multiple paths, etc.) will have to be based on an analysis of the 
trudeoff Involved In the cost of such features versus the likelihood of an enemy 
attempting to Jem the system.    Here, aa with survivability, the likelihood of 
enemy Jamming appears relatively remote due to the low payoff In view of the 
great rick.    For upon detection, an attempt to Jam the system would certainly 
be considered a hostile act. 

The second part of the requirement is designed to make Jamming as difficult as 
possible within the cost constraints of public receiver design.    If the receiver 
is relatively Insensltiv* to signals which have less power than those trans- 
mitted by the system facility whose Job it la to activate it, then the enemy ie 
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put at a dlaadranta««.    Ha cannot bopa to J«B a rwf larg« part of the lyttra 
■ueaoafully without harlng a wry powerful '..-•nemltter located eloot to the area 
where the lyetea i« to be J«M»d.    The choice of the Mthod by «hieb recelrere 
are to be aetlratod eon alao äfftet the jMndng potential of tho •ytte«.    For 
inetance,  if tht key to the  receiver inrolre« the transaiiilon of «OTtral tone« 
la a tlaa •equence, with both tht pretence and abaanca of tonaa at particular 
tiata being critical to unlocking the reeeirer, than the enenjy  can prevent the 
aetlTatloo of the receirer by trantaltting tha proper tonaa steadily and pre- 
venting any timed «equence of tone«   fron turning tha key.     If, on tha other hand, 
tha hay InrolTaa naraly tha tranaalaalon of aararal tonaa vlth 00 «equence being 
involved, tha enenjy la put at a dl«advantage.     For If ha concentrate«  tha RF 
energy uted for jtaadng Into tha aldabanda around tha control tana frequencie«, 
ha will activate tha receiver«.     If,  inatead, ha uaad broadband Jeanlng  (white 
nolte),  legitimate control  «ignal« which concentrate  their energy Into tha 
proper frequency banda ahould ba capable of activating tha raeeirera.    Once 
th« receiver«  are turned on. It nay not ba poaaibla to receive an intelligible 
message, but tha mere fact that tha receiver haa been  turned en ahould ba 
aufflelant to alert tha public that something unusual It occurring.    If, In 
addition, siren« and other  alert  device«  can ba activated, tha total effect 
ahould «end an average  indirldual to his regular radio to find out what la 
going en. 

k.6.3     & 

Tht oontrol portion of tht Radio Warning Sy§Um ahall b* mad§ tuffioiontly 
toaur* to prmvent it» being »poofed.     The »ystom »hall b» d»»ign»d to enable 
th» rapid deteation by eyetsm operator e of onj   at terry tt uhether belligerent 
or mieohisvou», to »poof th» »yetem.    Th» »y»t»m operatcre »hall b» provided 
lAth th» ability to inform th» public of th» eituation a» soon a» poaeible 
u»ing th» Radio Warning Sy»t»m it»»lf a» ueli a» other moan» of oemmioating 
vith th» public. 

Tha voice warning eapabillty of tha Radio Warning System provides an affaetir« 
means of overcoalng tha effactt of tpoofing by an enemy.    In tho event an 
ena^r succeeds  in activating a portion of tha system and broadcasting a falaa 
message, tha system operator  csn can at tha very  least tranaalt a aaaaag« to 
tha puclic nullifying tha anaay'a message laBadiataly after tha enemy haa com- 
pleted hia message.     In fact, tha e -stem operator  can do better than that in 
view of tha receiver requlreassnt  Included in tha previous  section on Jaamlng. 
Upon learning of an anoaQT spoofing attempt in progress, tha system operator 
can actirata tha tranaaiaaion of a aaaaafla in«edlately.    Tha result vill, in 
effect, jaa tha enemy'•   spoofing tttempt,  alert tha public that «ooethlng 
unusual is happening,  and enable tha «y«tem operator to us« other mean« of com- 
municating vlth tha public, such aa eoaaarelal broadcast stations, to transmit 
a counteracting msssage.     This method will ba effective slice public  curiosity 
M to «hat la happening vill ba aroused by tha  sequence of transmlssioos through 
tha warning receivers,     further,  if tha sirens  are  controlled by signals which 
are kept secure and cannot ba activated by tha anaaqr, tha lack of siren» «ignal« 
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will prorid« «1 Ipdlcatloo that tha »ituatlon !• not tht umm m it would b« If 
tha njBte» var« being Juned.    la ord«r to orarcoaa »nmay ipooflac, howtrtr, 
tha lyataa operator aust be able to detect  any fpooflaf attiapti.     Thle  requlree 
that tha frequancle« utad la tha tystaa be nonltored in all tha local area«. 
Police  •tatlona,   fire ttatloaa,  fttll-tiaa EOCt and elallar  facllitiei  can carry 
out this function.    Raporti of ipooflng attemptB can ba made orar KAWAfl or vhat- 
erer CIYII  defense coaBunicatlon«  syttaa it arallable to tha aonltorin« agency. 

Tha tranaaiasloo of Tolca Mteagea can alao ba uaad to orarcoaM tha effects of 
a false alan in a major portico of tha  system.     One of tha  greatest  contribu- 
ting factors to the degradation of tha siren alerting system«  has  been tha 
Inability of tha public to determine whether or not accidental trlggerlngs of 
tha sirens hare baan false.    This need not ba a problem with tha Radio Warning 
Syataa If feedback on false alarm« which affect entire araaa can ha provided. 
Of course,   false  alarm« caused by tha failure of individual  receivers C9JtBOt ba 
handled In this vay. 

- 

1 

| .  * 
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ANNEX TO CHAPTER TWO 

OPERATIONAL REQUIRBCHTS FOR A HOME ALERTIWQ AND WARNIHQ SYSTEM 

The boa« alerting and warning lyitm nuat be 1 

1«    Capable of alerting and warning the greatest number of paopl« on 
a 2U-hour baala at home and in building«  (apartments, hotels, offices, 
industry, ate.) where outdoor warning de-vices are not effective. 

2, Capable of activation on a nation-wide baala fron a primary and 
at laaat two alternate locations.    (National Varying Canter, Washington 
Warning Center, and Office of Civil Defense Region 5 Federal Center;. 

3, Automatic with instantaneous  and simultaneous alerting capability. 

1».   Reliable. 

5»   Secure fron dis seal nation of false alerts, accidental alerts, and 
denial of alert Issuance. 

6. Capable of authentication to Insure the transmission of valid 
alerts only. 

7. Capable of quickly recalling or cancelling a false alert If auch 
la transmitted. 

8. Capable of teatlng both transmission and reception to Insure 
effective operations. 

9. Economically feasible for the public. 

10. Saleable to the public. 

11. Dasigned to permit immediate follow-up by voice announcamant of 
the reason for the alert and the actions to be taken or cancellation. 

12. Designed to positively catch the ear of the public with sufficient 
volume to awaken the normal persce. If sleeping. 

O 

1«    Source»    John V. MeCoonell, Assistant Diractor of Civil Defense (Plane 
and Operationa), Memorandum for Acting Deputy Director of Civil Defense | 
Subject t   Operational Requlremsnts - Hosw Warning Syttsm. 25 September 1961», 
p. *, 

  ■ 
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13.    Designed, if radio, to turn on the radio if off, or iooe other 
feasible arrangement to alert a person to turn on the radio. 

lU,    Designed 10 the alerting signal cannot hs compromised by imprudent 
«Ma 

15.    Constantly explained to the public to acquaint it with its purpose 
end operation* 

'    ■ ■ ■      ■     ■ ■'        ... 
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CHAPTER THREE 

ALTERNATE SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS 

1.0 INTOODOCTiaN 

1.1 PURPOSE 

This chapter presents the main characteristics of three possible Radio Warning 
System configurations.     Each configuration is based on a somevbat different 
interpretation of the Radio Warning System mission, and on differences in the 
relative weighting of such parameters as reliability,  survivability,  and 
security. 

The principal aims of this chapter are to Indicate that there are alternative 
means of meeting the Radio Warning System operational requirements, and to 
stimulate constructive thought on the relative merits of sane techniques 
that have not previously been formally evaluated. 

In addition to a discussion of alternate configurations,  this chapter proposes 
redefinition of some of the operational requirements that have been specified 
in an earlier chapter.2   Ibis redefinition is the result of greater Inölgfat 
into problem areas gained by continuing exposure to the ongoing develppaent 
program activities,    inputs from related studies have also contributed to 
the sharpening and refining of some of the Radio Warning System concepts. 
This redefinition is even more directly the result of a deliberate effort 
to strip the operational requirements to the bare essentials necessary to 
accaqplish the basic mission of the system.    The motivation for this is the 
realization that only by restricting the capabilities of the system to the 
absolute minimum, will acceptable levels of reliability be attained at a 
reasonable cost. 

In the process of redefining some of the requirements, a fev of the problem 
areas have been investigated and discussed.    Solutions to sons of the problems 
are offered based 00 the assumptions end arganents developed in this document. 
If the assumptions and arg nnents are not acceptable, but are believed, instead, 
to conflict vith established OCD policies, then further dialogue is required 
in order that the constraints imposed upon system design by such policies 
may be fully understood by those Involved in the development of the Radio 
Warning System. 

1. Otis chapter replaces Radio Warning Syatem Alternate Co«flgnratloos, 
tfilch VBB originally published as aM-L-1960/031/OO, dated 30 Jtans 196$. 

2. Chapter Two,  "Interim Operational Requirements." 

O 
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1.2 MISSION OF THE SYSTEM 

The mission of the Radio Warning System is to proviie the public, through 
radio receivers located In dwellings, places of business,  and Institutions, 
a tlnely national alert and voice warning of an Impending enemy nuclear attack. 
Sie purpose of this al^rt and warning Is to enable the public to take 
protective measures to Increase the probability of their survival. 

The need for the Radio Warning System obviously arises because of the  lack of 
an adequate existing system capable of alerting and warning the public.    There 
are existing warning systems, some of them quite extensive and costly.    Examples 
are the Emergency Broadcast System (EBS), NAWAS,  and local siren systems.    All 
of the existing systems, however, have reaction tines that are too slow for 
the nuclear age.   The enemy ICBM capability has reduced the time available 
for warning, after detection of an enemy attack, from days or hours to minutes. 
Some of the existing systems such as EBS have no capability of alerting a 
person unless his radio is already turned on and tuned to the alerting station. 
Other systems, e.g., local sirens,  can alert the public, but have poor coverage 
of the population, particularly at night vhen most of the public is Indoors. 

It was to fill this gap that the Radio Warning System project was Inaugurated. 
Whet sets the Radio Warning System apart from all previous warning systems 
is that it has the following four capabilities all existing in one system: 

1. The Radio Warning System has a quick reaction time.    It 
eliminates all of the decision points, manual relays, and local 
actions that characterise current, siren systems.    The Radio 
Warning System receiver is, in effect, always on even though muted 
until an alert is disseminated. 

2. It has the capability to alert the public by generating a 
distinctive, attention-getting sound. This capability allows 
the Radio Warning System to alert even a sleeping population. 

3* It has the capability of delivering a voice message to the 
public. ThlB is important for authentication of the alert and 
for disseminating Instructions. 

k.    It has broad population coverage capability.    This is provided 
by bringing the alerting sound and warning message into the hone 
where the majority of the population will be during certain 
critical hours of the day. 

Cie Radio Warning System will not replace the existing warning systems.    Obey 
each have their OHD unique contributions to make in the overall warning 
situation.    The local sirens will still be needed to warn those people who axe 
out-of-doors vhen the warning is given.   They also serve the purpose of backing 
up or authenticating to the public the validity of the warning received via 
the Radio Warning System.    The EBS or its successor will still be needed for 

0 
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the di; semination of local instructions and for strategic warnings (defined 
as non time-critical warnings of enemy actions).   These other systems, however, 
will \e affected by the existence of the Radio Warning System, and all systems 
w1!! be made to complement each other and contribute towarc providing a 
conplete warning capability. 

1.3 CONSTRAINTS 

No attempt to define a command and control capability as part of the Radio 
Warning System has been made in this chapter.    The configurations described 
have only the capability of accomplishing the alerting and warning mission as 
defined in the last section.    Guidelines for the development of the Radio 
Warning System, as Jaid down by OCD, restricted the system to an alert and 
warning function only.    These guidelines have not been altered, nor is 
sufficient information available on the requirements for a command and control 
function for this system to permit consideration of these added capabilities 
in the configurations discussed in this document. 

The level of detail of the system configurations presented is not sufficient 
to allow adequate cost analyses to be made at this time.    Also, and equally 
important, effectiveness criteria for the various prescribed system capabilities 
have not been established to the point vhere effectiveness ratings of the 
various configurations can be made.    No effort; is made in this presentation, 
therefore, to compare one configuration with another on a cost-effectiveness 
basis.    This activity, as well as the development of more detailed designs, 
will be reserved for future studies. 

It should be pointed out that the inherent characteristics of the Radio Warning 
System insure that any system configuration will be naturally divided into two 
distinct interfacing subsystems.    One is the broadcast subsystem concerned 
with the transmission of warning messages to the public via the home alert 
and warning receiver.   The other subsystem is the control network vhich carries 
the control signals down from the initiating points at the national level to 
the transmitters that broadcast to the public.   The designs of these two 
subsystems present entirely different types of problems,  and the design 
details of one only indirectly affect the design details of the other. 

In this document only variations in the control network subsystem will be 
discussed.    The radio facilities for broadcasting to the public will be consi- 
dered to be the same for all three configurations.    Advantage is taken of the 
fact that   the two subsystems can be studied more or less Independently.   This 
is not meant to imply that all of the problems with these facilities have been 
solved or that the subsystem can in any sense be considered to be optimum. 

As more precise definition of some oT the parameters of the broadcast subsystem 
depends upon the evaluation of field strength and noise measurements yet to be 
made, more detailed studies of this part of the configuration have been deferred 
until a later time.    All of the control network subsystems presented are 

O 
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considered to Interface with a broadcast subsyatem conaiating of eight low- 
frequency,  subnatlonal transmitters plus approxiaately 60 coeaierclal broadcast 
stations.    All 68 stations vlll operate In a broadcast mode.    Some details 
of the broadcast subsystem vlll be described In coojucctlon vlth the descrip- 
tion of the first configuration presented and will not be repeated aa part 
of the descriptions of the other configurations. 

2.0 rOWCUUBIOHS AND RECQtffiNDATIOWS 

Of the three different system configurations that have been examined In scne 
detail all appear to be technically feasible.    A number of problems remain to 
be solved before an operational system can be Implemented.    More precise 
definition of the syst m requirements, and a rationale for wigblng their 
relative importance should be developed as soon as possible to ellov meaningful 
cost-effectiveness comparisons to be made of the different configurations.    It 
is recomnended that the principles of value engineering,  as developed by the 
Department of Defense, be appJied to the development of the Radio Warning 
System.    This will ensure that OCD will develop a system that has all of the 
basic capabilities needed to acconplish the mission but will not be burdened 
vlth excessive costs in providing capabilities vlth only marginal utility. 

3.0 RADIO-MSED COBFIOURATIOH 

This configuration is baaed upon use by OCD of the low-frequency (60 kHz) 
time-standard station, VWVB, at Fort ColTlns, Colorado, modified to increase 
pover output and reliability, for disseminating the control signals frcrn the 
national Initiation points to the transmitters that broadcast the alert «uid 
warning message to the public.    RBS is the normal everyday user of the station, 
broadcasting at 60 Us to the public with time signals derived fros the RBS 
cesium atomic frequency standard.    During an alert situation OCD win assume 
control of VWVB and will transmit frequency shift-keyed teletype signals to 
control the subnational and conaerclal broadcast stations. 

r 

Ulis configuration was first formally presented and discussed at a Joint , 
contractors' meeting held in Santa Monica, California, on 10-12 Deceafcer 19tÄ. 

This description reflects the basic system configuration aa it was presented 
at that meeting vlth some modifications resulting from additional information 
gained since that time fron telephone calls and personal contacts vlth 
contractor and OCD personnel.    The System Development Corporation has not 
performed a comprehensive analysis of this configuration, nor mre operational 
feasibility studies made.    As a result, the configuration la only representative 
of the system as conceived by the participants at the December meeting, vlth 
the exception of the changes and addltiona previously mentioned. 

1.    J L Autery and Saamiel Weems,  Report on the Radio Alerting ard Warning 
Heating, System Development Corporation, TH-L-1^60/02^/00, 16 febxuary I965. 
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0 
A control message Is transmitted through the system in the following 
An alert actioa. initiated by an OCD operator at one of the three national 
Warning Centers   results in a switch closure being sent to a prograamer.    The 
progranner select/, ana of a number of teletype tape readers with a prepunched 
teletype tape containing a control message code preposltloned undsr the «end 
head.    The progranner will cause this and other control aesaages to be trans- 
mitted in a timed sequence to accomplish the following train of events. 

The first tape message will be encrypted by a KWT cryptographic device and 
transmitted to the UBS transmitter, WWB, at Fort Collins, Colorado, by means 
of a microwave comnunl cat ions channel.   At WWVB the control message will be 
decrypted by another KW7 and fed to a teletype page printer and stunt box. 
The decrypted message code actuates the stunt box; which then provides a switch 
closure to a controller.    The controller provides the timed sequences of switch 
closures required to change over the WWVB transmitter, modulator, antenna, and 
related equipment to the OCD mode of operation.    When this has bean accomplished, 
the progra«ner at the Rational Warning Center will initiate the sending of 
another code group.    This code group, after being decrypted at WWVB, will 
cause the stunt box to start the transmit KW,' sending synchronising signals to 
the modulator for transmission at 61.15 kci (canter frequency)  to the sub- 
natlonal and coamercial broadcast transmitter stations. 

After sufficient time has elapeed for all of the receive KW?» at the lower 
echelon stations to become synchronized with the transmit KW7 (shout 6 seconds), 
the prograamer will cause the tape reader to send another code group.    This 
group Is decrypted at WWVB, reencrypted by the transmit KW?, sent down to the 
subnational transmitter stations and there decrypted.    The decrypted message 
code is fed into a   teletype page printer-stunt box-controller ensemble similar 
to the one at WWVB.    This causes the subnational transmitters to switch 00 
plate power and begin to radiate carrier on their assigned frequencies. 
Similar ensembles at the comnerclal 0 tat ions also cause the broadcast trans- 
mitters to begin operating in the OCD mode ss a result of the switching of 
subsystems.   The progratr will than, after allowing time for all of the lower 
echelon stations to have switched o -er to the OCD mode of operation, cause the 
tape reader to send another code group.   This group, when received, will cause 
the stunt box to provide a switch closure to a selected voice tape deck which 
feeds the prerecorded audio alert signal/warning message to the modulator for 
transmission to the public. 

n    For the sake of simplicity, this description will be limited to a 
discussion of initiation from the National Warning Canter at RORAD CDC in 
Colorado Springs only.    The details of Initiation from alternate initiation 
points ere described in a later section. 

' 
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r 
Monitor r»c«lTen at th« Hatlonal Warning Center datenrlne If the tmmitters 
«t tbo lamr ecbefc» function properly end diepley thii infonMition on a etatus 
board at the operator's console.    The operation of WWVB in the OCD node is 
■onitored by asane of a 61.15 kcs fWC receiver feeding its output into a 
rscelre KVTf vith the decrypted code groupe being printed on a pege printer 
adjacent to the operator's console. 

3<1 FURCTIGRAL SUBSYSTEMS 

This configuratloa is shown in Figure 3-1.    Tbe «sjor subsysteas in this figure 
are described below.    They are grouped together under the site at which they 
are physically located. 

3.1.1     national Warning Center 

equijaent configuration shovn in Figure 3-1 is typical for all of the 
National Warning Centers though it actually indicates the configuration for 
the national Warning Center at RORAD COG.    Any differences existing between 
the several national warning Centers will be the result of their physical 
location rather then any difference in function.    Hot shown 1» the figure axe 
the ceean11 cations and other equipment %*iich provide the interface between 
the three National Warning Centers.    As backup to the primary mode of operation 
there will be two alternate Hstional Warning Centers:    National Two Warning 
Center (N2WC) at OCD Region Five Headquarters, Dent on, Texas; and national 
Birse Warning Center (HJWC) st the present location of the Washington Warning 
Arse Control Point (WWACP). 

Belor is a list of the principal sUbsystesM at the Hstional Warning Center: 

»r 
Teletype tape reader 
KW7-T (Cryptographic equipment operating in the transmit node) 
Microwave terminal 
61,13 hHx receiver (monitor) 

•KW7-R (cxyptograpnic equipment operating in the receive mode) 
•Teletype monitor pegs printer 
•Subnational la« frequency receiver (monitor) 
•OanmBrcial broadcast receiver (monitor) 
Status display 

Ihs following paragraphs describe the sUbsysteas listed above except those 
labeled with an asterisk, *iich are standard conmercial equipment whc 
function la well known. 

C 
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Prograamer 

This subsystem provides the automatic code selection, time sequencing, and 
overall control of the actual transmission of the control signal once the 
Initiation action has been taken by the OCD operator.    The programmer accepts 
one of a number of switch actions from the console, selects the proper tape 
reader corresponding to a particular switch action and starts that tape reader 
transmitting a code group to the transmit KW7 cryptographic device.    (All 
control messages originating at the National Warning Centers are encrypted.) 
It sets a timer and at preset intervals it selects and starts other 'ape 
readers that transmit other coded messages to Initiate functions at a lower 
echelon at prescribed times. 

The actual logic to be incorporated into this circuit has not been worked out 
lu detail.    Provision will be made by the programmer for sequencing normal 
control codes interspersed with ad lib teletype messages originated by the 
OCD operator for live voice reading by designated personnel at input points to 
the transmitters that broadcast to the public.    Possible interface with some 
type of automatic message composer must be considered in the design of the 
programmer. 

Teletype Tape Reader 

The teletype tape reader is connected to the programmer and is activated by 
switch actions frcm the programmer.    Upon activation, it reads a selected, 
prepos it toned teletype tape and converts it ■'nto electrical teletype coded 
signals that are fed into a cryptographic device.    Tt is a standard teletype, 
paper-tape, transmitter-distributor modified for sp    ial OCD use.    It may con- 
sist of one tape read head for each coded message wnich the programmer can 
start and stop in accordance to its internal logic.    It could also consist of 
a single tape reader with a tape search device under control of the prograomer 
for positioning the proper code group under the read head.    In either case a 
manual override capability should be provided to enable the operator to 
manually control the device. 

KW7 Cryptographic Device 

The YVT cryptographic system is furnished by the National Security Agency to 
govextamental agencies for the purpose of providing security for teletype 
coonunlcations.    In this configuration it is used to provide security against 
spoofing and inadvertent false activation of the system by unauthorized pars«». 
It Is designed to operate with five-level, Baudot, telegraphic code and can 
operate in a lOO-vord-per-minute teletype network.   It is a classified system 
and requires a high level of physical security wherever it may be used.    The 
prcourement and maintenance of the system is provided by the National Security 
Agency.    More details on the operation of the KW7 system are provided in a s~ 
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O 
previously issued SDC document    that lists Information on the system obtained 
from an Interview with National Security Agency personnel. 

Microwave Terminal 

All communications between the National Control Center at NORAD COC and the 
NB8 transmitter site at Fort Collins, Colorado   are by means of a full-period 
microwave channel.    All messages will be encrypted by means of a KW? crypto- 
graphic device operating In the transmit mode at the National Warning Center and 
another KW? operating In the receive mode at Fort Collins.   The two XU7s will 
b2 maintained In synchronism at all times so that no time delay In transmitting 
the alert and warning message to the public will be caused by the use of crypto- 
graphic devices on this comnunlcatlon link.    The means of transmitting the 
control slgttals from the other two national Initiation points tc the primary 
transmitter, either at Fort Collins or In Virginia may well differ from the 
means used between NORAD COC and Fort Collins.   The suggested options for 
accomplishing this function will be discussed In a later section. 

Monitor Receiver 

The monitor receivers monitor the outputs from the various system transmitters 
and inform the OCD operator whether these subsystems are performing properly.   The 
61.15  kHz receiver monitors the OCD alert and warning frequency on which the       , 
NBS transmitter will transmit the encrypted control code groups to the lower 
echelon transmitters.   This is an FSK receiver which furnishes etcrypted 
teletype signals to the KW7 cryptographic device for decryption ai  . printing 
on the monitor page printer.    Another possible use for this receiver, as 
previously mentioned, would te to monitor the beginning of the power emission 
from WWVB on 6l.15 kHz and provide a switch closure to the programmer as a 
signal to begin transmission of the code group that starts the transmit KW7 
cryptographic device at WWVB sending synchronizing pulses to the KW7s at the 
lower echelon transmitters. 

The low frequency and broadcast receivers are designed to recognize the special 
coded transmissions put out by the subnational and coomercial broadcast trans- 
mitters for demuting the home receivers.    They differ trcm the home receivers 
In having greater sensitivity and reliability.   Also instead of demuting the 
audio portion of the receiver the demuting gate, when opened, will provide a 
switch closure indication to the status board that scne particular transmitter 
Is performing satisfactorily.    Each National Warning Center will monitor M 
many lover echelon transmitters as is technically feasible sad will pass these 
status data on to the oi^er national warn.  3 centers. 

IT    J L Autery and Samuel Weems, Trip Report, System Development Corporation, 
IM-L-I960/OOVOO, 22 April 1965. 
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Statvia Di»play 

UtM status display will be BOOB kind of rlsual display board that Indicates 
the status of each eLenent of the Radio Vfarnlng System.    The OCD operator, 
at a glance, should be able to pick out the transmitters that have not be^un 
to tranaalt an alert and warning message so that he may,  with a «Inlii 
of delay, take such aeens as may be available to him to correct the deficiency. 

3.1.2       WWVB Transmitter Station, Fort Collln». Colorado 

The equipment tescrlbed here for Port Coll Ina will be representative of 
the equipment that will be required for the second RBS low-frequency station 
In Virginia.    Jbe functions of the two stations are practically Identical 
except for thtir ar   ^ of geographic coverage.    The Fort Colllnn tranamltter 
will control the lower echelon transalttere wt st of thb Kissisaippi River 
and the Virginia    r« emitter will control the lower echelon transmitters 
In the Eastern paxt of the country.    Of course, there will be a large over- 
lap In coverage and the actual station asalgr^jente will depend on field 
strength and noise ■easurenente now being made.    'One two stations should 
be operated on dir>r»nt frequencies to prevent interference in the overlap 
areas.    Thlj would Obviate the neoetsity of transnitting sequentially la 
time with the resultant time delay in getting the alert and warning message 
to the public. 

The following list of equipoent represents the major functional units at 
wwvB that are Involved In the OCD node of operation. 

«Mlcrowa/e  terminal 
•XW7-R (cryptographic equipaeat operating in the receive 
Page printer-stunt box 
Controller 

♦KW7-T (cryptographic equlpnent  operating in the transmit 
Frequency shift v^yer 
61.15 kHz transmitter 

de subsysteas with sjterisks aiu not deacrlbed In detail ea they are eeeeatially 
identical to subsysteas previously described. 

O 

C 
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BM| yrlntr^tunt Box 

The teletype p««e printer with stunt box baa two functions to perform.     It 
provldei a peraanent record of the control ■aaiacu received fro« the Rational 
Warn In« Center, and It acts upon these me a sage a by Aimlahlng switch closures 
to the controller.    The first message received from the Rat'ooal Warning Center 
will be a c —lind to SVltCh over the IBS transmitter to operation In the  OCD 
■ode     nils ci—sml la paaaed to the controller by the stunt box end a record 
of tbe eoBBend Is printed out on the page printer.   All later control aessaass 
are paaaed on to the trensait KW7 cryptographic device but are monitored end 
printed out by tbe pace printer.   The stunt box Ignores these nesoageu but 
continues to sonitor the line until a control message is received ordering 
the IBS transmitter to be restored to the IBS operating nods.    The stunt box 
will send a »witch closure to tbe controller to effect this switchover. 

Controller 

Tbe cont-oller 1 as  the  function of changing WWVB  fron its normal BS  operating 
■ode to tbe OCD alert and warning node, end beck again to tbe BBS aode.    Both 
changes are initiated by »witch clo-ures  Input froa the stunt beat as a result 
of comand^ sent froa tbe Bational Warning Center.    Tbe chengeoter froa oos 
■ode to another Involve» »witching modulators or poesibly transmitters if a 
standby transmitter is provided.    It will require retiming rf tbe transmitter 
and artenna froa 60 kHs to 61.15 kfit or vice versa end possibly other house- 
keeping chores incident to the changeover in type of operation.   The Controller 
may have an internal tlsdng device, but this will only be for tbe purpose of 
tixing its own sequence of operation».    AH external tiatag win be under 
control of the prog—er at tbe Betional warning Center. 

frequency Sbilt Bteysr 

This nndBaator receivae tbe encrypted control —ip in normal teletype cods 
frca tbe DTT cryptographic device in tbe font of electrical impulses sad 
converts them into frequency shift keyed aodulatlon of the 61.15 kHz 
aitter far transaiseion to tbe lower echelon traoealtter site».    Th» 
cryptographic device is desired to operate normally with a special toue 
when ased oa radio circaite1, but tone keying Is considered to be less effiricr- 
then ftenueauj shift keying for tbe center frequency end bead pass 
istics of WWVB. 

IT   Autery and oy. cit., pp. i-2. 
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C 
61.1$ kfl» Taranamitter 

This  la the WWVB transmitter when used In the OCD node.    It la normally operated 
at a center fr^ioency of 60 kHs with special modulation carrying standard 
frequency end tine standard Information fc- broadrast to the public.    A special 
OCD nodulator for producing frequency-shift-keyed signals will replace the 
normal modulator when operating In the OCD nod».    This transmitter at Fort 
Coll ins end a companion transmitter locat«. d in Virginia will provide the 
primary mean* of transmitting a control message down to each of the subnattonal 
low-fTequency and standard broadcast tranamltters.    Redundant equipment will he 
added to the station to bring the reliability1 of the transmitting system up to 
OCD requirements and the rr.diated power will be  Increased to about 100 kilowatts. 

3,1.3     Subnatlonal Low-Frequency Tranamltter Btatlona 

Thaae low-frequency OCD dedicated broadcast stations are the primary means for 
broadcaatlng an alert and warning message to the public.   They will operate in 
the frequency range between l80 and 220 kHs to take advantage of the long-range 
ground wave radio coverage character la tics of these frequencies. 

Present plena indicate there will be eight of these subnatlonal transmitters 
located in or near the following cities: 

Bendy Oregon 
Billings, Montana 
Rlchland Center, Wisconsin 
Portsmouth,  lev Hampshire 
Olney, Maryland 
Bainbridge, Georgia 
Khox City, Texas 
■endereon, ievada 

; 

■ 

- 

Two different function» are planned for these stations.   The firat la, aa 
stated, the primary responsibility for broadcasting the alert and warning 
■afffegi to the public.   The second is to serve aa a relay station to transmit 
the encryptad control message fron the IBB low-frequency tr«u «mitters to the 
"o—ernlal broadcast stations.    It ^as been proposed that tteae two functions 
be  performed • imultaneously by sharing the available bandwidth of the trans- 
mission channe-L between tone-keyed teletype -.ignals and the voice warning 
■esaage.    Samm iirnhl—■ are foreeen if this is attempted, e.g., audio inter- 
ference at the hoae reciver from the teletype modulation, and degradation of 
both teletype signals and audio alert end warning signals doe to the sharing 
Of the ■odalatica power of the transmitter.    The functional subsystems for 

17 Section 5.r.3, footnote 1. 

O 

  . 
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performing the teletype relay operation are Included In Figure 3-1, however 
and In the list of Subsystems below: 

Receiver (6l.l5 kH») 
♦KW7-R (crypotographlc equipment operating In the receive mode) 
Page printer-stunt box 
Controller 
♦KWT-T (cryptographic equipment operating in the transmit mode) 
Voice tape deck 
Modulator 
Subnational low-frequency transmitter 

« 

Only the Items without asterisks are described. 

Receiver (6l.l$ kHz) 

This receiver Is designed to receive frequency shift-keyed signals from one 
of the low-frequency HBS stations at Fort Collins, Colorado or In the State of 
Virginia, depending on which transmitter provides the strengest signal at the 
receiver location. The receiver will convert the received signals to normal 
teletype signals for input to the KH7 cryptographic device. Other than a 
requirement for high reliability, this receiver will be of standard conmercial 
design. 

.    ■ 

Page Priirter«fltunt Box 

The page printer with stunt box has three functions to perform, (l) The page 
printer provides a permanent record of the control messages received from the 
Rational Warning Center via the MBS low-frequency transmitter. (2) The stunt 
box acts upon these messages by ftumishing switch closures to the controller. 
The first message received from the Hatiinal Warning Center via the HBS 
transmitter will be a coaaaand to switch on plate power at the subnational trans» 
aitter. This coaaand Is passed to the controller by the stunt box and a record 
of the command Is printed out on the page printer. All later control messages 
that are destined for the commercial broadcast stations are passed on to the 
transmit KW7 cryptographic device but are.monitored and printed out by the page 
printer. The stunt box ignores these messages but continues to monitor the line 
until a control message is received ordering the MBS transmitter to be restored 
to the MBB operating mode. The stunt box will send a switch closure to the 
controller to effect this switchover. (3) In response to a control message the 
stunt box will proviJe one of a noAer of possible switch closures to the voice 
tape deck to select the proper message for transmission to the public via the 
»ubnatlonal transmitter. 

          . 
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ControllT 

The controller has the function of putting the subnmtlonal transmitter on the 
air. As this transmitter has no aecondary mode of operation, it will remain in 
a ready state at all times so that it is only necessary to switch on the plate 
power to be ready for operation. The controller will turn the transmitter on 
and off under the control of the stunt box. 

Voice Tape Dsck 

Each subnational and commercial broadcast alert and warning transmitter station 
will have an identical library of official OCD magnetic alert and warning tapes. 
The voice tape deck will be the subsystem where the tape handling operations 
are performed. The tapes are stored with the start of each taped message under 
a separate read head. When the control msssags specifying a particular tape 
is received and decrypted, the stunt box sends one of a number of switch 
closures to the voice tape deck. This selects and starts one of the tape 
drives which sends audio alert and warning signals to the modulator. The 
message will be on an endless tape so that when the message is completed it can 
iamediately be repositioned with the beginning of the message under the read 
head. As the format of the messages, the number of repetitions of a message 
and the sequencing of messages has not been determined it is not possible to 
give more details on the operation of this subsystem. It can be said, however, 
that some simple logic circuits and a timer will be required to perform the 
function of this subsystem, even if the only complexity is to repeat a given 
message a specified, number of times. 

Modulato- 

The modulator has the primary function of amplitude modulating the trans- 
mitter with the alert signals and voice messages input from the voice tape 
deck. It has a secondary function of converting encrypted, teletype signals 
from the KW7 cryptographic device into tone-keyed modulating signals for the 
transmitter. The voice warning message is a direct broadcast to the public and 
the tone-keyed teletype signals are control signals for activating those 
cosnercial broadcast stations that are within transmission range of the sub- 
national transmitter and are part of the Radio Warning System. The problem is 
that both functions are equally urgent and one should not be delayed in favor 
of the other. The apparent solution is to broadcast both simultaneously, 
assigning parts of the available audio bandwidth to each function. This means, 
however, a division of the available transmitter power between functions and 
both may suffer. This is em area which must be studied more closely. 

O 
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Subnatlonal Lov-Frequency Transmitters 

These eight transmitters will he OCD dedicated, unmanned facilities with 
radiated power outputs of from 30 to 100 kilowatts. Their primary function 
will he to provide broadcast radio coverage of the alert and warning message 
to the entire continental United States. Their frequency range of operation 
(l80-220 kHz) should provide adequate strength of the groundwave signal for 
reception by a simple economical receiver up to 500 or 600 miles from the trans- 
mitter. Whether any single receiver can receive the transmission depends on 
many factors, not the least of which are the ground conductivity between the 
transmitter and receiver and the ambient noise level at the receiver. These 
parameters are subject to diurnal, seasonal, or other variations which make It 
difficult to generalize on the coverage that can he expected from these trans- 
mitters. It Is certain, however, that these transmitters will not provide 
sufficient signal strength to he useful In the large metropolitan areas where 
ambient noise levels are high. It Is planned to fill In the coverage of these 
high noise areas with commercial broadcast stations. This then imposes a 
secondary function on the subnational transmitter; that Is, to disseminate a 
control message from the NBS low-frequency transmitter to the commercial 
broadcast stations. This will be required at all of those broadcast stations 
that cannot receive control signals directly from either of the UBS low-fre- 
quency stations. 

3.1.k     Commercial Broadcast Transmitter Stations 

Conmerclal broadcast transmitters will he used to disseminate the alert and 
warning message to the public In those large metropolitan areas where the 
signal-to-noise ratio Is too low for reliable reception of the subnational low- 
frequency transmissions. It has been estimated that approximately 60 broadcast 
stations will he required to cover all of these high noise areas. The actual 
number needed and their location will he determined on the basis of field 
measurements of signal strength and ambient noise now being made. Where possible, 
the comnerclal broadcast stations will receive their control signals directly 
from the NBS low-frequency transmitters. This will save several seconds In the 
time required to disseminate the alert and warning message to the public by 
eliminating the relay operation at the subnational transmitter. The possibility 
is recognized, however, that this direct coverage of all commercial stations by 
the two UBS low-frequency transmitters may not be feasible. Some stations may 
receive reliable signals only from the NBS transmitter; others may be able to 
receive only from a subnational station. Still other comnerclal broadcast 
stations may be so located that signals from the nearest NBS station and the 
nearest subnational station are both marginal. Figure 3-1 represents this type 
of coonerclal station where the two receivers feed into an OR gate which 
selects the one with the most reliable signal. This type of station is probably 
atypical, but is shown in the figure as it represents the more general case. 
Most of the commercial stations will probably have only one receiver, of one 
type or the other. 

 -— "'■.."• y"     " • '     '  ' ■ ■■ ■' ■■——— 
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The following list is of tlM major •übsyst«B> at a coowrcial broadcast •tatlon 
that are involved with the OCD alert and vamlng function: 

•Receiver  (61,15 kHs) 
•Receiver (Stibnatlonal) 

OR Gate 
•KW7-R (cryptographic  equipment operating in the  rec-lve Bode) 

Page printer-stunt box 
Controller 

•Voice tape deck 
«Nodalator 

Comerclal broadeaet tranealtter 

Only the subsyetaas without asterieks are described below. 

OB Gate 

As aentioned previously, only those stations that are In geographical areas 
where reception is marginal fro« both the IBS and the eubnational transaittere 
would have two receivers with an OR gate. The (A gate would operate in such a 
manner that whichever channel first presented a usable, recognisable signal would 
be switched to the input of the KW7 cryptographic device end the other channel 
would be Ignored. The gate must operate in this manner as the cryptographic 
devices on the two channels aake it Impossible to obtain information from either 
channel unless the receive KW7 cryptographic device was on-line for the start of 
the transaission when the synchrooiting pulses «are being transmitted. 

FagB Printer-atunt Box 

The teletype pegs printer with stunt boa has three functions to perform. 
(1) It proridse a peraaaeat record of the control messages received from the 
■atioaal Warning Center via the IBS transmitter directly, or via relay through 
the subnational transmitter.  (2) It acts upon these messages by furnishing 
switch closures to the controller. The first aessags received from the latidnal 
Warning Center will be a coeiaand to switch over the commercial broadcast trans- 
mitter to operate in the OCD aode. This cisaaul is passed to the coatrollar by 
the stunt boa and a record of the coasal is printed out on the pagi printer. 
(3) In response to a control aessags the stunt boa will provide oie of a aaritar 
of possible switch closures to the vole« tape deck to select the proper message 
for transmission to the public via the coaaerclal broadcast transmitter. 

• 
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CoPtrollT 

Th» controller has  the function of converting the coanerclal  broadcast trims- 
mltter fron its normal ccBnerclal mode to the OCD «ode of operation or,  if tte 
coHMrciad broadcast transmitter is off the air, to «vitch it on the air in an 
OCD aode.    It also has the function of returning the transmitter facility to its 
normal operating mode when the OCD alert end warning function has been coapleted. 
The functions to be performed in effecting e change in the mode of operation will 
vary from station to station depending on each station's configuration.    It nay 
be necessary at soae stations to switch sodulators; at others, it aay only be 
necessary to switch the progr— lines into the modulator.    If notch filter 
monitoring devices1 are need at the station to prevent program material from 
causing false alerts, these nust be removed from the system when used in the 
OCD mode.    These and other considerations may necessitate the controller being 
s custom made device for each Installation.     It may, however, be possible to 
design a controller with general circuitry which can be adapted to the variety 
of station configurations that will be encountered. 

»rcial Broadcast Transaltters 

These transmitters will be used to broadcast the alert and warning message to 
the public in the high noise metropolitan areas where the signal-to-noiae ratio 
of the subnational  transmitter signals are too low for dependable reception by 
public receivers in that area.    These atations will generally be $0 kilowatt 
stations with good coverage of the high noise areas that they service.    They 
will transmit on their assigned frequencies when operating in the OCD mode. 
If they are not 24-hour stations, they will be required to leave filament 
power on and all subsystems in a " ready-to-go" condition when signing off the 
air at the end of their regular broadcast day.    This is necessary if alert 
and warning messsgea are to be disseminated with the wStdMM of delay at any 
time of the day or night.    To increase reliability each station will be required 
to have a standby transmitter and an auxiliary power supply, both with autcaatic 
switchover capability in cess of failure of the main transmitter or 11—sn lei 
power.    Redundancy in other subsystems will be required on a statlon-to-statlon 
basis depending upon the particular configuration of each station. 

1.   See Chapter Seven,  "A TBchnlque for Preventing Program Material frca 
Falsely Activating BOM Rr .-elvers.' M 

' 
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3.2 SYSTEM OPERATICB! 

The OCD operator at a National Warning Center will iaplenent his declsion-to- 
wam by pressing one of a number of push button switches on the operator's 
console.    Troa that tlas 00 the propagation of the alert and warning to the 
public will be autoaatlc.    Die following sequence of events illustrates the 
Interactions that take place anong the previously described subsystems \Aien 
the Radio Warning System Is activated by the OCD operator. 

The switch closure from the operator* a console starts the transmission of a 
coded massage over the first link of Hie control network.    This first link, 
from the Rational Warning Center at BORAD COG to the RES transmitter «t Fort 
Collins, will   be a full-period, microwave channel.    The first link from 
the ITJWC at the WWACP to the primary transmitter in Northern Virgliia 
will also be a full-period, microwave facility.    Tie first link fx an N2WC 
at OCD Region Five Headquarters In Denton, Texas, to Fort Collins is less 
firmiy establlahed.    It has been suggested that 1 full period microwave link 
be provided from N2WC to the subnational transmitter at Knox City, Texas. 
Itae control messages would be transmitted from N2WC va the mlcrowavt  link 
to Knox City and there relayed vis the subnational transmitter, operating in 
a single sideband mode, to the primary transmitter at Fort Collins.    An 
alternative means of providing ccmminl cat Ions between N2MC and Fort  Collins 
is by secure land line.    Ulis link could then be s full-period channel. 

Backup c ■miuiilcation channels from the NWC and the R2WC to the prime ry 
transmitter In Northern Virginia end fron R3WC to the prl \ary transmitter 
In Port Collins will have to be provided.    Secure wire cnannels would appear 
to offer the beat solution for these backup facilities. 

On those first-link channels that allow full-jeri jd operation, the KW7 
cryptographic devices will be maintained In a^duronj.sa at all times,    mis 
will eliminate the delay associated with the synchronising of cryptographic 
devices >*ien a channel haa not been in service for a period of time.    If 
Initiation la made from EWC, this synchronization delay cannot be avoided. 
Although the microwave link from R2WC to Knox City can be maintained as a full- 
period channel,  the link provided by the subnetional transmitter cannot,  so 
the KW7B on the Knox City to Fort Collina link must be syachronized each time 
the channel is activated.    The time required for this synchronisation,  added 
to the time needed to get the subnational transmitter switched on the air, 
will add approximately ID seconds additional delay In getting the warning 

to the public. 

The purpose of the first control aeaaage la to activate the priaaiy transmitters 
at Fort OoMiM and In Northern Virginia by putting them on the air In the OCD 
■ode of operation.    Aa naxthar of the two primary transmitters la capable of 
covering the ifcolm of the United States with reliable teletype signals, both 
transmitters must be activated fur all alerts.    This implies cimamuilcation 
from each of the national Initiation points to both of the primary transmitters. 
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It has been suggested that the primary transmitters could be voed to relay 
control aessafles to each other, thus eliminating a need for a communication 
channel fron each of the National Warning Centers to a second primary trans- 
mitter.    Ihls method of transmitting the control signals to the second primary 
transmitter, however, la not reconmended as It would nullify the redundancy 
Inherent In having two primary stations.    For example, tf   NWC vere connected 
only to Fort Collins, and the Fort Collins transmitter failed, NWC could not 
activate the Northern Virginia transmitter without having a separate backup 
ccnmunication channel to that transmitter.    If backup channels frcn each of 
the National Warning Centers to a second primary transmitter are needed, they 
should be made primary channels so that both primary transmitters could be 
simultaneously activated from any of the three initiation points.    This •would 
Increase the reliability of the Radio Warning System control network and 
eliminate the difficult timing problems that would arise with operation of the 
primary transmitters in a sequence of different modes. 

The progranner controls the dissemination of the control message once the 
initiating action has been taken by the OCD operator.    It times and sequences 
the code groups that make up tbe control message.    The first part of the control 
message will be a conditioning code to ready the teletype stunt box at Fort 
Collins to receive Instructions.   This conditioning code will consist of a 
two-to five-letter code group.    Tbe second part of the control message is a 
three-letter code group that causes the stunt box to initiate changeover to 
the OCD mode.    The controller, «hen activated by a switch closure from the 
stunt box, will accosplish the necessary switching and retiming that is 
required to change WWVB into the OCD mode of operation.    While this is taking 
place, a short teletype message sent down from the NWC and printed out on the 
page printer will authenticate the warning to the NBS operators. 

The programer puts in a timed delay to allow for completion of the hardware 
switching, and to enable WWVB to be ready to start transmitting on 61.15 kHz 
in the OCD mode,    übe progranner then InitJdtes the sending of the second message 
vhich causes the stunt box to provide a switch closure to the transmit KW7 
cryptographic device at WWVB.    This switch closure causes the XW7 to send syn- 
chronizing signals via the 61.15 kHz transmitter to synchronize -ill of tbe KWTs at 
the lover echelon stations.    After 8 seconds, the sending of synchronizing signals 
la stopped by another code group received at the stunt box from the NWC.    An 
alternate means of timing the start of transmission of the second message could 
be provided by furnishing the progranner with an input frcn tbe 61.15 kHz 
monitor receiver.    When WWVB completed Its changeover to the OCD mode of operation, 
it would radiate carrier power on 61.15 kHz Indicating to the progranner that 
the transmitter was operational in the OCD mode.    The progranner   could 
then start sending the next code group without waiting for a timed switch 
action.    Sons message delay tine might be saved by this alternative.    This 
operation is followed by a three-letter code group (inhibit Code) that prevents 
the stunt box fron responding to any characters in the text material that follows 

■      ■      ' 
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except a particular code which will be used to reset the stunt box for receiving 
further Instructions. This particular code will always precede new instructions 
such as cancel, re bet, stop transmission, or i^tum transmitter to UBS control. 
The channel is BOV clear for transmission of control messages from the HWC down 
to the transmitters that communicate directly with the public. 

With a ccnmunicetion channel established to the subnational and commercial 
broadcast transmitters, a code group causes the stunt boxes to activate the 
controllers at each of these lower echelon transmitters. At the subnational 
transmitters, which are OCD dedicated and have no other mode of operation, the 
controllers have only to switch on the plate power supply and the transmitters 
are ready to broadcast to the public. At the commercial broadcast stations the 
controller has to switch program lines, modulators, plate power and possibly 
other equipment, depending on the configuration of each station. Tne end result 
will be the same, however, even though the switchover takes longer for the 
coaoercial broadcast stations than for the subnational transmitters, i.e., all 
stations will be put in a condition to broadcast the OCD alert and warning 
message to the public. 

The next code group vill be interpreted by the stunt boxes at all stations to 
be the selection of the correct alert and warning tape drive unit from the 
voice tape deck. The selection of the tape unit will be followed by inmediate 
read out of the taped alert and warning message to the modulators of the trans- 
mitters for broadcasc to the public. This message will be on aa endless tape 
and will repeat the contained message until ordered to stop by a new coonand 
from the stunt box in response to a cancel code group sent down from the HWC. 

Once the alert and warning broadcasts have been started at all of the sub- 
national transmitters and connercial broadcast stations, a teletype authentication 
message is sent dov n from the NWC to all ccanercial broadcast stations and 
printed out on the local pagp printers. 

The above description of the system operation was limited to the "two-stage" 
option, so-called because the control message was delivered to all of the trans- 
mitting stations in two steps or stages. The first stage is the link from the 
national initiation point to the primary transmitter at Fort Collins or 
northern Virginia, nie second stage is from the primary transmitter to the 
transmitting station that broadcasts to the public. There is aone uncertainty 
that all of the ccmerclal broadcast stations can be activated directly by the 
two primary transmitters. This uncertainty arises from estimates of Inadequate 
signal strength of the primary transmitters in some parts of the country, 
particularly in the high-noise metropolltsn areas where the comerclal broadcast 
statloma will be located. To counter this probable coverage deficiency by the 
primary transmitters, a three-stage option la proposed. The three-stage 
option differs fron the two-stage option in that the subnational transmitters 
will be used to relay the control message to those ccnmerclal broadcast stations 
where the signal-to noise ratio of the transmissions from either one of the 
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primary transmitters is too low for reliable reception.    The control message 
will be different for the three-stage option.    The first part of the control 
message will be the same as for the two-stage option, but when the subnational 
transmitters begin to broadcast to the public one more step must be taken to 
set up the third transmission link from the subnational transmitter to the 
conmercial broadcast station.    For this purpose  a narrow freqcncy band is 
notched out of the voice frequency spectrum of the public warning message.    The 
modulator provides tone keying of the incoming encrypted teletype signals for 
transmission in the notched     t portion of the voice message spectrum.    Obis 
transmiseien will he rimulta . JUS with, and independent of, the alert and 
warning message transmission, except that the two signals will share the 
modulation power in the broadcast transmission.    The same synchronization 
procedure will be required for this tone keyed rhannel as was employed for the 
frequency shift keyed channel between the primary transmitter and the subnational 
transmitter.    The programmer at the NWC will send down a code group at the proper 
time that will cause the transmit KM? at the subnational transmitter to synchronize 
all the receive KWTs at the coraraerciel broadcast stations under its control. 
After eight seconds the synchronizing signal will be switched off and the 
channel to the commercial broadcast stations will be assumed to be established. 
The progranmer will then send a code group down which will effect the change- 
over of the cconercial broadcast station to the OCD operating mode.    This will 
be folio-red by an authenticating message to the owner of the commercial station 
that will be printed on the page printer. 

3.3 TIME DELAYS IN THE STTTEM 

The operation of the system configuration shown in Figure  3-1 was analyzed to 
determine the extent of the delay that might be expected in transmission of a 
warning to the public.    This delay is the total of all the sequential delays 
inherent in the various components of the system.    Figure  3-2 reprercnts a time 
chart of the sequential functions that must be performed in the network with 
time zero equal to the completion of the decision to warn and the Initiation 
by the operator of the warning sequence.   This chart illustrates the delays that 
could be expected for each of the two different network options.   The upper 
chart Illustrates the delay that would be expected for that part of the public 
that has lew-frequency receivers or whose hene receiver is tuned to a conmercial 
broadcast transmitter that receives its control signals directly from either 
one of the primary transmitters at Fort Collins or in Northern Virginia.    The 
lower chart indicates the delay that would he expected for the part of the 
public In thj large metropolitan areas that depends, for the transmission of 
the warning, on a conmercial broadcast station that receives its control 
signals frcm a subnational transmitter.    Numbers above the line are identifiers 
that refer to the functions listed below the charts.    The position of the 
function number on the time scale Indicates the time when that Auction is 
completed.   The position of the last number In the sequence, therefore, 
indicates the total time lost in the control network until the audible alert 
signal is available to the public. 

• 
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3.3.1     Two Staat (Fl^urt V2, üpjwr) 

Tb* first link la the natvork, fro« 10RAD COC to the UBS transaltt«r at Port 
Colllna, Colorado, la a full period microwave link.    The B/7a on thia link art 
■ynchronlzed at Intervaln  and maintained In cootlnuoua aynchronlam ao that no 
tint delay Is anticipated In transmitting a ataaact to WWVB.    The first part of 
the warning mesa age will be a conditioning cods to ready the  teletype stunt box 
•t BS to receive instructions.    This conditioning code will consist of a two- 
to-five-letter cods group.    A ncalnal tlas to conplete this operation vaa set 
at ens iscorl, though the actual tlas would probably be lass.    The sacood part 
of the message is a three-letter cods group which causes the stunt box to 
initiate seizure and re tuning of the UBS transmitter.    This is followed by a 
third code group (inhibit Code) that prevents the stunt box from responding tc 
any characters except a particular cods which will be used to reset the stunt 
box to receive further instructions.    Functions 2 and 3/ Just described, to- 
gether were estimated to account for a one-second delay. 

The fourth function, retiming WWVB plus the necessary switching of aodulators 
and other hardware, la eat lasted to introduce an additional eight seconds 
maximum delay. These eight seconds will be utilized to send a abort bard copy 
verification of the warning to NBS operators.    At the conclusion of the hard- 
ware switching, a ready-to-go signal will be received at WORAD COC via the 
6l.l$ kHz monitor receiver.   This function is nearly Instantaneous so uo delay 
is charged to it.    Upon receipt of the ready-to-go signal, function six ia 
initiated.   This function introduces an eight-second delay during which all of 
the KW7s at the subnational transmitters are cycled and brought into synchronism 
with the KW7 at RBS.    Following synchronisation of the KW7«, function seven is 
initiated.   This consists of sending a conditioning code fron HORAD COC down to 
the stunt boxes at the eight subnational trsnsaitters.   Allowing time to get all 
eight stunt boxes in the ready condition imposes s two-second delay.    Function 
eight activating the transmitters,  introduces only a two-second delay as the 
transmitters are standinc by and do not require s warm-up period or extensive 
switching or retiming.    Function nine introduces s ons-second delay when a 
cods group causes stunt box selection end switching of a tape drive unit to 
deliver the appropriate audJo as tags  (warning, test, or other) to the public. 

The above delays are inherent in the control network.    In addition, there will 
be a delay at the low-frequency boa» receiver (probably 10 seconds) for 
integration of the demuting signal to inhibit false activation on noi'^e. 
Adding these two types of delays, the total system delay fros the time of 
activation of the system at 8DRAD COC, until an audible alert signal is present 
in the low-frequency boas receivers, is 33 seconds. 

O 

3.3.2     Three Stay (Figure 3-2, Lower) 

The three-stage configuration is the ssae as the two-stags configuration except 
that an additional operation is added.    This consists of including some number 
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of connerlcal broadcaat atatlons in the warning network to deliver the warning 
■eisage to the public in th«  large metropolitan areas.     The first nine 
functions art the same as for the two-stage system.    However,   simultaneously 
with the broadcasting Of the warning message,  the subnatlonal transmitters 
will also transmit coded signals to the ccBnercial broadcast transmitters to 
initiate transmission of the warning message to that part of the public that 
has receivers tuned to the broadcast frequencies. 

This additional operation will introduce more time delays in the sequence of 
operations required to deliver the warning message to the home receivers in 
the large metropolitan areas.    Function ten introduces an eight-second delay 
necessary to synchronise the KVTs at the broadcast stations with the KW7 at 
the subnatlonal transmitter to which they are tuned.    Function eleven is a two- 
to-five-letter conditioning code that nust be sent from NORAD COC down to the 
coBoerclal stations to ready the stunt boxes (ss in function seven).    It is 
estimated that two seconds delay is required to accomplish  this function. 
These two added functions Impose an additional ten-second delay.    This delay 
plus the delays for functions one through nine and the wen-second delay at the 
receiver make a total delay for the three-stage configuration of U3 seconds. 

^.0 JtmiUgIC DIGITAL 1CTW0PK (AJTODJf) CONFIOURATIOW 

The heart of the previously discussed Radio Warning System configuration is 
the low-frequency station WWVB at Fort Collins, Colorado,  and its esst coast 
counterpart.    The sole function of these stations is to activate the warning 
system.    It is proposed that this function could be performed in a much more 
efficient manner, from a control viewpoint, by the use of a redundant landline 
system.    In this section the feasibility of utilising the AUTGmatic Digital 
Network (A17P0DIN)    for this purpose will be examined.    Since AUTODIN is an 
existing, operating system, no attempt will be made to describe the inner 
workings of the system, but rather more attention will be paid to the terminal 
facilities available. 

1.   F. B. Falknor,  "AfTODIN-Technical Control Facility,'* Western Uhion 
technical Review, 170), Octciber 1963, pp. 150 ff.    H. A. JansssnT^AJTODIB- 
System Description, Part I-Retwork end Subscriber Terminals," Western Uhion 
Technical Review. 18(1), January 196U, pp. 38 ff.    H. A. Janaasn,  "AUTQDS^ 
System Description, Part II-Clrcult and Message Switching Centers," Western 
Uhion Technical Review,   18(2),   April Iddt, pp. 68 ff.    R. L. Snyrter,  "Message 
Protection in The AUTQDIR Message Switch," Western Union Technical RevJew, 
18(3),  July 1964,  pp.  118 ff.     See also:    AUTCMATIC DIGITAL ITCIVORK (AUTODIK) 

■ 
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AOTODIN is an autcmatlc svltdilng network operated by the Defense Conmmications 
Agency consisting of nine switching centers and Interconnecting trunk lines. 
The network Is designed to provide high speed, flexible ccanunlcatlans for 
Department of Defense and related users.    It can be used for Radio Warning 
System control If tributary lines are added from the switching centers to the 
National Warning Centers, subnatlcnal warning transmitters, and possibly the 
local broadcast facilities.   The advantages of AUTODIN are manifold, but for 
the particular application of controlling the Radio Warning System, the concern 
is mainly with speed, physical security, and reliability. 

AITTODIW Speed.    The timeliness of warning is, of course, of paramount 
Importance in the warning process; and AUTODIN*B speed fits well within 
the time constraints of warning.    AUTODIN is designed to deliver high 
priority messages to any recipient within six seconds. 

AJTODIM Security.   Another requirement of any warning system is tint it 
should not be subject to seizure, either for overt or covert purposes. 
übe AUTODIN switching centers are secure facilities and therefore are not 
accessible to unauthorised personnel.    Also, traffic between the centers 
lr encrypted, thereby making It virtually Impossible to seize lines between 
centers.    While it is true that unclassified lines to terminals are 
accessible a.* the common carrier tests boards, only a small segment of the 
system could be compraniued. 

TSoe critical links in the system are the ones frcm the National Warning 
Centers to the Switching Centers.    If these were seized, a national false 
alert or no alert situation could arise.    One solution Is, of course, to 
use encrypted messages for the entire system.    This prroblem is discussed 
In Section 6.0.   Another solution would require modification of the 
computer progroms in the switching centers to the extent that they would 
process encrypted messages from the National Warning Centers and transmit 
them In the clear to the other elements of the Radio Warning System.   The 
latter Is probably not feasible because DCA would most likely not agree to 
special purpose modifications to the Switching Center computer programs. 

■ 

9 
1. Source: Mr. J. R. Miller of the Defense Ccranuni cat ions Agency, Is a 
personal coMunlcatlon on 29 June 1965, indicated that the normal round*trip 
time for Flash messages from the Pentagon to Hawaii and back to the Bsntagon 
Is three to four seconds.   This Includes two non-AUTODIN relays In Hawaii. 
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AOTODIK ReUablULty.    AUTODIN is an extremely reliable system.    Thio Is due 
mainly to three facts.    The first is that its lines are conmon carrier lines 
that are maintained on a continuous basis.    It is also able to seize lines 
fron the AUTCtaatlc voice Net-work (AUTOVON) in case of overload, etc.    The 
second contributing factor is that AUTODIN is a distributed network, i.e., 
evezy switching center is connected directly to every other switching 
center.   Ihus, redundant routing is possible in case of line outage or 
switching cei   >r failure.    Hie third reason is that messages sent between 
switching centers (and certain other tezninals, see below) are confirmed 
and acknowledged.    This provides protection against noise on the lines 
and guarantees receipt of the message. 

k.l AUTODIN SYSTEM OPERATION 

When completed, AOTOD1N will have nine solid-state switching centers located at: 

1. Andrews AFB, near Washington, D. C 
2. Gentile AFS, near Dayton, Ohio 
3. Tinker AFB, Midwest City, Oklahoma 
U. McClellan AFB, Sacramento, California 
3. Norton AFB, San Bernardino, California 
6. Ft. Detrick, near BJagerstovn, Maryland 
7. Albany, Georgia 
8. Ft. Leavenworth, Kansas 
9. Hancock Field, near Syracuse, New York 

See Figure 3-3. 

Toe first five are presently in operation and the other four will be in the 
system by May, 1966     Centers arr interconnected by major trunklines, each 
center having rLLrect connection with every other center.    Each center proceseea 
inputs from aid outputs to outstations connected directly to it, as well as 
traffic to and from other switching centers.    Inputs and outputs are processed 
by either message switching equipment, circuit switching equipment, or a 
combination of both to interchange infozmation among message switched and 
circuit switched outstations.    Present capacity of the switching centers is 
30 massage switching lines end 50 circuit switching lines with the exception oi 
the Tinker AFB Center, which hai 100 message-switching lines and 50 circuit- 
switching lines.   The expcnaion plan callB for an increaoe in switching capacity 
at existing centers so that the systen will handle 2000 outstations by 1966. 

The input terminals of the message switching equipment can accept messages in 
the format of most teletypewriter and business machine codes.   These codes are 
converted into coimnon-language code for transmission between switching centers. 
The output terminals convert the messages in the comsoa-l angnage code back into 

- O 
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the codee of moat teletypevrlt«r8 and bu»IMI« machina«. Th« tystCB oparat«« 
with teletypevrlter speed» of 6o, 7% and 100 vorda par almta with apaada to 
2,kQO bita par second svallsble for other types of Input and output der Ices. 

The laesssge fonsat employed requires that aach aaaaafa  Incluc*. a heading con- 
taining certain predetermined procedural signals,   followed by the text,  and 
terminated by specific and of message characters.    The message heading contain* 
the required control infomatlon that eauaaa the messa^s switching unit to 
perform switching, routing,  and other processing functions. 

The message switching units queue and dispatch messages on a first  in,   first 
out oasis within predetermined precedence  levels.     The precedence  levels  rec- 
ognized by the system are listed below In decending order of precedence. 

1. Flash 
2. Urgent 
3. Priority 
t. Routine 

Flaah trafficpraaaipta a desired circuit,  if necessary.    Bach '»■»"^ of the system 
provides for encrypted transmission through aynchroniaad cryptographic equipment 
installed at each and of the link.    This  technique  permits tb» h^t^Hng of 
classified traffic between any point» In the network without prior encoding. 
Encrypting of data on any link is optional, but it la impossible to mix encrypted 
and nonancrypted data on the same link. 

The circuit »witching element of tb» »witching canter la mch simpler than the 
message  switching element.     It  interprets  address   information In the nessage 
heading to aaka a direct electrical connection.    There is no need for storage of 
message  information in a pur» circuit switching connection. 

Tb» circuit »witching element has premption features for high priority messages. 
It is also able to prawant transmission of claasif led messages to stations that 
are not entitled to receive tüea. 

fc.a ADBUII Dl A RADIO WAR!»} 6X9191 

In this configuration,  each Rational Warning Center and subnatlonal warning 
transmitter would be equipped with   compound terminals. 

The CcÄpound Terminal   (CT)  transmits »nd receives teletype —«tgr* Tin 
modified   autanatic sand and receive »eta.   Transmission is syaohronou» and in 
3-bit coaaon langiMf» Pleldata coda of which J leval» are uaad for informtlor 
and the dth level for a parity check.   The data rate la 150 bits par second 
requiring twice the band width of a standard teletype channel. 

O 
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Data art transmitted in 80-charact«r groups, preceded and followed by two unique 
block control characters called framing cbsractars, thus —^l^g the unit of 
transaisslon (lias block) 81» characters.   The first three framing characters 
refer to the type of block (first block of nessage,   Intermediate block of 
■eseage,  or last block of me»sage)  and type of message being transmitted.     The 
last frsmlng character, used solely to verify the accuracy of the transmitted 
block is called the block parity character.    It is so configured that even 
longitudinal parity la maintained for all 6 bits of the characters in the line 
block.    Tbs first framing character is excluded from the longitudinal check. 

Bach data block atst be correctly acknowledged before the next block is trans- 
mitted.    If an error la indicated by tbs reply (ER code), the block is retrans- 
mitted.    If no answer is received,  a repeat code  (HEP) is generated by the 
transmitter to recall the last reply sent by the receiver.    Alternate acknowl- 
edgement codas (ACK-1 and ACK-2),  are used to uniquely identify to which of the 
two coosectttiTsly transmitted line blocks the acknowledgement pertains.    If the 
wrong acknowledge is received in responss, s repeat code to the block Is repeated; 
if the correct acknowledge code is received the next block is trinsnitted. 

Other unique control codes to halt trsnsmission (WBT) or reject a message  (RM) 
may be generated by the receiver in reply to a liar' block or REP.   Transmission 
of.a discard message signal (EM) by the transmitting atatiou instructs the 
receiver to ignore the Incomplete message and aets up both terminals to process 
a new message. 

0 

Rote that the line block format is chosen to coincide with the 80-character 
IBM card.    Teletype messages are blocked similarly into line blocks by the 
control section of CT.    In the special case of the end of massage block, where 
the last character of the message may appear anywhere in the block, the block 
is filled with a special throw away character called ignore (l). 

Core storage of two 8U-character blocks is provided for both the transmit and 
receive aide of the terminal to permit blocks to be retransmitted automatically 
when errored and to overlap line transmission with device input/output.    Coda 
Conversion is included in the terminal for Teletype to/from Fieldata, and 
Hollerith to/from Fiel data converalons. 

• 

The CT operates either as a nassage switch or circuit switch terminal.    For 
circuit switching use, the terminal is equipped with additional facilities 
required for supervisory signaling with the CSll. 

The local broadcast facilities will ba equipped with both their own IF receivei, 
and/or an AOTODDf Teletype Terminal looped with other facilities for authenti- 
cation purpoaes, and aa a back up for manual initiation of warning transmissions 
if, for soma rasson, the IF link from the subnational transmitter is inoperative. 
The Teletype Terminal transmits and receives meaaagaa in the 5-channel Bandet 
code.    Transmission is by standard telegraph means.    Characters are sent 
asynchrooously in Mt aerial form.    Start and stop bits indicate the start and 
end of each character. 
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Tht terminals nay operate either aa one-way (simplex) or full-duplex MBU 
terminals. Ho provisions, however, are included for error detection and 
corraetion. 

k.3 SYSTEM OPERATION 

The low-frequency (u) subnational and broadcast transmitters will retain their 
present function of providing the radio link to the public, but nay or may not 
be used to transmit control signals to ccanerclal broadcast stations.   Figure 
3-3 shows the general scheme of operation.    Ohe three national initiation points 
at Colorado Springe, Colorado; Dent on, Texas; and Washington, D. C. are each 
connected to AOIODIN by landllne links to at least two alternate switching 
centers.    Alternate links are provided to add redundancy and Increase the 
reliability and survlvability of the system.    All traffic on these lines is 
encrypted to insure the saae level of security as that afforded by the AI/TODIN 
circuits.    Drops fron AUTODIH will be furnished to the subnational warning 
transmitters In their proposed locations,  (see Section Kh).    The local broad- 
cast facilities may be provided with an AOTODIN  !rop or they may depend on the 
subaationals for activation, or both.   This point will be discussed further 
below.    Rote that each of the National Warning Centers has full and complete 
access to the system at all times, as well as having connunlcation with each 
other through AOTODIN as well as NAWAS. 

HOte also that any of the National Warning Centers can activate the system. 
However, since activation should be centralised and controlled, only one 
National Warning Center at a time will be designated as the National Warning 
Center.   This can be accomplished, however, by SOP, thus minimising the need 
for special system interlocks. 

When the system is activated for any reason, two Flash messages will be 
Initiated at the National Warning Center.    One will be to the local broadcast 
facilities indicating that OCD has assumed control of their facility and 
indicating the reason •    übe reason must be included in order for 
them to Initiate manual activation in the caae of failure of the IF link as 
noted above.    The second message must contain the time the message was initiated 
from the National Warning Center in order that the IF transmitters can synchron- 
ize their transmissions in case of conflicting frequency allocations causing 
zones of interference.      (See Section 6.4 below.) 

k,k        UTZUZttlOS  OFTHE SUBKÄTIONAL StABSNUIEBS 
. 

There is essentially only one problem Inherent In the use of the subnational 
transmitters for control purposes in this configuration.   Thin la the fact that 
the local facilities are utilized for the simple reason that the low-frequency 
noise level in the areas covered by the local facilities la high.    This 

■ 
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certainly implies that the radio link between the subnational transmitters and 
the local facilities is not as reliable as a landline link.   There is no 
reason, if a suitable means can be found for sending both control and warning 
messages from the subnational facilities, that the subnational transmitters 
could not be employed as back-up for a primary AOTODHJ control network. 

4.5 FOSSIBIf CONFIGURATIONS 

4.5.1     General Configuration 

In any AOTODIH Radio Warning System configuration there is a certain degree of 
conoomlitywhich can be established.   The subnational transmitters and certain 
large metropolitan areas are equipped with compound terminals to Insure receipt 
of the warning.   The rest of the local broadcast facilities are looped with 
ordinary teletype terminals.   The subnational transmitters are always activated 
by AOTODIN; the local broadcast facilities are not necessarily configured this 
way.    The discussions on speed, reliability and security in 4.0 above apply to 
all configurations.    The main differences in applying AOTODIH to the Radio 
Warning System is In the configuration of the local facilities.    It is here 
that we have the options of hardcopy output,  automatic takeover of the facility 
by AOTODIH via a stunt box, and whether or not the subnational transmitters 
should be utilized for seizure of the facility.    It is to these three topics 
that we now address ourselves. 

• 
4.3*2     Hardeopy output 

AOTODIH is essentially a teletype system and thus provides a hardcopy capability. 
It provides the local facility with the authentication desired and, more 
importantly, provides it with the information necessary to Initiate transmission 
of warning messages if all else fails.   By utilising the teletype capability of 
AOTODIH in this fashion, the system is provided with a comparatively alow, but 
highly reliable manual backup capability.    It can be argued that the hardcopy 
drop should be at acme other location than the local broadcast facility, say 
the Etf, but bare there would, of necessity, have to be provided another 
comnunications link, literally a hot-line, to the broadcast facility.    It is, 
therefore, reconmended that hardcopy be provided, and the most logical place 
to provide it would be the local broadcast facility where Inmediate action can 
be taken. 

i 
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^.5«3     The atuntbox 

By utilizing a teletype stunt box.  It is possible, by the use of certain cods 
words (or plain language, for that matter), to seize broadcasting facilities 
for warning purposes.   This versatile device can be employed in any remote con- 
trol situation that can be controlled by switch closure.      There are at leaf t 
two ways it could be employed in the AITTODIN Radio Warning System configuration 
depending on the degree of sophistication desired. 

The lowest level of usage woulc1 be to have the stunt box, upon receipt of the 
proper message, simply seize the facility for warning purposes.   This could be 
accomplished with or without the simultaneous production of hardcopy output. 

At the other end of the spectrum of usage, the Ttunt box could, be 
employed as a small switching center for a somewuat more sophisticated "logic 
device."    This device would not only turn on the transmitter, but also monitor 
its performance.    For instance, the following method of operation might be 
employed. 

1. The alert and warning signal is received by the teletype drop and 
the stunt box.    This signal is then fed into the "logic device".    The 
signal would be repeated an optimal (to be determined) number of times 
before the "logic device" would seize the transmitter involved. 

2. After the transmitter is seized, the stunt box would block the 
reception of any other message except the "clear" message.    The "clear" 
message will stop all transmissions and essentially wait for further 
instructions. 

3. When the transmission of the warning message has started a monitor- 
ing receiver will start to monitor the transmlrslon.    It will note the 
demuting signals, and the end,of one full warning message transmission 
(mecbenlcally timed) and If it is still In the receiving mode. It will 
signal a teletype transmitter to send a confirmation message that the 
warning has been disseminated to the controlling agency.   This would 
provide positive confirmation that the warning had not only been re- 
ceived but also had been sent from that station. 

1*.    As an ancillary function, of course, hard copy would be produced to 
function as In 4.5.2 above. 

It should be noted that a new concept has been Introduced at this point.    With 
the normal teletype drop, no feedback information Is provided the controlling 
agency; with the compound terminal, feedback Infozoatlon la limited to message 
receipt.    With the above described stunt box/"logic device" setup, definite 
Infonnation concemlng the status of transmission is provided.   Therefore, with 
the stunt box an-3 some additional hardware.  It Is possible to secure all the 
advantages of a compound terminal and more. (   I 
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One further note, the stunt box/"logic device" hardware would be provided to the 
subnatlonal transmitters and certain local facilities whose population coverage 
exceeds that of the least population coverage of any of the subnatlonal trans- 
mitters.    These selected local facilities would then he the "lead" station In 
loops with other local facilities.   Thus, a reply back from a "lead" local 
facility would also Indicate that the message had gotten Into the loop successfully. 

^.6 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

There can be little doubt from the above discussion that AUTODltf can be satis- 
factorily employed as the control facility for the Radio Warning System.    The 
exact configuration to be used, however, would necessarily be based on cost- 
effectiveness studies, propagation surveys, etc.    It Is evident, though, that 
AUTODIN provides the speed, security, and reliability necessary for such a 
control facility.    It also provides for the necessary comimmlcatlons between the 
National Warning Centers. 

It can be envisioned that the Ideal utilization of ALTTODIN would be along the 
lines  indicated for the sophisticated stunt box logic with hardcopy output 
and subnatlonal transmitter backup.    In this fashion, redundancy 48 provided 
against station equipment failure (hardcopy output), AUTODIN failles  (sub- 
natlonal transmitter backup), and subnational transmitter link failure (AUTODIN). 

Another very desirable feature of AUTODIN is the fact that It exists and is In 
daily use. 

5.0 LANDLINE - RADIO CONFIGURATION 

This configuration Is based upon use of the HBS transmitting station WWVB and 
a low quality leased wire line to disseminate the control signals from the national 
initiation points to the transmitters that broadcast the alert and warning message 
to the public. 

Following is a brief description of how & control message is propagated through the 
control network fror national Initiation point to the transmitters that broadcast 
to the public.   A more detailed explanation of the system operation is reserved 
for a later section. 

An alert is initiated at the operator's console in the NWC.   This action provides 
identical switch closures to a programmer on the WWVB radio channel and an encoder 
on the wire line (Figure 3-h).    Qxese two devices translate a switch closure into 
the selection of a stored control message for transmission to the subnational 
transmitters and the broadcast stations.    The programner has some additional 
message time sequencing and monitoring chores that must be performed Incident 
to automatically cor   -rtlng WWVB to the OCD mode of operation. 

* 

. 
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At the transmitter sites, the two incoming control messages are fed Into logic 
elrcults vbere they «re Identified, examined, to Insure that they are Identical, 
and checked for differences In time of arrival. Both channels are also In- 
spected to determine whether they are in the standby or operate mode. On the 
basis of these checks the logic circuits determine which of the following sit- 
uations exist: l) a legitmate alert has been sent, 2) the system is being 
spoofed or is otherwise behaving abnormally, or 3) one or both of the channels 
is inoperative. In case of a real alert, the logic circuit activates the sub- 
national or broadcast transmitter and supplies the modulator with a pre-recorded 
alert signal and warning message. In the case of a suspected spoof the logic 
circuit stores the control message, hut does not act on it. Insteal it sends 
an alarm to the agency responsible for that transmitter. This agency must 
determine throttgh NAWAS or other means if an alert has been sent. If an alert 
was intended, the agenc" tn insert an override into the logic clzcult which 
will Initiate the stored command. This manual Intervention can only take place 
when the logic circuit check Indicates a spoof. 

3.1 FUNCTIONAL SUBSYSTEMS 

Figure 3-4 is a block diagram of the configuration. Those "blocks in the diagram 
whose functions are not obvious are described in the following paragraphs. 
Included in this group are: 

■ 

Prorprasner 
Radio Encoder 
Wire Encoder 
Line check code generator 
Controller 
Logic Circuit 

5.1.1   Progranmer (Figure 3-5) 

The programner has the function of translating one of several possible twitch 
closures received from the operator's console into suitable signals for trans- 
mission to the DBS transmitter at Fort Collino, Colorado, via a nucro- 
wave link and a redundant hardened cable link. The hold circuit converts a 
momentary switch closure into a dc voltage level at the Input to the gate circuit 
and holds it there until it is accepted by the gate. The hold circuits fo^ those 
functions which require the NBS transmitter to be switched over to 61.15 kHz 
(all but the "cancel" function) provide a switch closure to the start code 
generator. At the tine a hold circuit is energized all other hold clrr.ults 
are dumped to ensure that only one function generator is energized whe. the 
gates open. When triggered by a hold circuit the start code generator outputs 
a code group to the microwave terminal equlpnent for transmission to WWVB. If 
WWVB is already in the OCD mode, the 61.15 kHz monitor receiver will provide an 

•  -" —:—■   -' ' ■ ■  —'  ■ 
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"inhibit" switch closure to the start code generator. When WUVB has been 
switched to the OCD mode the 61,15 ^Hz monitor receiver will energize the gate 
release circuit and open all of the gates including the gate which furnishes 
a start signal to the wire encoder. This start signal is to ensure that the 
signals on the radio channel and the leased wire channel are in close time 
synchronism. 

5.1.2 Wire Encoder (Figure 3-6) 

The wire encoder has the function of translating one of a number of switch 
closures received from the operator's console into suitable signals for trans- 
mission to the ultimate transmitters via the toll wire channel. The bold 
circuits when activated provide a switch closure to a timer instead of to a 
start code generator. This timer provides an override to the gate release 
circuit. While it is desirable that the control signals propagate through the 
two channels of the control network in time synchronism, it is even more 
Important that if one Channel falls the other channel must transmit the control 
message with minimum delay. The timer is set to release the gates if the release 
signal is not received from the progrsaaner within some nominal time, e.g., five 
seconds. 

5.1.3 Line Check Code Qenerator (Figure 3.i0 

In its simplest form the line check code generator provides a distinctive code 
to be transmitted down the wire channel frcm the national level. This code Is 
transmitted at regular Intervals, on the order of 2.5 or 5 seconds, and, by its 
presence, the logic circuits at each of the ultimate transmitters will know 
that the wire channel is operative. The line check code generator output is 
switched off line by the output gate in the wire encoder Just prior to the 
transmission of a function code. When the transmission of the function code 
has been completed, the line check code generator output is switched back 
onto the line. 

A better type of line checking would be one that provides a response back to 
the source for each line check code group that is sent down the line. This is 
closed loop checking and it has some of the advantages of fully automatic 
continuity checking. It is not the same, however, as only one transponder is 
used on the end of a partyllne circuit, and continuity to each transmitter from 
the national level could not be assured. This type of closed loop checking is 
not essential in this configuration because the radio channel provides a 
redundant path that can be used to get the message through, even if the wire 
line becomes inoperative. It is not operationally necessary that the OCD 
operator even know if the wire line is in service. He is really only Interested 
in knowing if the message gets through to each of the transmitters. It is one 
of the functions of the line check cole generator to make it possible for each 
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transmitter logic circuit to "know" If its wire channel has failed so that 
steps nay be taken to get it back into service. Of course, sufficient redundancy 
must be provided in the wire facilities to insure a basically high level of 
reliability for the wire channel. 

5,XJk        Controller (Figure 3-1») 

The function of the controller is to translate coded commands sent down from the 
national initiation point into switch closures for accomplishing the switching 
and retiming functions necessary for changing WWVB to an OCD mode of operation. 
The control signals from the national initiation point cone in by redundant 
paths to an OR circuit. The first command received will be for the purpose of 
effecting the switchover from 60 kHz t >  61.15 kHz.. When this has been completed 
the controller remains passive, transferring remaining control messages through 
the radio encoder for transmission to the lower echelon transmitters. The 
controller circuitry, however, continues to monitor the incoming circuits and 
can recognize and act upon the cancel function which teminates any of the other 
functions. Though not shown in Figure 3-if, the transmitter will be duplexed to 
increase reliability. Automatic switchover in case of transmitter failure is 
a requirement. The controller could be instrumented to handle this function in 
addition to the functions described above. The controller has no internal clock. 
All timing of code sequences is done by the programmer at the initiation point. 

5.1.5 . Radio Encoder (Pigure B-1») 

The function of the radio encoder is to translate the coded control commands 
generated by the programmer at the initiation points into the proper form for 
input to the modulator. This encoder may be part of the modulation equipment 
rather than a separate entity. The two are shown separately in Figure 3-U to 
indicate that seme of the signal processing may be done at low power levels in 
the encoder prior to being input to the modulator. 

■ 

5.1.6 Logic Circuit (Figure 3-7) 

The logic circuit has the function of making the determination, based on the 
the data received from the two Input channels, whether to broadcast an alert 
immediately, or Introduce a delay while manual procedures are exercised to 
confirm the authenticity of the alert control signals. The er it leal part of 
the logic circuit is the decision circuit. This circuit is furnished with 
data from four different sources. These data must be processed in such s way 
that a decision can Immediately be made to take naae  action, with the assurance 
that the action taken will be appropriate to the existing situation. The four 
information sources are the two decoders and the two recognition circuits. The 
decoders will translate the codes received on their particular ccanunieatlon 

' 
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channels and translate them into one of several possible svitch closures for 
presentation to the decision circuit.   The decision circuit will determine if 
both received codes specify the same action.    If so, a voltage is stored in the 
proper slot in the hold circuit.    If the messages specify different actions, or 
the received time relationship between the two messages is not within specified 
limits, the decision circuit will not energize one of the hold slots, but will 
sound an alarm at the agency responsible for the transmitter.    This causes a 
manual procedure to be Implemented to determine If an alert was Intended.    If 
an alert was intended, a manual input is required to initiate the alert. 

In addition to the above checks, the decision circuit continuously monitors the 
status of the system as evidenced by the Inputs  (or lack of inputs) from the 
four Interfacing circuits. 

As there are four Input circuits, and each circuit can be in one of two states, 
there are 16 different situations which the decision circuit must recognize. 
These are shown in symbolic form in Table  j-l along with the responses to each 
situation generated by the decision circuit.    Although there are l6 possible 
states that could occur, the probabilities associated with the occurrences vary 
widely between states.    In general, response "A" is associated with a high 
probability of a genuine alert control signal having been sent so the action of 
the decision circuit is to initiate an alert.    Response "B"  is associated with 
a low probability of an alert having been sent, but with a high probability of 
a spoof, either deliberate or inadvertant.   The "B" response of the decision 
circuit is to initiate an alarm signal indicating a need for manual determination 
of the alert status, and to enable a manual override of the decision circuit 
logic if it is found that a genuine alert was intended.    Response "C" is 
associated with a simple failure of either or both of the communication channels, 
there being no reason to suspect either a genuine aler. or a spoof.    Response 
"D" represents the action taken by the decision circuit to alert the responsible 
Wire Chief if the landllne communication channel fails, whether the failure is 
associated with a legitimate alert, a spoof, or with a simple failure.    Response 
"N"  is really no response at all as it represents the system in its normal, 
nonoperative, selfchecking mode. 

■*i»     * —• 

5.2 SYSTEM OPERATION ; 

O 

When the decision-to-warn is implemented b? the system operator, parallel 
switch closures are sent from the operator's console to the programmer that 
interfaces with the radio channel, and to the wire encoder that interfaces with 
the wire channel. 
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Table 3-1.   Symbolic Representation of 
Decision Circuit Functions 

1. Ij«1^«*!*1^        A 9.    I1xI2xB1x!^ — B 

2. I^xl^xl^xl^   —     A, D 10. ^ x Ig x Rj^ x Bg        ■ B, D 

3. ^«IgXl^xI^        A U. ^X^xRj^x!^   B, D 

12. ^xlgxI^xBg ~— B, D 
1>.   ^ x Ig x 1^ x f^ 

5.   ^ x 1^ x Rj^ x Kg        B 13. ^ x ^ x ^ x Rg 

6. T^ x Ig x R1 x Rg 

7» Ij x ^ x Rj^ x Rg 

8.   ^ x Ig x 1^ x R2 

A 

A, D 

A 

B 

B 

B, D 

B 

B, D 

• 

• 

14. ^ x Ig x Rj x 1^   —^     C, D 

15. ^ x ^ x 1^ x !^        c' f 
■ 

16. ^ x ^ x Rj^ x Rg        > 

Legend 

I Control signal in channel #1 (radio) 

h Cootrol .l«»Un oh«»»! * tl^l») 

R, Channel #1 in NBS mode (radio) 

Rg Channel #2 in standby mode (landline) 

■ 

. • 

, 

A Valid coBnand, will initiate alert 
B Probable spoof, inhibit alert initiation 
C Either one or both channels inoperative 
D Landlina Inoperative, notify wire chief 
V Normal operation, both channels operative 

O 

O 
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$.2.1  Radio Channel 

The radio channel la baaed upon the use of the NBS, VWVB, 60 kHz radio trans- 
mitter at Fort Collins, Colorado. Upon receipt of a switch closure, the 
prograoner sends a start code group to the controller at Fort Collins that 
initiates the changeover of the MBS transmitter from operation in the NBS 
node to operation in the OCD node. 

This code is sent by redundant paths to the controller, «hich has an internal 
OR gate. One path is via microwave Unk, übe other path is via hardened 
caible and its associated terminal equipment. When the controller receives the 
control signal from the programmer on either input channel, it provides switch 
closures to the transmitter, modulator, and antenna tuner that initiate the 
changeover to the OCD configuration. This includes changing the transmitter 
carrier frequency from 60 kHz to 6l.l^ kHz, retunihg the antenna, and switching 
modulators. 

When this changeover is completed, the transmitter begins radiating carrier 
power only at a frequency of 61.15 kHz. At the National Warning Center, the 
monitor receiver that is tuned to this frequency provides an input signal to 
the prograoner that initiates the second output, i.e., the tactical alert 
control message. The radio encoder converts the control message to a fom which 
la corapatihle with the modulator and is optimum for the bandwidth and available 
power of the NBS 61.15 kHz radio channel, nils message is transmitted by the 
NBS transmitter and received at each of the transmitter sites that broadcast 
to the public where it is decoded and fed into the logic circuit. 

$.2.2  Wire Channel 
1^ ■ ^ ■   - - in 

The wire channel is based upon a narrow-band (1$ Hz), leaaed-wire circuit 
with sufficient built-in redundancy to provide a hl^i degree of reliability. 
It has target-avoidance routing to enhance it a physical security and surviva- 
blUty. When the line is not in operational use, the line check code generator 
originates and sends down to all of the lower echelon transmitters a special 
code group that is repeated at regular intervale, e.g., five seconds. 
Recognition circuits accept this code group as an indication that the line 
is functioning properly. When a t&u-second period in \fcich no code group 
is received occurs, a "line out" rl^rm is sounded and the internal logic of 
the logic circuit undergoes a change  This line checking is la^crtant to the 
functioning of the overall system, as will be seen later. 

When the operator* a console furnishes a switch closure to the wire encoder, the 
line check code generator is by-passed until the code group designated by the 
switch closure can be generated and sent down the wire line to the cantrollsT 
at the public broadcast transmitter. The wire encoder has internal logic 
similar to that of the progranner in that it must Interpret and translate the 
same switch closures. The code required for the wire-lice will probably be 
different than the code required for the radio channel. 
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Tte  Ions lisea terminal aqulparnt repraaents the Intcrfac« of OCD aquipnent 
vlth the laaaad line and vlll be conaldared aa part of the Una.    At the 
public broadcast trana^ttar the vlre dacoder Interpret« the vlre trana- 
altalor. and feed* the reeultant control aaaaa^e to the 1O(1C circuit.    Ale 
could be in the fom of a coda group to be interpreted by the logic circuit. 
An alternate aethod vould be to hare the vlre decoder convert a coda group 
to the one of aaveral avitch cloeuree that correcporda to the avltcit closure 
that «aa originally input to the sire encoder at the Rational Warning Center 

523      Ugic Circuit 

At the heart of the control network are the logic circuita at each of the 
public broadcast transaltter eitee-    Iba logic circuit ia the dsrlcs that 
recaivea the control signal fro« two different rhannala, cbacka their 
authenticity and decides «bather to initiate the warning broadcast or sound 
an alam calling for tnmmn intervention in cases über« the probability is 
high the» the received alert control aessage is false.    Hie logic circuit 
conatantly aonitors both Incaaln« channels.    The 60 kHs nonltor receiver is 
tuned to WVB at all tiass and fUmiahss an audio input to a WWB rscogoltion 
circuit «hlch date mines «bather WVB ia operating.    TVs inforaation is 
supplied to the logic circuit.    The logic circuit also continuously aonltors 
the wire line inputs-    It baa recognition circuitry «hlch accepts the codas 
gensrated by the Una check coda generator and fros the preeence or abaenoe 
of theae codaa determines «bather the vlre Una is operable. 

With this baaic infomation on the conditions of the input channels being 
aaintalned continuously, the logic device it 1% a position to nahe certain 
logical decisions about the authenticity of the ineoaing control asaaajss. 
It «111 laplsaent theae decisions by either autcaatically Inltlatlr^ the 
earning broadcast to the pubUc or aaking for a bmma decision to be aada 
«bather to proceed with the alsrt. 

There are aevaral si tust ions vlth «hieb the logic circuit could be confronted. 
Theee «111 be diacuaar« Individually belov vlth the reaction of the logic 
circuit to theae sltuatlona explained In each cass 

Two OiiMeiiil Caae 

The aoet usual Situation that could be expected wuuld be an alsrt initiated 
vlth both cisans 11 cation channels functioning correctly     An operational ainl- 
mm reUabiUty1 of 0.999, or batter, vll1 be speclflsd for each coiMBiicatlon 
channel independently of the other. 

1. Calculationa baaed on data received fron David Aodreva, Rational Bureau 
of Standards, Boulder, Colorado, indicate an operating reUabiUty for WVB 
of O.9735.    This was calculated froa aystea outags records coBg>lled for the 
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Ttm »Ignal» c<Mlnc into ttot locic circuit fzta the two chanml« will be 
•ccepted M Isfltlaata eltrt control «Ignal«, prorldxl to* follovlAS coodl- 
tlooa art 

1.    Ttm 60 kHx aonitor Input to tho logic circuit WM existing within 
»mm iwlnel period of tl*e prior to receipt of the coHMod 00 the 
redlo cheooel (pro>iebly 10 eecoode eearimei). 

2.    Ibe 60 kHx ■anltor input to the logic circuit doe« not exiet 
after the 61 13 kHi CIMIIII code ia flret detected. 

3.    The line check code 00 the wire chenncl «me exletlng within aoi 
ncminel period of Use prior to receipt of the comeod on the wire 

(1 (probebly 10 secoode eexisva) 

k.    The Line check code 00 the wire channel does not exist after the 
' code is first detected. 

The Logic being laetnaanted here is that, with both chamsls k&ote to be work- 
1^ iroperly 1 — i11«Tri1j prior to receiption of the c—nil, the probability 
that both channels could be süailtsDsouslor seised by uneuthorlaed parsons is 
«xtreatly low.    The radio trsosaltter is located on s timii—lit   rtserratian 
with, jiiniMslilj.   etequate physical seourity.    Any etteapt to fake the si^iel 
with «»other tmaaitter st 61.15 kflt will be detected beceuse WVVB will still 
be broadcsstia^ st 60 kHx.    If the logic circuit detect« WWVB sf lUaneousl^ 
with s ■■■ili^lj  correct     ISMIII ■ea«sgi st 61.15 kHx it will not ialtlats sc 
alert, but Instead,  will «ound sn aLara calling sttantion to ths 

C 

two-«onth period,  19 ^bruary to 21 April,  1965-    Osta froa this psriod «ere 
choeen for the calculations ss they represent the latest data available,  sol 
they appear to be frse of ths discontinuitlas in failure rats sod dowrtlas 
shlch characteriss earlier data.    If ths ass\arptlon is aate that the aajorlty 
of ths outage« «ars caussd by failure of the tranmitter sad/or the prlaary 
power supply (according to Andrews the principal cause of downtias has been 
the failure of eoMsrelal poser sod ths lack of sn «urlLlary power simply), 
then the possibility ezlet« of asating ths 4sslrsd rsllahiUty standard of 
0.999 or better.    This could be accoaplished by proridini 100^ redundancy in 
trsnadttlng equlpaent sad priaary power supply-    It esa be «hovn, tor nmqplM, 
that with a basic single trsnsaittsr rsllabillty of 0.973$, sad with ths 
«««laptions asntionad, ths rsllabillty can be Incrsaasd to a theoretical 
reliability of 0.999*1 by prorlding a «pare tranMitter sad an auxiliary poser 
•upply with autcaetlc switchover for both la ease of failurs, e.g., 
I - 1 -  (1-0.9T55)    ■ 0.999^.    On ths Otter tend.  If sn sppreclabie percent 
of ths dovntias wa« caused by failure of the sntsnns «ystsa Aus to Lightning 
strlhss, high winds,  los losding or otter natural phsncsMna, this high level 
of reliability nay not be sttainahls st reasonable cost. 
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Tb* vir« channel will b« aade rea«ooAbljr »«core with tcaded ttnlotls and will 
h*v« no appaancco OB any unauthorlted tarmlnala.    It la, of COUTM,  poaaibla 
that a disloyal aaploxN of tha comoo carrier fUrnlahln« the laaaad wire 
•enrlee could aaita tha channel and Initiate a falae coaMnd.   Be would, however, 
have tc  Internijtthe line check code eequeoce at the tine he »ent down the falaa 
control aaaaaca or tha lofic circuit would eaaaa tha pretence of tha two •Imü- 
tanaoua •l^nala and aound an alara.    Thl» could probably be »waa^d without 
too mach difficulty by eoBaoaa with accaaa to the telephone coapany'e racorda 
and facllltle«, but tha radio channel baa to be taken care of at the aaaa tine. 
The tiaa interrelMtionahip of tha alert eifnals in the «wo channels could be 
■ade critical ao that very preclae tinin« would be required for e succaesfUl 
spoofing of both    hannele elaultaneoualy.    Thie rulee out an ene^r •ubnarlne or 
trawler balag able to spoof the eyetaa.    The tubnarlne could put out a falae 
alarn on the radio channel at 61.15 kRt, but he could not etop WWVB fron broad- 
caetlnc on 60 ki-t without aoae help fron a tabotace tees on shore.   The tinin* 
would have to be vary exact because WWB just cease broadcs-tin« at 60 kfls and 
the     iiani sl^tal be recel.ed on 61.15 kHt within 10 aecoada, or the loflc 
circuit would aound an alarn.    Even if thie could be accce^llshed end the 
radio channel could be selxed, there is still the wire channel and ita cu^li> 
cations in tlnlnc that aust be eoaahow coordinated with tha take-over of the 
radio channel.    The principal advantage of the two-channel concept for security 
ia that unauthorlted take-over of the two channels requires a precision of 
tlain« that ia alaoet iapoasible to achieve. 

81n4le Coeaand Case 

There ia a finite, though eaall,  probability that one of tha channels will be 
inoperative whan an alert is being inltltated.    Ubder these clrctsMtances the 
logic circuit will aaka use of different criteria to determine the authenticity 
of a coasand.    If tha logic circuit receives a proper coanand sl^al on only one 
channel,  i.e., tha check signal disappears In the proper tine relationship to 
the recaption of a legitimate coHand, than tt checks tha aecood channel to 
deteralne whether it ia operativ«.    If it ia inoperative this will be accepted 
aa evidence that a commni. signal would have bean sent over this channel had it 
bean operating and the controller will Initiate the alert and warning. 
If, on the othei  band, the channel is operative and a natchlng coesnnd signal 
waa not racaivad, this will be taken aa evidence of an atteapt to spoof the 
syataa.    An alara will be sounded at the cognisant Baergsney Operations Center 
or other ci ll defense Installation which, being Banned 00 a 2a-hour basis, can 
accept responsibility for nonltorlng the operation of an alert and warning 
transnltter.    The reaponaible official at the Bsergency Operations Center will 
be alerted by the logic circuit via an audio-visual signaling device at his 
location.    Upon receipt of the audio-visual signal« tha official will follow 
prescribed operating procedures to deteralne If a true alert and warning was 
Intended.    Cfetaining this Infomatlon can Include Baking Inquiries to the 
proper eutnoritle- through use of HAWAS or sucn other coBsamlcatloo networks 

< 
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a« oay be prescribed or available.    Ubder the clrcuHiteacee de&crlbed the 
probability la aaall that a true alert end w«mlng WM  Intended,  «c the result- 
loc delay 1« considered acceptable.     If the responsible official deteraines, 
however, tnat a true alert and warning was Intended,  he CM initiate the alert 
■aoual^y by aeana of a push button at his location.    If he la situated physically 
-loae to the tranamitter site, the push b'jtton vill furnish an override switch 
cloaure directly to the lo^ic circuit.    If the responsible official and the 
tranamitter alte are separated by a long distance, a digital encoder at the 
push button alte and a decoder at the tranaaitter nay be required to tranaalt 
the switch closure over a toll line connecting the two sites.    In either case 
the push button cannot Initiate an alert unless this input function is enabled 
by the loclc clrvult.    This would occur only if one of the situations exist 
that are deacrlbed by loclc equatlona k through 12 in Table  3-1.    These situations 
all ha.e the cnaa 11 attribute that a seerdngly valid c iird sl^al is received 
on a channel that is siaultaaeoualy operating in a non-alet node.    These 
situatlona are characteristic of spoofing,  so the logic circuit auat request 

intervention tc settle the dileaaa. 

3.3       MJLTirLi nnvrs 

The inputs to the control network froa KWC and I^^C mitt be aade  independent of 
the IMC inputs and therefore redundant.    This could be done by providing a low- 
frequency tranaaitter for each NWC.    An alternate way would be to let BWC and 
■>fC share a single low«frequency transaitter.    Three wire networks would be 
required to provide redundancy and aake each initiation point entirely independent 
^f the other.    Three different low or very lew frequencies would be used to dif- 
ferentiate the three initiation points.    One station could be WWVB es the data 
rf n of the systea is low enough to be handled by WWVL.    Some coap oaise Bight 
be aade on the wire portion of the network whereby all three input locations 
would be looped with all of the broadcast transaitter sites.    The line check 
code could be generated at only cne :f the ffJCs, or three HWC generators could 
be synchronised to provide the line cheek code in sequence with each tranaaissloo 
preceded by an identifier ao the logic circuits at the tranaaitter sicas could 
know which initiation pointa were on line.   The logic circuit« at the trana- 
aitters would have to be aore ccaplex and two aore receivers and recognition 
circuits would be required at each location. 

5.* TDC PBA8IK DrrSRTACE 

If this configuration is required to interface with subnational transaitter« 
that auat resort to sequential tranaalssions to ellalnate interference tones, 
there are two ways that the phasing any be controlled.    One way would be sia- 
ilar to that deacrlbed In the AUTODIH configuration.    The subnational trans- 
aitters would need tiae standards and the appropriate logic circuits.    The 

f- control aessaga would be tagged with a reference tiae at the IfWC to which all 
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the trmnsBlttcrs would synchrcnlte themaclves.    A nine or ter.-fcit tlae ■es>i_ai 
would be required to ftive tioe to the nearest second in five-ainute intervale. 
This would add about 1.3 second-- delay in the transmission tlae for the control 
ai^aal (e.g., 10 bits at 7-5 band), which la wall within allowable llmlta of 
tiae delay. 

Another way of handling the sequencing would be to coordinate all station* 
with tiaio« signals froa WWVB. This Is probably less desirable as loss of 
the control sipial could cause a failure of the sequencing operation. 

5.5 C0BCUJBIOK 

High syetaa reliability is echieved in this configuration by the use of two 
reliable,  dissiailar ci—mication channels,  i.e., radio and leased wire, to 
provide redundancy «gainst systea feilure.    This diversification of facilities 
also allows e high level of security to be obtained without sacrificing rcli- 
sbility.    The fact that the two cueamicetion chann;la are coapletely different 
aakes  it difficult for an eneay to spoof the systea.     It also radices the prob- 
ability that any natural or inadvertent aan-aade pheaoaena that could generate 
a false control signal on one channel would also induce a false control sl^al 
on the other channel.    A third benefit gained froa this diver« ity of fee 11 it IM 
is an increased probability of surviving the initial phases of an enengr nuclear 
attack.    While both of the channels auat be highly reliable, requiring consider- 
able redundancy,  they are not necessarily high coet facilities.    The low data 
rate requirenents of the systea c«n be setUfled by « 15   Ut  wire facility. 
The low data rate will also allow the WWVB tranaalssioas to be coded to take 
-*»<— «dv«Dt«0e of the available power and band width of the systea.    This 
should provide a high signal-to-no lee ratio resulting in very reliable coverage 
of the United State« with the single trnnaaltting station «t fort Collins. 

6.0 FWOBLIM A«AS 

Four problaa areas have been identified and singlod out for special caDaideration 
in thi« «action of the docuaent. It la not because thee« particular problaa« 
»re the only iaportant problem that confront the devalopaent effort or that 
tiiey are necessarily the aoet critical. They have been singled out for special 
treataent «t thi« tlae, however, because they are aore fundaaental than aany 
Strictly engineering and hardware prrbleas. 

Being of a aore fundaaental nature they need to be studied, critically dl«cua«ed, 
and reaolved «a soon as possible. Unresolved, they stand a« a bar to the orderly 
devalopaent of the Radio Warning Syetaa. Theae prob la— will be defined and 
recoansended solutions will be present«i in the following page«. The aatarial 
1« arranged and discussed under four aain grouping«! 

1. Function« Performed by Teletype and Live-voice 
2. uata Rate Con« ide rat ion« * 
3- Security and Authentication 
k. Overlapping Coverage 
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6 . 1 FTJBCTIOIC PERFOWCD IT TEUTXR AID LIVE-VOICE 

Ttlttyp« rtqulreaant« In lb* Radio Wamln« SyVtu art bated 00 Opcrttiooal 
Hiiiilr—11T H.l."»   which «ptclflM thÄ the capability for bard copy ba pr^rldad 
wbart raqolrad.    In Sactloo k.1.3 of tha Oparatlonal Raqulraaaot« than art 
tbraa raaaooa listed why !<ard copy U oaadad.    Tba flrat U to provldr tha tart 
for a llva TCIC« wareln«  to ba raad Into tha Radio Uarnlnc Syataa at a lever 
achaloo.    Tbls I», of cooraa, baaad 00 an aastaptioo that lira voica caxui.. ba 
inaartad into the cyetaa at tha national level.    Tba aacond reaaoo fivao tee 
uain« teletype I» tha need to provide authentication to an owner for the oper- 
ational use by OCD of his coaawrcial broadcast facility.    Tbls Is based on the 
aasuaptlon that coMarcial broadcast facilitiei will be a part of the Radio 
Warninc Syatan.    The third reason for the use of teletype is that it provides 
e us«Ail tool for trouble abootinc ayrten aalfucctione 

The first reason for naedint teletype is invalid If tha systaa has the capability 
for allowlnc live voice inputs into the systea to he aade at the initiation 
points.    It #ould also be invalid if there were no requlraaant for the systea 
to bave a live voice capability.    One principle reason for naeiUnj teletype nay 
thus depend on whether a live voice capability is needed.    Tbls j^int will be 
discussed later. 

The second reason given for requiring teletype is the need to provide authen- 
tication for assuBlnc control of a coaaercial station.    As pointed out in Sec- 
tion fc.1.3 of the Operational Requlraaants, the owner of a eosMrcial facility 
cannot ba allowed to have any discretionary control over tha participation of 
bis facility in the warning operation.    If this Is so, than there is DO need to 
deliver hla a teletype aessa^t.   Tba owner is not in a position to take any 
action «ban bis facility is converted to OCD uaa even If ba does not receive 
bard copy actlfieation.    In order to Infora station peraonnel that their 
equijanot is not aalfunctioning, a real-tine indication of Radio Warning Systea 
operation can be provided by eudlble alara and/or indicator light. 

C 
1. Chapter Two of this Voltaa. 
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Bard copy notlf icatloo ttaua —m* no useful cpermtlooal function.    The stated 
need for bard copy aotificetlon U,  therefore, only to provide e cnurteey to 
the owner end tc provide e permnent record to bis of the feet thet control of 
hie coaMrcied facility wee eeeuaed by OCD, en-', to record the tiae et which 
thie occurred.    Neither of theee two reeeoc.  '/. adequate Juetiflcatlon for 
prcvidin^ bard copy tbroucb Radio warning Syetea channels.    The type of notifi- 
cation called for in thie eection of the Operational Requlrwente ie not tiae 
critical and could Just ae well be sent before-the-fact for scheduled teste or 
after-thB-fect for real alerts.    The aediua used for transaission of this noti- 
fication could be Western Union telegrea.  goremsent   or ccaewrcial teletype, 
or in the case of scheduled teits, U.S.  registered aail.    Any one of these aedia 
would provide adequate court*jy and a pemanent record.    In any case,  the noti- 
fication is required for edainistretive rather than operational reasons, end it 
could hardly be Justified on a cost basis if providing the capability to deliver 
it through Radio darning Systeas in any way downgradel the capability of that 
eystea to perfone its priaary function of warning the public or if it resulted 
in excessive costs.    It will be shown that a high price will be paid in degra- 
dation of this priaary function or in actual aooetary costs if teletype  is aade 
a requireaent of the Radio Warning Syetea.    (See Section 6.2, Data Rate 
Coneideratlone). 

The third reeeon that thr Operational Requlreaents give for needing teletype le 
that It /ill provide e tool for troubleshooting eyetea aal functions. The rela- 
tive value of teletype for troubleshooting Is not likely to be deaonetrated un- 
til the Radio Warning Syetea configuration le specified In considerably aore 
detail than It Is at present. This value is not currently eubetantlated by any 
evidence that It would be useful for this purpose. In any case, this reason, 
standing alone, wivoout the support of the first two masons can not be cooeld- 
ered Justification for a teletype requlmeeat for the Radio Warning Syetea. 

Section)».3*1 of the Operational Requlreaents calls for a sealautoaatlc 
of operation for the Radio waning Syetea.    Thie  is defined aa the transaission 
of live-voice aeeseges to eoae sepeente of the public and eanual transaission 
of hard-copy aeseages within certain portion« of the eyetea control network. 
In Justlficatlot   for the eealautca ..ic capability requireaent, Section W.3.1 
of the Operational Requlreaents, specifies e need to ad lib a warning nessage to 
the public.    This laplles,  and it is eo stated, that all contingencies in the 
warning situation cannot be planned for In advance.    This la a reasonable obeer- 
vetlon, and In general,  the eyetea should be aade as flexible as possible to 
allow the OCD operators aaxlaua freedoa to adapt to any possible contingency. 
It is open to question, however, whether any situation can be postulated thet 
would require i—llete response by the Radio Warning System and at the saae 
tiae could not be covered by e preteped aeeeage.    The aeeas already exist via 
the Baergency Broadcast Syetea (KBS) to get live voice aessegee to the public. 

( 
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All e«ergenclea can be expected to fell Into either one of two cetegorie«,   (1) 
liainent nuclear etteck, or (2)  other eaerffenciet.    In the ceee of direct 
nuclear attack, tiae  la of auch overriding laportance that It la difficult to 
envlaloo the Radio Verninf Syate« operator takln« the tiae to coapoae a apecial 
•estate.    The paraaount objective of a warnlnc ayatea In a nuclear attack sltua' 
tlon auat alvaya be to fit the public to take protective aaaauree aa acoo aa 
poaslble.    It la counter to OCD policy to alert and van only roe section of 
the country vhen an actual nuclear attack baa been detected so no special geo- 
graphically llaltel tfamiüg aassage would ever need to be coapoaed. 

The ot^er category of aaargency calling for use of the Radio Warning Syataa Includes 
any situation that doea not Involve lanlnent nuclear attack.    All auch «ituatlooa 
ere leaa tlna-crltlcal than the nuclear attack situation.    If the aessagc 
«ere so urgent that It required waking the entire population la the alddle of 
the night then the Radio Warning Syataa could be used In conjunction with OB. 
The Radio Warning Syataa could be uaed to tranaalt a taped voice aassage  In- 
structing the public to tune In on their local OS station for an laportant 
aanouDceaent.   The aaount of tiae lost In setting up the OS network would be 
relatively uniaportant for any conceivable situation other thao direct nuclear 
attack. 

Thus,  AM to the tiae critical!ty of a tactical alert that inhibits uae of live 
voice,  and the availability of OS for ooo-tlae-critical alerts, a live voice 
capability la not required for the Radio Warning Syataa.    The lack of a raquire- 
aent for live voice in the Radio Warning Syataa reaoves the raaeliiliig Juatifica- 
*lu> for teletype,  I.e., hard copy to provide the text for a live voice  Input 
by soaeooe at a lower echelon. 

6.2 WffA RAR COIBIXSRATIORS 

If the requlreaent for teletype la set aside,  alapler codes end lower data 
rates can be uaed with considerable advanta  ».    For exaapla.  If there ware only 
one reaponae that could be ellciwd froa the Radio Warning Syataa, then it 
would be only necessary to reliably tranaait a switch closure froa the national 
initiation point to the tranaaittera that broadcast to the public.    This is not 
the case, however, aa the Radio Warning Syatea wi.M be required to perfora aore 
coaplex functions than a slaple oo-off type of operation.    The Radio Warning 
Systea can fulfill ita function by tranaaltting to the public any one of a 
nunber of pretaped aeeaages, with certain aessages preceded by an alert signal. 
The total eaount of infomatloo that needs to be sent froa one of the ■ational 
Warning Centers to the tranaaittera that reach the public than auat be only 
great enough to unaablguously select one tape or action sequence froa eaong all 
the ethers.    The total nuaber of choices available determines the —^—«r aaount 
of inforaatlon that would need to be aent.    While the exact nuaber of different 
types of aessages that auat be aent baa not been deterained,  It la eatlaated 
that at Leaat the following opt lone should be available (Operational Requlreaent 
U.3.4, Chapter Two). 
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Tactical klart and Warning 
Strataclc uam4.ng OnJjr 
OMMl 
fit 

1 
2 
3 

Oeljr tiuraa bit» of infomatioo art oacaaaarj to fiw» a cboloa of any of tbt 
•bow 5 option«      Piva bit» of Infomatioo allov for a cbole« of «9 to 32 
option«.    Glvan tba naad to aalact one of A limited ouabar of prerecorded 
tape», tbe infozaational let ml« on the control network an quite aodeat 
This fact can be ueed to good edvantace eince the principel advent««» in 
baring « lew d«t« rete rtquiraevnt is that a typical 1 r^   li »Mini channsl'» 
high infoacttioc rate capacity can be traded for freetly incr»e«ed »ignel 
reliability. 

There are e reriety of vay» in ehlch • tranflai»aioo channel any be aenlpuleted 
by electronic t«Uiniqu»» to incraaa» the »ignel to oolee ratio of the traniBle- 
•ion.    Other aethode ueed to decieaee the probebility of error in the •ignal 
«■ploy eoae type of redundant coding that allov» the eignal to be integrated 
vith r»»pect to tlm et th» receiver-    Whatever the Mthod »nployed,  it 1» 
beeed upon the principel thet e reduction in the data rate für a given bandwidth 
•nd pwar can bo exchange for l^nuad eignal-to-«oiee radio and, hence, greater 
reliability. 

6.3       sEcmm un> umamzxtvm 
1 2 Security   of th» control «ignal» and eutbenticetion   to th» recipient of tbe»e 

control »ignal» aay be »cbieved in nwerou» vey» and with varying degree« of 
cffectlvene»».    Tbe »ecurity objective» of tbe Redio Warning Syetea are twofold. 
Firet,  it i» (<c»ired to decrei^e to e »ufficieotly lov level the probability of 
en uaautboriied pereon or coabinatioo of pereon» g»neratiAg a falee alert by 
»ending falee »i#aal» through the control »y«tea.   Th» probability egeiMt thie 
»ituetion heppenlng »hould be high, coM>n»urete vith the expected bar* that 
would ensue to the country if a fal»» elan war» propegated.    Th* eecood object- 
ive i» to give euch e level of ee»urence to th» rightful recipient» of tbt warn- 
ing m»—m that thty can act on e legitiaate B»»»eg» without heeitation and 
without th» faar that it nay be e falee alara. 

Y.    Security i» defined »• the reletive freedca of the etntrol network froa 
•eiaure end falee a^tivetion by unauthorised parson« whether th« ect wea 
deliberete or inedvertent. 
2.    Anthenticetion is defined ee e aethod for essuring the recipient of » 
a»«»ag» that the ae»»ag» ie eetually what it appeere to be. 
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It bM b««n «uMBsted that the receipt of a hard-copy teletype ■••••fe glwt 
this aetviraoce.    Thle can be quite aleleadlnc becaua« an unauttcrlted person 
who knows eoou^h about the systan to be r.b^s to salsa the channel could alao 
generate s bard copy aessags to prorids a frlsa authentication to the asssa^t 
raclplents. 

In s fully sutoastlc syataa such as the Radio Waning Systea, hard copy authen« 
tlcatlon would appaar to be soMwhst of an anachronlsa.    What la aore appropriate 
la an autoaatlc coaMunlcatioa eystaa is a aachanlsad, self-checking feature 
that will allow the use of relatively elaplc,  »tralgbtforvard logic darlcaa at 
the broadcaat traasadtts.* eltas to dateralne with a high degree of accuracy that 
a aaeaage le authentic. 

6.3.1     Cryptographic Devlcaa 

It only 00a, channel is awallable for tranaalaalon of the aaasage and thla channel 
la a one-way cbannal, ona feaaible aaaaa of achieving eecurity and providing 
authentication la by the use of crypto^aphic equlpaant.    The underlying prin- 
ciple la thla la that the elaborate security pracautiooa that are enforced to 
prevent coaproadaa of the cryptcgrephlc codes Inaure that the probability of 
unauthorised paraooa acquiring the hay to the eyataa la artifalj low.      Aa a 
result, the probability la axtraaaly high that the aeeeage it authentic. 

The priaary function of a cryptographic systaa la to deny knowledge of the la- 
fomatlonal content of naseage« to unauthorised recipianta.   The prob lea in the 
Radio Warning Syataa la coaplately different.    It la relatively uniaportent If 
aoaa unauthorlsad recipiant of a warning aaaaaga can correctly interpret it. 
The aeetagt would in all probability and up being broadcaat to the general 
public before the unauthorised recipient could take any action baaed on thla 
special knowledge that would be datrinental to the aissloo of the Radio Warning 
Syataa. 

6.3.2 

There is another way that eecurity and authentication can be prowidad on a 
single chaaael.    Tim three additional raquireaente that will be placed 00 the 
chaaoal art:      (1)  that it have two clearly identifiable nodts    f operation, 
(2) that these two aodss be «utuelly esciualve, end (3) that it ua a tall period 
channel operating in one or the other of the aodee at all tiaes. 

C 

IB the fulfillment of thaaa requiraaaota the Rational Bureau of Standards 
stetion WWVB la alaoat an ideal aaaagle.    It noranlly radlatae continuously 
(or could be aade to do eo) oa a frequency of 60 kBs with a diatinctive, iden- 
tifiable signal.    Preeeane of this si^al at a aoaltor receiver can be used to 
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Indicate to a loclc circuit that the «tatloo Is lb a noo-cparat« mcxie (froa tht 
point of »law of tba OCD wamla< oparatlos).    Whar WWTB la ahiftad ovar to the 
OCD alart aoda of oparatloo,  It «HI radlata a slsDal at 61.1$ kHz-    It wUl, 
of eooraa, eaaaa raAlatin« at 60 kfla colncldtnt    Itb tte shift to the OCD aoda 
of oparatlon.    A logic circuit drlvao by two racalvars — 00a pratunad to 60 
kit» the other to 61.15 MU — can ba built to raco^ilta whether WWTB la opar- 
atln« la the IBB or the OCD aode.    If the logic circuit should at any tlae 
recofnlsa an apparrntly valid alart control elg&al at 61.15 kBs while It Is 
still racalrln« the nomal WWVB sisals at 60 Mi, than the cooeloalons aust 
ba that the el^ial at 61.15 kls Is a spoof.   Inadvertent or othatviaa.    Ttls 
dual use of the channel aakee the task of spoofing the systaa auch aore difficult. 
lot only doae the epoofer hawe to create a food eiaulatlon of the lagltlaate 
control signals at 61.15 kit end deliver It to the receiving systaa of the 
broadcast stations he Is trying to spoof Into false operation, ba also, end 
colocldently, aunt put WWTB off the air. 

( 

The spoofing taak can be aade even aore difficult sod unprofitable by asking 
the logic circuitry highly critical as to the tlalng of the tamlnatlon of the 
WWVB 60 Us trat, aleslon In relation to the beginning of the 61.1$ kHz control 
transalsslon.    For instance,  if the 60 kSB traneaieelon ceaaae too coon before 
the coaaenceaent of the 6l.l) kHs traneaieelon, leaving too long of a tine gap 
between the two tranealsslon, e.g., greater than 10 seconds, the 6l.l$ kEx 
traneaieelon will be considered to be falsa.    If the eneay used Janning to deny 
inforaatlon on the presence of the 60 kHz transalsslon, the presence of this 
Jaialng coincident with the reception of the 61.15 kHs tranaalaslon would be a 
sufficient baals for rejection of the 61.1*} kHs transalsslon.    The Invalidation 
of the 6l.l$ tts signal by the logic circuit need not lapiy a failure of the 
syatea.    It would be Interpreted aa a warning that the system waa behaving 
abnoraally.    The recognition of this fact can be uaed to initiate etandby pro- 
cedures that require aanual verification of the Intent to alart by means of 
another cosaun teat ion channel such as NAWAS,  AOTODDf, or another facility of 
this type.    At the worst, a delay would have been introduced into the delivery 
of an alart aaeeage If the attempt to alart had been real. 

In trying to evaluate the probability that the eneay will spoof, the cost of 
spoofing aust ba weighed against the probable gain.    If successful spoofing 
requires drastic measures, such as rendering WWVB Inoperative,  and only then 
If It were done In eoae precise time sequence with the generation of a false 
signal on .\nother frequency, the coat of apooflng could conceivably be too 
great for any expectei benefit. 

6.3.3     frfc-Channel Security 

An even better method of providing an extremely high degree of security and 
authentication and at the same time increasing the reliability of the system 
by a considerable amount, can be achieved by using two channels to transmit the C 
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control message.    It might be considered costly to provide an extra channel Just 
for the purpose of providing good security and authentication when only one Is 
needed to transmit the message, and It cannot be denied that two channels cost 
more than one.    However,  due to other considerations, the Radio Warning System 
should not be a one channel system.    The need for high reliability In the system 
to perform a critical defense function demands at least 100^ redundancy In-the 
control network that disseminates the alert control signals to the broadcast 
stations that transmits the alert and warning message to the public. 

It should be kept In mind that redundancy Is the key work In providing high 
reliability.    Having a standby   back-up system Is one way of providing re- 
dundancy, but only one way.    The Important thing Is that the system be made 
highly reliable.    Redundancy as a means of achieving this reliability Is certainly 
called for In the Radio Warning System. 

Another reason why the Radio Warning System should not be a single channel 
system Is that government regulations require that government communications 
systems be based on use of commercial leased wire circuits, if this Is technically 
feasible.    Government dedicated radio circuits can,  however, be used to provide 
redundancy In case of failure of the primary system. 

Integrating the use of landllne and radlcv ss proposed here, results In at least 
as good reliability as If the two were used In a primary and backup configuration 
and It makes possible a large Increase In system security.    This special use-of 
dual cconunlcatlon channels was described In detail in Section ^.0 and Is,  In 
fact, the basic argument Justifying the configuration in which it is used. 

6.U OVERLAPPING COVERAGE 

When there are not enough frequencies to provide each of the subnational trans- 
mitters with nonconfllcting coverage,  i.e., coverage such that no transmitter 
will Interfere with the transmissions of any other transmitter, two problems 
arise.    The first, and most serious, is the operational problem of Interrupted 
warning messages to those areas whose transmitter must of necessity, interrupt 
its transmission because it must time share its frequency with another transmitter. 
The second problem revolves around the technical problems of time-phasing those 
transmitters that conflict. 

6.V.1      Interrupted Warning 

There can be little question that the best warning is a contlnous warning. 
This is based on many factors; short term population nobility being one of the 
most important factors to consider.    During the normal working day, people will 
be constantly moving in and out of areas where warning can be received.    With 
an intermittent warning being given,  it will take longer to vam any given 
portion of the population than it would if a continuous warning was being 
disseminated. 
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During the normal sleeping hours, there exists the problem of waking people up. 
Here again It Is Intuitively obvious that a continuous warning Is superior to 
an intermittent warning.1 All this must be taken in the light that the first 
few minutes of warning are the most Important as far as movement to shelter is 
concerned. 

Another facet of Interrupted warning is that the minority of the population is 
receiving the best warning. This is due to the fact that whenever a subna- 
tlonal transmitter ceases transmissions to allow reception of signals from 
another subnational transmitter in a zone of interference, it is essentially 
denying warning to the population in its primary coverage. This is not to say 
that the warning received in the Interference zone is necessarily continuously 
Intelligible, but at least the receivers are continuously demuted and waking 
some kind of noise. By contrast, in the primary area of coverage of a trans- 
mitter the interruption must be at least one message length plus the demuting 
time. This means, of course, that the receivers in the primary areas must be 
demuted again each warning cycle. 

Another interesting problem with interfering subnationals is in the area of 
periodic testing. If it is assumed that there Is an optimal time of day for 
testing, the portion of the population living in the Interference zone will 
get garbled messages for the first portion of the test cycle; the other 
alternative is double test messages - an annoyance in either case. There 
exists also the possibility, again assuming testing at the optimum time of day, 
of the interfering transmitters having an interference zone crossing time zone 
boundaries. Thus people in the interference zones will receive two test 
messages an hour apart, again an annoyance. It may be said that the portion 
of the population thus annoyed will have to live with it, but will they? It 
is also recognized that Daylight Savings Time also presents problems for optimal 
time of day testing, but these are beyond the scope of this discussion since 
they only complicate the problem of timesharing. 

6.4.2  Technical Problemb in Timesharing Frequencies 

The problem of the time phasing of transmitters with conflicting coverage can 
be simply stated as the problem of synchronizing the transmissions of two or 
more transmitters that are not in contact with one another. The problem is 
rather trivial as far as the mechanics of the situation are concerned if message 
duration and start of warning time are known, and assuming that each trans- 
mitter site has available an accurate clock which is synchronized with, say, 
WWV or some other national time standard. Each transmitter issues any desired 
number of warning messages at the beginning of the warning period. By prior 
scheduling then, it alternates transmissions with its conflicting neighbor 

1. See Chapter Pour, Proposed Alert Signal and tfaming Meeaages. ( 
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until the warning period has terminated.    If a noneimultaneous start Is 
expected, a maxiicum time delay Is assumed for all transmitters to get on the 
air and this time Is added before synchronized transmissions begin.    In this 
case, however, the time of issuance of the warning In the control net Is needed 
as the standard time to which the maximum time delay Is added. 

Another problem associated with timesharing frequencies Is the effect of Inter- 
mittent operation on the transmitters and receivers.    The intermittent muting 
and demutlng of the receivers and the intermittent application of power to the 
plates of the transmitters during the warning period cannot help but have a 
detrimental'effect on the reliability of such equipment.    This would, of course, 
not be critical during a test; but during the protracted warning period.  It 
could be damaging. 

6.4.3     Conclusions 

From the above discussion, the desirability of having nonconfllcting coverage 
for the subnatlonal transmitters Is evident.    The Interrupted warning effects 
on a mobile population and awakening people, CM wall as the effects of Inter- 
mittent usage of equipment Indicates that, both operationally and technically. 
It Is extremely desirable to have enough frequencies to provide the subnatlonal 
transmitters with nonconfllcting coverage. 
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CHAPTER POUR 

PROPOSED ALERT SIGNAL AND  WARNING MESSAGES 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

This chapter contains recommendations for the alert signal and warning 
messages for use In the Radio Warning System that Is being planned by the 
Office of Civil Defense  (OCD).1    The Radio Warning System Is designed to 
disseminate an alert signal ard warning messages to the general public on a 
nationwide basis.2   The alert signal and warning messages are to be received 
Indoors through special-purpose radio receivers.    The primary source of the 
alert signal and warning messages will be prerecorded tapes containing the 
required Intelligence.3   These tapes will be mounted In playback equipment at 
selected radio stations throughout the country.    Some stations will be specially 
designed low-frequency stations that will serve large geographical areas of 
the country; other stations will be specially equipped commercial broadcast 
stations that will generally serve urban areas In which the noise level is too 
high for satisfactory reception of signals fron the low-frequency stations. 
Because of the relatively few stations to be incorporated into the Radio 
Warning System« the national character of alert signals and warning messages 
must be emphasized.    The prerecorded tapes positioned at these stations must 
provide intelligence suitable for dissemination over a wide area of the 
country.1* 

1«    This chapter supercedes Proposed Radio Warning System Alert Signal and 
Warning Messages, which was originally published aa 'iM-L-l^bO/c^O/OO, dated 
30 June 1965." 

2. Additional information on the Radio Warning System appear« in Chapter Two, 
"Interim Operational Requirements," and in Chapter Three,   "Alternate System 
Configuration;."   See also Samuel Weems, Report on Radio Alerting and Warning 
Meeting, System Development Corporation, TM-L-1960/027/oo, 16 February 1965. 

3. In addition, the possibility of providing for the dissemination of live- 
voice inputs is being considered for Incorporation into the system.    (See 
Chapter Two,   Section U.3.II.) 

k.    Arguments in support of this contention are presented in Section 5-0, 
belov. 

O 
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1.2 NATURE OF ?ROBI£M 

Prerecorded tapea must be available at Radio Warning System stations for the 
following types of messages:1- 

1. Warning Message Preceded by an Alert Signal.    It is assumed that 
this combination of signal and message be reserved exclusively for 
tactical warning, that is for warning of an imminent attack. 

2. Warning Message Without an Alert Signal.    Presumably this message 
will serve to announce a strategic warning, sucn as warning of a 
highly probably attack. 

3. Cancel Message.   This message serves to cancel a previous false 
alaxm. 

U.    Test Message.    This type of message will serve to familiarize the 
public with the operation and function of the Radio Warning System 
and to indicate the operational status of the receivers in the system. 
(These uses are not necessarily compatible, and, consequentlv, several 
different messages are recommended.    See Section 3*7, below/) 

(in addition there may be a need for prerecorded test messages for delivery to 
the subnational or local broadcast stations for testing the system through 
either or both of these levels.    Since these types of messages eure not to be 
disseminated to the public, their content is not critical, and they will not 
be discussed in this paper.) 

Limited information is available on alert signals suitable for use in the 
Radio Warning System.   Mach of this information is contained in a research 
study performed for OCD by Michigan State University (MSU), Department of 
Speech; this study attempted to aetermine an optimum alerting signal for 
public use.2   Even this study, however, was not able to develop the optlmun 
signal or signals to be used in attack warning because it was limited to 
evaluating the effectiveness of available alert signals.3   NBU did, however, 
provide the basis for developing optimum signals by identifying the critical 
parameters of such physical attributes of sound as frequency, complexity, and 
Intensity.    It does not appear necessary at this time to develop an optimum 

1.   See Chapter Two,   Section 4.3.4. 

2. Herbert J. Oyer and Edward J. Hardick, Response of Population to Optimum 
Warning Signal, Michigan State Uhivertlty, SBUl^, September 1^6^.    This 
report was completed under contract OCD-O6-62-I62. 

3. Ibid., p. 3* 

r 
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alert signal; since f6U has identified several available signal« as effective 
in a vide variety of laboratory and field teats.    Since the Radio Warning 
System is completely flexible in the prerecorded signals that it can dls««Binate 
to the public, a suitable alerting signal can be recomnended at this time 
based upon the M5U recommendations.    (The only inflexibility inherent in the 
Radio Warning System is that caused by limitations to the audio bandwidth of 
the home receiver.)    The alert signal selected lacks any meaning in the literal 
sense and depends,   for its effectiveness, upon a conditioned response upon 
the part of the public.    However, in the interval between the initial field 
testa and availability of receivers to the public considerable opportunity 
will be available for reassessing U» choice of an alert signal. 

If only limited information is available on alert signals suitable for the 
Radio Warning System, even less information is available on the format and 
content of the warning messages to be broadcast by the system.    The messages 
recommended are baaed upon intuition and analysis of known responses of people 
to disaster warnings.    Again, this appears adequate for the Radio Wlaming 
System at this time.    The complete flexibility inherent in prerecorded messages 
allows the messages recomnended to be changed as more experience la gained 
with the Radio Warning System.    In comparison with the alert signal, which 
lacks any explicit meaning, the messages transmitted are self explanatory and 
can be changed without risk of loss of previous conditioning of the public. 
Therefore, these messages can be changed even after the systam is operational 
and receivers are available to the public. 

1.3 CORSTRAinS 

The reconmendations  incorporated into this paper are derived fro« prior 
studies performed outside of SDC.    Because of time and funding limitations 
only limited work has been done on the laboratory development of optimum 
alert signals or warning messages; most of this effort has been expended on r\ 
subjective listening evaluations of alert signals by System Development 
Corporation personnel with prior experience GC OCX) warning projects. 

The signals and messages recoamended in this paper were derived from the best 
available information on signaling techniques and the effects of warning in a 
disaster situation.    As pointed out in Section 1.2, above» considerable oppor- 
tunity exists for improving both signal and messages during the period of 
development and testing prior to availability to the public.    Such testing 
must be carried out to verify these rccoBmendatlons. 

In attempting to determine the duration and loudnesa-level of the 
alert signal, the approach taken was to determine tLese parameters for a 
sleeping population and to use the values developed for alerting both an 
awake   and a sleeping population.    This decision is based upon the aasvmjption 
that the system should not be complicated by any attempt to program different 
day and night messages.    (Ho evidence gathered during the study has invalidated 
this assumption.)    The decision is predicated, even more practically, upon 

O 
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tfart availAbilitor of MM Infbzaatlon upon ttm tfftctirawM of «lert Blgnftl« 
fbr MAkanlaf a tlotplxic population «ad tbm coaplat« unavailability of any 
data that aaka faasiblt tha aalaction of a tla» iatarval or louteMt-laval 
fbr daytlaa alertlo«.   Tht loudnaaa-laval «ad latarval »alactad for nlft>ttiBa 
alartiac, furtharaora, BOMH iatuitivaly ada^uata to alart toe populatioo 
duriaf ita «akinf hour«. 

LlTa-volc« ^»^«"f wmmmt aajr alao ba <11t»w1iMita<1 to tba public ria UM 
Radio warn in« Syitaa.1   Slnca liva-voiea aasaac»« ar» iatandad to copa vlth 
• itubtiooa that caaoot bo aaticipatad in advane« of an mmrgmnry, no attwpt 
baa baan aada to davalop ttaadardiaad ■>■■■#§ ccntant for thaa; tha critaria 
aatabliabad for praracordad aaaaa^aa, boaavar, apply to any li^a-voiea 
aaaaa^aa tranaalttad to tha public. 

Nultiataca abaltar aovaaent atratagiaa hava not baan cooaidarad in thia papar 
bacauaa thara ia oaithar an OCX) poJ 
for amluatloa of tbaaa atratacia«. 
bacauaa thara ia naitbar an OCX) policy on thaa,nor ia thara adäquat« inforaation 

AacoMandatioBa for tha ai^aal and aaaaacaa ara praaiaad upon tha fbllovinc 
thraa aaa\aptiooa: 

1. Tha rtadio uarnin« Syataa »ill ba l^ilMantail in tha poat-197D 
tiaa pariod. 

2. In tbat tiaa pariod thara will ba adaquata abaltar apaca for tha 
total population, diatrlbutad ao aa to prmrida approxiaataly 15-«inut« 
accaaa tiaa in urb«n 

3«   da a raault of apaciflc and intaaaiaa aducational affbrta— 
raiafbroad by tba iaatallatioa of a abaltar ayataai and tha Radio 
«^FTlt Syataa—tha vaat aajorlty of tba public will kaov ia tba 
tiaa trtm» of tba ayala« tha purpoaa of both tha Radio wanin« Sjataa 
and tha abaltar »ymUm, tha aatura of attack haaarda, and tha propar 
raaponaa to an attach «amlag. 

1.    Cbaptar Two, Sactioa 4.3.11. 

2.    Cf., R.   I. Coodlt and R.  L. Ooaa, thould WpTMant to Bbaltar ba On» 8t4 
tCp BtaaaaT. Btanford Raaaarch laatliuia, lowakar 193; J* f- Baway, 

to Sbaltar, Offlea of ClrU Dafbaaa, ^bmary ISSk. 

C 
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2.0 COBCLUSIOHS AND REOOItCirDATIOltS 

2.1 WARRHIG PROCESS 

The task of selecting the alert signal and of designing the various messages 
transmitted over the Radio Warning System is tantamount to designing the inter- 
face of that system with the total civil defense program.    Signals and messages 
can be devised, but they are effective only if they are coordinated with the 
shelter program; are presented effectively to the public through training, 
education, and advertising; and are supported by effective civil defenae at the 
local level.    The messages must be directed to the level of protection available; 
this factor necessitates the shelter interface.    However, neither shelters nor 
the Radio Warning System can be effective unless the public is conditioned to 
the effective use of both; this necessitates the education,  training, and adver- 
tising Interfcce.    Finally, the best national programs in warning and shelters 
are likely to be inadequate (the national warning can, indeed, be virtually 
countermanded at the local level) without close support from local civil author- 
ities; this factor necessitates the  interface with local government,  including 
tae use of local broadcasting facilities for communication with the public in 
the preattack and tranaattack periods. 

2.2 ALERT AND WARNUIO TCCHHOLOGY 

Only limited work has been done that is applicable to the selection of   an alert 
signal for a system such as the Radio Warning System.    Ho work at all has been 
done on the effective design of message format or content for such a system. 
There has been some experience with warning messages, however,  in nonwartime 
disasters.    This experience can be drawn upon,   and warning message content should 
be in conformity with this experience.    All the recamraendatic..    incorporated into 
this paper are to be regarded as working hypotheses to be verified by further 
testing in conjunction with the development of the Radio Warning System. 

2.3 TYPES OF MESSAGES 

The Radio Warning System requires five prerecorded messages: 

1. Alert Signal and warning massage (recoaasnäed for tactical warning 
only). 

2. Warning message without an alert signal (reconsended for strategic 
Hat). 

3.    Cancel mesaag» (to countermand a false alarm disseminated to the 
public). 

k.    Test message without alert signal (for testing the Radio Warning 
System through to the hoM receiver). 
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3.    Test message with modified alert signal (for testing the Radio 
Warning System through to the borne receiver and conditioning the 
public to the alert signal). 

2.k ALERT SIGNAL 

A synthetic a}ert signal having no analogue in everyday experience Is recoa- 
menOed.    This recommended signal is generated by sounding two specific horns 
from a foreign autonobile.    The lower-pitched of the two horns Is sounded 
continuously, while the higher-pitched born is pulsed st the rate of two pulses 
per second.    The sound of the horns Is rendered unspeclfic by first tape 
recording It and then rerecordlng it at twice the speed of the Initial recording. 
This rerecordlng process tends to double the apparent pitch of the signal and 
probably accounts for the high alerting potential that was assigned to the 
signal by a large number of listeners of various ages, sexes, and occupations. 
It probably also accounts for the excellent power this signal has to penetrate 
high levels of ambient noise. 

It Is assumed that the alert signal will be used only to precede a tactical 
warning message, i.e., one which announces the imminence of an enemy attack. 
For this purpose an alert signal duration of ho seconds Is recommended. 

A sound pressure level of 90 db is recoamended.    This sound level Is Justified 
for two reasons.   Pint, in a daytime work environment it is necessary to 
penetrate the ambient noise and make the signal audible.    Secondly, when the 
listener is asleep, this level Is necessary to assure that he Is awakened and 
ready to receive the following spoken message. 

2.3 MESSAGE CONTENT 

The specific messages to be disseminated via the Radio Warning System require 
about one minute to deliver and are designed to incorporate the following 
attributes to the degree appropriate to each: 

1. Official»    The message should represent to the recipient the 
official policy of the warning agency. 

2. Impressive.    The warning should be difficult to Ignore. 

3<    Unequivocal.    The message should be simple, clear, and direct; any 
Instructions given should be completely consistent and noncontradictory. 

k.    Personal.    The contents of the message should apply directly to 
the listener. 

5*    Balanced.    The message must balance the danger impending with the 
protection afforded by taking the appropriate action. 

C 
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Of t'ie varlouß messages only the tactical warning aessa^e is a true warning 
message that has all of the above attributes.    The strategic waning message 
is^  In particular, only an announcement of an unspecified emergency and of the 
availability of information via ccumercial radio and television.    It is 
reconmended that the verbal portion of the tactical warning message be broad- 
cast at a sound pressure level of 73 db.    It is also recjcanended that the 
first cycle of the strategic warning message be broadcast at a sound pressure 
level of 90 db in order to increase the probability of attracting attention 
without the necessity of using an alert signal; subsequent cycles of the 
strategic warning message are to be broadcast at a sound pressure level of 
73 db to increase intelligibility.    The cancel false alarm message is to be 
broadcast at 73 db.    The test messages are to be presented at 63 db, with the 
alert signal, when used, to be presented at 60 db. 

3.0 DISASTER RESP0RSE3 

3.1 DECISION PROCESS 

It appears to be characteristic of responses to emergency that most people 
prefer to believe that they are safe rather than in danger.    There is a type 
of mental "inertia"—to draw a physical analogy—that motivates people to try 
to fit signs of danger into the normal patterns of activity.    Given an 
opportunity to delay taking protective action, people generally seem to take 
that opportunity.    Once the mental inertia—to extend the analogy—is over- 
come by acceptance of a warning or by the Impact of the disaster, people tend 
to fit all signa into the danger pattern that characterises the disaster.1 

It appears almost axiomatic that, in a warning situation, the "burden of proof 
seems to be on the warning system.... "2   Responses to disaster warnings very 
frequently Involve attempts to verify or authenticate the warning.   This 

1.    H. B. Williams,  "Human Factors in Warning and Response Systeme," In 
G. H. Grosser, et al., eds.. The Threat of Impending Diaaeter;    Contributions 
to the Psychology o? Stress, The M.I.T. Press, Csmbridge, Massachusetts, 1964, 
PP« 93» 9^i C. E. Fritz and H. B. Williams, "The Humar Being in Disaster:   A 
Research Perspective," The Annals of the American Academy of Political and 
Social Science,  309, January 195T, pp.  kl-kk} Irving L. Janis,  Tsyohological 
Effects of Warning," in George W. Baker and Dvight W. Chapman, eda., Mac and 
Society in Disaster, Basic Books, Incorporated, Hew York, 19^2, pp. 70-71; 
Stephen B.  Withey,   "Reaction to Uncertain Threat," in Baker and Chapman, 
oj). cit., p. 113. 

2.    Williams, op. cit., p. 9k; cf., R. W. Hack and 0. W. Baker, The Occasion 
Instant:    The Structure of Social Responses to Unanticipated Alr~Räid Warnings, 
National Academy of Sciences - Rational Research Council, Diaaster Study 13, 

C 
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( 

proc««» larolwt« aatchiaf ttm MRILB« aflAlaat •Mpmrimoc» «ad currHSt «ijw 
of dasfar (or lack of thaaa »igo»); »aalilac coofiraatioo fro« MM other 
cbaoaal (eoaparlac a radio aaaaafi, for «xaapla, vlth lafbraatloe obtaiaad 
froa faally or aal^hbora); or «altlag for rapatltloa (of a Boocootradietory 
naturt)  to land eradaoea to tha laltlal warnm«.1 

The physical analoty to iaartia caa be davalopad further.    Za a duaeter 
situatioo, doofer eipiala ax« probabljr additiv« la their lupact.    Onljr 
the orerail force of a dlaaatar eituatiaa exceade aa Lodiridual'« tolaraae« 
leval, is the aaatal iaartia that wads to prevent protective sctioa osarcoaa. 
Thus a da&fsr ei^al, a place of iafbraatioa, eoaa prior experieoce flaaUy 
add up to a dacisioe to aet»aoaetiaee to the daeiaioa to do aothiag.2   Xa 
such a process poeltive aad aagativ« factors teed to baisare aaeb other.    A 
person'■ rsspoase to dlaaatar warnings spparaotljr are a fUnctioa of hia 
anssars-•conscious or uacooacious-^to ths fblloviad tjpas of quBetioas:3 

1. Threat.    What ia tha threat?   Bov likeljr U ttas threat to 
aaterialli« hareT    low serious vlll be the loes to aSj ay fbaUjrj aad 
ay frieadsT 

2. Counterasasurss.    What protective action are available to ae?    VUl 
they do any good a^siaai the threat? 

3. Tlae.    Bow loaf vlll It be before I has« to decide upoe a comae 
of ectlön?    Bow loaf «HI It take to tahe afiectis« protective aetloaf 

k.   Coat.    What fiasacial loes «ill I suffer If X do teka protective 
actiöEF Will I be aeparated froa fbally or frieodeT   VUl X look 
foolish if ay protective aotloea era disproportioaataly «ore dxaatic 
than thoae of friaads aad neighbors, or if tha dlaaatar foil« to 
aaterialiset 

These questions ere probably interrelatadj if ths threat ia grsat aaough, 
than the cost of protective action any play a alaor role; if tla» ia very 
short or protective action dasaed ineffective,  then wo decision any be poesible. 

Xa Hurricane Audrey (1957), for exaaple, extaaaive loes of llfo «rurred ia 
Caaeron Pariah, Louiaiana, probably becauaa of a preearloea balance batuean 
factors tending to encourege a foaling of relative dangsr aad thoaa taodlng 
to encourage a feeling of relative safety.    The Weather Bureau broadcast store 

1. Villiaas, og. clt., pp. 9^-96. 

2. Ibid«, pp. 93-93. 

3. Wlthey, oj. clt., pp. 109-110. 

O 
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warnings beginning 36 hours before the peak of the storm advising evacuation 
to high ground.    Lower Cameron Parish is marshland, at or below sea level, but 
it is traversed by ridges six to 12 feet above the surrounding marsh.    Prior 
hurricane experience indicated that the high tides would not reach the tops 
of the ridges.    These ridges were "high ground" to people in lower Cameron 
Pariah.1 

Furthermore, official warning messages relating to Cameron Parish were 
confused by    other   messages—official and unofficial—asserting no danger 
(in Port Arthur, Texas, ^0 miles away)  or danger much later than the actual 
disaster (in Lake Charles, Louisiana, 60 miles away).2   Confronted with this 
confused picture, only U0 percent of the inhabitants of Cameron Parish 
evacuated; others had deferred a decision, had decided not to evacuate, or had 
decided to move to a nearby ridge location.3   it is apparent, even from this 
brief account of Hurricane Audrey, that 60 percent of the people of Cameron 
Parish were not able to resolve the questions relative to their taking 
protective action in a manner that allowed effective action. 

3.2 IMPROVIHG RESPONSE 

If a disaster-threatened area has a plan of action that is known to and 
accepted by the residents of the area (especially if this knowledge is gained 
through training and exercising), and if the area has organized leadership 
accepted by the residents, the effectiveness of the warning appears to increase. 
The need for validation is reduced.    The natural tendency to Interpret danger 
signs in a nonthreatening manner is reduced.    The personal questions relative 
to the consequences of taking protective action are easier to resolve in a 
positive and timely manner.    Thus, the effects of Hurricane Audrey stimulated 
the residents of Cameron Parish to develop an operable civil defense organiza- 
tion, with known plans for protection against subsequent disasters.    The impact 
of subsequent disasters produced a far more positive response to warning than 
«ma the case with Hurricane Audrey.    This Improvement partly atemned from 
devastating personal experiences with Audrey and partly from organizational 
improvements following that stonn.    In 1956, 75 percent of the residents of 
Cameron Parish evacuated their homes prior to Tropical Storm Ella, even though 
the Weather Bureau did not advise evacuation.    In 1961, 96 percent of the 
residents evacuated in the face of Hurricane Carla.3 

1. F. L. Bates, et al.. The Social and Psychological Consequences of a 
natural Disaster;    A'Tongitudlnal Study olr Hurricane Audrey, national Academy 
of Sciences - National Research Council, Disaster Study 10, pp.  T-8, 11. 

2. Ibid., p.  13;  cf., Wllliama,  0£. cit.,  pp. 81-02. 

3. Wllliama, o£. cit., p. 9k. 

lt.    Ibid., p. 96. 

3.    F. L. Bates, 0£. cit., pp.  137-1^8; cf., H. E. Moore, et al., Before the 
Wind;    A Study of the"Bespoose to Hurricane Carla, HationaI~*Academy of 
Sciences • Rational Research Council, Disaster Study 19, 1963. 
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3.3 mJCI£AR ATTACK 

The problem of response to attack warning appears to be much more critical than 
that of disaster warning.    The precise nature of a nuclear attack,  its hazards, 
and the effectiveness of protective measures against these hazards are known 
to the general public only In a limited sense.^   Warning time Is extremely 
short compared with that of most natural disasters.    After the attack radiolog- 
ical hazards cannot be detected by the senses until exposure has exceeded 
critical levels.    Furthermore, the physical and psychological Impact of the 
severest natural disaster is likely to be very limited in comparison with 
even a light nuclear attack.2 

m the few cases in which it is possible to study responses to possible enemy 
attacks, many of the same conditions that affect responses to disaster warnings 
prevail.    In several well documented accidental siren soundings (Oakland, 
California, Nay 1933} Washington, D. C, November 1958; and Chicago, Illinois, 
September 1959). the response of those exposed to the false alarms was char- 
acteristic of disaster behavior in general.3   Many people did not even hear 
the false alarm (Oakland, 25 percent; Washington, 13 percent; Chicago, 17 
percent).'f   The burden of proof for those who did fell upon the alerting 
system.    Most people sought additional information (l) by observation, looking 
out the window,    checking the papers; (2) by checking other possible warning 
channels (radio, TV) or attempting to create such channels (by telephone calls 
to possible sources of information); or (3) by turning to relatives, friends, 
neighbors, and supervisors  (again, often by telephone).5    Only a few people 
took any type of protective action.    In Chicago only 2 percent took any action 
that could be construed as even vaguely protective.    In Washington,  where the 
alarm sounded in several federal agencies, approximately 20 percent of those 
exposed went to shelters.    While this latter percentage is still lov, it is 
well in excess of that in Chicago and can be attributed to the higher knowledge 
and training of the government employees."    In all cases those who thought that 
the world situation was tense were more likely to take the siren signals 
seriously.^ 

T.    For example in a recent survey only 22.9 percent of the total sample was 
able to recall exposure to civil defense or government-sponsored reading 
material on nuclear war and fallout shelters.   Richard Pomeray, "Information 
Level," in Jlri Nehnevajsa, et al.. Some Public Views on Civil Defense Programs, 
University of Pittsburgh, December 1964, p. 103. 

2. R. J. Lifton,   "Psychological Effects of the Atomic Bomb in Hiroshima: 
The Theme of Death," in Grosser, op. cit., pp. 152 ff. 

3. Mack and Baker, og. cit., pp. 39-to.; cf., Janis, o£. cit., pp.  73-7U. 

k.    Mack and Baker, op. cit«, pp. 10, 18,  29. 

5. Ibid., pp. 13, 20-23, 31-33, 39. 
6. Ibid., pp. '+0, 61-61». 

7. Ibid., p. 39; Janis, 0£. cit«, p. 73. 
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3.h SYSTEMS APPROACH 

It is evident that any alerting and warning function must be approached from a 
systematic point of view.    This is important in disaster warning; it is critical 
for a nuclear attack warning system if only because of the potentially short 
warning time and the wide range of potential devastation.    The systems approach 
must be used to accomplish the following: 

1. Alert Signal.    A unique signal must be selected.    This signal must be 
meaningful to the listeners.    To be effective it must have a single 
meaning:    nuclear attack is imminent.1     The signal should not allow 
for ambiguous confusion with other, less critical, signals.    The 
signal selected should be capable of attracting the attention of 
people in a wide range of indoor situations; presentation should be 
at effective loudness levels to overcome all masking effects except 
those of unusually high levels of ambient noise Generally encountered 
indoors only in special working situations.    The signal should have 
a high potential for waking sleeping persona. 

2. Warning and Other Messages.    Messages must be prepared that stimulate 
prompt and positive protective actions.      Such messages should be 
simple, clear, and emphatic.    If designed to warn of impending attack, 
the message should indicate the nature of the protective action to 
be taken, and it should also indicate the effectiveness of taking 
such action.    No doubt should be left in the listener's mind as to 
his course of action, the advantage of taking that action, or the 
time at which that action is to be taken. 

The alert signal and warning message alone do not constitute a system.    In this 
case we deal with the Radio Warning System, which Is capable of transmitting 
alert and warning directly into home, place of business, transient acconodation, 
or other Indoor location.    The Radio Warning System is a national system and, 
therefore, must perform its functions successfully for a wide variety of loca- 
tions (urban,  suburban, rural), threats (target area, contarget area), and time 
sequences (minutes to hours or even days).   The national character of the Radio 
Warning System does make more difficult the creation of a warning environment 
that will stimulate the entire country to action; In part, the messages dissem- 
inated oust overcome a multitude of regional and local variations and create a 
realization that right here, right now there is a need to take protective action. 
The problem is complicated by the need to use local comnercial broadcast facil- 
ities (whether part of the Emergency Broadcast System or not) to provide strictly 
local Information; use of these facilities raises the possibility of introducing 
contradictions Into the warning situation that can cancel out any positive move 
to take protective action that the Radio Warning System may have stimulated. 

1.    Chapter Two, Section k.3,10. 
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All of these problems are related to an even larger context.    The Radio Warning 
System Is ultimately part of the civil defense system.    If there is en accepted 
civil defense plan and organisation effective at all levels—federal, state, and 
local—then possible contradictions among messages and possible negations of the 
warning can be eliminated.    If there is an effective shelter program,   then 
protective action will be feasible.    If the plan, the shelters, and the Radio 
Warning System all exist, a public responsive to the exigencies of a possible 
nuclear attack can be developed through the combined techniques of training, 
education, and advertising.    A responsive public, a shelter program, the Radio 
Warning System, effective planning at all levels—each of these appear as a 
necessary condition for all the others.  The Impact of each on the selection of 
warning signals and the design of warning messages will be demonstrated in detail 
below. 

k.o IMg SIffliAL 

k.l PREVIOUS ALERT SIGNAL STUDIES 

A number of theoretical and practical studies of the effectiveness of alert 
signals have been made.    These have been of limited scope and are generally 
limited in their applicability to the problem of selecting an alert signal for 
transmission via the Radio Warning System.    A recent study conducted by the 
Department of Speech, Michigan State Uhiversity (NBU), however, contains much 
information directly relevant to the task at hand.1 

In this study MSU researchers set out to find one or more optimum alerting 
signals.    It is their own conclusion that they did not succeed in specifying 
the criteria that define the characteristics of the optimum alert signal or 
signals.^     Rather, the N3U research determined the frequency,  intensity and 
time ranges within which the developed optinim warning signals should occur. 
Additionally this research Identified a number of signals that were highly 
effective for alerting.    Much of the material on alert signals presented in 
this study is drawn from the NBU research; however, other sources, as indicated 
in footnotes, are used as relevant aid appropriate. 

The NBU researchers tape recorded koo sounds for evaluation; these sounds con- 
sisted o' warning signals currently employed, various environmental sounds 
(including various forme o.  noise, as well as human and animal sounds), and 
sounds produced electronically (including those produced by changing playback 

1«      Oyer and Hardlck, op. cit.   The report sunnarises most of the relevant 
prior literature, pp. 12-lb. 

2.       Ibid., p. 3* 

C 
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speeds of recordings of existing alert signals and envlronaental sounds).1 

These were reduced first to 113 signals and then to 22 signals through listener 
Judgments of alerting effectiveness In a series of subjective rating tests. All 
signals were Judged on the following scales: warnlng-nonwarnlng, bizarre-or- 
dinary, unpleasant-pleasant, and startllng-nonstartllng.   Subsequent tests, also 
using these same rating scales, were conducted to obtain further Judgments of 
the alerting potential of the various signals. These experiments, conducted 
under laboratory - controlled conditions, provided: (l) data on signal effective- 
ness that could be compared with physical measurements of the signals to deter- 
mine whether relationships existed between the human responses and the physical 
characteristics of the signals, and (2) a means of reducing the number of sig- 
nals to those that were most effective for further experimentation. 

The 22 selected alert signals were then subjected to a series of field and 
laboratory studies. Field studies Included presentation of tbe selected signals 
to groups of school children, housewives, professional people, and skilled 
workers. The subjects rated the alerting potential of the signals as well as 
their distinctiveness against various noise backgrounds. Laboratory studies 
evaluated the effects of the signals upon the reaction time of subjects as well 
as the effectiveness of the signals to awaken sleeping subjects. laboratory 
studies also evaluated the audibility of various signals In different types of 
background noise. These studies measured the sound pressure level at which each 
alert signal had to be presented if it were to be detected In any of four noise 
backgrounds (factory noise, speech babble, traffic noise, and wideband white 
noise). 

All the signals used In these studies were subjected to spectral analysis. 
These analyses yielded information on the total amount of enargy contained in 
each of the signals sind the distributions of that energy throughout the audio 
spectrum of the signals examined. The six that proved most effective were: 3 

1. Missile Alarm 
2. Telper Siren 
3. British Air Raid Siren—Speeded 
U. Falcon Horn #1 
3*    Car Horns Rl and R2—Speeded 
6.    Yelper Siren—Speeded 

The physical characteristics of these signals are dsscribad and frequency 
analyses of them are presented In Section U.g.l.    (The tern speeded, appended to 
signals 3,  3, and 6 In the above list, Indicates that these signals were 
played back at twice the speed at which they were originally recorded). 

1. Ibid., pp. 2, 68. 

2. Ibid., pp. 51-52, 125-126. 

3. Ibid., pp. 5, 100. 
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O 
k.2 SELECTION OF AN EFRCTIVE ALERT SIGNAL 

^.2.1     Characteristics of Signals Judged Most Effective In Michigan State 
University Study 

Tlie following descriptions of the six alert signals Judged most effective are 
extracted from the MSU report: 

1. Missile Alann.1     This signal (see Figure ^l) Is a two-tone Jump 
signal.   The lower of the tones has its greatest energy at dtO Hz; 
the higher, at 1600 Hz..    The Jump rate is 6 Hz.      In addition to 
the two basic frequency centers, a high-frequency harmonic occurs, 
centered at 3200 Hz. 

2. Yelper Siren and Yelper Siren«-Speeded.fc     The yelper siren is an 
electronically generated, warbled (frequency-modulated) signal. 
The basic signal (see Figure k-2) has maximal energy In the one-third 
octave band centered at 800 Hz..    The warble rate is about U Hz. 
The amount of warble (percentage of modulation) is unknown.   The 
signal was recorded outdoors.    The speeded signal is obtained by 
playing back the recording of the basic signal at twice the speed 
at which it was recorded.3 

3. British Air Raid Siren—Speeded.^1     This signal (see Figure 4-3) has 
its maximal  energy in the one-third octave band centered 1000 Hz, 
This is a warbled signal.    The basic siren, as used during World 
War II, has a rate of warble variable from two to six seconds per 
warble.   The rate of warble and amount of warble of the recorded 
signal is not stated.    Again, the speeded signal was obtained by 
the same method used to produce the Yelper Siren—Speeded (see i| 
above). 

1. Ibid., pp. 31/ 32. 

2. Ibid., pp. 31» 32. 

3r. A less effective version of this signal was recorded indoors. 
PP. 35, '»O. 

k..    Ibid., pp. 33, kOm 

Ibid., 

I 
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1*. Falcop Horn #1«  This Is a signal recognizably produced by an air 
horn. It produces a broad-band of high-amplitude componente. The 
recording used was made In a large, hard-surfaced room that was very 
live; the spectrum of the recording (see Figure k-k),  therefore, may 
differ from the specifications of the manufacturer. 

5. Car Horn Rl and R2—Speeded»2 The car horns used to produce this 
signal are from an unidentified, foreign-made automobile. T 0 horns 
are used; the one with the lower pitch is operated continuously, 
while pulses from the one with the higher pitch are superimposed on 
it. The pulsed horn is operated at a rate of two pulses per second 
in the initial recording; the speeded effect is obtained by the same 
method used to generate the Yelper Siren—Speeded (see 2, above). 
The peaks at 800 and $000 Efe shown in F: gare k-5 are those of the 
pulsed bom. The continuous horn has primary energy in the one-third 
octave bands centered at 2500 and 3200 Hz; a secondary peak occurs 
at koo Ez. 

k.2.2     Suanary of Measures of Kffectlveness in Michigan State Ohlverslty 
&tudy Considered Significant for Radio Warning System 

The MSU researchers derived a summary rank-order of all Judgments of alerting 
potential. In this sumnary, which reflects the Judgments of over 1200 people 
of various age, sex, and occupation, the six signals discussed in Section 
U.2.1 ranked highest. Their rank orders were as follows: 

lignal 
Alarm 

Rank •      s 
"T" Missile 
2 Telper Siren 
3 British Air Raid Siren—Speeded 
k Falcon Horn #1 
9 Car Horns Rl sad R2—Speeded 
6 Telper Siren—Speeded 

Several of the Individual experiments conducted by the MSU researchers appear 
to be significant sad to warrant further dlscussioü. 

k.2.3     Iffectlvensss in Hoise Fields 

In one of the M3U studies, 20 laborers In the age range 33 to 55 years listened 
to the 22 alert signals in a sound field of factory noise.3  The audio signals 

1. Ibid., pp. 3ktko. 

2. Ibid., pp. &,kO' 

3. Ibid., pp. S*-95» 
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wart presented througb eerphoree at a loudne«»-level of 90 phoua.    These signals 
were in a sound field of factory noise ■aintalned at an average sound pressure 
level of 85 db at the earphones.    The 20 subjects ranked five of the six signals 
under discussion as follows (total of 22 signals): 

Missile Alara 
Car Boms Rl and R2--Speeded 
Telper Siren 
Telper 8 Iren--Speeded 
Falcon Bom #1 

The British Air R»id Siren--Speeded ranked aa either 6 or U; because of a 
typographical error the tern "speedea" la oaltted fro« the appropriate listing.1 

The rank of 2.5 assigned to Car Boms Rl and R2—Speeded l-.dlcate« that the 
signal eaa ranked equally effective aa at least one other signal by the subjects. 
(Bote that this vaa not a teat of the subjects' exility to detect the signals, 
but a subjective Jud^ent of effectiveness on the four scales described in 
Section k.l,) 

Thirty houaevivee served ss subjects in another similar study of subjective 
effectiveness.2      In this study, howaver, each woaan Jud«id the 22 alert signals 
in their own hoaes while enpt#id in routine household activities of her own 
choosing.    The 22 signals were played at a sound pressure level equal to a 
loudne ss-level of 95 phoos at six inches tram the loudspeaker used as the source 
of the Utet signals.    The loudspeaker waa always located in the living room of 
the subject's htmm, but the subject «aa not restricted in her Boveasnts to that 
roon.    -ablent noise was aeasured for each envirooaent ea was the sound preesure 
level of each signal.   The six sisals being reviewed were ranked as follows 
(total of 22 signals): 

Rank S 
Tsleer Siren 
British Air Bald Siren—Speeded 
Missile Alan 
Falcon Born #1 
Car Borna Rl end ^--Speeded 
Telper 8iw—Speeded 

The average sound pressure level et the subject's ear varied from 66 db to 90 
db with a asan of 00 db.   The avarafe signal-to-noise ratio was eoe^uted tar 
each sival) the svan of these retlos varied fro« ♦B db to *30 db with en 

X.      Ibid., Teble XXYII, p. 95. 

2.        Ibid.,   pp.   91-93. 
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average slgnal-to-noise ratio of +21 db. The results of this particular test, 
while interesting, are not statistically significant, since no control was 
exercised over signal-to-noise ratio. Those signals that rated highest appear 
to be those that: had a good alerting potential; were ; -esented at a high signal- 
to-noise ratio; and were distinctive sounds. 

^.2.^  Detection in Hoise Fields 

In another of the MSU experiments1 20 young adults with normal hearing listened 
to all of the 113 signals that were derived from the original koo sounds (see 
Section U.l). These signals were heard in several noise fields presented at a 
loudness-level of 80 phone. Each subject was able to adjust an individual 
attenuator to control the level at which the alert signal was presented. In the 
experiment, a eubject adjusted the level of an alert signal until he determined 
the threshold for that signal in a particular noise field. 

The noise fields were white noise, speech babble, traffic noise, and factory 
noise. The white noise was a wide-band signal (100 Hz to 10 Be)  without 
fluctuation in intensity. The factory noise was obtained from a conaercial 
recording, as was the traffic noise. The factory noise was a relatively narrow- 
band sound, containing maxiwim acoustical energy below 1200 Hz.2   In traffic 
noise the high-amplitude energy was located in the mid* frequency bunds between 
300 Hz and 4600 Hz, with considerable attenuation above end below these 
points.-5  Both traffic noise and factory noise fluctuated considerably in 
intensity, with the former fluctuating up to + 15 db. The speech babble was 
obtained by recording the vocal output of 25 people sinultaneously reading 
aloud. This sound presented a somewhat wider band sound than did the factory 
noise; intensity fluctuations were small, not exceeding + 5 db.* 

The detection levels and rankings of the six signals discussed in Section U.2.1 
(against 113 signals) are shown in Table k-1.    Chi-square tests indicate that 
there ie a positive correlation between the mean rating assigned to the 113 
sounds in subjective tests of effectiveness and their detection thresholds in 
speech babble end factory noise; there was no correlation between effectiveness 
ratings and detection thresholds in white noise and traffic noise. Both white 
noise and traffic noise are broad-band sounds and tend to produce a random 

1. Ibid., pp. 106-113, 135-1^. 

2. Ibid.. pp. 1*6, 109. 

3*  Ibid., pp. U8-U9, 109. 

( 

k.      Ibid., pp. 46-49, 109; there is a minor discrepancy between the description 
on p. «9 ("wider high amplitude spread") and that on p. 109 ("narrow-band sound") 

O 
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(for white noise) or alnost random (for traffic noise) effect on threshold as 
a function of signal pitch.   This finding tends to confirm the hypothesis that 
alerting effectiveness and detectcbility are both improved by using alerting 
Signale vith higher pitches, i.e., those vith predominant energy above 1000 Hz 
at least for indoor alerting.    (See Section U.2.3.) 

4.2.5     Effectiveness as an Awakening Agent 

In this test 19 male college students vith normal hearing served in tests to 
determine the effectiveness of six of the 22 signals for awakening a sleeping 
subject.       The sounds used were; 

1. Missile Alarm 
2. Telper Siren Indoors—Slowed 
3. British Air Raid Siren--Speeded 
k. Telper Siren--Speeded 
3. Diving Alarm 
6. Car Horns Rl and R2—Speeded 

Note that si&ials 2 and 5, above, do not appear in the six discussed in Section 
U.2.1; they were not among the six ranked most effective in overall evaluations 
(see Section 4.1). The designation "slowed" appended to signal 2 indicates 
that the signal was derived by playing back the original, recording at half the 
speed at which it was originally recorded. Two signals previously discussed 
are missing from the above list: the Yelper Siren and the Falcon Horn #1. 

The six signals were presented one at a time to the individual subjects at 
intervals during a single night. The order of presentation was appropriately 
varied from subject to subject. Each signal was presented at a loudness-level 
of 80 phons. The signal was sounded for a maximum of seven minutes.2  The 
subjects were instructed to turn on a small light and to make a subjective 
judgment of the signal as soon as they were awake. The length of tine between 
the start of the signal and the subject's turning on the light was timed. The 
results are presented in Table 4-2.3 

C 

1. Ibid., pp. 10^-107. 

2. H. J. Oyer, Michigan State University, Letter to M. I. Rcsenthal, System 
Development Corporation, Subject;   Response of Population to Qptlim Warning 
Signal, 6 June 196$. 

3. Latency was measured and reported as ranging from 13*^3 seconds for the 
British Air Raid Siren—Speeded to 16.56 seconds for Car Bonn Rl and R2— 
Speeded, Oyer and Hardlck, op. cjt., p. 106.   The exact meaning of these figures 
is not specified, but they appear to be mean response times for those who were 
awakened by the signals. 
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O 
Table k-2.    Effectiveness of Alert Signals for 

AwakeniLg Sleeping Subject** 

Ranking of 
Subjective 

Effectiveness 
Signal 

Percent of Time 
Signals Awakened 

Subjects 

1 Missile Alarm 
79* 

2 Yelper Siren Indoors—Slowed 7911                1 

3 British Air Raid Siren—Speeded 79* 

k Telper Siren—Speeded m 
5 L'lvlng Alarm 66$ 

6 Car Horns Rl and R2—Speeded 9* 
»Ibid., p. 105. 

It is interet ting that the alert signal that was moat effective as an awakening 
agent (Car Horns HI and R2—Speeded) was ranked lowest in the effectiveness 
Judgments of the subjects. This contradiction is evaluated in Section U.2..'-. 

cded for Diaaemination via the Radio k.2.6     Alert Signal Ree  
Warning System 

Ön the basis of the MSU studlea reviewed in Sections 4.2.2 through 4.2.5> the 
only alert signal that can be recommended is Oar Boms Rl and R2—Speeded. 

This recoauendation Is based upon information presented In Sections 4.2.2 
through 4.2.5: 

1. This signal was among the best five as subjectively rated in a 
series of tests involving over 1200 people* 

. 
2. Car Horns Rl and R2—Speeded was among the top three signals as 

subjectively rated by a group of 20 laborers; this rating was of 
the sound in a field of factory noise. 

3. The signal is highly detectable in ambient noise; it ranks highest 
of all six alert signals In fields of factory noise, street noise, 
and apeech babble. 

4. Car Horns Rl and R2—Speeded is the most effective «wakening agent 
of those tested in a sample of 19 students. 

O 
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The populations used In several of the experiments are rather small, hut the 
results are derived with apparent scientific caution.   These results certainly 
warrant recomnendatlon of the selected signal for use in the Radio Warning 
System pending further testing. 

The reconMndatlon Is based, however, upon more than the research cited above. 
It Is based upon the uniqueness of the signal.    The British Air Raid Siren- 
Speeded is sufficiently similar in overall quality to many sirens, especlslly 
those used for civil defense alerting in the united States, that is,  it would be 
virtually Indistinguishable from other sirens to most people.-1-     The Falcon Horn 
#1 is virtually indistinguishable fron many factory and emergency vehicle horns. 
The Telper Siren and the Missile Alans are known to at least a small portion of 
the population through occupational connections; far more serious, however, is 
the use of both signals as well as similar ones as sound effects on television 
and radio. 

The Car Horns Rl and R2—Speeded is a completely novel signal.2     Though it was 
derived from two commercial car horns, tbese horns are used in a special manner 
(one steady, the other pulsed); the speeding process, furthermore, completely 
conceals the ccmon nature of the sound source.   The signal has not been used 
as a sound effect.    The fact that this signal was a highly effective awakening 
agent, but was not rated highly by those who were subjects in the awakening 
test (see Section 4.2.5), tends to substantiate this position.    To a considerable 
extent the subjective rating assigned to alert signals reflect conditioning to 
certain types of signals.    Car Horns Rl and R2--Speeded is not a signal to which 
the subjects were previously exposed; its effectiveness appears to derive from 
its high-frequency sound spectrum and from its generally-recognisable horn 
quality, both of which tend to connote em alerting situation to most people. 

The alert signal recoanended, therefore, is essentially neutral so far as 
specific meaning.    An effective program of training snd education can condition 
the public to the   immediate recognition of a specific danger—nuclear attack. 
Ineffective   use of the signal, however, especially through poorly designed 
testing pro^rsid, can deprive the signal of any effective meaning, or, even 
worse, can cause the alert signal to connote a meaningless alarm.   The signal, 
itself,  Is excellent; the meaning given it depends not only upon the Radio 
warning Erstem, but la also a function of the entire civil defense program. 

1*     Operations Research Office, The Johns Hopkins university, Paowledge end 
Attitudes Concerning Civil Defense among Residents cf the Washington Metropolitan 
Area. Aagust 1950. February 19ft0» p.  3l7 

2.     The Telper Siren—Speeded need not be considered, since it is less effective 
then the four alert signals discussed shove or the recoanended alert signal. 

C 

O 
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U.3 DURATION AND LOUDHESS OF AI£RT SIGNAL 

The alert signal must be delivered loudly enough for u period of tine sufficiently 
long to attract reliably the attention of a significant segoent of the public. 
The duration end loudness of the rlert must be selected for effectlveuess under 
two different circumstances:     (l) population awake and (2) population asleep. 
These two situations cure characterized by significantly different circumstances. 
When the population Is awake, the alert signsil must compete not only with the 
noise of daytime and evening activities, but also with various levels of pre- 
occupation with those activities,    .•/hen the population is asleep,  the noise 
level drops significantly, but the sleeper has more or less Isolated himself 
from the external world; the alert sigr ol must be  jounded long enough to bring 
the sleeper to a level of consciousness that will allow him to operate efficiently. 

U.3.1      Problem Areas 

There eure some problems Inherent in determining the duration end loudness of 
the alert signal for either of these situations.    Little work has been done on 
the problems of using an alert signal to attract the attention of the average 
individual from a task in which he is Involved.    Given an alert signal without 
adequate meanlngfulness, test subjects seem readily able to disregard that sig- 
nal.    Thus, presented with an air raid signal in an ambient noise level approx- 
imately 67 db, unalerted test subjects performing routine tasks failed to "reveal 
the faintest externally observable sign of having heard the wailing 'take cover' 
siren signal, which ran from U2 seconds to well over a minute contlnously. .. ."1 

Sound pressure levels were as high as 20 db over ambient. 

The alert signal selected (see Section U.2.6),  if presented at adequate volume, 
holds promise of effectively penetrating ambient noise.    The meanlngfulness of 
that alert signal, the duration of its presentations, and its loudness together 
determine   the success with which the signal can compete for attention with those 
activities.   The alert signal—as discussed in Section ^.2.6—is completely 
synthetic and, therefore, its future meanlngfulness is entirely a function of 
the public conditioning developed by the civil defense program. 

Some limited Information is available to aid in determining the duration and 
loudness of the signal for awakening a sleeping population.    The general problem 
of awakening has been given only limited attention.2      Sane of the experiments 

1.      Theodore Wang, et al.. Air Raid Warning in the Missile Bra, Operations 
Research Office, The Johns Hopkins Ubiversity, 0R0-TR-1, J\xly 1960, p. 28. 
See also pp. 89-93. 

2.      Nathaniel CLeltman,      Sleep and Wakefulness, The University of Chicago 
Press, Chicago, Illinois, 19t>3» P« 12*. 
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in «wakening sleeper« have depended upon stiaull far stroofltr then the •1^1« 
alarm signal and voice aetaage  (or rolce sessegs only) used In the Radio Warning 
System. 1     Several of the experiments have depended upon stimuli that hmf9 a 
high level of msanlngfulness different from any possible in the Radio Varning 
System; thus the telephone ring, which has its own inherent cooditioninc, has 
been used in several studies attempting to deteiminc alert duration for civil 
defense purposes.2     lo study has been able to siaulate the emotlooal strsss of 
a potential attack-warning situation, but it is clear the* perception of tbs 
alert by a sleeper is a function of the ■sanlngfulness of the alert to tbs 
individuals to be tested. ^    The few studies available do, however, provide 
useful  Information upon which to uake  initial recomendation«  for alert si^ial 
duration and loudnews when the objective of the alert is to awaken a sleeping 
population. 

The approach of this discussion is to determine tbs duration of the alert signal 
that appears suitable for alerting a sleeping population and to use this tims 
interval for alerting both an awake population end a sleeping population.   This 
decision is predicated upon the assuaptlons that the system should not be cc 
plicated by any attempt to program different day and night messages.    It is 
predicated, even nore practically, upon the unavailability of any data that 
feasible the selection of a tims interval for daytime alerting.    The interval 
selected for nighttime alerting, finally, seeas intuitively adequate—given en 
adequate signal-to-noise ratio—to alert the population during its daytime and 
evening activities. 

4.3.2      Duration Studies Using the Telephone as Awakening Agent 

In one of two tests of the responses of a sleeping population to a telephone 
ring, researchers at the Operations Research Office (CRC) of the Johns lopklne 
University called, tbs homes of several hundred ORO employees who bad volunteered 
for the experiment.    In this experiment all ORO employees were told that they 
would be telephoned at some unspecified future date between midnight end 6:00 
a.a. unless thsy specifically requested not to be called.    Information was ob- 
tained on the number of telephones (including extensions)  in the house; tbs 

1. For example, severe changas of atmospheric pressure  (ibid.» p.  12^); high- 
Intensity fire alarm, flashing light, and electric shock (work of I. L. Wintsei 
A. C. Morlock, Jr. , end J. V. Horlock reported in   I. L. Beb end P. B. I. 
Barrett, "Discrimination and Conditioning during Sleep as Indicated b> llectro- 
enc^halogm," Science, 19 March 1965, 1^7 (366t), p. lUyi) 

2. W. A.  Bamberg, et al.. Study of Tactical Woveaent Concepts and Procedures 
»ratel,T" T for Civil Defenae Plsmxing,  Operation« Research,  Incorporated, Technical Rsport 

BK pp. I^-IU, 173; Vsng, op. cit., pp. 29-33- 

3.      »eh end Barrett, op. cit., pp. 1*70-1*71. ^ 
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location of tba talapbonc naaratt an occupied badrooai acd any aodlfication of 
tki talapboaa ring V  glr« ertatar or !••• Intanalty thn la ttnnrtarfl Of ttaa 
5» qu.'St1.oonairas  subaittad, 292 warn ratumad on a tlaaly baa la, 232 call« 
vara placad approxlnataly one «aak later, and 223 uaaabla raaponaas wart 
obtained.    The location of tba naaraat telephone in the 22$ caaaa braak« down aa 
follow«t   »edroo«--100; roon or ball adjacent to tba badrooa—lOSt rooa on a 
floor different fra tbat of the bedrooa—23' 2 

Table 4-3.    Raeulta of Two topermenta Uetn« the Telephone 1 M Aankaninc Agent» 

Location of Telephnoe 
I 

Bedroca Sane Floor Another Floor Total lunapecified 

Senple IX 102 23 225     1 100 

Mtdian 
him 16 aec. 23 MC. 35 aac. 13.8 aac] 

\% Reaponaea 
in 30 aec. ni 7* 1% 77*   II    9«^         i 

k Reaponaea 
in 1 aln. 9H 9Ä 6* & m 

k lot Anawarad H <* m 
* 

m 

NaxiflM 
TiM 

(2 «in. 
taat limit) 

(3 «ain. 
teat limit) 

0* Bin. 
taet limit) - 

6 Bin. 
50.U aac. 

•   All data derived fron Want, op. cit., pp.  30-31» except for colunn labeled 
"Uhapacifiad," which waa derived fro« Heaberg, op. cit., pp.  IU7,  1^2,  173- 

1. Vane« op. cit., pp. 29-30.   Oaaodifiad telephone« vara dataminad to have 
a eouod preaeure leral of 100 to 10$ db at 12 incbaa.    Sound praaaura level« in 
the aaa» rooa varied fro« 65 to 80 db.    Sound praaaura levele in adjacent room« 
varied froca 99 to 65 4b.    Ho figure« are gl^en for aodlfied talaphonaa or for 
talephooea located on different fl-wr«. 

2. Ibid.,  p.  30.    Telephone« are alao divided into atandard ring and aoftened 
ring, but thia infonwtion baa not bean «ubject to further analyaia by OK) 
reaearchara and ha«,  therefore, been diareaarded in thia report. 
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Response tine vas regarded as the Interval between the time of the first ring 
tbe caller beard and the time that the telephone vas answered. Time was mea- 
sured In •iz-seecod intenrals baaed upon the ringing cycle (a two-second ring 
followed by four seconds of silence). Two minutes were allowed for answering 
the telephones In the bedroom; three minutes in an adjacent room; four minutes 
on another floor. Failures to answer within these times were recorded as un- 
answered calls.   Table U-3 records the results of the test. 

In another test of the responses of a sleeping population to a telephone ring, 
researchers at Operations Research, Incorporated (ORI) selected at random 100 
residential phone numbers fron the Atlanta, Georgia metropolitan telephone 
directory.    These numbers were dialed, without any prior warning, during the 
period from midnight to 5:00 a.m. in a single day.    The response time was mea- 
sured fron the first ringing sound that the caller heard until the first word 
was spoken by the respondent.    As in the 0R0 experiments, time was measured in 
six-second intervals.    If no answer was received within eight minutes, it was 
assumed that no one was at bone.   Three calls fell into this category and 
alternate numbers were called.    Because of the surprise nature of the telephone 
calls, no information is available on the locations of telephones.   The responses 
obtained are also recorded in Table U-3. 

Though the ORI study Includes the element of surprise that is missing in the 0R0 
study, the ORI study lacks the statistical foundations established in the 0R0 
study.    For this paper, the assumption was made that the distribution of telephones 
for the random population selected from the Atlanta telephone directory was 
similar to the distribution of telephones thrpughout the bones of 0R0 employees. 
A Chl-square proportions test was made between tbe total CRC responses at 30 
seconds and one minute and the ORI responses at the same tines.   This test tends 
to establish that tbe ORO and ORI populations were not statistically different. 

A detailed analysis of the ORO and OBI data (excluding those ORO data for tele- 
phones on other floors because of snail sample size) indicates that the general 
response of a sleeping population to a telephone ring conforms to a Pearson 
Incomplete Ganma Distribution.1 

o 

1*  Milton Abramovitz and I. A. Stegun, Handbook of Mathenatical Functions 
>'ith Formulas, Graphs, and Mathematical Tables, U. S. Government Printing Office, 
Washington, D. C, National Bureau of Standards Applied Mathematics Series 55, 
June 196U, pp. 930, 9^1. 

O 
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P - 0.19559t0-686 e ' S^ 

where: 

P   represents the probability of avakening 
an individual; and 

t   represents time in seconds. 

Table h-k establishes accumulated percentages of a sleeping population that 
can be expected to respond to a telephone ring in given periods of time. 

Table h~k.    Time Response of a Sleeping Population to a Telephone Ring 

Awakened 
(Percent) 

Time 
(Seconds) 

50 21 

66 30 

90 42 

95 53 

99 75 

4.3*3     Recomaended Alert Duration 

The telephone is an Instrument that serves the majority of the population. 
Approximately 75 percent of all homes have telephones.^   The telephone is a 
primary source of both everyday and emergency infoxaatlon (see Section 3*3) • 
It appears that any experiments conducted using a telephone ring as the 
awakening agent are biased by the degree of positive conditioning established 
by general reliance upon the telephone.    In fact, It appears appropriate to 
regard responses to a telephone ring as optimal for any general alert signal. 

O 
1.   The System Development Corporation, Civil Defense wan>xng Requirements 
Study, ll(-L-900/00l/01, 31 January 1963* PP. 114-115. 

■■   ■  ' '—'  
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Tb» Mlvctsd tdmrt »Ufoml could •chUv« • •latlar äm&m of •fftcti*«fwM cmly 
it • profTHi of tralalaf oad oducatloo «ff^ctlwl/ eoadltioM tta» populatloo to ttot 
lifü-MTln« potontl&l of tl» lafbnMtloa pfmfA ormr tha Radio 

In «ddltloo, it U noli kaom tbot paoplo cos bo mmJammA, parfb» 
took or MMvor • quostlaa, and rtodlly fill bock to »iaop. ft* OIACB clock 
fra^untly trtotod la thlo aooDor. la oddltioo, »loop tmA -'b1-g otadlM h 
•■toblUbod that porforaoDCO 1—llatoly upon ■—1—!■§ U poomr 

The l&fbnMtioo prosootod la Tablo i-4 mat bo uaod vltb conaldarablo caution. 
Thara appaar» to axlat la aaajr paopia--lf not la aoat poopla«-a hl^b lovol of 
condltlonlnf for a coaitiva raaponaa to a rlaclaf talaphona.    It La,  ftorth^r- 
■oie,  iapoaalbla to dotoimlaa how nany cf UM aubjoct« la tba tao axparlaanta 
doacrlbod In Sactlon 4.3.2 «art aialiMil to tha plat at «bleb tbay could baa« 
affbctltaljr racofnitad and raapoodod to a aarnlnf aaaaaja.    If, bowrar, it la 

that tba population la coodltlooad to th» m IBWBIIIII alert iljiil to 
approxlaatloo of tbm ftaya It la coodltlooad to the nag of a telephone, 

then It appoara that the optlaua duration of tha alert al#Ml fbr aaabaalat ti* 
population fron alaop abould ran#« fro» approxlaateljr SO aarnnat to T^ aocooda. 
It appoara dealrable,  fUrthemore, to aaabaa aa aaajr poopla aa poealble on the 
first aoundlac of tha alert algnai.    Aeblarlat a« high a leral ef alort offOc- 
tiTaaaaa aa poaalblo on the flrat alert cjrcle boo the ftolloviac ad*a 

1.    It potontlailor atart« tba graeteat author of people 
shelter at the aarlleet poealble tlae. 

2.    It prorldoa tha confliaatioa of aa auch rapotitloa aa poaalblo 
to those who are atlil groucf or «1» ai« abaptloal. 

3.    Zt provides the graatoat insurance a^lnet praatuia a/ataa 
failure or destruction. 

Tba laat of theae reneons OOOH to be tha aoat eoapeUlaf.    Ftor tha 
glvan abora, and partleularlj to alalalae tha lapaet of earljr sjntes 
or daange, It la lai iBMsmlad that tba obJoct*a« of tha a/etaa ba to alart 90 
percent or aora of tba population on tba flrat preaantation of tba alart.    Tha 

tlae for tha alart la, tharafora, approxlaataljr kc 

It la lapoaslbla to determine tha extent to «bleb tba 
folio«« tha alart signal «111 ai^aaot tba alart • 
assiaed that tba cycle of alart signal foiloead by 
Tiously «ffectlv« aa as —f^M ^vt, thaa a . 
(of which >iC seconds la an alert slgoei) could bo 

1.    Klaltaaa, Of. clt., pp. 122-124. 

( 
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O 
M 95 p«rc«at of tarn popuUtloo.    If, oo«»v«r, tte Mrniac ■•••««• la not M 
tfrtetli» an —i—ll tent •• tbm mlmrt aignal, than » fcO-MconA al»rt could 
oo «atpoctod to »«BteB M auy •• 90 percent of tbt population.    Sounding the 
alart ■isnal for ■ore than kO aacooda appaara latdailrabla; a loo^ar intarval, 
whlla It proaiaaa to awaxan aora paopla, alao panalltaa ttaoaa «tao awajuned 
aarllar and are ready to receive ttaa wamin« actsafe.!    Aajooa not alerted on 
the first alert-w%m:af cycle or not fully aeajtaoad can be alertad In eub- 
•equant cycle«, aaauainc ttaat the «xitea riMlm operativ«.    Becauae of the 
poeslble trada-offe la «fftoetlvaaaaa of alert ■ignal and warning aeaMge, It 
it mii^MiiilaiT that the alert signal be eounded for kO aacoada each cycle.2 

Ali duratloa appaara intuitively «uitabla Par attracting the attantlan of 
the population during the day. 

k,y,k     ■■! 1—nilad Loudne»» of the /dart Slgial 

Once again the sleeping population la eaaier to deal vlth than tba population 
avaka.     Recant reaaarch lato phanoaena aaaoclated vlth parceptlon of sound 
during sleep Indicates that the facultlea of tba sleeper are operative, but 
that the sleeper disregards the scnaids that his auditory systaa "detects. "3 
Aa la the caaa of the alert signal duration, tba critical factor aaaaa to be 
aeaningfulness of tba al^aal to the auditor.    It la poaaibla, for axanple, for tba 
aother to sleep aoundly la a relatively high aabiaat noiae field, but to 
avakan -it tba cry of one of bar children.    In tba ORC taat using the telephone 
ring aa tba awakaning agent (aaa Section *».3.2i sound levels aa low aa 53 to 
60 db (and even lower) effactlvaly awoke thoae called. 

Given tba higher noiae levels of tba daytiaa and evening, tba algnal has to be 
preeentad loudly enough to penetrate tba aablant.   I0U raaaarchara discovered, 
in eubjactive tests to rate alert slgnala  (aaa Section U.l), that perceived 
xTudaaaa la tba aajor datamiaant of Judged alerting potential.1*    It la clear 

» aaaoy 
M.' n 

aora favorably taat subjects Judged alerting potential. 

tjat tba annoyance value of a aoual Incraaaaa aa tba loudneas of that sound 
increaaae.' finally,  la noiae, tba aore poaitlva tba sianal-to-noiae ratio, tba 

a.» 
Tba aver«ge noiae level la a hona that baa a radio, television eat, or phono- 
graph operating la approxiaaU:ly 90 db.    (Tte figure is quoted with a radio, 
talaviaion bet, or phonograph operating, a lace this appaara to be aore typical 
of current noiae levels la the hoaw.)    lolse in saall business«« rune, on the 

1.    It aust be eapbaaited that the goal of alerting at laaat 90 percent of tba 
population la arbitrary, but appaara to be Intuitively effactlve. 

?.    It ie poeaibl« that oa alert cyclea aubeequent to tba first cycle tba alert 
algnal can be reduced to 20 seconds; tbia approach warrant« further iavaatlgatlon. 

3.    Source:    Telephone call to lathanial Klaltaan, 8 July 1965; Bab and 
Barrett, loc. cit. 

k,    Oyer and Bardlck, o£. cit., p.  $. 

>.    Ibid., p. 15. 6.    Ibid., p. $4. 
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rnmxfß, tram 33.f to 66.$ db,1   These figured of approxjjnttljr 30 to 6$ db, 
tter»fbr», Mt thn ■<«<■*'»  level of prvMOtation for an alert signal.    The 
limit upon the uppwr range of alert signal level 1« approxlmataly 130 db, the 
point at which danag« aay poaelbly be dona to a llstanar's bearing.2 

O 

The alart signal,  therafore,   should be presented at a level t—fc— bat 
30 and IJO db.    OB the basis of overall raaoarch studlea M5U researchers 
conclude that the alart signal should be praaantad ao aa to provide a sound 
praeaura level of 80 to 100 dt at the llstanar's ear. 3 

Llmitad axparlaantatloo at Byataa Development Corporation indicates  that the 
m 1—nflafl alart signal should be praaantad at a sound praarira laval of 90 db 
at 10 feat.    While the effort expanded la this area baa not bean conclusive, 
It appaar« evident that the loudest alart signal baa the graatast alerting 
potential.    It la raccamereW,  therefore,  that this eound praaaura lertl be 
uaad la presenting the Car Horna Rl and R2—Spaadad ao aa to aa sura adequate 
loudaaaa for that apaciflc alart signal in a vide variety of hoaas. 

5.0 maBMSL rom/aß AMP cornm 

5.1 FBCIPTK* or SPDCH 

Once the alart signal that precedes the tactical warning message baa 
attracted the attention of the potential listener,  it is reasonable to aaauM 
that be will pay »ome attention to the verbal message  that follows.     If the 
alart signal it a naaningfUl danger signal to a listener because of prior 
conditioning, then his rasponae will b« purposeful;  if necessary,  the listener 
will attenpt to lavrove tba intalligibility of the message by movng closer to 
the receiver, turning off conpeting source« of sound (radio, TV, machinery), 
cloeing tba window to allainate ■ treat noiae«, interrupting his conversation, 
or ecaa coabination of slallar activities. 

1.    Frank Indenrleaen, illarm Requlreaants  for HKAB Bysten Receivers,  Midwest 
Research Institute,  ao data,  p.   7. 

8.    Ibid., p. 12. 

3.    Oyer and Bardick, 0£. cit., p. $.    Thla racoaaendatiao assvaes that tba 
alart signal incorporate« ötSer necessary character la tics such aa tba appro- 
priate frequency component« and tba appropriate level of auditory ccmplexity. 
Tba rar tmtttti «ignal aaeta the«e criteria. 

k.    Technical problema in generating tba recc—«mlsd aound pressure level in 
a «mall, inexpensive warning receiver r—in to be solved. 

' 
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Ttom problffl« of speech perception is further elÄpllfied by the nature of speech 
itself.    A verbal communication Is Inherently resistant to distortion.    Appar- 
ently no single characteristic of speech is, by itself, critical.    The types of 
distortion that alter the listener's ability to respond correctly are those 
that significantly change the frequency-intensity-time pattern of the message. 
The resistance of this pattern to such distortion makes effective communica- 
tions possible under difficult conditions.1   The resistance that speech dis- 
plays to distortion stems fron the high redundancy inherent in verbal v 
ccmmunications.2 

A comparison of the sounds, syllables, or wards recorded by a listener with 
those originally spoken results in a value—called articulation—shoving the 
percentage of the sounds, syllables, or words interpreted correctly.3   Intel- 
ligibility is,  in turn, the measure of the ability of a listener to understand 
the message that he hears.      Tests indicate that sound articulations between 
approximately 66 percent and 70 percent result in an intelligibility in excess 
of 90 percent; sound articulations of approximately 30 percent (Mt-56 percent) 
result in an intelligibility of approximately 57 percent; and sound articula- 
tions between approximately 19 percent and hi percent result in an intelligi- 
bility of approximately 22 percent.     (The performance of a system in terms of 
syllable articulation remains adequate at even lover articulation percentages).^ 
It is apparent that the performance of a channel (as measured by the intelli- 
gibility of messages transmitted ovor it) can be considerably degraded (as 
indicated by the articulation of messages transmitted over it) before it 
becomes marginal; once the marginal level has been reached,  however, further 
decreases in performance tend to be rather rapid.^ 

In a warning system the recipient of warning may be handicapped by the «Motional 
stress under which the dnger places him.    It seems reasonable to make the 
warning channel as good as possible in order to minimize any reduction of 
intelligibility—and comprehenoion--that may result from use of a poor or even 
a marginal channel.    Thus,  for example, the narrower the available bandwidth of 
the channel, the greater the loss of Intelligibility.    It is evident that the 

1. J. C. R.  Licklider and G. A. nill-r-,  "The Perception of Speech," in 
8. 8. Stevens, ed., Hsodbook of Irperlaental Psychology, John Wiley and Sons, 
Inc., lew York, 1951, PP« 106Ö-10TO. 

2. Ibld.i J. D. Griffiths, Speech Co—unications frca an Information Theory 
Viewpoint, Doctoral Dissertation, Syracuse University, January 1965» PP. 17-19. 

3.     Harvey Fietchsr, Speed and Bearing in C«■unicatIon, D. Van Mostrand 
Company, Inc., Princeton, R. J.. 1953, P« 278. 

^.   ibid., n>. 299-301. 

5. ibid., pp. 29^5. 
6. Ibid., p. 302. 
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bandpass of a slaple radio receiver (which la assumed to be at least UOO to 
^,000 BM)  IS adequate for the reliable transmission of warning messages.1 

Reduction of bandwidth to perhaps 2,000 Hz on low-frequency channels Is being 
considered for the Radio Warning System, but such a reduction should be 
avoided unless It Is absolutely unavoidable from the standpoint of either 
economy or spectrum utilisation. 

The sound pressure level at which the message Is presented Is also relatively 
uncritical. There appears to be an optimum for a voice message delivered over 
any comnuni cat ions system.2 Below this optimum level an Increasing number of 
speech components fall below the threshold of audibility; 4bove this optimum 
level the ear tends toward fatigue. Limited experimentation at the System 
Development Corporation Indicates that the sound pressure level of a warning 
message should be approximately 73 db.3 Beyond this point the distortion 
Inherent In a loud voice message sounded through a variety of small radio 
speakers became very annoying, perhaps because of the fatigue factor mentioned 
above. 

A more critical factor that must be considered In assuring the quality of the 
message delivsred to the public Is the speed of delivery. Laboratory experi- 

its have established 120 words per minute as the optimal rate of delivery.2* 

O 

This rate of delivery is used In the time calculations associated with the 
proposed messages.* 

The final factor that must be considered in preparing warning messages Is highly 
qualitative.    A verbal message carries considerable information about the speaker. 
Studies have Indicated that listeners often agree among themselves that an unseen 
1 peaker seems to be what he is sot; these studies have often resulted In attribu- 
ting qualities to a speaker with a consistency significantly greater than chance. 

1. N. T. HcCoraick and Kiriako Sarlanis, Intelligibility of Automatic Broad- 
casts vs.  Live Messamss,  Federal Aviation Agency, National Aviation Facilities 
Experimental Center,  RD-64-122, October I96U, p. A-2; Llcklider and Miner, 
22- at., pp. 1056-1057. 

2. for a telephone system this Is 68 db.    Fletcher, 0£. clt., p. 325 end 
passim. 

3«    Chapter Two, Section k,$.h. 

k.   Llcklider sad Miller, m. elt., pp. 1067-1068; NcCoimick and Sarlanis, 
o£. clt., pp. A-U through X-5. 

5-    This rate of delivery «as checked bypeafdly reading the messages against 
a atopvatch In an saq>hatlc manner suitable for a clear, lapressive 

C 
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tut in the wrong direction.  Stereotypes are cannon; not all the listener's 
information depends upon the speaker's choice of words. The mechanisms and 
limits of this process are unknown, and, therefore, care must be exercised to 
assure that the delivery of the prerecorded message does not weaken the antici- 
pated effect of the verbal content of the message. 

3.2 GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF MESSAGES DISSEMINATED BY THE RADIO WARNING 
SYSTEM 

While some experimentally valid data are available on the effectiveness of 
alert signals (see Section h.O),  virtually no guidelines are available for the 
effective design of message format or content in a system designed to warn of 
impending danger. This lack of Information on warning message design Is not 
limited to systems, such as the Radio Warning System, designed to warn of a 
nuclear attack, but also characterizes the current state of disaster warning. 
While experience with nuclear attack is limited to the two low-yield weapons 
used against Japan, first-hand experience with disaster Is extensive. It Is, 
in fact, disaster research that provides the useful clues to the problem of 
designing warning messages. It must be recognized, however, that these clues 
must be used cautiously. Disaster research Is often anecdotal, and It is often 
possible to contradict the experiences of one disaster with those of another. 
Extrapolations from the most devastating disaster to a nuclear attack, further- 
more, may be highly questionable. 

Lacking oetter bases for developing messages for the Radio Warning System, 
guidelines have been derived from disaster studies and have been intuitively 
applied to the problem of attack warning. (Typical disaster experiences have 
described in Section 3.0.) It must be emphasized,, once again, that the 
messages proposed are merely a starting point upon which further developmental 
efforts employing experimental techniques and attitude surveys, can be based. 
Such further development can take place continuously. If necessary, even after 
the Radio Warning System is operational because (l) the most critical message- 
that warning of an attack—will not be coonunlcated to the public, except In 
a false alarm, until the system has to be used for Its ultimate function, 
and (2) any changes In messages that do reach the public—such as test 
messages--will be selfexplanatory. 

Of the various pretaped messages proposed In Section 2.3, the most critical Is 
the tactical warning message. Since this alert-warning sequence will presumably 
be used only for warning of an imminent nuclear attack, response to It Is 

1. Llckllder and Miller, op. clt., pp. 1070-1071; S. E. Stunts, Speech-Intel- 
lijibility and Talker-Recognition Testa of Air Force Voice CoBtunication Systems, 
Electronic Systems Division, Air Force Systems Conmand, ESD-TOB-63-224, 
February 1963, P« 2. 

0 
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extroHly time critical. Tbe recipient wumt be galvanized into taking effective 
protective action with little tine available for the confirmation, evaluation, 
and decision processes so often associated with emergency responses. 

Any warning message, to be effective, must provide the recipient vith infor- 
mation about (1) the existence of danger, and (2) the steps that can be taken 
to prevent, avoid, or minimize the danger. In the case of a tactical warning 
delivered by the Radio Warning System,the information must clearly identify the 
imminence of a nuclear attack and get the recipients to shelter on a timely 
basis. 

An effective warning message should have the following attributes: 

1. Official. The message should represent to the recipient the official 
policy of the warning agency. In the case of tactical warning, 
this warning agency Is the federal government. 

2. ItepresBive. The warning should not be easily ignored. The danger 
inherent "in the Impending situation should be explicit. In part the 
effectiveness of the message itself can be favorably augmented by 
the prior presentation of a suitable alert signal. The Import of 
the warning can also be increased by effective delivery. Repetition, 
even verbatim repetition, can further Increase the Impress iveness 
of the warning. 

3. übeqnivocal. The message should be simple, clear, and direct. It 
should, furthermore, allow no possibility of Inconsistent inter- 
pretation; any instruction given should be completely consistent 
and noncontradictory. 

k.   Personal. The message should convince the recipient that he per- 
sonally is in danger and tnat the protective action prescribed 
applies directly to him. 

$. Balanced. In order to produce effective action, the message must 
balance the danger of attack with the protection afforded by taking 
the appropriate action. Failure to do this may produce ineffective, 
maladaptlve action or nay result in an apathetic rejection of any 
action. 

The tactical warning message is a true warning message: it warns of a specific 
threat (nuclear attack) for which specific protection is available (fallout 
shelters). Additionally a tactical warning is ttae critical; an effective 
response to it most be prompt. In order to encourage an effective response,the 
tactical warning message must have the attributes listed above. The other 
messages disseminated by the system are not true warning messages; rather, they 

O 
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are -nnouncements of specific conditions warranting public attention. The 
tactical warning message and the other messages disseminated via the Rndlo 
Warning System are described in detail in Sections 5.U through 5.7• 

5.3    RULES FOR MESSAGE FORMATS 

Certain rules have been devised for formatting messages. These rules are in- 
tuitive and have not been subjected to laboratory testing. These rules have 
been applied as consistently as possible to all messages. 

1. Message Flwgs. These are one or two attention-getting words that 
identify the general character of each type of message. They are 
similar in function to a message bender in conmunlcntlons. Each 
word or group of two words is repeated twice. The flags used 
are ATTACK--ATTACK (tactical warning message), EMERGENCY-- 
EMERGENCY (strategic warning message), FALSE ALARM—FALSE ALARM 
(cancel false alarm message), and TESTING—TESTDC (both types of 
test messages). Repetition of the flog is used to add emphasis to 
the message where appropriate; this is particularly true of the 
strategic warning message, which, if it has to waken a sleeping 
population, will have to do so without the aid of an alert signal. 

2. Start-Stop Emphasis. Wherever possible, key words ore placed at 
either the start of a sentence or at toe end of a sentence. In all 
cases key words are placed at the end of a message. Thus, the final 
words of the test message are.. .THIS RAS BEEN A RADIO WARNING SYSTEM 
TEST. This structure is based upon the necessity of attracting the 
potential auditor's attention as quickly as possible (location of 
key words at the start of a sentence) and the suspicion that some 
potential listeners may not pay full attention to a warning until 
late in the message. 

3. Redundancy. In addition to the redundancy Inherent in any 
spoken message, 1 there are two types of redundancy built into the 
Radio Warning System messages: redundancy within each message and 
redundancy through repetition of complete messages. 

Because the listener may not be paying full attention to a wrrning, 
because of noise In the listener's environment, because of inter- 
ference in the radio link to the listener, redundancy within a 
message Is essential. Arbitrarily, double redundancy is employed 
as a compromise between reducing the Impact of confusion and inter- 
ference, on one hand, and de Laying completion of the warning to 

1. LickUder and Miller, op» cit., pp. 1068-1070; J, D. Griffiths, o£. cit., 
TWO. 17_1Q. PP. 17-19. 
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C 
who art nalttatr confused nor bottaarvd by laterf«rrae«, cm tbm 

other.    Boat InfarmtioB critical to • ■■•••«§ mmy b« r<p>«tod la 
tha coBtoxt of MI Inatnictloo M «oll M vlthla ttaa co^lato rap- 
et it if« of ttaa laatroctlcB.    IB aoa* caaa« ia<liairt«iirj la obtalaad 
by exact rtpttltloo, while io ottaara raAmdancy la aehlawad by 
repetition of the saaa stataaant la different  Torm,  fanarally to 
achieve atart-atop «aphasia.    Boat apaclal Instruct loo«,  howavar, 
(such aa those for locating an oparatlac radio statlos la a •tra- 
tcgic warning nsssa^e, Sactloa 5-5) srs not rapaatad.    Savaral 
Instructions are  rapaatad three tlaas in ordar to Increase ttaa 
length of a short Mss^gt (for «x««ple, the cancel falaa alarm 
message, Sactloa 5*6). 

In addition to redundancy vlthla each ladlrlAial asssaga,  there la 
further redundancy in the operation of ttaa ayataa:    a asesage can 
repeated endlessly aa loag aa ttaa systea operator feels that repeti- 
tion can rooae aora people to take the correct protective action. 
lach repetition haa ttaa potential of onrcoadng the confusion of 
additional people.    Each repetition Increases ttaa chance of getting 
through any interference in the radio link to ttaa public.    Each 
repetition can act aa a peychological relnforceaent of the initial 
warning, persuading aora aad more skrptlcal people by ttaa continued 
repetition of the asssagB that it cannot be a falaa alara. 

While these rules uerit further testing and eraluation, they do provide interim 
guidance for formatting warning meesagee.    Use of these rules results  in greater 
unlforalty fro* message to message than would be possible without them. 

3A TACTICAL ALERT AND WARHIHG MESSAGE 

Table k-5 contains the proposed tactical alert aad warning message. It la 
reconaended that the verbal portion of the message be presented at a sound 
pressure  level of 7^ db at 10 feet;  it is recosawnded that the alert signal be 
presented at a sound pressure level of 90 db at 10 feet  (see Section 4. 3.^). 

5.1».l     Establishiag the Official Character of a Tsctical Waraiag 

The official character of the tactical alert could be indicated verbally.    The 
message could contain ttaa information that:    THIS NUCLEAR ATTACK WARNING HAS 
BEER ORDERED BY THE PRESIDENT OP THE UNITED STAUES.    The warning night be 
attributed, with greater accuracy, to the Ccemander-in-Chief NORAD, but he la 
harder for the general public to identify aa a responsible authority.    The 
delivery tine for auch an official "certification" of the message takes valuable 
time (approximately seven seconds for the one quoted above) that can be better 
used la taking protective action.    These words,  furthermore, nay be lost on 
many recipients, who need confirmation fron more localized, tangible sources. 

T.   Chapter Two, Section 4.3.11. 

2.    WlUlans, o£.  cit., pp. 9^-96. 
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Tab!« k-1).    Proposed Tactical Alert and Wnrnlng Messa«e 

O 

It« Cooteot Word 
Count 

Tim 
(Sec.) 

1 

2 

(Alart Signal) 

«TACK—«TACK 

TUB UKIRO STATES  IB UNIER KUCLEAR ATTACK 

I REPEAT—THE UNITED STATES IS UNDER 
NUCLEAR ATTACK 

00 TO SHELTER 

00 TO SHELTER IMSDJATCLY 

YOU ARE  IN DANGER—YOU CAN SAVE TOUR LIFE 
IF YOU DMCDIATELY 00 TO SHELTER 

2 

7 

9 

3 

1» 

15 

Uo» 
1 

1 

10 
1 

I 
1 

u 

Total to 61 

•See Section U.3.3. 

Therefore,  it appears appropriate to depend upon the system itself for the 
officialness of the message.    This can be partially achieved through use of the 
appropriate identifying symbols, especially the OCD edblem, on the warning re- 
ceiver.    More important, however, is the actual identification, by the public, 
of the Radio Warning System and its messages as the source of official warning 
information.   This can be achieved only through (l) design of effective test 
procedures that will prevent the system from being associated with trivial in- 
formation;  (2)  incorporation of adequate reliability into Radio Warning System 
components to keep false alarm failures to an acceptably low level; and (3) 
training and education to encourage the identification of Radio Warning System 
messnges as authoritative. 

5.k.2     Making a Tactical Warning Impressive 

The tactical warning message delivered by the Radio Warning System can be made 
impressive.    The use of an alarm coupled with a voice message is an attention- 
getting combination.    The voice message, furthermore, can and should be delivered 
in a manner that connotes the urgency of the warning. 

■ 
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A direct assessment of the hazard B ch as TOU ARE IN DAGGER—YOU CAR SAVE TOUR 
LIFE BY DMBDIAHELT TAKING SHELTER can contribute to the ImpressIveness of the 
warning. It must be pointed out that It Is Impossible to determine at this 
tine whether a more specific formulation such as TOU ARE IH DAHSER FROM FALLOUT, 
YOU ARE IN DANGER FROM RADIOACTIVE FALLOUT, or TOU ARE IN DANGER FROM NÜCIZAR 
FALLOUT will Increase the effectiveness of the message. The most general alter- 
native, simply, TOU ARE IN DANGER, was selected somewhat arbitrarily to protect 
the recipient of warning from the limitations of his knowledge • If the only 
source of danger is identified as fallout, a little knowledge may be dangerous, 
leading to postponing the move to shelter until some time at which the recipient 
believes fallout will arrive. The vagueness of the form used may itself lead 
some listeners to fear fulness about the unknown nature of the threat. However, 
this vagueness is probably offset by the earlier statement: THE UNITED STATES 
IS UNTER NUCI£AR ATTACK. 

It oust also be pointed out that the warning could also be made more impressive 
by using a formulation such as TOU AND TOUR FAMILT ARE IN DANGER. This form was 
not used because it seems likely to touch raw nerves and to delay taking pro- 
tective action. Large numbers of families may be divided at the time of a 
tactical warning; a daytime alert might find a husband at work, his wife at home, 
their children at one or more schools. Natural disaster experience seems to 
indicate that families tend to take protective action together and that members 
of separated families often defer taking effective action by attempting to locate 
each otLer. 

These types of problems cannot be resolved within the Radio Warning System, but 
ultimately devolve upon the total civil defense system. While it is possible 
to adjust the content of the Radio Warning System tactical warning message end- 
lessly, the basic problem of conditioning the public to a positive response to 
the possible consequences of a nuclear threat can only be accomplished through 
a significant training and conditioning program. 

5.U.3  Providing Uioeq.ulvocal Instructions 

The short time available for delivery of the varning makes an unequivocal mes- 
sage imperative. It should, furthermore, avo.d any complexity or sophistication 
In vocabulary, sentence structure,, and verbal presentation that would confuse 
any listener with intelligence and schooling adequate for routine activity in 
the everyday world. 

The national character of the Radio Warning System and its messages raises prob- 
lems with the actual instructions given to the public. Three approaches have 
been examined. These are; (1) TURN ON TOUR RADIO FOR INSTRUCTIONS AND PREPARE 
TO 00 10 SHELTER; (2) TUKN ON TOUR RADIO FOR IN8TRÜCTI0NB; and (3) GO TO SHELTER. 

C 

1.  Williams, op. dt., p. 95; Moore, op. clt., pp. 57-5Ö. 
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1. TURN ON YOUR RADIO FOR INSTRUCTIONS AKD PREPARE TO GO TO SHELTER. 
While this instruction does provide for those who do not know what 
to do (TURN ON YOUR RADIO) and for those who do (PREPARE TO GO TO 
SHELTER), the coupling appears undesirable.     It commands two differ- 
ent actions, one active (preparing to go to shelter) and one passive 
(listening to the radio).    It does not instruct those already pre- 
pared to go now, hut leaves this up to their imaginations and up to 
the radio, once it is turned on.    Other formulations  (such as TURN 
ON YOUR RADIO AND GO TO SHELTER) are even less adequate, since the 
instructions are directly contradictory. 

2. TURN ON YOUR RADIO FOR INSTRUCTIONS.    This is a more desirable al- 
tematlve than that discussed above, because it states a single in- 
struction.    This Instruction directs people to a second information 
channel, their radio,  and provides a highly desirable confirmation 
outside the Radio Warning System of the impending attack; it also 
provides them a means of rapidly detecting a false alarm before a 
cancel message can be transmitted.    The instruction provides for ex- 
treme flexibility in controlling public responses,  since the desired 
protective actions can be disseminated by each community having a 
broadcast station that interfaces with the Radio Warning System. 
This Instruction could allow for a delayed move to shelter in areas 
not likely to be targets and not near likely targets.    Such a delay 
would allow for better use of the longer shelter-access time espe- 
cially for more thorough preparation of individual shelter kits; 
but this "advantage"  is based upon the dubious assumption that the 
local civil defense agency has reliable Information that its area 
is not going to be subjected to a direct attack and that it can 
predict reliably the time of arrival of fallout, and furthermore 
contradicts OCD policy that all parts of the nation are under a 
common threat. 

Furthermore, reference to the radio may allow for guidance about 
the mode of transit to be used in going to shelter.    In a mixed 
urban,  suburban, and rural area, however, shelter access may Involve 
travel on foot, by auto, or by a combination of both;  In such cases, 
the same time limit that is imposed upon the Radio Warning System 
applies to the local broadcast station. 

The instruction to turn on the radio does allow a local override 
in case of inclement weather so severe as to make shelter access 
questionnble or dangerous; but this contradiction of natural hazard 
and nuclear hazard is likely to restrict shelter access, though it 
may do so at the cost of considerable mental stress. 

O 
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Tiaallj, aad aoat •l^ificmoUy, lb* LMtruetloa to turn on tte 
radio or TV odds «a «xtrm stop to tbm «amlac prootn aad lae 
tfa» tlat rvqulrod to ••cur« «a •tfctivm IMP—■ to a «actual 
«araiac- 

3.    00 TO SHIUIK.    ThU laatntctioa cimli  • rttpoaM that M/ b« 
Miriahltmäc la ttaat paa»:a aay attaa^t to ra>ct any laatruetlaB. 
that proBlaaa to lislt aad coafiaa tbalr fvaadaa of aotioo or tkair 
accaaa to aacapa routaa that al^fat ba aaad fbr •vmevatiae.1    Thi« 
iActructioo, boimrmr, it ra«poadad to prottytlj, la aaaetXj tha aom 
that caa aava tha raclplaat'o lift.    It U U» laatmetioa tfcat 
proBiaad tha ahortaat roopoaat tlaa if--and, uafortuBataljr, oaljr 
If—tha raelplant la tralaad to tha axtaot that ha tavaa 
ohaltar la# hov to «*t thai«, and «hat to taka via hla. 

If tfaa hlfh l*yl of clrU tefhaaa kaovla*«» aad tha raadjr accaaalbUltr of 
■baltar aaaiaad la Sactloa l.k of thia doctaMt ara davaloyad ccocurraatl/ vlth 
tha Radio tfcrnlaf Bynttm, thaa tha iMtrvetlaa to 00 ID SBLItX la tha aoat 
daalrahla protactlv« laatntctlon to ba uaad la tha hadlo t^rtlat Symtm tactloal 
«amlad aatsac«.    If thoaa aaatavtloaa ara not raallaad, hoaatar, aa atgbt ba 
tha caaa If «arnlng raoalvara «ara aarkatad oo a atrlctijr eaaaareial baala aa 
a aopay aokirn affort by ooa or aora radio-rao«l«ar aaaufacturar«,  thaa tha 
laatructloa -o TOW (M TOUR RADIO fOt UffUtMTIGi «ouid haaa to ba raeonMiad 
fbr tha dagraa to which thla laatnaotloa would, vlthla obrioua tlaa eoaatralata, 
allov local coaflnatloa, rainforcaaaot, aad dlractloa. 

yk,k     laklnt tha Tactical Wbrpiaa 

Tba aaaaaga dallwarad by tha Radio uarnLo« Bjrsvaa can ba paraooalliad aaly bo a 
llaltad aztaat.    Tba aaaaar of praaaatatloa aad tha toaa of aolaa la which tha 
■aaaaca la raad (aaa Sactloa 9.a>2). aa «all aa tha uaa of OOBHO foraa of «pawch 
aad alapla «orda (aaa Sactloa 5«^«3) «aa all ccatrlbuta to a racipiaat'a faalla« 
of paracoal daa^ar and to hla aaad to taha protactlwa actloa.    faihiia tha 
atroagaat paraoaallaatloa la la tha fora of dlract addraaa to aacb raclplaat: 
TOU ARI II DAnn—TOO CAI SAfl TOUR LUV.... 

Dlract addraaa, how«var# la not a aubatltuta far tha paraoaal laatioa that tha 
Uaathar Buraau, fbr axaapla, haa achlawad ia harrleaoa «aimlj«a: tha path of a 
hurrlcana caa ba pradlctad vlth praclaloa adaquata to pwrailt a paraoa to 

1«    Jaala, op. clt., 19.  16-77. 
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vtotter hi* town and, by lapUcatloB, him boua« will ba itnaek.1     Unfortunataly 
it la not poaelbla to pradlet tht raavlta of a nuelmmr attack with any coaparabla 
laval of Accuracy.    Evan if It wara poaslbla to pradlet tha targvta in a miclaar 
attack, tht natiooal cbaractar of tha Radio tfamln« Syataa allltataa aflaiaat 
prorldlnc thla laforaatlon to tha public.     It la qucotlooabl«,  fürtharaort, 
vhathar It would ba dasirabla to ymridt tha In formt Ion to tha Inhabitants of 
a city that thay «ara in • targat araa unlass «vaetMtion «ara poaslbla or blaat 
protaetloo nwailabla; tht laforaatioo could ba  HafiralHlnj to raaidaota of 
outlying araaa of tsr^Bt« who sight othanrtaa ba protactad by oaa of fallout 
ahaltara. 

Tha limltad dmgrmm of paraonallsatioo «vmllabl« froa tht Rtdio Wamlac Syttaa 
plactt tht burdan for thla function on tnothar alantnt of tha total civil dtfana« 
tytt«a--ttac broMdctatiag ttation that provldat local lafomttloo to a particular 
locality.    Uhlla tht broadcaatins »tation in tht locality tana no aora rt- 
liabla infonattlon on tht fata of that locality ttaan teaa tha Radio Wtrniac 
Syataa, tht araa atatloo can ba uaad by local official« to anthanticatt tnd 
rainforea tha critical natora of tha alart.    Tor txtapla, a ttronf ttataaant by 
tht local nayor,  inntpuctina tht paopla in hit arta at raapooaibility to taka 
thaltar intdiataly, tm aupport—can ptraonallt«--tht alart for tha nt^bara of 
hit calamity.    Tbtr« art,  howavar,  prnhlat and pit fallt iaharant la thla 
Interface batwaan tht Rfdio Warning Syataa and tha local ttation. 

Oattiag paopla not littaninc to the'r radioa or TV Mta to torn than on it a 
significant problaa.    la Saction 5.*. 3 tha problaa of aoncoetrndletory Infor- 
mation vaa diacuaaad laadlat to tht racovandation that • alagla inttructloo ba 
formlatad:    TAXI 8BURR.    Zdaally It la datlrabla for tha cn—mity to raapond 
to tha h»Ao warning Ryttan by doing Juat that, but toaa paopla will iaarltahly 
ba confUtad.    Tha a appaar to ba thraa Standard tourcaa of infomatioo that 
paopla tend to raly upon in an taargtncy:     (l) aai^bora,  frlaoda,  and ftnily; 
(2; tha talapbona (aoaatlntt to call othar individual«, toaatiatt lo call •am 
official or unofficial tftacy)) tad (3) radio and Tf.'     Pronpt and affbctlaa 
ute of lina-load control by vht talaphooa cninn carrlar«, whtre that capability 
axittt,  can rattrict aceaat to tha talapbonat training nuat aanra to mlnlalia 
tha uta of tha talapbona vhara lliw-load control it not aaallabla.    fi—trrlal 
radio and TV raatln a« tht hty tourcaa of rainforciag aod tnplifylag infomation. 
Thla availability of broadeact nadia at additional ebmatlt for waning Infor- 
mation rvquira« that tht local ttation raapond virtually at quickly aa tht Radio 
Warning Syataa and that ita iafonta*lon ba In oleaa accord with that la tha 

1. Wllliaaa, op. cit., p. 97 

2. Jirl Rahnavajta, Tht MEAR Syatan;    A Study •£ Public Accaptfca  (DPATT), 
University of Plttaburgta. Ftbniary 19»», p. 7TI Ifcck and Bakar,   cjT tit.t 

pp. 13, 21, 31-32. 
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preracorted Wetleal wamlac«    Tt» R»dio Uarulac Symttm vill b« aoAtrmliMd if 
th»  iMtructlon to TAD SBUBI ntTITHTlTT 1« couiit«nHDd^ Vy • loe«l BMMI 
ttaKt plv* den U» 1—ill«cy of thr tbraat. 

parvaoalit/ of tba local m*yoT--to apacolst« furttoor upoo tba fegrpottetlcttl 
tevalopvd •boTQ--caB boco» qait» criticalt    If tha aayor ia onpofalar 

or la dlafavor vlth hla eoMOAlt;, tht attaaftad ralafoi 1 wmnt of tha Radio 
Varalac Sytm wmj caapraalaa tba affactlvaoaaa of ttaa tactical alart| or if th« 
mmyor batraya tl^pa of faar or doubt titbnr la h* - vorda or in ttaa delivery of 
bis m»»»m ttaa affvetlvaaaaa of ttaa alarl aa/ alao ba m *—* ' 

Aa la Sactlooa ).%.! ttaroocta >.^.3» ttat prrthl— caa oaly ba partially aolaad 
by ttaa 4M1#B of ttaa Radio Warning Syataa or Ita aaaaaflaa.    Pro^t ralaforeaacnt 
of ttaa Radio Varalag Syataa by ttac local broadeaatlac atatlco caa ba accoa^liabad 

ttaa oaa of prcracordad ■»•••#>•.    Ttaa eootant and dallvary of ttacaa 
MB alao ba eoatroUad at laaat to aoaa aactaot by oaa of prcracordad 

Ttaa proaptaaa« of ttaa broadcaat statloa'a raaponaa aad ttaa affbctlaa- 
M of ttaa aaaaa^aa it broadeaata ara oltlaataly §p*mrom& by ttaa aaccaaa of 

OCR la jalBtng local ■upport for ttaa Radio Uaraiac Syataa, ttaa policy of IJHM- 
dlata ataaltar accaaa, aad ♦ha praplamlBC of atT'agt eootant aad delivery 
(lacladlat ttaa uaa of prarecordad tapaa). 

*•*•'      Actalavlfli Balaoca U ttaa Tactical Warning *a«aa#i 

Aa pointed out in Sactioa 9.2, aa affactiva warning mat daaooatrata ttaa axlat- 
aoea of daa*r aad indicate ttaa protective —aaaraa available to cope vlth ttaa 
danaar.    Aa laordlaata aaptaaala oa the daoair aay caaaa aaladaptlva behavior 
(apathy or faar)-      Ubdue aa^Raala upon aafaty aad protoctioa aay cauaa ottaar 
foraa of inappropriate bataavlor (lack of raapoaalvaaaaa to ttaa aaad to uee 
availatala protection).    Ttaa aaaaaaa foraul  *«d attaa^te to atritaa a balance 
between danaar and protection la order to eneourapa ttaa public to projpt uee 
of ataaltare.    Ttaua ttaa threat TB ORBD STAUS IS UKBR BOCXIAR ÜRMZ ia bad - 
aarad by ttaa protective iaatraetloo TAB SBIAU.    Slallarly, ttaa atataaaat 
IDU AS a DfUHD la balanced by ttaa atataaaot TOO CAR RAfi 1001 Uli BT 
DttmDUC^J TAJCDD 81 

The uee of the expratalon TM URITK) STAIRS IB UlERU /OTACK wa« cooaltered as 
aa altanativa to ttaa «Kpreeslon IB URTIRO STARB O OBBI ROCLRAR ATTACK. 
The latter %as choaaa ecaavtaat arbitrarily la the bo pea of baiaf acre specific 
aad la aalaR vbatever aaotloaal value ttaa tara ROCUAR carries vltta It.    (Raa 
Sactloo 9.A.8).   Ttaa lulled proalaa of aafaty U VOO CAR SATI TOUR LITR... aay 
land to aaotloaal prdblaaa, poaeibly severe ones, eaoo« ttaeaa vho do tataa ataaltar 

1.       Janis,  op. cit..  pp. 73-7^- 77t    •• >• R*dsoo,  "Anxiety la Response to the 
r^wSl of Social  Iseuae, July 195*»,  10 (3), PP    53-60. 
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•ad dUeovar that ail ttaoaa who took shaltar («Itbar vlth Xhm or la otbtr 
•baltar«) do not tunriv«.    Any waakar fomiiatloo appaara llkaly to bo laao 
effectlva la brlaeLnc poopia Into oboltar.   Tbuo a itataMnt YOU NAT SAVE TOUR 
UPI... appaan llkaly to introduce on ■!—nt of doubt In tba affleac/ of tba 
avallabla protactloo.   Such an aXMHt of doubt my dalay UM daclaloa of 
poopia to taka «hollar.    Until tba lapact of such aubiatlao 1« «valuatod in 
cootroiiad laboratory taota,  It lo HI i—iiloil that a otroog foimdatloo bo 
uoad:    TOO £A| SAVE TOUR Ufl BT DMDIAIIU KUOBO SSLSR. 

3.$       8TRATICIC uuamn WBSACI 

Tba strataslc warnint aaooaco lo not a tma waraiac ■••oa«o:    it only «arno of 
a fooaraiitad oaartoacy and, tboroforo, cannot proacrlba «pacific protactlva 
aaaauroa (aaa Sactloo 3*2).    Tba raoponaa of tbo auditor fMwraiiy aoad not ba 
oo tlaolgr aa bio roopoaoa to a tactical «amlnf.    Tba otrata^ic «aralac aaaaa^o 
«bould bo official and uaoquivocal; but it caanct ba paroooai, i^proaolva, or 
balancad, at iaaot ao those teraa have bees defiaad in Sactloo $.2.    Because 
of too lack of a «pacific threat, balanca ia lapoeaibla; cooaequently tba 
■oooa#o auat play doen tba laproaeivaaaao of a aamiac ortr tbo aarnlag rocoia«r 
in order not to cauae vatdue aiara and aaladaptiva 

Tba alert al^nal ia not uoad bacauae of tbo aacaaaity to roaarva it fbr a 
tactical uaroinf which require« a tiao-critieal raoponaa.      It la rac< 
that tba firat cycle of the otrataclc «aralac aosoofe be broadcast at a aound 
preaaura level of 90 db at 10 Mat ia order to increaae tba probability of 
attracting attention without U*. nacaealty of ualnf an alert «isnal; aub« 
«equant cycle« of the «tratagic vaminc ae««a«e are to ba broadeaat at a 
aound preeeure level of T5 db at 10 feat to increaae their iataiilfiblllty. 
Delivery of tba a*««a«a auat connote lanadiacy, but not iaiinent dan#Br.   The 
atrata«ic earning aesaaca 1«,  therefore, aoro accurately characterised aa an 
advieoiy anoounceaaot of a aore «pacific warn in« to ba diaaaainatad via 
coaaercial radio and TV «tatlone.    Preetaably the radio or taievielon eat, 
vban the iiatanar tuma it OB, will give bin aore lafbmatioe about a probable 
■uciaar attack, but tba «tratagic wajminf a««««««,  itaelf,  la «ufficientiy 
general that it can ba uaad fbr any purpoaa grave enough to warrant warelng 
the entire nation. 

Tablae k-6 and k-T contain the propoead «tratagic warning aeeaage.    Two 
different ■e««ag«« are propoead, oaa for area« aervad by a apaciai low-fre- 
quanoy «tatioo (Table k-6)i the other, fbr araea aervad by local AM, IN, and 
TV «tatlone (Table k-T). 

1.    See Sactiooe 1.2 and 5-5.3; Chapter Two, Section k.3.k. 
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Kbl« fc-6.    PropoMd 8trmt««lc Mumlac i—p for 
8«rv«d by • Lov-rmqvmacy Station 

It«i OOOtMl Word 
Count 

TIM 
(8.C.) 

1 D&;rjjcr-MWUM.i • 
2 TUS 0 AV 1— 1 

3 X rmet-rm s AI nocncr 6 

% FOR uiununoR TUB GB TDUR RATIO JR TV 6 

5 X IW%Ä--TOW Oi TDOR RADS) G« TV fGR 
jmonuinxm 10 15 

6-10 (Urn m 1-9) » 15 

11 m nßOTxm TOO OBUALLI LXSTBI TO MAT 
■OT Bl G« T« AXB—DI THAT CAB TOM TO 
AIT RADIO Oi TT WATlDf HAT IB OS TB AIR 27 12 

12-16 (»mm M 1-9) 30 15 

Tot«l 11T 57 

J.5.I     RffclUkAag th» OffleUl CbtractT of > 6tf«Uglc Winiag 

Tim etraUcic «aralag ■»•••«§ could indlcat« it« official ebaraetar rarballjr, 
bvt, aa vaa tte oaaa for tha tactical wamiAf aaaaa^t (aa« Sactioa M*l|| thl» 
■ppaart loapproprlata.    Wblla tka tUm coaatralata tha» »pjdj to • tactical 
vwrnloic do not apylj to a ■trataglc varala«,  tha «pacific <!■■><< ccMtalna4 la 
th» tactical wamlo« la alao abaaat fro« a «traUclc varaiac.    i 
to «to affact ttot Tsa nMmt'i mmmcmmm BAS BBI GHDD IT TI 
GT TB VZBD B4(BB 1« aaAnloclaaa; tha atrata^lc warnlag la not aa 
■aaa^i aar aa.  tot,  rathar,  ao aooouDcaaant of tha  lotaotloo to 
«aocj Inforaatioo.    Ttorafora,  it ayjaara approprlata, aa la tha aaaa of a 
tactical vanlBg» to toyaad apoa tha ajataB itaalf for oartifjriac tha official 

of tto Baaaa«i.    IB a aaaaa, tha atratacl- warning aaaaagp afforto a 
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T»ol« ^-7.    Proposed 8tr«t«gic Warning Mets««« for Arvas 
8«rv«d by an AM, FN, or TT •tntlon 

It«. 

1 

Coot«at Word 
Count 

TiM 
(3.C.) 

2 

2 TUB D Al 1——1 % 

3 x iwiAT.-TUB is Ai Mmer € 

4 fQÜ XVOIIWfflQi TUB TO RADIO 8TATI0I 
win. 1290 01 TO« RADIO 

FOR BPBWWB Tön on TV sriffioi 
VXTZ-TV, CMAOD. 10 

11 

10 

> I rnnxr-vm TO RADIO nmoi wnz 
1250-I250-OI TOW RADIO DIAL TGI 

15 Itadlo • 25 

x wtJS-'Tvn (M THITIBIOI WAUDI 
vm-TT, ClAHKL 10—CSÜKL 10-f» 
DPonurni Ik Tf       • H 

6-10 (*» M 1.9) Radio • IB 
1 r 

■adlo • 
n     • 

t5 
»5 

TMal Radio .16 
JT3 

RMiir • 
TT       • 

50 
50 
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O 
critical challenge to the lystoi than does a tactical warning.    The very 

genemllty of the strategic warning messege may Bate it« use attractive in sit- 
uatiori lees grave than one of potential nuclear attack.    Careles« us« of the 
strategic varning aestage csn degrade the entire ejetea.    The availability of 
this Bessegs opens the poesibility of undermining any official status that the 
public assigns to meesagee from the Radio Warning System.    Too many «arginal 
"strategic warnings"—liks too asny false alarse—may underaine the official 
status of a tactical warning, if such a warning is ever disseminated.    In add- 
ition to reaervlng the strategic warning Besssge for suitably grave eaergencles, 
the ■esea^e can be given further official sanction by such factors as effective 
testing, reliable operation, end public education (see Section $.4.1). 

$.$.2     Providing Obeqpivocal Instructions 

As in the caae of the tactical warning (see Section $.4.3)» the strategic warn- 
ing should be unequivocal.    The tine constraints upon the individual listener's 
responses are not aa severe as for tactical warning, but it is, nevertheless, 
undesirable to introduce any asklgulty or undue sophistication or caeqplezity 
Ijto the strategic warning aes« 

There are a vast variety of clrcuastaoces that can cause the disaeadnution of 
e strategic warning.    These can range fron a sudden surprise attack upon an ally 
to the slow,  inexorable escalation of a crisis to the point at which arned con- 
flict appears  inevitable.    Slailarly,  there are a range of couotemeasures that 
can be takaa by the various levels of pjrsrnnent. and the public fron preparing 
ehsltar kite to participation in expedient actions to iaprcve the defensive 
posture of the  country.    The anticipated tlae span for tavlng protective actions 
nay range fmn hours to days,   lo prerecorded neeeege eaa enconpaes this vast 
variety of threats,  protective actions,  and tins spaas.    Therefore, only one 
Instruction In  feasible:     FO* UFOöUTIOI TUW 0« TOÜF RADE) OK If,     (note that 
the fonsilaticn is PCM XVPCMUTSM..., net FOi mm TXTumutTTDW    ..    As tee been 
pointed out in Section $.2,     the strategic warning eeaaage itself provides no 
inforaationj rether it ennoiBicee a nore specific warning to ha dlsaesOneted via 
the broadcast nadln«) 

The staple instruction .. TCM OS IDOR IADS) OS TV any gi*s rUe to eons problees. 
IT the fceergency Broadcast Systsn ezlste and operates as it does currently,  seas 
loenl stations will ha off the air.    IS en snergeaey this inavaliability of in- 
fomBtioe fron aotnal channels any prove confusing.   Therefore, the naeea#e 
broadeast to a spaeific area by a 111—i in I si AN, fM« or Tf station perticipatu« 
in ths Radio Waraing Syetee includes the identity of the specific radio er TT 
station that is to provlds local inforantion.    (See Teble 1-7,  iteaa 4 and 5«) 

no euch specificity is poaeible for areas eaieed by low-frequency 
i} therefors,  ths aessegss broadeast by these t-mselttere only gl*v 

neosral infosvetien to turn on a fbnilinr station or any one that Is on the air. 
(See Table V-£,   itan 11.)    It is necessary, thsn, that each operating in—1111e 
statioa periodically indicate the spaeific local area that it is covering and 

to locete the one serving seas other local area. 

C 
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5.5.3      Other Atpacts of the Strategic Warning MgMgg 

The strategic vamlnc message lacks specificity,    for this raitson it la even 
harder to personallae than is the tactical vrrning aassa^e.   There is no specific 
danger that the listener can identify at a thraat to hlaaelf nor are there »»ny 
countenMaaures that he can prepare to take.    This infomatlon irust CCBM fro« the 
subsequent broadcast via the coranerrial aedia.     In fact the only BK«ns of person- 
nl lint ion is the use of direct address:    TUMI OR TOW RADIO OR IV or TOB TO RADIO 
9TATI0R Um, 1250 OR TDOB RADIO. 

Ttas strategic vrrning,   furthervore, cannot be balanced; as presented by the 
Radio Wnrning Systea the aessage does not identify a specific threat and the 
appropriate protective aeaaures.    Because of this llaitatIon--because of the 
vary lack of specificity la the ■essa«s--lt la  linperstlv» that the strategic 
warning assssgs not be an    is^resslve    aessage  in the octlon-stlaulating sense 
that  charaetariMS a tactical warning.    In this respect dal 1 vary la m laport» nt 
aa verbal content:    There  la no attentloo-cetting alara;  the tone of voice uaed 
in the prerecorded aeeaa#e ssiat be eaphatlc and c*la, underplaying the tone of 
urffsney that appears appropriate for a tactical viming.     (it is uncertain 
whether the strategic warning,  '«^It aa it does any alert si^al, can pene- 
trate salient noise adequately to attract attention during the hours of daily 
activity or whether it la Intense or aeaningful enough to awake a sleeping pop- 
ulation at aigbt.    This la a topic that warranta further axperlaental study.) 

Slailarly, the aeaaa#ea in Table k-4 «ad k-T lack intanslvs personell tat lea aad 
caaoet be either lapreaaiae or balanced.   All the cbaracterlatiaa of a tactical 
waralac aeaaegs (aad aoat eaphatlcally personal is«t loo,   iaprasslveaess,  end 
baleBoe)auat be carefully built into any detailed strategic warning that la 
diasaainated via ttas broadcast aedis; the Radio warning Ryataa nay gain aa audi- 
ence for strategic  inforaetloo,  but it reaalns the teak of the civil defense systea, 
using the broadcast aedie, to aacure a positive,  proapt respoaae froa the puLllc. 

5.6 CARC1L f AL8R ALARM MBRitfl 

This type of assea#i la act a warning asssacs:     it ceaoela a prior falae alara 
thet reached the public.    It any be tlae critical.    If the false alara «aa an 

tactical earning, aad tka public haa been trained to take shelter 
,  as fee* been  MSMH,  tkM a tlaely cancel  asssags will alnlalae tka 

incoevenienoe   aad coafuaioa by countsraaading ahelter-aoesant lastmctioas. 
tt$ however, ths falae alara waa an apparent strategic wamlai, then the dls- 
seaiaation of s cancel  aaeea^s la laaa tlae critical because no shelter aoee- 
■ent  is  involved.    The asssaae  should bo official aad unequlvDcal,  aa deflasd 
la iaettpa 52   hat it cannot be t^preiaiva, bsl eared, or pereoaal.    Soaeoae or 
aoMthiag asaoclatad with tki Radio Warning Ryataa dallvera* an "official" warn- 
ing; tka ceaeal atisa^i ant usarcoae tka apparent official aatare of the prior 
assss#B.    It »at leeve tka auditor collately certain that tka 'offlclal" warn- 
ing was,  indeed, a falae alara.    There is no poasibillty of personalising such 

( 
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a aessage; there    is no danger for the listener to Identify ae a threat to 
himself.    The lack of threat, and the consequent cancellation of instructions 
to take protective action,  Invalidate the possibility of preparing an Inpree- 
slve or a balanced message.    The nessage Itself Is critical because It aide in 
■inlmlxliig potential ccMprcKlse of the Radio Warning ßys tea and of the entire 
civil defense systan that may result froa a large-scale false alarm. 

Table k-8 contalna the text of the propoeed cancel fnlse alarm message.    It is 
mi 1— 1111U11I that the cancel false alarm message be presented at a sound 
pressure level of 75 db at 10 fe^t. 

5.6.I     Betablishlng the Official Character of a Cancel Balee Aim» 

' 

This type of aessagB is highly probleaatlc; the aore successfully the Office 
of Civ'l Defense estebllshee the Radio Warning Systea es the official source 
of valid warning inforeatioo (eee Sections 5.*.1 and 5.^.l), the «ore difficult 
it win be to cancel a false alarm without uodua confusion.    Trteallj the level 
Of reliability and security built Into the Radio Warning System should aake 
this aeesa#i unnecessary} but, since any syetea works at less than the Idsal 
level, the aassaga must be provided as insurance against a systaa-wids false- 
alara failure,     furthermore,   since each broadcast facility in the system Is 
equipped with prerecorded tapes,  it can accidentally false alara the area it 

lech of these facilities should, therefore, also be capable of die* 
ling a cancel falre alara msssags to countermand may warning msssags 

that is accidentally disseminated by a failurs at the local station.    It is not 
poeeible to inrlade any unique inforaatloo that the public will iMsdletely 
recognise ae a positive, unconfueing cancellation of a prior warning asssags. 
The cancel  false alara asesa«s can gain its sffectiveness only by being lest 
in the treneaissioo sequence,  only by following the asssags that it eeaeels. 

pointed oat in Section 5>.3, people who ere confused tend to seek clar- 
ifieatioa froa direct contact with nearby people, through the use of the tele- 
phone,  and fron radle and television broadcasts.    IB a false alara sitoatlon it 
is natural to aspect people to torn to theee tLiwe eoureee of Inforaatian far 
guidance.    Meet laportant is the availability of the ecaaercial broadest asdla. 
The aetloa's radio and TV stations,   however, cannot siaply broadcast thslr aoraal 
leniie—1^ ae m iadieatioa that the alert wes e false alara) thsy mmt faiekly 
broadcast positive asssegee similar to that in Tafele  fe-4» fblloead later by explan- 
ation of the cause of the false alara end of the etape telag tefewn to 
future falsa 

the false alara was a tactical warning asaeags dia**umatad for a period 
of time long enough for people to start to shelter, thea it is also aeoeeeary 
that efeelter managers, police, end other authorltiee, prepared for the poeei- 
bllity of e false alarm, are available to eiplain the Situation to fepls who 

to reach ehelter. 

capehUitiee outeids the Radio Warning System must be need to give the 
cancel false alara aeeeegs official etatt». f . 
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Table U-8.    Proposed Cancel Fkiee Alan Htssa^e 

ItOB Content 
Word 
Count 

Tlae 

1 FALSE AUBN—PALSB ALARM k 

2 TB ALERT SKBUL Oil —UMECt «MAGS 
YOU JUBT SAID UAS A FALSE ALARM 13 

3 X REP1AT--A  FALSE ALAM WS JUBT BERT 
OUT OVER TB RADIO WARRIJC STBTW Ik 

k DISntQAFD AST .JXRT 8IGIAL OR —lull! 
«SAGS YOU JUBT RBCEIVD PROM YOUR 
UARTOO SCEIVER Ik 

5 : »PIAT--DO »or CARRY our ARY DCRCERCY 

IBTFUCTICBB YOU MAY HAVE RBCEIVD FROM 
YOUR MARBIBC RECEIVER IT 

6-7 (Sew M 2 MA 3) rr kk 

6 IB Oü» BOT TO IBCOBVBmCl YOU 
FURTHER,   * ARE ROW ODIBG TBIB FALBE 
AI>RM «BSACE 15 

9 MR BOPB YOU IAVE BOT U BADLY 
IBCOBVBBZBK» BY TUB FALBE ALARM it 13                    1 

TDt«I 116 5T 
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5*6.2     ProYldlng UnaquiYPcal Inatructiop« 

In an inherently equlvoc«!  situation the need for absolute verbal clarity la 
critical.    The explanation given in the cancel naaaaca, howarer aust be very 
Halted.    The cause of the i"alse alam can range  froa spoofing or sabotage to 
huaan error or an equipment «alfunction.    The cancel false alam attM^t auat 
be tranaaltted a« soon aa possible after the false alar« la detected.    Any 
attempt to "explain" the false alam appears likely to be Inaccurate, Inadequate, 
or both.    Therefore,   forBulatlons such aa TB MDUOCY WMi TDD JUBT BAR) 
WAS AW ACCIMJTALrALSK ALARM or TB KBRGOICY WSSACI TOU JOBT BEARD HAS  BROAD- 
CAST THWUBB AM ERROR have been excluded froa the aessage.     rurthemore,  people 
have been inconvenienced, perhaps awakened In the WUUM of tha night, poeaibly 
frightened; it appears appropriate to aake the cancel aessage aa abort and 
direct aa poealble.    One« the warning receiver la quiet the listener can attempt 
to mail noreal activitlea or to detemlna the cause of the false alam 
sequence to which he «as just subjected. 

5.6.3     frorlding a Tiaaly Cancel Faiee Alam Meesaaa 

It la not anticipated that the sMssage in Table k-Q «HI be repeated indefi- 
nitely aa la the caae vltb the tactical aad strategic vaming aaeetma.    Mather 
It la rtniMaanrttil that a eingls rspetltioa, aa proposed la Wbla k-%, be used. 
Since it can be aseuaad that the original false dam attracted peoples' 
sttrntloo, tha cancel aeata#e need only annn<«re the false alam aad turn off 
the Radio uarolng Systsa. 

C 

If It is «»mad aecessary to tmnsalt the body of the eaaoai false alam aei 
(Itaaa 1 thinugh T) aom than once, one of teo techaiquee baa to bs «ployed. 
If the Radio Mamiag Bystea dose not have to tlaa share the operatic» of teo 
low-frequency traaaaltters baring overlapping coverage 00 tat seas frsquaocies. 
thea it la poealbla to prerecord iteas 1 through T aa aany tiass aa la dstsr- 
alaad to be adequate.    These repetitions of Iteas 1 through T would be followed 
ty a single broadcast of iteas 8 aad 9, which would «ad the transalssloo of tha 
uaual assssge.    If, however,   the Radio Uamlng Bystea does bam to tlaa share 
low-frequency traasalttere with overlapping coverage oe the saaa frequencies, 
than the aassa#s caaaot be expended by siapls praracordad mpetitlm of itsae 
1  through 7; each such repetition would delay by approxiaately bb seconds 
receipt of the eaaceUatioa by people living in areas of overlapping low- 
frequency coverage.    Thsrefbrs,  in a systsa using tlas shared frequsaciss aad 
repetition of iteas 1 through 7,  these item would have to be a separate 
aessa#i to be repsatad aa rsquired in the appropriate tiaa-ataariag sequence. 
Iteas 6 aad 9 aorld also bs a aapamte anuft to be treaealtted once at the 
end of the caacellatica aotlflcatione; or tbeee two  iteas could bs dropped 

»a#B.    ones a#Ua «to mao^aadatloa mat be mitamted tbat a single 
ision of ths cancel  faiss alam asssags, as propoead la table k-Q, 

supported by tlas y ciaasn ial radio aad TV smmim sMsnts aad by ths use of 
trained shelter aeaagsrs, police, aad other suthorlttes,  if required, 
be tbs aoet effective my of restoring order as quickly as possible. 

r 
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5.6.U     Countaim>odlDg Ffclsa Alarn« that IWtult la Xi» Vit—mimtiom of 
Anblguou« Meeta^ea 

lb« cane«! fal»« alam mm*—4» In Tabl« ».-8 is datlfMd to countaract a 
variety of false alam condition« mat ara aaaantlally aablfuoua.    Tha opar- 
atora of tha Radio Uarninf 8/ataa aay racocnixa a faiaa alara that aaaaa to ba 
«sy of tba lagitiaate aasaafa»,  in various ttacat of dalivaryi 

1.    Tactical Uarniac 

a.    Alart sipal,  first cyci«  (no vole« inforaatlao ba« 
diasaainatod) 

b.    yamiaf infomatioo,  first eycla (a ooavlata vole« a«««««« 
baa not baan dUsaalnatad) 

and «ubaaquant cycias (at laaat oaa coaplata alart and 
hmm baaa dUaaainaUd) 

8.   8trata«ic yarnln« 

a«    first eycla (cooditioo aiallar to l.b) 

b.    Second and subsequent cycles  (cooditioo aiallar to l.c) 

5.    Taet («lib or vitbout aodified alart si«n«I) 

a. Incoaplete asi 

b. Coamleted 

Tba Ms«a#« propoead aabaa ao prvriaioa for couateraaadin« a test 
dicacBiaatad at an uaactaadulad and uaaxpacted tiaa aa a raault of a ajrataa 
fa.iure.    It appear« that ackaovladciac «ueb a failure aa a false alam la 
inappropriate; tfcia aituatioa aiabt better ba treated aa aa uaaanouaced taet 
of tba aystaa vltb tb« appropriate test-oriented follow-up in tba praaa and 
ao radio aad Tf.    Tba pi'oyoaad naaea#i la «aaerai aaougb to alle« ajrataa 
operator« to couataraaad a falae tactical or «tratasic aarain« in any of  -b« 
sta#ae daacribad in   1   and   ?,    aboaa.    Tba propoead caacal faiaa alai» 
■•si««« achieva« iu «aaerelity by recogaisin« aevaral poaalbla coadltioaa 
(..jamr tioui. cm UMUBQ mmum...), br u«in< «nerai toxw (...A mm 
ALAM UA8 JUBT Slfff CVt...), aad by providing paaral iaatructioM (..J 
CXAff am AIT i»«Mm! untvenom rou »IAT BAVI marm>...). 

lity labaraat in tba propoesd aeeeage i« a «eirce of poaaibla 
coafueico.    Tba jaly^aiurnati«af  faoeavar,  la to record separata aaoeal fklae 
alans aeaaaflaa for each of the coadltioaa listed above aad to all/iv tba tiain* 
aad logic atrhanl— tbat central rbe oparatioa of tba syetea to eelact tba 
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rtcordlaf tta» UM of ■ultipU eaac«! fklM tlaia 
to b« owirlor »ophlsticatod «ad i« not r»ci—miid; if tbt hlf^ l*v»l of rtll*- 
bUlty tpiMlflod for Uw Radio VtenU« Bftmm^ !• «chlov«^ UM enorm- ■••••«• 

la TmbI« %-6 U «AoqiMto to cortr tha naoto contlacMcy of • fklo« 

5.T 

f—X MnM#ii art routiAo ■■■■■#« to »mich tlw puHic «111 ba anpoaod vltb 
aoaa fraquaoer.   Tha public raapooa« to thaia aattafit ean ba blftdjr al^il- 
fleaat:    tl» aaaaaca« oaa balp to (1) fteUlarlta tba public vltb tha oparatioo 
of tba ajrataa, (2)  locata failad or fblllag racaivara, aod (3) idaotify tba 
■yatao aa a aourea of aaanlAcfSil» potaetlalljr lifbaavlai iaroraattoo.    Tbnaa 
■aaatiM ara tiaa critical la a apodal aoaa«; tbajr ^^ouid alwajr« occur at a 
tLaa aaloctad to raacb tba largaat auribar of paoplo.    tbay abould alao bavo 
tba cbaractarlatlca of tba tactical «araia« aaaaa^a Itaalf, tboagb to aa 

lloitad by Uw fact tbat tbaqr ftra bain« uaai U toota.   Tha boat wmmmt 
ba uaod to coodltloB Uw public to tha poaalbUitr of haariag a wamiot 

ovar tba Radio uarniac Sjratao aad to Uw aaad Ibr «ach lltt—ar to 
tha protect iva act loo rpocifiad.   fhua, «toll« a toat mmg* la not, by 

itaalf, a critical aaaaa«*, «a Ifwftactlaaljr Hctl^aH or uaad taat Mgii^i can 
««ally dacrada raapooa« to aa attack «amlac ^hes It 1« ultlaataly diaaawiaatad, 
«hlla aa affbetlvaly daa^pwd aad uaad taat aaaaa^a can anhaari tha raapooaa 
to aa attack varalaf. 

tablaa b>9 aad b-10 ooatala propoaad taat aaaaacaa.   Uw Rwp la Table k-9 
la «aai^aad priaarily to fballlarlaa tha public vlth tha oparatloa oi tha 
Radio haraiac Syataa aad to balp locata ftlllag raeauara.   Tha —ip la 
Tabla K-lO, la cootraat, la priaarily (lMl#wd to balp coadltloa tha public 
to raco^BlM and raapood to tba alart •l^aal uaad la tha tactical «amlaj 
aaaaafa.    It U rci ij^wdi« that tha tasta of both taat wmmm» ba praaaatad 
at couad praaaur« la«ala of 65 dh at 10 fWt, aad that tha alart al 

praaaatad at a aooad ^raacurc lavul of 60 4h at 10 fbat. 

J.T.I     Ictabllablaa Uw Official Cbaractar of Uw Ta«t 

A« la tha caaa vlth all tha wmmma pranoualy daacrlbad, tact «■■■■jai «ala 
thalr official ctatua froa tha Radio baraiac Syataa Itaalf.    Mhrala« —RfM 
can only hava Uw •anctloo coafarrad by afflcialdOB If tha public eooaldaz« tha 
Radio Mamlm tyata« aa Uw official--and, by lapilcatlon, tha aftotl«a— 
•ourca of «nmlac lafb*vatloa.    T—x. acacv^aa,  la cootraat, aaad not dapond 

tha ftirt that thay ara rccaixwd oa a «aralag racalvar to eoafar official 

I«    Cfaaptar Two, Soctloa k.5.1. 
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Table k-9.    Proposed Test Message without Alert Signal 

Item Content Word 
Count 

Time 
(Sec.) 

1 TESTING--TESTIWG 2 

2 THIS IS A TEST OF THE RADIO WAPaNHIG SYSTEM 9 

3 I REPEAT—THIS IS ONLY A TEST 7 9 

l* AITEWTION TO THIS TEST MESSAGE COULD 
SAVE YOUR LIFE 9 

5 WE ARE TESTING YOUR WARNING RECEIVER 6 

6 IF YOUR RECEIVER DOES NOT SOUND RIGHT, PlilASE 
TAKE IT TO YOUR NEAREST FIRE HOUSE FOR 
TESTING OR REPLACEMENT AT NO COST TO YOU* 2k 19 

7 IN AN EMERGENCY, A MESSAGE ON YOUR WARNING 
RECEIVER WOULD TELL YOU WHAT TO DO 15 

8 PROMPT RESPONSE TO A WARNING COULD SAVE YOUR 
LIFE 9 12 

9 THIS CONCLUDES A TEST OF THE RADIO WARNING 
SYSTEM 9 

10 I REPEAT—THIS HAS BEEN A RADIO WARNING 
SYSTEM TEST 10 9 

Total 100 1* 

* For illustrative purposes only; see Section 5.7.3- 
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Table 4-10. Proposed Test Message witn Modified Alert Signal 

r 

Item Conient Word Time 
Count (Sec.) 

\      1 TESTING —TESTING 2 

2 THIS IS A TEST OF THE RADIO WAKNIW5 SYSTEM 9 

3 I REPEAT-THIS  IS ONLY A TEST 7 9 

k ATTEmON TO THIS TEST MESSAGE COULD SAVE 
YOUR LIFE 9 

5 IN CASE OF A NUCUIAR ATTACK ON THE UNITED 
STATES, THE FOLLOWING SJENAL WOULD BE 
SOUNEED LOUDLY: 17 13 

6 (Alert Signni at low volume) 10 

7 THIS IS ONLY A TEST 5 

8 I REreAT-THIS IS ONLY A TEST 7 

9 IN A NUCI£AR A3TACK THE ATJOT SIGNAL YOU 
JUST HEARD WOULD BE FOLLOWED BY THE 
INSTRUCTION TO TAKE SHELTER IMMEDIATELY 20 

10 PROMPT RESPONSE TO THE ALERT SIGNAL AND 
THE INSTRUCTION TO TAKE SHELTER COULD 
SAVE YOUR LIFE 16 2k 

11 THIS CONCLUDES A TEST OF THE RADIO WARNING 
SYSOEM 9 

12 I REPEAT--THIS HAS BEEN A RADIO WARNING 
SYSTEM TEST 10 9 

Total in 65 

o 
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status upon them. The only effective use of test messages directed to the 
public requires that listeners be In the vicinity of receivers in order to 
validate the performance of thcr.e receivers •^ 

There are three methods of assuring the maximum number of listeners at the 
time of any test:  (l) scheduling tests for a time llke3y to find a maximum 
number of people In the vicinity of their warning receivers; (2) always 
holding tests at the same time; and (3) giving each test the appropriate 
publicity in the press, on radio and TV, and  through other media. All of these 
techniques give emphasis to the official cha-acter of the system and its 
messages, both warning and test messages. 

5.7.2  Making Test Messages Impressive 

The test messages can be made impressive only in a limited sense. There is no 
immediate source of danger; there may not be even a vaguely recognizable threat 
at the time of any particular test messeige. The test messages proposed, if 
used in a rigorously controlled program of testing, can serve as a source of 
Important conditioning stimuli to the public. Unless these test-message 
stimuli are appi*oprlately Impressive, however, the test messages will probably 
have no significant impact upon the public.  (Obviously the stimuli in the test 
messages must be supported by a general education and training effort in 
support of the Radio Warning System as an element of the total civil defense 
system.) 

The stimuli built into the test messages are particularly suitable to the task 
of conditioning the public because they emanate from the warning receiver 
Itself. They help keep the receiver operative. They familiarize the public 
with the alert signal. They provide a direct reminder that a prompt, positive 
response to the tactical warning message, if it were ever disseminated, could 
save the listener's life. 

Two separate messages are proposed. It is anticipated that the test message 
described in Table k-9  (i.e., without an alert signal) will be used for most 
of the testing; thf test message in Table 4-10 (i.e., with em alert signal) 
will be used on a limited basis so as not to overcondition the public to the 
alert signed. It is not possible at this time to determine the exact mix of 
the two messages that should be used for testing, but as a working hypothesis 
It is suggested that the test message with alert signal be used once in four 
tests.  (The time intervals between test messages is discussed further in 
Section 5.7.4.) 

C 

1. Test lights and similar devices can signed the receipt of a test messe^e. 
This type of signed can even retain the information that a test message was 
received until the condition is recognized and acknowledged. Such devices, 
however, do not test the ability of the receiver to produce Intelligible sounds; 
therefore, the only fully effective way to test a receiver is for a listener to 
detenrine that the receiver actually sounded and that the Lessage was intelligible. 
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The verbal coct/jnt of both test messages is designed to be impressive: 
ATTENTION TO THIS TEST MESSAGE COUID SAVE YOUR LIFE; PROMPT RESPONSE TO A 
WARNING COUID SAVE YOUR LIJE; and PROMPT RESPONSE TO 7HE AIERT SIGNAL AND THE 
INSTRUCTION TO TAKE SHELTER COUID SAVE YOUR LIPE  These statements—coupled 
with others designed to support the overall civil defense program and connuni- 
cated via other media—can help to build the personal sense of danger necessary 
to achieving prompt, effective responses to a tactical warning. 

5.7.3  Providing Unequivocal Instructions 

The test messages provide several types of instructions. Of initial imnortance 
is the information that THIS IS A TEST OF THE RADIO WARNING SYSTEM. The infor- 
mation that the system is being tested has negative value. It is repeated 
throughout both test messages to prevent listeners from mistaking a test 
message for a valid warning. The positive information in the message relates 
to receiver maintenance and to a future threat and suitable protection. 

It is impossible to use the Radio Warning System to tell a person with a flailed 
receiver that he should turn it in for repairs or replacement. The newspapers 
and coomercial radio and TV must do so before and after each test. The Radio 
Warning System can remind a person that if his receiver does not sound right 
to him that he can have it tested and, if necessary, repaired or replaced. 
(The message in Table k-9  is based upon the assumption that test facilities 
will be available in local fire houses and that receivers will be replaced 
without charge to the owner. Both of these assumptions have no necessary 
validity, but were selected to provide illustrative content for the message.) 

The test message with an alert signal (Table k-10)  is quite explicit in identi- 
fying the threat as nuclear attack and the available protection as taking 
shelter. The alert signal is presented for only 10 seconds, which appeals Just 
long enough to provoke a minor irritation reaction from the listener; the 
signal is also presented at reduced volume to preserve its full impact for the 
tactical warning situation. A level of 60 db at 10 feet is suggested. The 
test message without alert signal (Table k-9)  is general in its information 
because it is designed to cover both tactical and strategic warnings. Both of 
these messages have to be supported by detailed instructions in other media 
aimed at getting each individual to his own shelter in a timely manner. 

5.T.4  Timing of Test Messages 

Since these messages do not require an immediate response, message time is of 
relatively little significance. It is desirable to make test messages as 
short as possible so as to minimize their intrusion into activities in the 
hone. A far more critical timing factor has to do with the regularity with 
which messages are presented. Past experience indicates that the best test 
strategy is testing at a standard time.1 The use of a verbal message as part 

1 

T".    Mack and Baker, op. cit., pp. 11, 29. 

C 
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of the test ainimlzes possible confusion between a test and a valid warning. 
However, only If a person Is conditioned to expect a test at a fixed time is 
there any hope of creating in him a reliable awareness of a missed test and a 
failed receiver.^- 

Since most receivers will be in homes, it appears desirable to test when the 
most people are  at home. This appeers to be during the early supper hour from 
approximately 6:00 to 7:00 p.m. The most likely day to test appears to be 
Monday or Tuesday. (These dates are based upon limited evidence derived from 
such sources as the days restaurants tend to close and mujt be confirmed before 
they can be used for planning.) Ideally each test should occur at a common 
time (say 6:30 p.m.) in each time zone; but this appears impractical, since 
there Is no conformity between transmitter coverage and time zones. Therefore, 
testing should be as close to a common time for as many people as possible in 
each time zone, with everyone aware of the actual time that his rjcelver is 
tested. Daylight saving time raises some problems because the time may vary 
an hour in some areas depending upon whether the system and/or the area goes 
onto daylight saving time. 

The situation is further complicated by the possibility of timesharing a 
single frequency between two low-frequency transmitters with overlapping 
coverage. If timesharing is used, the strategy of testing as close to a 
common time as possible cannot be used because some areas of overlapping 
coverage are served by transmitters in two time zones; residents of such areas 
would receive two test messages.  In a system using timeshared frequencies 
the strategy of testing all the receivers in the country at some common time 
such as 9:00 p.m. Eastern Standard Time appears most suitable. Again each 
person must know the local time at which his receiver is to be tested. 

5.7.5  Making Test Messages Personal and Balanced 

Again there is no present danger to personalize in the test messages. Only 
potential future danger can be personalized: PROMPT RESPONSE TO A WARNING 
COUID SAVE YOUR LIJE or ATTENTION TO THIS TEST MESSAGE COUID SAVE TOUR LIFE. 
Similarly, since there is no specific threat, there are also no specific 
countermeasures. Only the countermeasures available for future use can be used 
for balance: the danger of a nuclear attack is paired with the information 
that prompt movement to shelter could save the listener's life. Yet personal- 
ization is critical; only if the individual listener identifies the potential 
danger with himself can he be expected to act effectively when and if that 
danger becomes actual. Similarly the balance of danger and protection is the 

1. The only exception to this logic results from a system failure that presents 
a test message as a false alarm at some unscheduled or unexpected time. See 
Section 5«6.ü. 
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only factor likely to keep the listener fron shutting the whole problem of a 
nuclear attack out of his mind through the defensive response that it could 
not happen to him. 

6.0 «83AGE CHARACTERISTICS AlO SYSTEM DESIOf 

Careful design of the messages transmitted over the Radio Warning System can 
effectively provide most of the attributes discussed in Sections 4.0 and 5.0. 
Additional data gathered from Radio Warning Systems tests, research projects, 
or disaster analyses can be used to make future Improvements to the effective- 
ness of these messages.    Some problems, hovever, cannot be designed out of the 
Radio Waning System, but are problems of the entire civil defense system. 
The most serious of these civil defense system problems relate to the national 
character of the Radio warning System and its messages, to the limited time in 
which the tactical warning message has to be delivered, and necessary use of 
other, more-or-less local, sources of information to augment the Radio Warning 
System.   These problems have been discussed in conjunction with the detailed 
discussions of the various messages; the problems act as limitations upon the 
Radio Warning System and must be resolved before the Radio Warning System can 
operate with complete effectiveness. 

( 
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CHAPTER FF/E 

REVIEW AND EVAUJATIOW OF NIAC SIGWALIRG METHODS 

1.0 IMTRODUCTIOW 

The material presented in this chapter reviews and evaluates the activities to 
date of the Federal ConBunicatlon Coraaission (FCC) in the develppment of broad- 
cast radio signaling techniques related to civil defense alerting and warning.1 

The FCC effort was undertaken through a special vorking group of the National 
Industry Advisory Ccmnittee (NIAC) and was started early in 1963* 

The review and evaluation presented below considers the approach and techniques 
employed by NIAC without considering in detail the actual techniques and equip- 
ment under development by NIAC members. (A sunmary of techniques and equipment 
appears in Table 5-1; other technical details are included in the Annex to this 
chapter.) 

2.0 COWCLUSIORS 

Examination Indicates that the lack of clearly defined requirements caised each 
of the NIAC proponents to establish his own set of requirements (seme explicitly 
defined, others Implicitly suggested).    Even though seme of the requirements set 
forth are presented by several proponents, these comnon requirements are often 
assigned different weights by the various manufacturers;  in some cases,  one pro- 
ponent's requirement is another's undesirable feature.    This lack of standardized 
requirements makes it impossible to select one system as superior to any other; 
in fact, it invalidates much of the work performed by NIAC.    NIAC attempted to 
establish a severe environment in which to test receivers for false alann and no 
alarm failures.    This environment was established through a ccmblnatlon of bench 
testing and field testing.    The bench testing appears to have been rigorously 
planned and standardized, but without the establldhment of precise test duration. 
The field tests were also carefully designed, but operated for so short a time 
as to make impossible any guarantee that the t^st ehvironment exhaustively repre- 
sents the full range of environments in which operational receivers would have to 
function. 

Y.   The material in this chapter was largely derived from a briefing presented 
to the Vorking Group for Radio Warning, Office of Civil Defense, Washington, 
D. C, 29 September 196U.    This chapter replaces Review and Evaluation of NIAC 
Sifnaling Methods, \4iich was originally pübliahsd as m-L-1960/022/00, dated 
25 NOvedtor 1964. 
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While the NIAC effort provides some useful Infomation, the lack of standardized 
requirements and of exhaustive testing make selection of alerting and warning 
signaling techniques and an associated receiver premature.    This Is true even If 
the receiver Is used only for Initiating Emergency Broadcast System (EBS) opera- 
tions In the participating radio stations.    Acceptance of one of the proposed 
techniques, even if it is only for controlling EBS, will tend to preempt signal- 
ing techniques used for hone alerting and warning.    It is likely that the imple- 
mentation of one of the NIAC signaling techniques for EBS control will make the 
broadcasters reluctant to Implement a second technique for home alerting and 
warning.    If a technique is selected for EBS control before a techn'qvie is 
selected for public alerting and warning,it is possible that the optunua public 
alerting technique may be incompatible with the EBS control technique. 

3.0 REVIEW 

NIAC undertook the development of alerting and warning techniques suitable for 
use by comaercial radio and TV broadcast stations early in 1963.    Initially, 
NIAC attempted to devise techniques applicable to indoor public alerting and 
warning for use in individual hones,  transient acconnodations,  and placer Ox 
business.    In March 196k, however,  the NIAC effort was redirected toward develop- 
ment of signaling techniques suitable for initiating EBS operations. 

As a result of a public notice in February 1963, thirteen proposals for alerting 
and warning techniques were submitted to NIAC.    These proposals were reviewed by 
NIAC.    Those proposals not supported by technical detail adequate to establish 
their feasibility were rejected.    Some attempt was made to eliminate proposals 
that did not contribute to the variety of approaches to the problem.    Some pro- 
posals were eliminated because they did not conform to certain ground rules 
based largely upon comaercial broadcast practices. 

From those proposals submitted, four were selected for further development and 
testing.    Tbe selected proposals were originated by: 

1. Columbia Broadcasting System (CBS) 

2. Phllco Corporation (philco) 

3. General Electric Company (GE) 

k.    Zenith Radio Coiporation (Zenith) 

C 
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Experimental prototype equipment was constructed.    Bench and field tests w?re 
completed In January 1964.    Final reports were submitted to FCC In April and May 
I96U.      These reports were prepared by the four NIAC members \tio had submitted 
equipment for evaluation and by the representatives of two canmercia]  radio 
stations (VIHAS,   Louisville,  Kentucky,  an«*. VWT, Cedar Rapids,   Iowa).    As of the 
date (25 November 196U) on which the material in this chapter was prepared, 
NIAC had not yet recommended one of the four proposals.    The requirement for 
such a reccnnendatlon was tempors ily lifted by FCC In April 1964,  when the 
possible conflict between OCD plans for public alerting and warning and revised 
FCC plans for the EBS became apparent to members of NIAC.    (At a later date, 
however, NIAC reduced the field of competitors from four to two:  Fhllco and 
Zenith.    See Chapter Nine, below.) 

k.O H1JC OPERATIONS AND PHILOSOPHY 

Tb* mode of operation used by NIAC is typical of Its handling of other problems. 
I'L'C played a key role,  for example,  in the selection of a color TV broadcasting 
system and of an FM stereo broadcasting system.    In both the color TV and FM 
stereo efforts,  NIAC methods vcre similar to those ufed in selecting alerting 
and warning techniques. 

NIAC capitalizes upon the potential coomerclal profit that a successful proponent 
stands to gain from his effort.    Several of the proponents urged that a subsidiary- 
service capability be built into any alerting and warning system;  this canabllity 
would allow receivers to be selectively activated for the dissemination of  lews or 
weather.    All of the proponents designed such subsidiary-service capabilities Into 
their receivers. 

Perhaps the most significant criticism of the NIAC approach Is its Inherent lack 
of comprehensiveness.    NIAT responds only to proposals.    It does not designate 
certain techniques as requiring further study,  and, therefore.  It can only select 
the most promising of those proposals submitted to It. 

The NIAC effort on alerting and warning techniques suffers, unfortunately, from 
fallings of incompleteness that transcend the limitations of Its proposal pro- 
cedure.    It is seriously limited by the fact that normal commercial goals are 
largely inapplicable to the development of an alerting and warning system.    An 
alerting and warning system must be designed and implemented with a rlgorousness 

1.    Federal Coomunications Commission, National Industry Mvisory Conmittee (Field 
Test M Hoc Camnlttee), Report of Field Tests of Bmeiyncy Alerting Syste— for 
Use With Standard, TU and Television Broadcast Stations, Washington, P.C.,  3 April 
1964; Federal Connuni cat ions Coonission, National Industry Advisory Ccasilttee 
(Systems Analysis Ad Hoc Coonlttee), ChmlnMa's Report of Co^paratiTs Analysis of 
Baergency Alerting Systans for Use With Standard, FM and Television Broadcast 
Stations, Washington, P.C..  15 May 19bk. 

C 
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of approach equal to or exceeding that applied to the development of most 
military comnunl cat Ions systems; the lives of millions of people as well as the 
effective utilization of shelters and othei civil defense facilities and plans 
may veil depend upon the successful operation of a public alerting .   i warning 
system.    Yet, NLAC never received adequate guidance aj to the requirements that 
such a system would have to meet.    Instead, each of the four proponents proceeded 
to the task of devising, testing, and evaluating hardware to meet performance re- 
quirements that he devised on his own. 

5.0 POSITIONS TAKEN BY PROPONEWTS 

In accord with the normal method of NLAC operation, each proponent prepared a 
final report that evaluated his effort In ccnparlsun to those of the other pro- 
ponents. (This material appeared In the final report of the Systems Analysis 
M Hoc Committee, which was cited above.) A brief review of these final reports 
Indicates the variety of approaches taken by tne proponents. This variety reflects 
the honest attempts of the proponents to get their Jobs done In the absence of firm 
guidance. Table 3-1 4-s a sumnary of proponents' signaling techniques. 

5.1 CBS REPORT 

The CBS rr.port Includes a limited characterization of requirements;  It does, 
however,  try to put down In one place performance requirements for receiver design, 
transmitter design, and general system operations.    Security fron falae alazms 
Is a basic requirement.    The receiver must be reliable In the presence of signal 
fade and noise.    The same system ought to apply to any broadcast medium (AM, PM, 
TV).    The system ought to achieve wide public acceptance and, therefore, the 
system ought to have subsidiary uses.    The alert signal, however,  should not be 
associated with subsidiary uses.    There are additional CSS requirements (see 
Annex to this chapter), but regardless of their merits, they are completely the 
proponent's own creation.    CSS maintains In Its brief treatment t   it the field 
tests Mere Inadequate to Judge one receiver against another and concludes with 
a general recoonendatlco that the CBS Homealert receiver Is best on the basis of 
the limited requirements that CSS has Itself established.    There is no analysis 
of the CSS system, as such, from either a mathematical or an engineering stand- 
point.    There Is no conparison of features of the CDS system versus the other 
systems.    The CBS analysis is generally an argument to a special point, namely, 
the CSS product Is best. 

5-2 PHILCO REPORT 

Phllco,  In contrast to CSS, does nothing to cetegorlze requirements.    This Is 
not to say that It does not Hat or Inply requirements, but these are never 
drawn together and made explicit.    Phllco instead places its eiqphasls upon a 
lengthy. Intuitive engineering analysis.    There is a detailed analysis of the 
false alarm problem and a rather elementary assigning of weighting factors based 
on the rumber of elements employed In the radio signal; on this basis the Phllco 
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and Zenith systemB are rated at a false alarm factor of five,  GE at three, CBS 
at tvo -- the higher the number,  the better.    (Zenith disagreed,  even though 
Zenith rated with Phllco; CBS, rated lover,  also disagreed.    There is obviously 
little agreement on this particular analysis.) 

Rillco also makes a comparison of the four proposals on the basis of features, 
feature for feature.    It lists certain features and considers and ranks them 
as desirable or undesirable.    This ranking is hardly an adequate basis for defense 
of one system over another,  since there is no standardization on either the 
factors to be considered or the relative veight to be assigned each. 

Philco concludes, however,  that of the four systems tested, not one was optimum. 
Phllco proposes four alternate systems,  and goes through its entire analysis of 
false alarms and another comparison of system features.    The Philco report recom- 
mends that the "best" of these four alternates be the subject of all future NIAC 
activities.    Despite the recommendation,  Philco neither built nor tested any of 
the alternate systems. 

5.3 GE REPORT 

The GE report contains no discussion of requirements. Its analysis is based 
entirely upon a fairly detailed, quasimathematical analysis of false alarms. 
It concludes that the GE  system is more secure against false alarming than the 
Philco system by a factor of six, the Zenith system by a factor of ten, 
the CBS system by a factor of seventeen million. These figures are a function 
of the number of days that a receiver can be expected to operate without false 
alaimlng. The QE advantage is not quite so conclusive as it appears at first 
glance. GE has to qualify its seventeen-million-to-one advantage over CBS by 
stating that if the receiver or signal is detuned, the falsing probability 
increases. In fact, detuning the receiver makes the GE and the CBS receivers 
very similar in performance. The analysis is further marred by a mathematical 
error that leads to faulty conclusions. (This error is documented in Chapter 
Six, below.) 

GE makes a comparison of systems, again, on the basis of features it considers 
desirable and features it considers undesirable. (The OS comparison of system 
features was, furthermore, added as an obvious afterthougrtj and the page is not 
clearly Identifiable as a GE contribution.) This comparison lacks standardization 
because of the lack of requirements. GE set their own, and they differ from 
those established by the other proponents. The end conclusion is that the GE 
system is best because it is most secure against false alarms. 

5'^ ZENITH REPORT 

The Zenith report also makes no attempt to pull together requirements or state 
them explicitly in one place. Zenith again is one of the proponents that main- 
tains that the field tests were Inadequate. It also disagrees with Philco's 
analysis anil challenges the necessity of an alternate system. Zenith makes a 
tabular comparison of systems, again with no better basis for the comparison      /— 
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than any of the others.  It also concludes that Zenith's system is best because 
it has the best features. 

5.5    SUMMARY TABLES 

It is possible to collect from each proponent's report information that can be 
considered as the proponent's assessment of system requirements. In some 
cases, it is necessary to infer requirements from a proponent's discussion of 
his technique or from his comparison of that technique with those of the other 
proponents. Tables 5-2 through 5-5 summarize some of the key requirements. 
(The Annex to this chapter contains a more complete listing of these require- 
ments.) It is important to reiterate that these requirements, explicit or 
implicit, are very frequently sharply in disagreement. One proponent's 
requirement is another proponent's undesirable feature. Tables 5-2 through 
5-5 cannot even begin to suggest the different weights assigned each require- 
ment; these tables only suggest the scattergun effect of establishing system 
requirements on a do-it-yourself basis. 

6.0    NIAC TESTING TECHNIQUES 

The NIAC tests of the proposed signaling techniques were divided into bench 
tests and field tests. Emphasis was upon determining immunity from false 
alarms caused by noise or broadcast material during normal situations, and 
immunity to no alann failures in the presence of a legitimate alarm signal. 

The bench tests were oriented toward three things: 

1. Determining the operating range of the alert receiver with 
field strength variations. 

2. Establishing the immunity of the receiver to false alarms 
resulting from complex modulation effects or signal interference. 

3. Measuring the ability of the alert receiver to operate in the 
presence of noise. 

These bench tests were rigorously designed, but with no great amount of con- 
trol over the extent of the bench testing. The success or failure of the 
bench test has to be accepted more or less on the say-so of the proponent, 
who did his own bench testing. 

The field tests for AM stations were conducted in Florida (9-21 November 1953), 
and in Philadelphia for JM and TV stations (23-25 January I96U). The testa 
included false alarm tests and operational tests. The false alarm tests were 
made by tuning the alert receiver to various commercial broadcast stations 
and monitoring the output of the alerting circuitry for evidence of activation 
during normal broadcast use. The operational tests were made during the 
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Table 5-2.    General Requirementa 

REQinREWEJlT 

Same aystem for M, FM, TV 

No false alarms 

Distinctive alert signal 

Subsidiary uses 

No BRECCM interference 
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Table 5-3* Alert Signal Requirements 

REQUIREMENT 

Alert signals pretaped 

Alert signal for subsidiary use 

Alert signal for natural disaster 

Square wave modulation 

I 

. 

Key:   Y^fes;    N/NO;    -/NO Opinion. 
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Table 3-h.    Receiver Requirementu 

REQUIREMENT 

Receiver should be simple 

Receiver should be Inexpensive 

Receiver should be reliable 

Latching type umsuting 

Controlled reuniting 

Manual remuting 

Automatic remuting 

3 
Y Y Y - - 

Y Y - - - 

- Y - - - 

N N N Y - 

- Y - N N 

- N - Y Y 

_ _ _ N N 

o 

Table 5-5- Transmitter Requirements 

REQUIREMENT 
8 I 

Alert signal injection at studio 

Minimum transmitter modifications 

NOtch filter can be used 

Y 

Y 

Y Y 

Y Y 

N 

Y 

Y 

Y Y 

I I 

N 
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nonfunctioning hours of the participating stations and were an attempt to 
determine that when an actual alarm condition prevails the system does 
disseminate an alert.    The tests were conducted for AM with groundwave and 
skywave, strong and weak signals, and so forth.    Fti and TV receivers were 
tested in a high field strength location and a fringe-area location. 

While it has been demonstrated in Section 5*0, above, that the system require- 
ments effort was so scattered as to be nonexistent,  It can be maintained 
equelly strongly that the test results developed by NIAC, while they are 
informative, are unconvincing because they do not establish the fact that 
they were dealing with the total radio environment.    Two of the proponents       % 
(CBS and Zenith) took this position formally. 

All four systems operated satisfactorily under test conditions; such failures 
as were encountered were due to failures In the receiver and not failures in 
the alert-signal-detection circuitry.    The bench tests Indicated that the 
proposed techniques would all operate under extremely strong impulse noise, 
such as that produced by lightning end spherics. 

All systems would produce false alarms If program material contained signals 
equivalent to those used for the control function.    However, no normal pro- 
gramming material was found that would do this, and only an off-beat organ 
record with a sustained pedal note produced false alarms in the CBS receiver. 
Some overmodulatlon conditions produced false alarms in the 6E receiver. 

7.0 SIGNALING COMPATIBILITY 

Perhaps the most Interesting lesson to be learned from the NIAC tests is that 
signaling techniques devised without adequate coordination may be Incompatible. 
For example, most of the proponents decided that Broadcast Emergency Communi- 
cations and the signaling technique used for alerting and warning should not 
Interfere with each other.    OB took this position, and yet Its signaling 
technique did Interfere with BRECOM.    The lesson is well taken:   any decision 
on a signaling technique for EBS may Invalidate other techniques suitable for 
public, indoor alerting. 

■ 

■ 

C 

C ■: 
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ANNEX TO CHAPTER FIVE 

SKSTM REQUIREMEWrS AS EXPRESSED IN THE FOUR REPORTS OF THE 

PROPOMENT MANUFACTORERS AND TWO RADIO STATIONS (WHAS AND VMT) 

These requirements were gleaned from the raports of the proponents to the Ad 
Hoc Comnittee on Systems Analysis and are not arranged in any particular order 
or grouped hy subject. 

übe requirements were either listed explicitly by the reports as requirements 
or were assumed from the comparative rating charts contained In the veu^-s 
reports.    If a particular feature of the system was listed as advantageouf, a 
requirement for the feature was assumed and listed. 

After each requirement is listed the number of the page on vhlch that require- 
ment was expressed or from vhich it was Inferred. 

A.l CBS REQJIREMEHTS 

1. de system most be reliable in the presence of signal fade and 
noise (p. 67). 

2. Security fron false alarm is a basic requirement (pp. 66, 76). 

3. Receivers should not require critical tuning (p. 67). 

h. Notch filters can be used at low frequencies (p. 68). 

3. Latching is an undesirable feature (p. 69). 

6. Receivers should not require unnecessarily critical components 
(p. 69). 

7. The same system should be used for AM, IM,  and TV (p. 69). 

8. It Is necessary to achieve vide public acceptance of the system 
(p. 69). 

9. Receivers should be Inexpensive (p. 69). 

ID.    Transmitter modifications should be minimal (p. 70). 

U.    The convenience of broadcasters is not as important as the con- 
venience of the public (p. 70). 

 . .   - 
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12. Täe system should have subsidiary uses (p. 71). 

13. No subsidiary use should be made of the alert signal {h,. 71). 

Ik.    The duration of the alert slßnal required to uzmute receivers 
should be 1 to 2 seconds (p. 71) • 

13.    The ability to transmit an unmutlng signal and a warning message 
simultaneously Is a desirable fouUxre (p. 71)« 

l6.    Subsidiary use can provide needed testing of the system (p. 71). 

A.2 FHILCO REqjIREMENTS 

1. It Is desirable that the system have subsidiary uses (pp. 73, 
76, 77). 

2. Public acceptance of the system is desirable (p. 73)* 

3. Receivers should be simple (p. 7^)- 

h.     Receivers should be reliable (pp. fk, 76). 

5*      The system should provide a minimum of complexity for broadcast 
station operating personnel (p. fS). 

6. No subsidiary use should be made of the alert signal (pp. 79» 83) 

7* Transmitter modifications should be minimal (p. 63). 

8. Notch filters should not be used at any frequency (p. 83) • 

9. Security from false alarms is a basic requirement (p. 83). 

ID. Signal insertion at transmitters is not desirable (p. 83). 

11. Die sane system should be used for AM, Fti, and TV (p. 83)* 

12. An audible alert tome is desirable (p. 8U). 1 

13« Latching is undesirable (p. 6h). 

Ik.   Full modulation for the alert signal and warning message is 
desirable (p. Bk). 

13'    Interference with BRECON is undesirable (p. 85) • 

16. Frequency modulation (FN) is undesirable (p. 85). 

C 

( 
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17. Susceptibility to Jamming la undesirable (p. 86). 

18. Square-wave modulation la desirable for the alert signal (p. 87) • 

19. Manual remuting la undesirable (p. 87). 

20. Two alert signals are desirable, one for emergency and one for 
subsidiary use (p. 88). 

21. A continuous subaudiblß frequency Is desirable for unmutlng 
(p. 88). 

22. The audible alert signal should last a niinlmim of 15 seconds 
(p. 88). 

23. The alert tone should be between kO and 1,000 Hz    (p. 88). 

A. 3 GE REQUIREMEITO 

1. Security fron false alam la a basic requirement (p. Ik). 

2. A subaudlble unmutlng signal Is desirable (p. lU). 

3*      Controlled or automatic remuting la desirable (p. Ik). 

k.     The same system should be used for /M, m, and TV (p. Ik). 

5«      A nonlatching system is desirable (p. Ik). 

6.      Alert signal activation equipment should be located at broadcast 
studios (p. Ik). 

7- Alerts should be pretaped (p. Ik). 

8. Raucous tones are undesirable for alerting (p. Ik). 

9* Transmitter modifications Should be minimal (p. Ik). 

10. Bae system should not Interfere with BRECON (p. Ik). 

11. The receiver should be simple (p. Ik). 

12. A continuous latching signal ti deslrsble (p. Ik). 
■ 

13. Modulation levels of the alert signal should not be critical (p. Ik) 

Ik.    Alert signal frequency tolerances should not be critical (p. Ik), 
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A.k ZENIIH REQUIREMEafra 

1. Single tone systems do not have inherently adequate security 
against false alarm (p. 27). 

2. The same system should he used for AM, 7U, and TV (p. 27). 

3. Frequency modulation (IM) for standard broadcast stations (AM) 
is not desirable (p. 27). 

k.      Controlled or automatic unlatching is an undesirable feature 
(pp. 29-30). 

3.      A system using only AM stations is desirable (p. 33)* 

6. Receivers should be transistorized (pp. 3^-35). 

7. Security against false alarms is a basic requirement (p.  37)' 

8. The duration of the alert signal required to unmute receivers 
should be between 2 and 3 seconds (p. 39)' 

9«      A latching system is desirable (p. hi). 

IX).    Different alert tones should be used for nuclear attack and 
natural disaster (pp. 43, k5). 

U.    Pretaped alert signals axe not desirable (p. kk). 

12. The alerting tone should be between 500 and 1,000   ft (p. kh). 

13. Square-wave modulation should be used for the alert signal 
(p. MO. 

Ik.    Alert signal insertion should be at broadcast studios (p. 27). 

A. 5 WHAS REQUIREMENTS 

• 

1. The system should be used and maintained dally to Insure readiness 
for alert (p. 17). 

2. The system should be tested weekly (p. 17). 

3«      No subsidiary use should be made of the alert signal (p. 17). 

h.      Two tones should be used to Increase reliability — one for 
unmuting, a second for the alert (p. 17). 

O 

■ 
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5. Square-wave modulation should be used (p. 18). 

6. Automatic remutlng or rerouting from the transmitter are undesirable 
(p. 18). 

7. The same system should be used for AM, FM, and TV (p. Ifl). 

8. Frequency modulation (FM) of standard broadcast modulated 
transmitters (M)  IS not feasible (p. 18). 

9*  A sübaudlble unmutlng signal Is undesirable (p. id). 

10. Notch filters should not be used at any frequency because they 
degrade normal transmission (p. 19) > 

11. All alerts should be pretaped to minimize the complexity of 
action by broadcast station operating personnel (p. 19). 

12. An audible alert tone is desirable (p. 19). . 

A.6    VMT REQmREMEWTS 

1. The system should not require modification of transmitters (p. 21). 

2. The same system should be used for JM, TU,  and TV (p. 21). 

3. The alert signal activation equipment should be located at 
broadcast studios (pp. 21-22). 

k.     The alert signal should be distinctive (p. 22). 

5. The alert signal should be subject to transmission over any audio 
ccanunlcatlons link (p. 22). 

6. übe alert signal frequency should be between 200 and 2,500 Bt 
(p. 22). 

7. me sane alert signal should be used for nuclear attack and 
natural disaster (p. 22). 

8. All alerts should be pretaped to minimise the conplexlty of 
action by broadcast station operating personnel (p. 23). 
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CHAPTER SIX 

PROBISe OF FRBDICTIHG RECEIVER RELIABILITY 

1.0 IWRCDIICTIOW 

This chapter contains a discussion of the use (and misuse) of probabilistic 
models for predicting the faise-alam reliability of receivers for the Radio 
Warning System.3    The need for a discussion of this subject has been shown 
as a result of an examination of two such probabilistic models derived by 
corporate members of the Rational Industry Advisory Committee (NIAC) Systems 
Analysis Ad Hoc Subcomnittee.2   One of the models was devised by the Radio 
Receiver Department of General Electric Company and the other by Phllco 
Corporation. 

2.0 CCMICLÜBIOHS AHD RECOfCHDATIOHB 

The General Electric model contains several critical errors of mathematical 
detail.    More Important, however, both the General Electric and the Phllco 
models may be In error on more basic grounds.   The alxi of the discussion Is 
twofold:    first, to point out previous analytical errors In order that they 
will hopefully not be made In the future; second, to show sane of the com- 
plexities Inherent In the problem of predicting the likelihood of false 
alarms caused by program material In the absence of empirical data upon which 
to base such prediction.    It Is recommended   that either such empirical data 
be obtained or that attempts at auch prediction through mathematical ■odallag 
be avoided In the future. 

3.0 MMPBBIATICAL MCDELB AHD FAIBI AIAHMB 

The current desire for rational planning within government and Industry has 
led to great importance being placed on the use of mathematical techniques 
for establishing a basis for declslowmaklng.    If mathematical methods are to 
be used in this way, the mathematician «ho lays the decision malting ground- 
work must not betray the mathematically unskilled dec is ion-maker by making 

1. This chapter replaces Some Thoughts on Predicting Receiver Reliability, 
which was originally published as TO-L-l^O/C^/OO, dated 3 December 1964. 

2. Federal Ccamunlcatloos Conaission, Rational Industry Advisory Cosmittoe 
(Systems Analysis Ad Hoc Cosmd-ttee), caiajjasn's Report of Ccmparatlv» Analysis 

Oof ftwrgency Alert ing"Bys terns for Use With Standard, Hj and Television Broad-" 
cast Stations, Washington, D. C, 1$ May 1964. 
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faulty assunptions or by allowing errors to mar his work.    A mathematical.' 
model of a real process Is only as valid as the assumptions upon which It is 
based, and the assumptions are valid only to the extent that they reflect 
the process they are attempting to model.    Often it Is valid to make relatively 
simple assumptions in order to make the manipulation of the model easy because 
no one will suggest that extremely complex processes must be reflected In 
greater detail than Is necessary to determine the behavior of the critical 
parameters which are being examined; before such simplifying assumptions can 
be made, however, one must have an appreciation of the complex interrelation- 
ships that really exist, but which are being ignored In the model.    In the 
problem at hand, that of predicting the likelihood of receiver false alarm, 
two broad areas of Interrelationships between parameters are not Vnown fully. 
First, the relative impact of such characteristics of broadcast program 
material as frequency, amplitude, and duration on the likelihood of false 
alarms Is not clear; therefore, it is not possible to assign weighting factors 
to these parameters with any degree of assurance.   Second, the degree to which 
the characteristics mentioned above are mutually related in the likelihood of 
their assuming certain values is not known.    One thing appears clear, there 
are dangers present in treating program material as a random process.    Music 
and speech consist of organized patterns of sound, and more analysis remains to 
be done before the effect of this organization on receiver performance can be 
understood. 

With these difficulties to be faced, what courses are open to OCD In deter- 
mining the receiver to be used In the Radio Warning System?   There appear to 
be twc, and they are mutually exclusive.   The first Is to explore the unknown 
areas mentioned above in order to provide sufficient empirical knowledge of 
the basic parameters involved to enable a valid reliability model to be 
devised.    The second Is to forego any appeal to such mathematical justification 
for the reliability of one receiver over the other and instead base such 
decisions on an appeal to cannon sense.   No claim is made here for the rela- 
tive merits of either course of action.   Rather it is urged that one or the 
other be adopted in order to avoid a situation where lip service is paid to 
the fact that reliability models are really oversimplified and not to be 
trusted, while, at the same time, auch models are used because they seen to 
fortify a position which is being taken for other reasons. 

k,0 AmUBIS OF THB oniBRAL IMCTRIC MCDIL IDR FAIfiB ALARM HBLIABIUTr 

As part of its activity for the Systems Analysis Ad Hoc Subcommittee of RIAC, 
General Electric prepared a mathematical analysis of the probability of a 
false alarm as a function of broadcast program material.    This mathematical 
analysis, or model, has been found to contain several errors.   Two of them 
Involve mistaken analytical assumptions, one an error in the manipulation of 
certain terms which baa a critical effect on the result of the aaalyaia. 
Because of one of the analytical errors, the assumption that the three para- 
meters used are statistically Independent, it is believed that the entire 

r 

c 

■■  —' 
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model la Invalid.    Nevartheless, In order to show the effect on the results 
of such an analysis of nathomatlcal errors of detail, an attempt has been 
mads to "correct'• the model and recalculate the results originally obtained 
by General Electric. 

The error of manipulation mentioned above Is found In the derivation of the 
probability that a given tone will be sustained longer than the time constant 
of the time delay circuit in the receiver.   The frequency function used to 
find this probability is given as 

/ 

f (t) - ( 

0 

kht 

15t5 

. 

for t < 0 

for 0 < t < 

for t > 

„ 

In going from the frequency function above to the probability distribution 
function that gives the probability that a tone will last longer than t ■ T 
seconds, it is necessary to integrate the frequency function and evaluate the 
eonsvaat h. 

■ 

»1 m 

f(t)dt - / irtrt dt +/  ÄL 
/ L ißt' 

-as 0 i 

■ 

—00 

I 
h -   2.67 

P (t > T) 2.67 for T> 

O 
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In his derivation of this last probability, the 01 analyst arrived at the 
anawtr 

■ ■ 

P[t>Tl  . SM 
iiftt3 

■ 

which is clearly In error as an evaluation of the Integral will show. 

/: 

** . i * ^ 7    « 

That the correction of this error results In a faulty conclusion In evaluating 
the perfonance of a receiver Is now evident. As used by General Electric, 

T 
the probability derived above is multiplied by the factor «-» to obtain P_, 

the probability that a tone or tones will last longer than the on tlae 
constant of the receiver. The constant 0.3 is used because it Is the aosuMd 
average tlae for the appearance of a nev tone. Therefore, for a receiver 

T 
with tlae constant T, there will be n trials during the period T which can 

cause the tlae delay circuit to charge up* The result. In the General Blectric 
analysis is as follows: 

. 

wr3     r 

On the other hand the value of P_ obtained with the "corrected" version 

derived shove is 

Ä • &-T •  * 
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Rote that the result Is a constant. Since P- purports to measure the proha- 

hility that a tone will last longer than the tine constant of the receiver, 
and, since P_ Is Independent of that time constant, then one of two situations 

must he present; either tine delay Is unnecessary In the receiver or the 
analysis Is In error* Since the former conclusion Is not reasonable on the 
grounds of logic, the latter must he the case. 

It Is apparent from the expression for P_ reached In the General Electric 

analysis, that the probahlllty of a tone lasting longer than the tine constant 
of the receiver Is much smaller than a proper evaluation of the frequency 
distribution based upon the underlying assumptions would Indicate. It Is 
apparent that a second error vas also made in the derivation of P-. This 

error Involves the multiplication of the quantity derived from the frequency 

function by jr-r . The General Electric analysis states that this multipli- 

cation la necessary since, in the tine T, tones will enter the receiver at the 
rate of one every 0.3 seconds and, therefore, will have to he tested by the 
detection circuitry to detezmlne If they are in fact control tones transmitted 
to activate the receiver. This reasoning is false. P- represents the 

probability that any given tone will be sustained longer than the value t ■ T. 
In a like manner, PM and P- are the probabilities that a given tone will have 

the proper modulation level and will lie in the proper frequency band. There- 
fore, the Joint probability of the three occurrences, determined again 
erroneously by General Electric to be the product of the three separate 
probabilities, gives the probability that a given tone will last longer than 
the critical tine T, will have the proper modulation level, and will lie in 
the proper frequency band. Once this quantity is obtained, one can worry about 
how many tones will enter the receiver. This process is carried out, this 
time correctly by General Electric, In the expression for the duration of 
expected false-alara-free operation for the receiver: 

%J 

O 

It has been argued that even though the numerical results of the General 
Electric analysis are In error, the ranking of the tested receivers will 
nmaln the same after the formulas are corrected.   This, however, is not the 
case.   In the erroneous expression for PT, given by General Electric, P. 
varies Inversely as the square of the tins constant.    (It varies with the 
square only because of the second error in the analyses.   If that error had 
not been made. It would have varied Inversely with the cube of the tine 
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constant.)    It should vary inversely as the first power of the time constant. 
This has an effect on the relative ranking of the Philco and Zenith receivers. 
In the General Electric ranking, the Philco receiver had the second longest 
expected duration of faise-alara-free operation; Zenith, the third.    It is 
apparent that the reason for this ranking «as the short time constant of the 
Zenith receiver, the effect of which far outweighed in the analysis the wider 
bandwidth used to filter out the control tones in the Philco receiver.   To 
demonstrate that this change in ranking does occur, two sets of results were 
recalculated using modified forms of the General Electric model.    In the first 
recalculation, the only change was to substitute the correct form of the 
Integral for P_ into the expression fbr P.   As mentioned above, if this 
substitution is carried out, the value of P- remains constant (P- ■ .556). 
In the second calculation, the factor -a* was removed from the expression for 
P- in order to "correct" the second error made by General Electric.    If this 
is done, P_ becomes a function of the reciprocal of T. 

.167 . 

Table 6-1 shows the results of these recalculations. 

Table 6-1.   A Comparison of Results Obtained with the Uncorrected and 
"Corrected" General Electric False Alan Analysis 

Receiver 

Expected Duration of False-Alaxn-Free Operation 

P.   -    .OkS/T2 

Original   GB 
&   -   •556 

First Modifi- 
cation 

P    -    .167/P 
SScond Modifi- 
cation 

CBB 

Philco ♦ 

Zenith* 

OB 

12 hours 

1,300,000 days 

990,000 days 

8,500,000 days 

15 minutes 

12     hours 

271     days 

1*88     days 

15 minutes 

786 day« 

2,710 days 

ll|0,000 days 
  _ m 
*   Order reversed between first analysis and other analyses. 

■ . ■ O 

__   —p-,- : .  ... _  
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5.0     gggfflg g MHBBB 
The results staovn above indicate more than that an error can yield faulty 
results. They show the critical nature of weighting factors in a mathsnatieal 
expression such as «as used in this analysis. In the original General Electric 
model, the tine constant of the receiver was implicitly weighted more heavily 
because of the squared quantity in the denominator. This increased weighting 
factor was sufficiently important to result in a receiver with filters of 
very large bandwidth being rated better than one with filters of a much 
narrower bandwidth. Now, it may be true that the length of tine over which 
the signal is integrated is more important than the bandwidth of the filters 
in determining the false alazn probability of a given signaling technique, 
but If it is, it is not because a mathematical fonula says so. Rathe., the 
reverse Is true. The mathematical formula must reflect what has been deter- 
mined to be true after an empirical analysis has been made of the noise and 
program material to which the receiver will be subjected. The analysis made 
by Philco for the NIAC Systems Analysis Ad Hoc Coanittee also involves 
weighting factors, but in their attempt to be fair, Philco assigns all 
weighting factors a value of one. The question arises as to whether this is 
more valid. The answer remains that one cannot be sure without proper 
empirical evidence upon which to base a decision. 

It was mentioned above that the General Electric analysis erroneously states 
that the probability of the occurrence of a tone which has the proper tine 
duration, modulation level, and frequency equals the product of the probabil- 
ities that a tone will have these three characteristics separately. To see 
that this is an erroneous conclusion, we must discuss the concepts of statis- 
tical dependence and independence. The statement that the probability of the 
joint occurrence of A and B equals the product of the probability of the 
occurrence of A and the probability of the occurrence of B is true If and 
only if A and B are Independent events. In other words, the occurrence of A 
must not be affected in any way by the occurrence of B and vice versa. The 
question as to whether the tine, emplltude and frequency of a given tone are 
Independent naturally arises. The answer must be that we do not know, but 
that It Is not likely that they are independent. As mentioned previously, 
music and speech are organized patterns of sound. An examination of music, 
for instance, indicates that In the more serious types of ccnpositlons, low 
frequency notes have a greater probability of being sustained for a longer 
tlue than do higher frequencies. The seme may be true for other types of 
nusic as well. In the upper frequency ranges, there Is a tendency for 
transient tones to appear not only as overtones, but as components of Impulse 
sounds. This leads to a strong suspicion that the probability of a tone 
being sustained beyond a given length of time Is dependent upon frequency. 
It also leads to a question of whether, as claimed by Its authors, the 
General Electric analysis really established a worst case envlroownt for 
the receivers which axe controlled by low frequency tones. As long as the 
three parameters are treated independently, an assuaption that all frequencies 
are apt to occur with equal probability is in fewt, innaterial since the 
correlation between the parameters is not considered at all. 
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OM cam also derive Intuitively a suspicion that the modulation lerel is 
dependant upon frequency, but such suspicions are only based on intuition. 
They cannot be incorporated Into a aatbeoiatical expression for reliability 
until the exact nature, if any, of the independence is known.   This will 
require extensive analysis of all types of program material found in 
broadeastlnf. 
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CHAPTER SEVER 

A mCHHIQUE TOR PRBVKHTIIIO HtOORAM MATERIAL 

FROM FALSELY ACTIVATING HOME RECEIVERS 

1.0      mracpucTiow 

It is the purpose of this chapter to present a method for preventing a broad- 
cast station fron ever transmitting demuting signals to radio warning receivers 
tuned to it during noxnal broadcast operations, while at the same time this 
proposed method removes the objections that station-ovners would have to 
use devices that would degrade their transmissions. 

2.0   COWCIJOBIOWB AMD RECOmEHDATIOiHS 

The technique, described below, uses notch filters to remove the demuting 
tones from broadcast material. The technique overcomes the objections of 
broadcasters by inserting the notch filters dynamically into the station 
progranming line only «hen the demuting tones appear for a long enough period 
of time to threaten a false alarm. If a valid warning is required, the notch 
filters would be removed from the programming line, again dynamically, before 
the demuting tones were transmitted. Thus, the notch filters would be in the 
progranmlng line only so long as they were needed to prevent a false alarm 
and would not degrade the quality of normal program material. It is 
recommended, therefore, that all future planning for the Radio Warning System 
include the dynamically controlled filtering technique described below. 

- 

3.0   DaAMICAII.Y CCBIROLUD NOTCH FIUBR 

One of the more difficult problems of the Radio Warning System to be solved is 
the design of a secure unmuting circuit for a warning receiver which operates 
in the conmercial broadcast band. This circuit must be made impervious to the 
high-level audio modulation of relatively unknown spectral content that exists 
in program material. A practical solution to this problem was suggested by 
soon members of the National Industry Advisory Cconittee (HIAC). This was to 
use notch filters at the coonercial broadcast transmitter to prevent the 

1 

1. This chapter replaces A Suggestion for Preventing Proyw Haterlal flw 
Falsely Activating Radio Warning Home Receivers, which was originally"^^^ 
pufcllsled as !l!k^l$6Ö/Ö2VÖ07dated ^ ^bruary 1965. 

; 
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unmutlng signal tram ever being transmitted to the bone receiver.     This 
solution Is basically sound as It attacks the problem at Its source and makes 
unnecessary an Involved analysis to select frequencies that have a low 
probability of being present In program material.    There Is a basic drawback 
of this solution, as «as pointed out by one member of the committee, 0. V. Tovner, 
Director of Engineering for station WHAS, Louisville, Kentucky.    This Is the 
objection that the use of notch filters degrades the quality of the broadcast 
material and that "most stations would seriously object to the degradation 
they create."2   Whether or not the degradation Is substantial can be argued 
pro and con, but It Is doubtful If station owners could ever be convinced that 
any degradation Is not serious.    In any program requiring voluntary partici- 
pation In a Radio Warning System this would be a serious hurdle to overcome. 
It would seem that the use of notch filters to prevent false activation of 
hone receivers might create more problems than it solves, especially since 
proof is lacking that program material does contain the combination of tones 
to unmute the receivers. 

In order to Increase signaling security, use is made of the signal Integration 
feature of the home receiver.    In order to prevent activation on noise 
bursts and short-duration sequences of program material that contain the 
unmutlng tones, the boms receivers will delay activation until the tones 
persist for some nominal period of time.    Ten seconds has been mentioned 
as a reasonable delay period.   The saas unmutlng circuit that is used In 
the home receiver could be Installed at the broadcast station to monitor 
tJie program line.   The delay time of this monitor circuit could be made 
somewhat shorter than the delay time of the home receivers so that It will 
operate before the hone receivers have had time to unmute.    When the time 
delay of the monitor has been overcome, it will activate not an unmutlng 
gate, but a switch to Insert a notch filter in the program line and remove 
the activating signals frcci the program material being broadcast.   The 
discharge time of the monitor circuit could be made long enough to retain 
the filter in the program line until the hone receiver delay circuits have 
been completely discharged.    This method would effectively prevent any 
combination of tones that might contain the activating signals from being 
broadcast for a sufficient length of time to activate the hone receivers. 
As the notch filter will only be switched In when the program material 
contains tones that could cause false alarms, station owners could hardly 
take the position that their legitimate program material was being degraded. 
To argue otherwise would place them in the untenable position of maintaining 
their right to Initiate false alarms.    As reasonable precautions will already 

r 

1.    Federal Coamunlcatlons Conmission, National Industry Advisory Ccomlttee 
(Systems Analysis Ad Hoc Cosnlttee), Chalnasn's Report of Ccnparatlve Analyi 
of Bmeraency Alertlng~By8tem8 for Use With Standard. IM and Television 
^M-MtT^? 

2.    Ibid., p. 19* 
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have been taken to devise unnutlng tone sequences that have an extremely low 
probability of existing in noxnal program material, activation of the monitor- 
operated filter switch should he infrequent.    To insure that the filter will 
not he switched into the program line \<hen a real alert is being broadcast, 
the switch that connects the OCD warning equipnent to the transmitter should 
be inserted in the program line on the transmitter side of the program monitor. 

Sie cost of this device should be relatively low as the sensing circuitry 
is almost identical to the demutlng circuitry of the home receiver.    Undoubt- 
edly the most expensive components would be the notch filters.   This device 
could be installed at all broadcast stations used in the Radio Warning System 
regardless of the type of receiver finally chosen and would eliminate one 
potential source of false activation signals.    It would have no effect, 
unfortunately, on interfering signals from other sources or from remote noise 
sources, but this is believed to be a lesser problem than that presented by 
program material. 

in advantage of using this method is that it is conipletely independent of 
the characteristics of the hone receiver that will ultimately be chosen for 
implementation, except that the notch filters must be designed to suppress 
the particular tones used for activation.    It will improve the reliability 
against false alaxm of any type of receiver and will do so at a reasonable 
cost. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

COHERENT RECEIVER DEVELOPMENT 

1.0 INTRCDUCTION 

This chapter contains a review and summary of work performed In developing 
secure signaling methods for demutlng home warning receivers.1   This effort 
evolved from an Investigation of receivers developed by the National Industry 
Advisory Committee (NIAC).2   During this Investigation a deficiency noted in 
the NIAC evaluations was the attempt to enhance several of the reports with 
mathematical analyses based on unsupported assumptions about the noise and pro- 
gram material environments of the proposed receivers.    A thorough discussion 
of the risks that beset the use of this approach are presented In another 
chapter^ and will not be further elaborated here.    It Is sufficient to say 
that the attempts to derive quantitative figures of merit for the NIAC 
receivers by a rigorous analysis of the circuit parameters have been thwarted 
by lack of adequate information on the distribution of noise In the broadcast- 
frequency band.   Also lacking was any information on the time, duration, and 
frequency of tones that exist In commercial broadcast program material.    It 
Is believed that such data are nonexistent In the form needed for a proper 
analysis of the effects of program material on receiver demutlng circuitry and, 
furthermore, that any effort to collect adequate data would be time consuming, 
costly, and Inconclusive.    The presumption was that any attempt to evaluate 
receiver susceptibility to false alarm would Inevitably be based upon an 
intuitive Judgement of the effects that signals from these extraneous sources 
would have on the receiver circuitry.   Rather than attempting to apply intuitive 
Judgement to constructing a model of the noise environment which could not be 
Justified by correlation with empirical data, it was decided to study the 
possibility of developing demutlng circuitry which would respond only to unique 
signals that would not normally be produced by either natural or man-Made 
sources. 

2.0 C0NCLÜ8I0N5 AND RECOmENDATIOliS 

While only part of the circuit described below has been breadboarded and tested, 
it is believed that its principle is sound and offers the real possibility of 
improving the false alarm characteristics of the radio warning receiver.   As 
comparative costing figures are still not available, it Is not possible to place a 

T".    This chapter replaces Coherent Receiver Develonaent, which was originally 
published as TM-L.1960/029/00, dated U february'195$. 

2. Chapter Five,  "Review and Analysis of NIAC Signaling Methods." 

3. Chapter Six,    "Problems of Predicting Receiver Reliability." 
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dollar value on the costs of this design; however, the nvnber and types of 
canponentß used are canparable to those used In the conventional two-tone 
desMtlng circuit currently under developBent for OCD, and it is believed that 
the costs should be in the seme range.    More   develppnent work needs to be 
done to prove out the operation of this circuit, but it is believed that such 
an effort would be worthwhile to the Radio Warning Program.   It is xecannnded, 
therefore, that such developnental work be undertaken. 

3.0 KBCKIVBR SÜBCEPTIBILnT TO FAIflE AIARM 

The demuting circuitry used in a warning receiver may be conpared to a locked box, 
which may be opened when the correct key Is used.   If the key consists of tones 
which may exist in the noise or program environment In which the receiver must 
operate, then   there is a finite probability that the box will unintentionally 
be unlocked at some time,   nils situation is not necessarily bad as the proba- 
bility of the "key" tones being   present In the right form and for a sufficient 
length of time may be extremely low.    If this is   0, the cost advantage offered 
by simple demuting circuitry may outweigh the advantages of devising a more 
secure lock.    Ihe difficulty arises In attempting to prove that the above proba- 
bility Is actually low.   Even If adequate data were available and damonstrated 
that selected demuting tones have a low probability cf appearing, the dynamic 
nature of the noise envlrooment and the rapid change In music forms rod recorded 
program material would create doubt that past samplings of the environment are 
truly representative.    In addition, the purposeful production of the demuting 
by unscrupulous persons seeking publicity vould always pose a problem If no 
great effort Is required by them to produce the demuting tones.    Ibass consider- 
ations point to the uncertainty that will always confront the analyst In   his 
attempt to derive a quantitative measure of the susceptibility of the home 
receiver. 

On the other hand. If a demuting signal could be devised   that is not nosmally 
produced by natural or man-made noise sources, and cannot exist In program 
material, the receiver would be secure.    If, furthezmore. It takes special 
equipment to produce the demuting signal, then the purposeful production   of the 
tones by unauthorised persons will be Inhibited.   Of course, any key can be 
duplicated where the details of the lock axe a matter of public knowledge, but 
the use of such a key would imply a malicious Intent.    A legal defense based on 
lack of Intent to produce a false alarm would be difficult to prove.   Ihls makes 
the policing of the improper visage of the key by unauthorised persons much easier. 

k.O VfOWnOK   OF IHB OUBBÜMCT OOBGPT 

Several configurations involving special usage of single or dual transmitters 
with particular receiver designs were Investigated.   Elementary breadboard 
models were constructed in some instances to validate the concepts.    He three 
most noteworthy of these early designs are discussed belov in the evolutionary 
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order In vhich they «ere conceived.   These various configurations axe considered 
to he technically feasible, but «ere rejected for possible application   in the 
Radio Warning System because of excessive costs. 

k.l TWO-TRANSMITTER CONCEPT 

A suggestion «as made to utll. te two cooperating radio tranonltters.   One trans- 
mitter could be a comnercial broadcast station.   The second tranaanltter «ould 
be tuned to a frequency differing fron the first station's frequency by the Inter- 
mediate frequency (l.f.).   The local oscillator In the receiver «ould be replaced 
by a radio frequency (r.f.) stage tuned to the second station. 

Without a local oscillator, the receiver «ould be muted.   When the secorl station 
came on the air. It «ould provide the frequency —My provided by the local 
oscillator and «ould unmute the recel sr.   Additional security could be provided 
by a single resonant reed relay and the transmission of a dcmutlng tome. 

While this technique has some merit from the standpoint of receiver simplicity 
and a fair degree of security from false alarms. It Is cumbersome and expensive 
at the tranaaltter end.    It suffers from the high probability of signals being 
present at the second transmitter frequency during the nighttime hours* 

4.2 TW0-8TATI0N COHKRENT SIGNAL CONCEPT 

To avoid special tranaaltter requirements. It appeared to be practical to use 
any two radio stations located In a given city to tranenlt a coherent control 
signal. The stations «ould be linked by telephone line. The control code 
«ould consist of a single low-frequency tone tranmnltted by the first station, 
and the asms tone phase Inverted and transmitted by the second station. The 
receiver «ould require two front ends up to the first audio stage. At that 
point, the receiver «ould Invert the phase of one signal and add the two signals. 
All xn-phase transmission froai the two stations or from noise «ould cancel, 
while out-of-phase signals would add. This technique results In a mars «pensive 
receiver, since It represents almost two complete receive». 

4.3 SIMGLE   JXATIGH OOHERKKP SIGNAL CONCEPT 

The audio speetnmi above and below the voice frequency ranee could be used for 
transmission of the receiver uomutlng code.    If two frequencies suoh as $ kHz 
and 8 kHz  were selected to act as carriers of a low-frequency modulation tone, 
such as 90 Berts, It should be possible to transmit the seme low frequency over 
these two carriers, but with the phase of one modulation inverted with respect 
to the othsr. 

If modulation of the higher frequencies «ere to occur naturally or accidentally 
by a lower frequency, both carrier tones «ould be nndulated In phess.   There 
«ould be no probability of modulating the 6 kHz tone by 90 Hertz while simul- 
taneously modulating the 5 kHz tone by the same 90 Hertz phase shifted 1800.    In 

O 
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an attempt to breadboard and test this concept» it vas realized from the initial 
circuit diagram that its cost would he prohibitive due to the number of hlgh-Q 
filters needed. 

In an atteirpt to reduce cost, a circuit design vas attempted using only one 
carrier tone to carry the 90 Hertz modulation. A phase-shifted 90 Hertz tone 
could be transmitted directly without the aid of a carrier. This modification 
preserved the two-path coherent signal concept and reduced by one-half the 
nunher of filters required. It was apparent, however, that the design was still 
■ore ccmplex and more expensive than the simple scheme of two low-frequency 
resonant reed relays operating an AND gate. 

5.O    LOW-C03T COHERENT RECEIVER 

As costing figures were not available to SDC to enable comparison of SDC receiver 
circuitry costs with those of the OCD receiver, relative costs were estimated on 
the basis of the number of extra components that use of the coherency principle 
entailed. The previously discussed designs all were considerably more ccmplex 
than the OCD receiver and, therefore, considered to be more costly. One fact 
became evident; the excellent narrow band mechanical filter characteristics of 
reed relays could not "be duplicated at comparable costs with passive or active 
electronic components. It was decided to investigate the possibility of applying 
the coherency principle to reed relays as a means of bringing costs down to an 
acceptable level. 

During preliminary experimentation with resonant reed relays, an important 
property of the reed was noticed. The mechanical motion of the resonant rued 
phase locks to the electrical phase of the deriving frequency. Uhle relation- 
ship is maintained with high stability throughout the frequency bandpass of the 
relay. At one end of the reed motion, momentary contact is made to complete an 
electrical circuit once each cycle  übe duration of the contact closure is a 
function of the placement and resiliency of the member supporting the fixed 
contact. Closure time can be made from less than 1 percent of the cycle to over 
10 percent of the cycle. Figure 8-1 Illustrates the reed contact timing with 
respect to the electrical phase for two frequencies within the bandpass of the 
relay. The reed vibrates at the frequency of the driving signal and maintains 
a fixed phase relationship to the phase of the driving signal. Polarity reversal 
of the leads to the relay driving coil results in contact closures on the nega- 
tive peaks. 

Wh4le the normal practice is to avoid hamonic relationships between two re- 
sonant reed relays in a given application, the technique described here makes 
use of the harmonic relationship in a special way. 

Tiro resonant reed relays were obtained having frequencies f^ • 15lA and fg > 
303 Berts. The fi frequency relay was manufactured by Bramco Controls Ooapany 
and had about a 10 percent contact closure time. The ±2 relay was obtained 

O 
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from the W. S. Dean Company, whose product Is used primarily for model airplane 
flight control. It had a fixed contact resulting in contact closure time of 
about 1 percent. The reed plate in the Dean relay had provisions for eight 
reeds, but only one reed was used. 

Two oscillators were connected as shown in Figure 8-2. The first oscillator 
at frequency t„ synchronized the second oscillator at frequency f. through a 

phase shift control network. The timing diagrams of Figure 8-3 show the 
contact closure times wioh the phase shifter set at -U5 , 0°, and +45°. It 
was found that the relative phase relationship between f. and f. could be set 

at will to any desired point. The shift to the new position occurred as 
rapidly as one could manually turn the phase control potentiometer. The 
relative stability of reed contact closure timing between reed f. and f. WEM 

excellent. No drift or relative motion occurred over a several hour period. 

The two resonant reed relays can provide the functions of narrowband frequency 
detection and phase comparison. With these characteristics available, it was 
evident that an information channel had become available. 

It should be noted that while harmonically related tones were used in the 
experimental setup, coherence is the phenomenon required. Coherence between 
switch closures of two reeds can also be produced by several other frequency 
relationships. Coherence exists, for example, between f, and f? where f /2 

■ fp/3 or f-j/S» foA' however, as the two frequencies approach each other, 

there is less phase angle available for modulation. A timing diagram for the 
f./a« f./S relationship is shown in Figure 8-4. 

Creation of a relatively secure code for demuting the receiver would require 
.the selection of frequency, phase, and phase modulation characteristics that 
could not occur accidently and that could not be generated by two musicians by 
Intent. Sustained tones of approximately five-seconds duration do not occur 
in dialogue, therefore, the principal source of falslng signals would exist 
in music or sound effects. Assuming that both f, and f. are present for the 

specified time delay, both reeds would operate to produce a train of switch 
closures. Only two conditions can exist; the tones are phase locked, or they 
are not phase locked. One may reasonably expect to find in music and sound 
effects f, and f- with phase drift or with phase lock; and, in either ease, 

they may be amplitude or frequency modulated. Frequency modulation, when 
caused by wow or flutter in a tape drive, will be In phase for both tones. 
Relative phase modulation of f, with respect to f. could occur between two 

individual musical instruments. In this instance, however, drift is also 
present and the phase modulation will not persist between two fixed phase 
points. A secure code would, therefore, require: (1) no phase drift at any 

O 
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time, and (2) phase modulation between the two tones between two fixed phase 
angles above a minimum rate for a period exceeding the time delay. Two phase 
locked oscillators synchronized through a phase modulator calibrated In terms 
of phase position and modulation rate are required to generate the code. 

■ 

Decoding In the receiver Is not difficult. The audio signed at the output of 
the audio driver stage Is connected to the reed driver coll. The contacts of 
reed relay f, are shown as S, in Figure 8-3; and the contacts of reed relay f. 

as Sp. The momentary contact of S. produces the train of rectangular voltage 

pulses across R. labeled E(E ).      The capacitor C. and resistor Rp differentiate 

the pulse to provide the wave shape across R« marked E(R2). The generation of 

positive and negative pulses permits ready detection of phase drift by using 
the negating section of the AND  gate (gate 1, Figure 8-5)• Network R. and C» 

provide a fast-charge, slow-discharge tine delay limited to acceptance of only 
negative pulses. It recloses slowly by discharge of C- through R.. The 

time to open gate 1 depends primarily on the ratio of C. and C„.   The time to 

close the gate depends on the rate at which R, bleeds off the charge on Cp. 

The time of closure of Sp, shown In the timing diagram of Figure 8-3 as T(Sp^ 

will coincide at seme point In time with the negative pulse if phase drift Is 
present. If phase drift Is at the rate of 1.0 Hertz, then there will be a 
short pulse train of negative pulses repeated once each second. Prevention 
of negative pulses require phase locked signals with relative phase positions 
limited to the small region between A and B of Figure 8-3. 

The alternation of relative phase positions between A and B In the timing 
diagram of Figure 8-3, alternately charges and discharges C_. The first pulse 

of a positive pulse train (phase position-B/ charges C, and C^. The charge 

on C^ Is determined by the ratio C^/c^. Additional positive pulses have no 

effect, since CL and C. are fully charged. C. Is discharged when the phase 

relation Is at point A through CR« and Rp. Another positive pulse will 

recharge C, and add to the charge on C.. The rate at which C, Is charged and 

discharged must exceed the bleed off rate of C. R^ If gate 2 Is to be closed. 

Diode OR- prevents discharge of CV when S- Is at phase point A. 

When both sections of the AND gate are closed, an output voltage Is developed 
across R-, which may be used to control the bias of a final amplifier stage. 

The bias on the base of gate 2 transistor Is a function of the phase modulation 
sat«. . Modulation rat« could, therefore, be used to control the gain or audio 
level in the receiver. 

r 
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If R- represents a relay In the speaker circuit, the AND gate becomes an on- 
off control of the audio output.   The receiver, once turned on, can be turned 
off by discontinuing the phase modulation.    The receiver will remute a few 
seconds later due to the C. R.  delay characteristics of gate 2.   Fast turn-off 
would be accomplished by shifting to a phase locked position over the negative 
pulse to actuate gate 1.   A partial breadboard was built to prove the feasi- 
bility of the concept, but the AND gate was not constructed. 

The ability to control and rate-modulate the relative timing of two pulse 
trains pemits a number of control modes.    One such mode consists of praise 
shaping the f, relay pulses to provide a ramp and negative spike similar to 
that of Figure 8-?.   A negating gate triggered by the negative pulses prevents 
receiver dsmuting on nonphase-locked signals.   A demuting gate could be 
operated by phase modulation between points A and B (Figure 8-5).    A position- 
al hold at some point such as B, provides a pulse train of fixed DC level. 
Receiver volume could be controlled simply by sliding point B up or down the 
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CHAPTER NINE 

A COMPARISON OP NIAC AND OCD RECEIVERS 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The aaterlal In this chapter compares three radio warning hone receivers: 
those receivers proposed by Fhllco Corporation and Zenith Radio Corporation 
to the National Industry Advisory Group (NIAC) of the Federal Coomunlcatlpns 
Cconlssion;  and that receiver under development for the Office of Civil 
Defense (OCD). 

In order to coopare logically these receivers, one with another, scne 
standard criteria must be established as a basis for the ccnparlson.   So 
far, the only authoritative document vhlcb has been widely dlssemlnatod and 
generally accepted within OCD Is that itileh defines the operational require- 
ments for the Radio Warning System.     This document contains a few requirements 
vhlch refer specifically to the radio receiver conrponent of the system. 
There are other receiver requirements ifclch derive from these operational 
requirements and from practical considerations.   These requirements have 
been generally accepted by those vbo have been associated with the developoent 
of an OCD receiver. 

2.0 CONCLUSIONS 

The developoent of a set of operational requirements generally acceptable 
within OCD provides a yardstick against lixlch various receiver designs can 
be measured.   Using these requirements as such a yardstick, It Is evident 
that, of the three receivers compared, only the OCD-proposed receiver Is 
compatible with the mission of a civil defense public warning system. 

3.0 OCD RADIO RECEIVER QPERATIOWAL REQUIREMENTB 

The following list Is a compilation of those requirements pertinent to the 
home receiver. The source or Justification of th^ requirement Is found as 
indicated. 

1.   This chapter replaces A Comparison of 1IIAC-2, WIAC-6, «ad OCD-4 Receivers, 
TAich was originally published as m-L.1960/020/00, dated 31 March 1^65- 
NIAC-2 and NIAC-6 are the Phllco and Zenith receivers, respectively; OCD-4 
Is the OCD-proposed receiver. 

2.   See Cfcapter One, 'Interim Operational Requirements. N 

_——, -~ 
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1. Receivers shall be muted vhen not in operation (Section k.3-7 )- 

2. Receivers shall be under positive control of operator (Section 
k.3.8).    Automatic, timed selfrenuting cannot be used in the receiver. 
The warning message length is subject to the discretion of the system 
operators and should not be compronised by arbitrary technical 
limitations on the length of tine the receiver will stay unmuted. 

3. The alert signal generator shall not be located in the home 
receiver (Section 4.3.9) • 

k,   Itamuting tones or signals shall be distinct from the tones used 
to signal an alert.   This requirement is implied by the operational 
requirement that,  "The Radio Warning System shall be capable of 
transmitting messages to the public   /ith or without the accompanying 
alert signal."    (Section 4.3.10).    i*>4s, of course, cannot be 
accomplished if the unmuting tones ore audible each time the system 
is used to transmit messages and if the seme audible tones serve 
the double function of unmuting and alerting. ■ 

5. thmuting tones shall be nonraucous and not easily mistaken for 
alerting tones.   This requirement derives from the operational 
requirement to transmit a message to the public without an alert 
signal     (Section 4.3.10).    If the unmuting tone is in the audible 
frequency band passed by the receiver audio circuitry and is actually 
audible through the receiver loudspeaker during the unmuting process 
then this rule applies.   If the unmuting signal is not audible 
through the speaker, its particular waveform Is unimportant. 

6. A two-tone unmuting signal shall be used.   Intuitive evaluations 
of program material and noise environment indicate that the 
probability of a single tone occurring is sufficiently high to 
render infeaslble the use of a single tone for unmuting. 

7*    Signaling techniques shall be compatible for all modes of use, 
i.e., Mf FM, TV, low-frequency.    Uhnecessary costs would be incurred 
if different signal generators would be required for the different 
types of transmitters that may be used in the system. 

8.   Recovery from a false alert shall be automatic.   Receivers must 
hove the capability to remute automatically after the spurious 
signals \&ich caused the unmuting have ceased.   This requirement is 

■ 

. 

1. Section numbers refer to Chapter Two. 

2. Oeutney and Jones Conmunications. Inc., Report on Choice of Method of 
Home Receiver Activation for OOP Alert/Warning qystem. Jtb jovetfber 1964. 
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for the puxpoae of preventing a potential source of public annoyance 
from unattended receivers yticb. continue to blast out program 
material at high volume after the falslng signals have disappeared. 
If this receiver were in a locked apartment, it would require a 
forcible, and perhaps Illegal, entry in order to abate this public 
nuisance. 

9. Susceptibility to false alert shall be minimized.   Within cost 
limitations, the most Important single requirement for the receiver 
is that it have wUätttK susceptibility fron false activation by 
noise, program material, or malfunction. 

10. Receiver cost shall be as low as practicable within the constraints 
of the forgoing requirements.   Due to the extremely large number of 
receiver units   hat will be required for the system even small 
differential costs between caqpeting receivers can total to large 
amounts of money.    If Performances of competing receivers are about 
equal, costs will be the controlling factor in choosing one receiver 
over another. 

k.O      BflMBi 
Table 9-1 lists the significant operational parameters of the Fhllco, 
Zenith, and OCD receivers.    It can be seen that the frequencies of the 
unmxtlng tones employed by both NIAC receivers place them clearly in the 
audible range.   In contrast, the OCD receiver employs only one audible tone, 
and that tone disappears before the receiver unmutes.    The audible tones 
used by the NIAC receivers must also be made to cuoappear if any useful 
message is to be transmitted over the audio channel.    Bie only way that 
these tones can be made to disappear is to use a latching circuit to hold 
the receiver in an unmuted condition ifcen the tones are discontinued. 
Oils lessens the control that the operator has over the unmuting function 
as well as creating a potential source of public annoyance and bhus violates 
OCD's receiver Requirements 2 and 8.   Use of narrow-band rejection filters 
in the receivers to remove the unmuting tones would add suibstantially to 
the receiver costs aaA make the RIAD receivers noncoapetitlve on the basis 
of Requirement 10, vbich specifies mtninw receiver costs.   One other method 
that might b* taployed to overcome the handicap from «hich the NIAC receivers 
suffer in regard to Requirement 8 would be to require the transmitter to 
periodically transmit a rsmutlng tons, e.g., every five minutes, to remote 
any receivers ifcieh might hive been unmuted by false signals.   Ibis places 
a requirement on the transmitters ifcieh cannot be Justified on other grounds 
and would be Intolerable if imposed on a commercial broadcast station. 
Except for testing or circuit checfcliig the transmitter» should not be 
required to transmit except in an operational situation. 

O 1.    Ct., Chapter 10, p. 10-4, per. 2. 
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Table 9-2 lists In tabular fona the previously discussed receiver requlrensnts 
with an Indication as to aether the receivers meet each requireaent.    The 
Fhllco receiver does not aset Rsquirenent k and 8.   Die Zenith receiver 
does not aset these requirements and, in addition, does not Met Requirements 
5«d7. • ■ 

The sinlliaritles betvaan the NIAC and OCD receivers are more then superficial. 
Iba RP aections of the receivers can he aade to meet the asne specifIcations 
vithout difficulty.    Die only real differences in the receivers lies in the 
logic of the danutlng circuitry and the philosophy of operation,   the OCD 
receiver design was the result of a careful cansideratloo of the operational 
requireBents as propounded and refined by numerous discuaaions sad norklng 
group ■eatings with OCD technical end operational personnel.   Tee HAG 
receivers, on the other hand, «are derived independently by individual 
aanufacturers each working from his own definition of the operational 
requirements.1   The work of the NIAC coBnittee was hanpered, and the reaults are 
Inconclualve due to the lack of a standard definition of the operational 
requirements.   Bow that these requlzsmsnts have been produced, the only 
reasonable approach is to use them as a basis for evaluation of all component 
parts of the Radio Warning System, Including the radio «■■'—Ing receiver. 

■■ 

' 

•  Hlft       .0 

i 

■ 

1. Chapter Five,  "Beview and Braluation of WUC Si^udlng Msthods. 

O 

■—r  — 
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Table 9-2*   Capabilities of Raoaivars to Meat OCD Raqpivaaanta 
■ 

■ 

1 

Hequiranaat 
■ 

Phllco Zenith OCD 

1. Muted ifcan Not Operated 

2. Poaltire Control (HaBwting 
Rot Tlaed) 

3*   Alert Generator Bot is Receiver 

T 

I 

T 

Y 

Y 

Y 

Y 

k.   Distinct Itaauting Tones 11 R Y ■ 

Y R Y 

6.   Two-Tone Utanuting Signal Y Y Y 

Y n T 

8.    AutOMtlc False Alert Recovery R 

pi 

R Y 

' 9.   low Susceptibility to False Alert T Y Y 

30.   Low Receiver Cost I Y Y 

K*j:   T - NMti OCD nqairmmat» • 

■ i Dom apt mmt OCD x«qiilz«Hntf 
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•                        »^ 
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CHAPEER TEN 

DETORMIMATIOW OF COBraOL ?REQUEHCIBB TOR 

THE RADIO WARNIRG SYSTEM 

1.0 IHTRCDUCTKW 

This chapter   contains seme extensions of Ideas presented previously In 
Chapter Six.2 The previous chapter expressed a great deal of skepticism 
about the value of several mathematical models which purported to describe 
the program material environment in which the Radio Warning System receivers 
would operate.    The conclusions reached then «ere that further attempts at 
using such mathematical models for quantitative evaluation of receiver design 
be foregone until further studies could be carried out.   These studies mould 
provide sufficient empirical data to enable the derivation of a model that 
would satisfactorily relate the key parameters to each other rather than 
assume that they were statistically independent.    The focus of the present 
chapter   is on a slightly different, though related, problem:    Is It possible 
to arrive analytically at an optimum signaling technique, using conventional 
methods, that   will minimize the probability of receiver false alazms caused 
Inadvertently by normal broadcast program material? 

•   ■ 

The approach taken in solving this problem may appear to violate the conclu- 
sions previously presented in Chapter Six because mathematical models are 
derived and used.    However, the models are qualitative, not quantitative, and 
the conclusions drawn frcm them are based on empirical knowledge of the type 
of program material that the models describe.   The result is a recomnended 
signaling   technique for controlling the public receiver components of the 
Radio Warning System.   Within the critical constraint that the signals used 
must not require umwial receiving techniques, such as coherent signals do, 
the recounended technique is one that will minimize receiver false alarms. 
Work continues on the possibility of using more sophisticated signals, which 
cannot be inadvertently duplicated in normal broadcasting.3   if these more 
sophisticated techniques can be shown feasible on a cost basis, then a revised 
recomaendatlon will have to be made, since the effectiveness of such a 
technique in minimizing false alarms is patently clear. 

■  ■       ■ 

  

1. This chapter replaces The Determination of Control Frequencies for the 
Radio Utonlng Receiver, which was originally published as TM.L-1960/029/OO, 
SCSI 1Ü fey i$5' 

2. "Problems of Predicting Receiver Reliability." n 

3. Chapter light, "Coherent Receiver Development. 
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2.0 CWCLUBIOWB AMD HECOUBWDATKaC 

. 
2.1 AUTCMATIC RBCOVERY FROM FAL3E AIABNS 

Whatever signaling technique la used to activate the public receiver. It auat 
he auch that a receiver, accldently activated by noise In the radio envlroiMent 
that duplicates the effect of the transmitted control tones, autoaatlcally 
turns off In the absence of such noise. 

    
2.2 "8UBAUDIBIZ" COWTROL TGHES 

. 

The control tones used to activate the public receiver must he Irtn^lblt at 
the receiver output, lying either above or below that portion of the audio 
spectrus used by the human voice. Since "superaudlble" frequencies axe 
reproduced in practically all coBblnatlons In the course of nislcal progm- 
mlng, the "subaudlble" spectrum appears to have greater potential for false- 
alaxa-fTee control. This potential can be enhanced by the proper selection of 
control tones. 

■ 

2.3 PARALUtl aPBRATK* 

It can be daaonstrated that a control signaling technique which uses n tones 
transmitted simultaneously Is Inherently more reliable than a technique vhlch 
uses n tones transmitted In sequence. 

' 

. . 2,k      conmxuB sncsnn OP TüSICAL" TOBS 

The musical scale must be considered as a continuous spectrum as far as 
analysing the progremalng environment to which the public receiver «ill be 
exposed.   In other words there are no frequencies that cannot appear as muelcal 
tones, not even In the "subaudlble" range. 

2.5 CHÄRAOTRIBTICS OP nEMÜTIHG 8IÖKAIS 
■ ■ ■ 

It la leummaiifled that the signaling technique uaed to activate the public 
receiver In the Radio Warning Systam have the following characteristics: 

1.   Two Tone Slmnltaneow.   The ays tern should use two slmultsneoua 
tones to activate recelvera. 

2*   Percent Difference.   The higher tone should have a frequency 
22 percent   greater thin the lower tone. 

!-mmi. O 
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3*   Octane Band of 50-100 Hz       The two tones should both lie in the 
octave band between 50 and 100 Hz ,   which is in the octave band 
approximately between A3 and A2. 

k, Ten-4Second Tine Delay. The two tones should be transmitted for 
at least 10 seconds. ¥ne tine delay of the receiver should also be 
at least 10 seconds. 

• 
It is suggested that two suitable tones for use In receiver control be 87.31 
Hz    and 106.52 Hz. 

3.0 "SUBAUDIBILITYn HKViai'J3B) 

The operational requirements for the Radio Warning System specify that the 
public receiver shall be designed to operate under the positive control of the 
system operator.    This neans that the public receiver will be turned on and 
off automatically as part of the system's operation.   Of the several metSoSs 
which have been proposed for controlling the public receiver, this requireaent 
rules out those using dock aechanisas to turn the receiver off after a 
certain time period, and those requiring that the owner turn off his receiver 
by means of a switch after he has received the message.    The first type oust 
be ruled out because no time period can be established that will encompass 
all possible situations In which the receiver will be used.   A solution to 
this problem has been proposed in which the receiver is designed to demote for 
a short period upon receipt of the control signal.   The control signal oust 
then be repeated periodically during the course of the voice message, either 
during pauses In the course of the message or in the form of an inaudible 
signal superimposed on the message.   This method has not, however, been shown 
to be cost competitive with other equally satis factory methods.   The second 
type, that requiring the owner to turn his receiver off, must be ruled out 
because it also enables the receiver owner to disable bis receiver at a time 
when it might be needed for other messages.    This method also suffers from the 
ineonvanienee to neighbors caused by an unattended receiver continuing to 
operate after it has been activated during a test.   The two principal methods 
r—lining, which meet the positiv« control requirement, axe the use of separate 
signals to turn the receiver on and off, and the use of a continuous signal 
to bold the receiver on once it has been tuned on.   The first of these two 
is called a "latching" receiver method since the receiver is locked into the 
on    condition by the first signal and stays on until a second signal is 
transmitted to tun the receiver off.   Prom an operational standpoint, this 
type of receiver is not satisÄctory despite its meeting the positive control 
reqairanents.   This is because it does not adequately meet the problem of 
mlnlalKlng the falsa alarm potential of normal programslng material and ran- 
dom noise that near appear In the transmissions of a radio station.    If the 
tun-on signal is inadvertently transmitted, receivers will be activated and 
locked lato the   on   condition to remain there until a tun-off signal Is 
received.   Uhless the transmissions of the radio station axe continuously 

■   ■ 
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■onltored by station operators to detect such inadvertent turn-on signals, 
there will be no way of knowing when receivers have been accldsntly activated. 
There will be added cost in such a configuration due to the need for instal- 
lation of such monitoring equipment at each transmitter. Sven with the 
monitoring gear installed, there remains the problem of random generation of 
the turn-on signals by noise in the radio environment. The threat here Is 
that receivers in a locale nay be activated and the owners will have no means 
available to turn then off except to call the radio station and request that 
the turn-off signal be transmitted. An operationally satisfactory receiver 
must have the ability to recover automatically from accidental false alarms 
of all kinds. 

The latching receiver suffers several other weaknesses as well. It is subject 
to the possibility of accidental turn-off during the course of a message 
delivery. This is because there is always a finite probability that the 
turn-off signal will be Inadvertently generated. lUrthemore, such an accidental 
turn-off may effect only a portion of the receivers under the control of a 
particular transmitter If the false alarm is generated by noise and not as 
part of the transmitted broadcast signal. Another disadvantage would be the 
added circuitry required to recognise the turn-off signal. If two tones «ere 
used to turn the receiver on, which is the ninlmum number recommended to 
minimise false alarm potential, and a third tone were used for turn-off, there 
would be the added expense for recognizing the third tone by means of a reed 
relay or some comparable device. If one of the turn-on tones were also used 
for turn-off, there would be the added circuitry needed to enable the dual- 
purpose tone to carry out two functions. It is for these reasons, primarily 
the inability to recover automatically from a false alarm that the latching 
receiver Is unsatisfactory. 

.. 
A receiver that rssmtns In the on condition as long as the proper signal Is 
transmitted and goes off, if this signal is terminated,provides the solution 
to the problem of automatic recovery from accidental ffclse alarm. If the 
proper combination of tones -so turn on the receiver accidently appears in 
some program material, the receiver will be activated only during the time 
that the combination persists. Once the tones change or disappear, the 
receiver will automatically turn off. This is the mode of operation of the 
receiver currently being procured by OCD. Two control tones are transmitted 
to turn the receiver en, than one tone cuts out, leaving the other to hold 
the receiver on. 

ft 

Because the receiver will be used to send voice messages, the holding tone 
must be "inaudible," that Is, It must lie in a portion of the audio spectnmi 
which la outside the handpass either of the hunsn ear, or, more practically, 
of the audio reproduction portion of the receiver. The bandpaaa of the loud- 
speaker In the receiver can be kept relatively narrow because the receiver 
will only be required to reproduce voice messages, not music. It can be said. 
therefore, that from the standpoint of the OCD operational requiresMnts, 
Signal below 150 it and above 3*000 Ha Is "Inaudible." O 
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Hov the question arises whether to use control tones in the low range of 
Inaudibility or the high range. Much of the basis of the arguments presented 
In this chapter is derived fron the structure of music. 
Music will present the type of progrsm material that is richest in potential 
false alam signals, both fro« the standpoint of audio content and amount of 
prograaalng time devoted to it in normal cosoerclal broadcasting. There are 
fsir rules which can be stated with authority as far as musical composition 
and perfoxmance are concerned. In evamlnlng the problem of whether to use 
subaudible or superaudlble control tones, however, there are certain rules 
that can be used to advantage. The analysis of this problem is carried out 
la grsater detail in Section U.C^ below. In brief, the argiawnt rests on the 
fact that certain combinations of sustained musical tones In the frequency 
range below approximately 100 Hfe  are avoided by compoeers end arrengers 
because they have an unpleasant sound. This characteristic la true on a 
probabilistic basis only; there is no absolute guarantee that euch combina- 
tions will never be used In particular compositions. nevertheless, enough 
probabilistic taybes" will result In an "almost-never" if designed properly 
Into the system. Because the rules about sustained tones apply almost entirely 
to the lover frequencies, it is rei.ummendeil that the control tones for the OCD 
receiver be In the subaudible range. 

4.0       mquarriAL OR PARALUL TMBB 

Having rercmmeudefl that the signaling technique for controlling the Radio 
Warning System receiver use subaudible tomes, it rema -a to determine the 
manner in «hieb the tones should be transmitted. In the course of the enelysis 
necessary to determine the manner of transmission, the reeoaMndation for 
subaudible tones will be Justified ae «all. In order to specify whether the 
control tonee should be transmitted simultaneously or sequentially, the 
probability that n tonee will appear In musical program material either 
simultaneously or sequentially must be determined. Music is used as a worst 
case because of the range of frequencies which occur In it and the amount of 
progreHilng time devoted to it. 

Previoue operational anelyeee have attempted to determine the probabilities 
of various tones appearing la program material. In particular, two of theee, 
the first by General Electric and the second by Phllco Corporation, ear» 
carried out aa a part of the HAG alert receiver development program.  These 

1. Federal d■minications CcMission, lational Industry Advisory Gonmittee 
(Syetams Analysis Ad Hoc Coaittae), Chairman's Report of Ccnparativ Amalysis 
of mergenry AlertlngTysteM for DSs Wiih iiandard, IW, and Television BioeA- 
cast Stations, Washington, D. C-, 13 M^ 196». 
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analyses have both been subjected to criticism in a previous chapter.     Their 
Intent yes to provide a Bathenatical aodsl that could be used to evaluate 
quantitatively the reliability of the several alert receiver designs submitted 
to the ICC by HIAC.   The general criticism of both analyses vas that they 
failed to consider the functional interrelationships among the variables «hose 
behavior they «ere attempting to describe.   As a result, the mathematical 
models derived do not even give a good general description of the process 
involved» let alone provide a tool that can be need to make accurate quantita- 
tive ratings on the reliabilities of alert receivers. 

■ 

In order to discuss the relative security present in sequential and p*t^n^i 
.   signalling scheme« it ie necessary to examine the general fbxm of a mathematical 

expression measuring the probabilities associated with the appearance of 
musical tones in program material.   The model derived here differs from the 
models previously derived in two respects: 

1. The previously ignored correlation of parameters is included. 

2. It is a qualitative model, rather then quantitative. 

While the model cannot be used to make accurate predictions of program material 
behavior, it does provide an insight into the processes involved end enables 
one to make some useful decisions about signaling methods. 

The heart of the model is a probability density function.   This is a mathe- 
matical expression that relates any realizeable combination of values for a . 
set of variables to the probability of that combination being realised.2   In 
the model constructed, the probability density function provides the proba- 
bility that a tone of a given frequency will appear in the course of a radio 
program at a given level of energy and for a given length of time.   There are 
three variables involved: frequency, energy level, end duration (time).   Since 
there is an associated probability with each combination of values the three 
variables can assume, there are four quantities involved in the function. 
The geometric representation of the function is, therefore, a four-dlaen- 
slonal surface.   The shape of this surface is presently unknown, but it 
would seem to be en extremely complicated one.   Without trying to visualise 
its shape, however, we can find the general mathematical expression for the 
surface.    This expreeeion can be written ae: 

1*   See Chapter Six. 

2. fbr example, the probability density function used to describe the pro- 
bebilitiee aeeociated with the rolling of two fair dice would be a function 
which aeeociated the value l/jS with the number 12, the value l/6 with the 
nuaber 7, etc. o 

_______ . ■ '  
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«ter« f is the ffe^ency of the tone, 
K is the energy level or saplitude of the tone, 
T is the length of tlae over which the tone persists, 
p is the probability that a tone of frequency F will appear in 
progran «aterial with siaplitude S end for tlae T, sad f npreients 
the presently unknovn functional relationship between the variables 
Involved and the probability of their taking on specific value» Jointly. 

In the problsa at hand, it must be determined whether there is a difference 
In the probabilities that two tones will appear simultaneously on the one 
hand and sequentially on the other. This requires the examination of the pro- 
babilities associated with the occurrence of two tones: 

p t(r  IT) 

.   ■ ■     ,   ■ •   .■ 

and; 

P« - f (F2,B2,T-) 
» 

. Let the probability of the simultaneous occurrence of the two tones be denoted 
by P», and the probability of the sequential occurrence by Pf.   Than the follow- 
ing functional relationships hold: 

P, - PJPJ, (1+ 0^ ^r) 
■ 

,   .■,.„,■ -      • 

et " P1P2 W p12 9SZ' 

■ ■    • I ■     - ■■ . 

• f «hers   P^ and   P12 are correlation coefficients which provide an indication cJ 
the likelihood that tone 1 and tone 2 will appear simultaneously and following 
each otter respectively, and q. - (1 - p.), l.ev the probability that tone 1 
will not occur. ^ r 

The correlation coefficients p J2 and   p12 can assvas values from minus one to 
plus one.   They take on specific values for each combination (PjPJ of 
frequencies, amplitudes, and durations.    In other words, the correlation 
coefficients ax« also functions of the ssme variables as p. and p., only thejr 

(_J are functions of the two sets of variables considered Jointly.   One cannot. 
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at thij tine, state precisely the value \rtiich p.. and P12 will take on for 
any set of variables, (F^B^T.) and (P2,E2,T2).   Nevertheless, one can say 
with a great deal of certainty that for hamonlcally unrelated tones in 

s f certain octave hands P.« is less than P...    In other words, for certain 
groups of nusically discordant tones, the prohahillty of toeir occurring 
sloultaneously is less than that of their following each other sequentially. 
This conclusion is based on the difference between the "rules" governing the 
haxnonic structure of ausic and those governing the melodic structure*   In 
general, the rules of hamony place more severe restrictions on the composer 
or arranger than do the rules of melody.   These differences provide a means 
by which the system designer can use the nonrandonness of music to his 
advantage.   The assumption here is that the correlation coefficients are 
derived from the entire range of musical program material a station might 
choose to transmit, from the latest popular dance music to the most esoteric 
contemporary symphonic music, with all other ranges of musical styles included. 
It is necessary to include this caveat because it is intuitively clear that 
the correlation coefficients will take on different values for different 
musical styles.    What was haxaonically unthinkable in the eighteenth century 
is coononplace today.   Furthermore, the average values of the correlation 
coefficients which we are discussing must weigh the correlation coefficients 
of the various styles of music in proportion to the amount of perfozmance 
time they enjoy on the radio stations that will be Included in a radio 
warning system.    The likelihood of certain combinations of tones appearing on 
a "hillbilly" station in Tennessee is far different from their appearing on 
an avant-garde M station in San Francisco or Hew York. 

The octave hands in which the correlation coefficients can be used to advantage 
are those below approximately 100 Hz .     In this range conmon musical practice 
requires generally that sustained tones be separated by at least a fifth (a 
frequency ratio in the equally-tempmred scale of 1.1196:1.000) and more 
probably by an octave (2:1).   The lower in tbe musical scale one descends, 
the greater the separation.   While it is true that these restrictions may be 
violated in certain cases, on the whole they will be observed because their 
violation results in an unpleasant, "muddy" sound.    In the octave bands above 
100 Hz,,    restrictions are not as severe.   In fact, one of the key develop- 
ments In musical style over the past several centuries has Involved the 
breaking down of the rules governing the closeness with which tones can be 
sounded simultaneously or "haznonically" in these regions of the audio 
spectrum.   Today, one can find, compositions in which tones more closely 
space«, than a half-step, the minimum frequency difference (ratio of 1.0^9:1.000) 
available on the piano, are sustained harmonlcallyi    While these works axe 
few, they msy indicate a trend.   Nevertheless, even in such exotic music, 
there r—tns the tendency to keep the deep bass tones more widely separated. 

■ I 
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The results of this analysis indicate that advantage can he taken of certain 
nonrandom characteristics of music to decrease the probability of accidental 
triggering of system receivers by program material.   The use of two or more 
simultaneous tones that are harmonically unrelated appears to be one method 
by which this minimizing process can be acccmpllshed. 

3.0 D1BAPFEARI1TG DI3CRE1ENES8 Of THE MUSICAL SCAIZ 

It has been suggested that, since our musical scales are based upon a system 
of discrete frequencies, a signaling technique using one or more tones not 
Included In that system would be relatively free from false alarms.   This 
proposal assumes that there are so-called musical frequencies that can be 
anticipated In system planning.    While It is true that in any given musical 
performance, there will be a certain set of discrete frequencies that will 
generally be adhered to within certain limits, it Is fairly easy to demon- 
strate that the basis for each set of frequencies will vary sufficiently 
that it is Impossible to consider the audio spectrum used In music as being 
anything other than continuous.   Therefore, even if the two or more harmon- 
ically unrelated signaling frequencies are chosen based on the analysis 
presented In Section U.Q above, one cannot guarantee that one or more of 
them will not occur In a given musical performance. 

The critical factors In this portion of the analysis are the bandwldtha of 
the sensing elements of the receivers, and the tuning systems used In music. 
It is Intuitively obvious that a receiver that employs broadband detectors, 
which can be triggered by tones lying In a broad portion of the audio spectrum, 
will be more prone to false alarm than a receiver employing narrow-band 
detectors, which are more critically tuned to signalling frequencies.    This 
is true simply because the receiver with the broader bandwidth detectors will 
be sensitive to more tones capable of triggering it.    It has been suggested 
that reed relays provide the tuning accuracy necessary In a satisfactory 
receiver.   Without any consideration of the reliability and longevity of reed 
relays, it would certainly appear that they do provide a sufficiently narrow 
bbndwidth within the severe cost constraints that the system designer faces, 
levertheless, a reed relay or its equivalent, still has a certain bandwidth 
over which it will respond to signals.   Generally, the response of a reed 
relay will be about f oo denn at + 1 percent of its fundamental frequency. 
Therefore, there wUJL be variation in receiver response introduced by the 
bandwidth of its detectors. 

There are two physical standards for tuning prevalent in the musical world. 
In the italted States, the standard is 4M) la     for A above middle C.    In 
Europe, the standard is %35  Hz    for the same tone.   Figure 10-1 shows the 
standard frequencies for the 'Musical" tones between o3, two octaves and a 
fourth below middle C, end middle C. 
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It can ba Man that tha alniM frequency separation bataaan two dincrete tonaa 
of different noeinal pitch vnriee In tha two systeae fro« 2.33 HL    at tha 
low and to 11.71 Hs     at tha high end of tha range.   Taia difference repreaanta 
approxiaately 5 percent   of tha lower tooa'a frequency, or a bendwidth of about 
+ 2.5 percent   Into vhich a control signal CUB ba inserted. 

This bandwidth assuaes, of course, precise tuning to the eetablished standard. 
This Is saldoa accowplisbed In actual practice.   A study by Shower snd 
Biddulph1 showed that tha ■anliest discernible frequency change In pure tones 
va a about 2 or 3 Hs      In the range 200 Hs •    This result would show that It 
would ba fortunate if all of tha instruaaats In an orchestra were tuned to an 
accuracy of + 1 percent.     Aa a result, the bendwidth available for the control 
signal is narrowed to a —I— of + 1.$ per cent of the frequency chosen. 
Raeeabering that the bandwidth of tfie reed relay will be approxlaately ♦ 1.0 
percent   of the chosen frequency, there rnMtM but + 0.5 percent   as a* 
"guard" band. 

The "guard" band disappears when the stendards of sound recording and repro- 
duction established by tha national Association of Broadcasters (hftSl and the 
International Consultative Coonittee on Radio (CCIH) are considered.^   The 
KAB standards established a tolerance of + 0.3 percent    tor spaed variation 
in recording end reproducing turntables.3' 

The CCIH standards allow a spaed variation of * 0.$ percent   in both disk and 
magnetic recording.   Tha CCIR standards will apply to records laported into 
the united States.   Therefore, in a worst-cast situation, a recording nada 
at tha llait of tha CCIR standard for speed variation and reproduced In tha 
united States at the llnlt of the KAB standard, there will be a variance of 
♦ 0.8 percent   ind tha "guard" band of + 0.5 percent    will no longer exist. 
As a result, it nust be concluded that lha portion of the audio spectrtm In 
the range that is being considered for control signals has to ba treated as 
a continuous speetrua of ausleal frequencies.   There are no "ausical" fre- 
quencies as such.   On tha other hand, however, one cannot assuae that all 
frequencies have eqtu 1 probability of being used nusically.   While one cannot 
state precisely the p.-obability that a given frequency «111 ^pear In a 

' 
1. I. 0. Shower and R. Biddulph,      "Differential Pitch Sensitivity of the 
Ear," in Journal of the Accouatlcal Society of Afrto, (3, 275) > PP* 153-155. 

2. A   P. Walker, Id., MM Ittglnaarlng Handbook. McOraw-Hlll Book Ccnpeny, 
Inc., Hew Tork, i960, pp. 37V 379,^r, 3». 

3. The RAB doee not speclficclly establish a spaed vmrlatlon tolerance for 
■agnettc recording.   The CCIR standard for nagnetic recorder speed variation 
la the sene aa for tuxntablee, ♦ 0.5 percent«     It aaeaa reeaonable to assuns, 
therefore, that the MB allows i ♦ 0.3 percent   spend variation for nagnetic 
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Musical performance, one can say on strong Intuitive grounds that tbose 
frequencies which are near the standard frequencies for ausleal tones will 
have a higher probability of appearing than those situated halfway between 
two adjacent standard frequencies. The actual probability distribution is, 
however, unknown at this tine. 

6.0 THE CHOICE OF FREQUENCIES 

Having shown the advantages present in choosing frequencies In a specific 
area of the audio spec true and having shown that none of these frequencies 
can he regarded as being "■ueical" ger se, an attempt orust be nade to lay a 
groundwork for deciding which frequencies to use in the system. Thus far the 
analysis has assumed that n tones would be used for control. It is Intuitively 
clear that the greater the number of tones used to activate the receiver, the 
less likely it is that a false alarm will occur. On the other band, the 
greater the number of tones, the more complex must be the detection circuitry 
and, as a consequence, the more expensive and less reliable the receiver. The 
use of a single control tone does not provide any guarantee whatever against 
a false alarm unless a prohibitively long delay time Is built Into the 
receiver. It has been shown above that there can be no guarantee against any 
single frequency occurring in music. Furthermore, with a single tone there is 
no opportunity to make the nonrandomness of muaic work to prevent false alarms. 
The minimum niaiber of tones necessary to utilise this nonrendom aspect of 
music to advantage is two. This number also minimises the complexity of the 
circuitry involved and, thereby, for equivalent methods of detection, max- 
imises the reliability of the receiver. Therefore, two frequencies are 
reeoawnded as the optimum choice for the Radio Warning System within the 
constraint that conventional signal'ns techniques are used. 

As to the separation of the two tones In terms of frequency, it is apparent 
that the interval should be one not normally used In music. At the seme 
time, the tones must be spaced far enough apart that the detection circuitry 
will be able to distinguish between than. In other words, the bendwidths of 
the two detectors must not overlap. It was pointed out In Section k.O that 
the elnlmue separation generally utilised in the octave bands below 100 Hs 
is a fifth (frequency ratio of 1.496: 1.000). Therefore, the control interval 
should be less than a fifth. An elegant choice is to use an interval which 
fails halfway between a major and minor third, the rsni—snfled frequency 
ratio being 1.22: 1.00. This Interval at once meets the requirensnt of being 
less than a fifth and of being one which la extremely unlikely to occur in 
normal programaing, particularly In the portion of the spectrum below 100. is 

1J* iLrter is true because musically the third is a very sensitive Interval; 
it determines the modal state of the music, that i% whether a chord is a 
major or a minor chord. It is, with several other key Intervals, one on which 
the intonation of the performer is critically Judged, furthermore, since it 
is critical In determining the modal state, it is generally put In a range of O 
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tbm  spectrun vber« it can be easily beard, In the octave bände «ell abov« 100 
Hr.   Therefore, two tone» at the act—IN frequency ratio will definitely 
be hamonically unrelated, eufficiently eo that the probability of their Joint 
eiaulteneoue occurrence will be slight. 

Using this interval, one cannot sake both tones equidistant fron the standard 
frequencies show in Figure 10-1. Nor is it desirable to do so. Rather, it would 
be aore advantageous to choose one of the frequencies as a standard frequency 
for ths following reason. It was nentioned in Section 5.0 that the probability 
distribution for the occurrence of particular frequencies in ousic is not 
likely to be unifom. Rather it will shov bunching around the standard 
frequencies, i.e, a greater probability of occurrence for frequencies in the 
inaediate vicinity of the so called Musical tones. Since the reccasended 
interval (i.22: 1.00) ie one which is halfway between two legitiaate intervals, 
it would follow that if one of the tones is chosen as a standard frequency, 
with a correspondingly high probability of occurrency, then ths second tone 
will be in what saounte to a trough on the probability curve end will have a 
low probability of occurrence. In the absence of sapirieal data it cannot be 
guaranteed that the probability of the Joint occurrence of these two tones will 
be an absolute miniaua. Revertheless, on intuitive grounds, it would appear 
that a local ■inif can be anticipated with this method. As frequencies vary 
with inexact tuning and speed variation in transcription equipsent, one or the 
other of the frequencies will tend to have a higher probability of occurring, 
but the probability of Joint occurrence will remain low. 

As to the frequencies to use, reed manufacturers have stated that a definite 
price break occurs for reeds with a fundamental frequency above 80 Hz.1  If 
one chose as the lower frequency the first musical tone above 80 Re, I2 at 
82.41 Hz,  the second tone would be 100.5^ Hz.  Since this tone is 
uncomfortably close to 100 Hz, a frequency often used for testing equipment 
in the radio industry, this combination must be rejected. Instead, it is 
rerr—snflefl that the lower frequency be that of the second musical tone 
above 80 Hz, BMmtly P2 at 87.31 Hz.  Then the second frequency will be 
106.$2 Hz, midway between G2 sharp and A2. 

7.0   Tg« MEAT 

The analysis above is believed to be adequate to determine a ie( oawded set 
of frequencies for use in activating public receivers in the Radio Warning 
System.   In the absence of a foolproof signaling method, i.e., one which 
would utilise signals not otherwise found in progrem material sad, therefore, 
incapable of appearing inadvertently, theee frequencies, or two other 

1.   Source:   Telephone call to George Morgen, Oautney and Jones Comnications, 
Inc., 31 March 196$. 
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frtqMBelM apacvd at 1th* mtmmmiai  interval, should ••rw to "iw'-lw tta« 
probability of «eeidntal ftda« alazas. If such a foolproof arthod is dsviiod, 
•uch as tte aathod of cohormt •ignaliag now vmder Invottigation at SDC, th» 
signallcg Mthod recoaaandod bor« will no loogor be opttmum and ntir in IMMII 
dation» will havo to bo aado. 

Tbo critical nature of on* pamotor ha* not b**& coMid*red in detail abov*. 
Tb* aaount of tlat dalagr built into th* r*c*iv»r viU obvlou«ly affoct it* 
fai** alam tandaneia*. In A*t*rBlning th* proper wount of tla» dalay, th* 
■ystaa daalfnar auot trad* ffclae alam protection tor «peed of warning since 
there are operational reqalrwents atatlng the tiae lljalte within «115 eh the 
syetea should function. Aa motioned in Section 6.0» a single control tone 
«ill not be satisfactory unless it baa a pvohibitivaly long delay tine. Aa 
aora tone» are added, it aesna reasonable to predict that the saount of delay 
can be decraaaad for an equal level of falae alam protection. In the recess 
neaded tecbnlque, tine delay is still required even though it is unlikely 
that the proper tonal oenbiaation «ill occur. On no ground* otter than 
intuitive, it «ould eesn that a 10-a*eand delay would be adequate and thia is 

»A 
••.-■' 

tliv . • ; 
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APPEHDIX B 

GLOSSARlf 1 

Alert. The attention getting signal or alarm used to call the Intended 
recipient to a state of action. An alert provides only an Initial awareness 
of a threatening situation and does not In Itself define that situation or the 
appropriate response to It. (See Warning.) 

Adblent Holse. The total residual (or background) noise, exclusive of any 
intentional signal. 

Area Warning Circuit. That portion of the National Warning System (HAWAS) 
which la within one of the warning areas and connects the warning point« of 
that area with a warning center. 

Articulation. A comparison of the sounds, syllables, or words recorded hy a 
listener with those originally spoken yields a percentage of those sounds, 
syllables, or words that are correctly Interpreted. This percentage is 
called the articulation. 

Attack Warning Syatea (AWB). The system by which a warning or other emergency 
Information is transmitted throughout the nation. It coca lets of three parts 
— the federal, state, and local portions. (See Matlonal Warning By tern 
(MAMAS).)    _    

Auditory Threshold.   The sound pressure level of the mtnlmwi acoustic signal 
that evokes an auditory sensation for $0 percent of the number of times a 
signal is presented. 

Authentlcatioa.   A message or signal from an Initiation or relay point 
indicating the validity of another message. 

AWOPPI (AUTOfcatic Digital Network).   An automatic teletype rtssage switching 
and circuit switching network operated by the Deftnse Ccammlcatlons Agency 
(DCA). 

ADIOWIT (AOTCmatic VOice Itetwork).   An automatic voice circuit switching 
network operated by the Defenae Ci.Miiinlcatlon« Agency (DCA). 

BMCOM (Broadcaat teergency CoManlcatlop»).   A system that allows the trans- 
mission of teletype via standard (AN; broadcast stations without interruption 
of normal program material.   This development is being undertaken by IOC and 
the broadcast Industry for the Defense CoBmunicatlons Agency—DCA (ft.v.). 
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Cloar Cfaannel.    A conMrclal AN broadcast channel on which the dominant 
station renders service over a vide area and which Is cleared of objectionable 
interference within the primary service area of that station and over all 
(or a substantial portion) of the station's secondary service 

Clear Channel Station»   A ccnanercial AN radio station that Is assigned the use 
of a clear channel 1 i.v.). 

CoBplex Tone.    A sound wave compoBed of several frequencies (pure tones). 

Control Signal (or Control Nessage). A signal or message used In the alerting 
and/or warning system to activate or deactivate other ecaponenta or subsystens 
of the system. 

Defense Co—unlcatlons Agency (DCA).   An agency within the Department of 
Defense charged with overseeing the design and operation of military communi- 
cations systems. 

«  ..1. »   m m *   T,        T    1 Decibel. See Sound Pressure Level. 

Demuted Receiver. An alerting and warning receiver that has been rendered 
capable, by receipt of a demuting signal (q.v.), of sounding an alert and 
warning. 

* 

Demuting Slmal. The signal that causes muted alerting and warning receiver 
to be capable of sounding an alert signal and a warning aessage. In some 
receivers (in particular latching receivers, q..v.) the dsautlng signal and 
the alert signal are the same; in others (in particular noaUtching receivers, 
g.v.) the demuting signal Is different from the alert signal. 

teergency Action Hotlflcatlon (1AM) Syetem. Circuits and associated equip- 
ment designed to transmit an Emergency Action Botlflcatlon msesage containing 
authorisation to Initiate emergency procedures to ImpleMBt the teergency 
Broadcast System plan. 

aaerasncy Broadcast fyate» (PS). Those broadcasting stations and intercon- 
nectutg facilities which have been authorised by the Fsderal Cosmunicatlons 
Comnlssion to operate In a controlled manner during a war, threat of mx, 
state of public peril or disaster, or other national emergency. 

ftwrMncy Operating Center (IOC). The protected facility In which govern- 
mental and civil defense ofriclals having direct smergmuy rssponsibUltlee 
can safely carry on their emergency operations. 

false Alaxmlkilure. A system failure which results in the activation of the 
alartftg and/or waning system when such activation la not desired by the 
system operators. (See NO Alaas lailure.) 

O 

O 
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Situation 
Response 

Signal No Signal j 

Attack OK Failure 

Ho Attack False Alarm 
lailure OK     | 

Frequency. A phenomenon that occurs periodically or cyclically In tine. The 
number of repetitions of a pattern or of an event that occur in unit time. 

Oround Ware Transaission. Radio transaission rla radio waves that are propa- 
gated over the earth and are ordinarily affected by the presence of the 
ground and the troposphere. Ground waves include all ccsqponents of radio 
waves over the earth exeept ionoepherlc and tropospheric eaves. Distinguish 
from skyeave transaission (q.v.). 

Harmonics. Those components of a complex tone whose frequencies are Integral 
multiples' of the fundamental frequency of the tone. The fundamental is also 
called the first haxmouic; the second harmonic has a frequency twice that of 
the fundamental, etc. 

Industry Advisory ComUttee. One of the advisory committees to the federal 
Communications Coomlssionl- Bach coamlttee is composed of representatives of 
the broadcasting industry at national (HIAC), regional (RIAC), state (SIAC), 
or local (LIAC) level. These coamittees assist the FCC In the execution,of 
its responsibilities pursuant to the Executive Order that directs the creation 
of the Emergency Broadcast System. 

Intelligibility. The measure of the ability of a listener to understand the 
meaning of the sounds he hears. 

Jsamlng. The radiation or reradiation of electromagnetic waves in order to 
impair the use of a specific serpent of the radio spectrum. 

Latching Receiver. A receiver that demutes on receipt of a predetermined 
signal* A latching receiver may be unlatched, or damuted, by more than one 
method. It nay be dsmuted by the transmission of a distinct deautlng signal. 
It may be automatically flssaitert after some predetermined period of time by a 
timing device In the receiver. It may also be dleiitea mawially by means of 
a switch on the receiver. (See Bonlatching Receiver«) 

• 
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Local Industry Advisory Conalttee (LIAC).    (See Induetiy Advisory Coanittee.) 

Local Warning Center.    A facility capable of 24-hour operation found normally 
at the city or county level.   The local warning center must be capable of 
performing all functions required to provide warning to the inhabitants within 
its Jurisdiction. 

Loudness.    The intensive attribute of an auditory sensation In Serins of which 
sounds may be ordered on a scale extending from loud to soft.    Loudness is 
determined largely by the intensity of the sound stimulus, but Is also 
affected by frequency and waveform.    The unit of loudness Is the sone (q.v.). 

Loudness-Level.    See Phon. 

MODEM.   Modulating and demodulating equipment. 

Muted Receiver.   Descriptive of the normal operating mode of any alerting and 
warning receiver,  I e., power-on, operative, receiving any material trans- 
«itted by the transmitter to which it Is tuned, but silent because It has not 
received a Aemutlng signal. 

Naticnsl Defense Emergency Authorltatlon (HDEA). An authorisation issued by 
the FCC permitting operation of a station as part of the Emergency Broadcast 
System during an emergency condition. 

C 

national Industry Advisory Coamlttee (MIAC). (See Industry Advisory Committee.) 

Batlonal Warning Center (HHC). The OCD facility staffed by Attack Warning 
Officers and situated within the Combat Operations Center at HORAD Head- 
quarters. The IMC controls the IAUA8 and activates the Bsergency Broadcast 
System. 

■atlonal Warning By tern (MMIB)' The federal portion of the Attack warning 
System used for the dissemination of warning and other emergency information 
from OCD warning centers to warning points In each state. 

Wo Alarm Failure. A system failure In which the alerting and/or warding 
system does not function even though activated by system operators. (Bee 
raise Alarm failure) 
VVCl- ■    ——^M    1.1 —Mil—-—^^ 

honlatching Receiver.   A receiver that demutes upon the receipt of a predeter- 
mlned signal and remains demuted only as long as that signal rmsalns present. 
Dean: ting occurs upon a failure to receive the demuting signal. 

Berth Amsricaa Air Deftoase Co—a«»^ (BOBfl)).   A coordinated defense of the 
Berth American continent against aerospace attack.    The defense Is coordinated 
between American and Canadian Services with «all use of early-warning radar. 
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Phon.    The loudness-level of a sound is the intensity-level of a 1,000 Hz 
tone which sounds equal to the sound in loudness.    Loudness-level is measured 
in decibels or phons above the reference-intensity.    The 1,000 Hz tone is the 
reference-tone for loudness comparisons, and the loudness-level of all other 
sounds expressed in terms of the equally loud reference tone. 

Pitch.    That attribute of auditory sensation in terms of which .    nds may be 
ordered on a scale extending from low to high frequency such as a mnsical 
scale.    Pitch is determined largely by frequency, but it is also affected by 
intensity. 

Pure Tone.    A continuous sound of a single frequency; a tone not accocpanied 
by overtones, harmonics, or other sounds. 

Radio Frequencies.    Normally expressed in kilo Hertz (kHz) at 
and below 30,000 kHz, and megacycles per second (kHz) above this frequency. 

Frequency Sub-Division: 

Very Low (VLF) 
Low (LF) 
Medium (MF) 
High (HF) 
Very High (VHF) 
Ultra High (UHF) 
Super High (SHF) 
Extremely High (EHF) 

Below 30 kHz 
30 to 300 kHz 
300 to 3,000 kHz 
3,000 to 30,000 kHz 
30,000 kHz to 300 mHz 
300 mHz to 3,000 mHz 
3,000 mHz to 30,000 mHz 
30,000 mHz to 300,000 mHz 

Myriametric Waves 
Kilometric Waves 
Hectametrie Waves 
Decametric Waves 
Metric Waves 
Decimetrie Waves 
Centimetric Waves 
Millimetric Waves 

Regional Industry Advisory Comnittee (RIAC).     (See Industry Advisory 
CoamitteeT) 

Regional Warning Officer.    A staff officer located at each OCD Regional Head- 
quarters to assist states and local areas in solving warning problems. 

Skywave Transmission.    Radio transmission via radio waves that reach the 
receiving location after reflection from the ionosphere.    Distinguished from 
ground wave transmission (q.v.). 

Sone.    The sons is a unit of loudness.   By definition, a simple tone of 
frequency 1,000 Hz, kO db above a listener's threshold, produces a loudness 
of one sone.    The loudness of auy sound that is Judged by the listener to be 
n times that of the one sone tone Is n sones. 

Sound Pressure Level.    The pressure level. In decibels, of a sound Is 20 
times the logarithm to the base 10 of the ratio of the pressure P for this 
sound to the reference pressure Po.    Unless otherwise specified, the reference 

pressure Is understood to be 0.0002 dyne per square centimeter. 
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Spoofing.    The action of deceiving or misleading the enemy in electronic 
operations.    An example of spoofing is the transmission of radio messages 
containing false infonnation for interception by the enemy. 

State Industry Advisory Committee (SIAC).     (See Industry Advisory Comnittee.) 

Strategic Warning.    A notification that enemy-initiated hostilities may he 
imninent. 

Subsidiary Service.    An application of an alerting and warning technique to 
some application other than nuclear attack warning.    Possible subsidiary 
services include providing weather information and distributing s-iort news 
bulletins. 

Survivability.    The degree of llklihood that an object will be unaffected by 
an attack directed against it. 

System.    An assemblage of personnel, hardware components, and/or procedures 
functioning together in an orderly and prescribed manner to carry out a 
predetermined task. 

Tactical Warning.    A notification of enemy initiated hostilities. 

Threat Warning.    A report, originating at the NORAD Comb»-1 Operations Center, 
disseminating early warning infonnation from DEW Line, Mid-Canada, and 
Pinetree Lines to lower echelons of the air defense system. 

Verification. A return message or signal to an initiation or relay point 
indicating that a signal or message has been received, understood, and/or 
acted upon. 

Vulnerability.    The degree to which an object is survlvable and is likely to 
be attacked by an enemy.    (See Survivability.) 

Warning Area. A geographical area consisting of a number of states which 
are the responsibility of one of the presently existing OCD warning centers. 

Warning Point.    A facility which receives warning and other emergency 
information over NAWAS and which relays this Information according to instruc- 
tions contained in state and local civil defense plans. 

Washington Warning Area.   The geographic area within a 20 mile radius from 
zero milestone, Washington, D. C, excepting that part of Howard and Ann 
Arundel Counties In Maryland flailing within the 20 mile radius. 
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I Washington Warning Area Control Point (WWACP).    The location that controls 
the origination and/or dissemination of warning information to the Washington 
Warning Area.    The WWACF also acts as an alternate to the National Warning 
Center In initiating ehe operation of the Emergency Broadcast System. 

White gousa Coonunlcatlon Agency (WHCA).   A subordinate agency of the Defense 
Communications Agency which provides all conmunications facilities for the 
President. 

White N-lse.    The spectrum of white noise Is characterized by the presence of 
all the frequencies In the audible range at the same amplitude or pressure. 

WWVj WWVHj WWVB, WWVL.    Radio Stations operated by the Rational Bureau of 
Standards which provide time and frequency standards for various users. 
Stations WWV and WWVH broadcast on several frequencies In the HF band.    WWV 
Is located in Beltsville, Maryland.    WWVH In Maul, Hawaii.    WWVB and WWVL 
broadcast In the lov (60 kHz) and very low (20 kHz)  frequency bands, 
respectively.    Beth transmitters are located In Ft. Collins, Colorado. 

O 
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